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Abstract: 

 

This standard is part of a family of standards for local area networks (LANs) and metro-
politan area networks (MANs) that deals with the Physical and Data Link Layers as defined by the
ISO Open Systems Interconnection Reference Model. It defines a high-speed shared medium
access protocol for use over a dual, counterflowing, unidirectional bus subnetwork. The Physical
Layer and Distributed Queue Dual Bus (DQDB) Layer are required to support a Logical Link Con-
trol (LLC) Sublayer by means of a connectionless Medium Access Control (MAC) Sublayer service
in a manner consistent with other IEEE 802 networks. Additional DQDB Layer functions are speci-
fied as a framework for other services. These additional functions will support Isochronous Service
Users and Connection-Oriented Data Service Users, but their implementation is not required for
conformance. 
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Introduction

 

(This introduction is not a part of ANSI/IEEE Std 802.6, 1994 Edition or of ISO/IEC 8802-6 : 1994.)

 

This standard is part of a family of standards for local and metropolitan area networks. The relationship
between the standard and other members of the family is shown below. (The numbers in the figure refer to
IEEE standard numbers.)

This family of standards deals with the Physical and Data Link layers as defined by the International Organi-
zation for Standardization (ISO) Open Systems Interconnection Basic Reference Model (ISO 7498 : 1984).
The access standards define several types of medium access technologies and associated physical media,
each appropriate for particular applications or system objectives. Other types are under investigation.

The standards defining these technologies are as follows:

• IEEE Std 802
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: Overview and Architecture. This standard provides an over-
view to the family of IEEE 802 Standards. This standard forms
part of the 802.1 scope of work.

• IEEE Std 802.1B
  [ISO DIS 15802-2]: LAN/MAN Management. Defines an Open Systems Intercon-

nection (OSI) management-compatible architecture, and ser-
vice and protocol elements for use in a LAN/MAN
environment for performing remote management.

• ISO/IEC 10038
  [ANSI/IEEE Std 802.1D]: MAC Bridging. Specifies an architecture and protocol for the

interconnection of IEEE 802 LANs below the MAC service
boundary.

• IEEE Std 802.1E
  [ISO DIS 15802-4]: System Load Protocol. Specifies a set of services and protocol

for those aspects of management concerned with the loading of
systems on IEEE 802 LANs.
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The 802 Architecture and Overview Specification, originally known as IEEE Std 802.1A, has been renumbered as IEEE Std 802. This
has been done to accommodate recognition of the base standard in a family of standards. References to IEEE Std 802.1A should be con-
sidered as references to IEEE Std 802.

* Formerly IEEE Std 802.1A.
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• ISO 8802-2 [ANSI/IEEE Std 802.2]: Logical Link Control

• ISO/IEC 8802-3 [ANSI/IEEE Std 802.3]: CSMA/CD Access Method and Physical Layer Specifications

• ISO/IEC 8802-4 [ANSI/IEEE Std 802.4]: Token Bus Access Method and Physical Layer Specifications

• ISO/IEC 8802-5 [ANSI/IEEE Std 802.5]: Token Ring Access Method and Physical Layer Specifications

• ISO/IEC 8802-6 [ANSI/IEEE Std 802.6]: Distributed Queue Dual Bus (DQDB) Access Method and
Physical Layer Specifications

• IEEE Std 802.10: Interoperable Local Area Network (LAN) Security, 

 

Currently
Contains

 

 Secure Data Exchange (SDE)

In addition to the family of standards, the following is a recommended practice for a common technology:

• IEEE Std 802.7: IEEE Recommended Practice for Broadband Local Area
Networks

The reader of this standard is urged to become familiar with the complete family of standards.

 

Conformance test methodology 

 

An additional standards series, identified by the number 1802, has been established to identify the conform-
ance test methodology documents for the 802 family of standards. This makes the correspondence between
the various 802 standards and their applicable conformance test requirements readily apparent. Thus the
conformance test documents for 802.3 are numbered 1802.3, the conformance test documents for 802.5 will
be 1802.5, and so on. Similarly, ISO will use 18802 to number conformance test standards for 8802
standards.

 

IEEE Std 802.6, 1994 Edition

 

The purpose of this standard is to lay the foundation for a set of standards to allow DQDB subnetworks to
provide a range of telecommunications services within a metropolitan area. Based on this set of standards,
equipment vendors will be able to build the components that will allow telecommunications services to be
offered to end users within a metropolitan area.

The interconnection of DQDB subnetworks to form a metropolitan area network will be possible via a Mul-
tiport Bridge
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 or via dual-port bridges, routers, and gateways, as shown in Fig A. DQDB subnetworks can be
used to provide switching, routing, and concentration of high-speed data, voice, and certain video services,
as well as to interconnect LANs, hosts, workstations, and PBXs.

The user’s attention is called to the possibility that compliance with this standard may require the use of
inventions covered by patent rights. All enquiries should be sent to the IEEE Standards Board at the address
given at the end of the introduction.

This edition of the standard defines general principles for the operation of a number of physical layers. A
physical layer capable of using a DS3 transmission system (ANSI T1.102 and T1.107) is defined in this edi-
tion of the standard. It is anticipated that future editions of the standard will provide additional implementa-
tions of the physical layer to support different needs (for example, media, data rates, network operator
requirements).
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The services of a Multiport Bridge are the subject of ongoing work under IEEE Project Authorization P802.6a, Multiple Port Bridging
for Metropolitan Area Networks.



 

ix

 

This edition of the standard incorporates IEEE Std 802.6d-1993, 

 

Physical Layer Convergence Procedure
(PLCP) for CCITT Recommendations G.707, G.708, and G.709 SDH-based systems (155.520 Mbit/s)

 

, as
clause 17. It also incorporates IEEE Std 802.6f-1993, 

 

Protocol Implementation Conformance Statement
(PICS) proforma

 

, as annex A (normative). The two standards are not available as separate publications.

Three additional IEEE 802.6 standards are currently available. These include the following:

• IEEE Std 802.6k-1992, Supplement to Media Access Control (MAC) Bridges (IEEE Std 802.1D-
1990): IEEE 802.6 Distributed Queue Dual Bus (DQDB) Subnetwork of a Metropolitan Area Net-
work (MAN)

• IEEE Std 802.6c-1993, Supplement to ISO/IEC 8802-6: Physical Layer Convergence Procedure
(PLCP) for DS1-based systems (clause 12) 

 

packaged with IEEE Std 802.6h-1993 (see below)

 

• IEEE Std 802.6h-1993, Supplement to ISO/IEC 8802-6: Isochronous Service on a DQDB Subnet-
work of a MAN

This standard contains state-of-the-art material. The area covered by this standard is undergoing evolution.
Revisions are anticipated within the next few years to clarify existing material, to correct possible errors, and
to incorporate new related material. Information on the current revision state of this and other IEEE 802
standards may be obtained from

Secretary, IEEE Standards Board
P.O. Box 1331
445 Hoes Lane
Piscataway, NJ 08855-1331, USA

IEEE 802 committee working documents are available from

IEEE Document Distribution Service
AlphaGraphics #35 Attn: P. Thrush
10201 N. 35th Avenue
Phoenix, AZ 85051, USA

Figure A—DQDB metropolitan area network
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Information technology—
Telecommunications and information exchange between 

systems—
Local and metropolitan area networks—
Specific requirements—

 

Part 6: Distributed Queue Dual Bus (DQDB) access 
method and physical layer specifications

 

1. Overview

 

1.1 Scope

 

This part of ISO/IEC 8802 for a Distributed Queue Dual Bus (DQDB) subnetwork of a metropolitan area
network (MAN) defines a high-speed shared medium access protocol for use over a dual, counter-flowing,
unidirectional bus subnetwork. This International Standard specifies the Physical Layer and DQDB Layer
required to support

—

 

Logical Link Control (LLC) Sublayer,

 

 by a connectionless Medium Access Control (MAC) Sublayer
service provided to support an LLC Sublayer in a manner consistent with other parts of this ISO/IEC
8802 series of International Standards. 

This part of ISO/IEC 8802 also specifies additional DQDB Layer functions as a framework for other ser-
vices. In this edition of the standard, they are provided for completeness as part of the overall architecture;
their implementation is not required for conformance.

These additional functions will support

—

 

Isochronous Service Users (ISUs), 

 

by a connection-oriented service, which may be used to transport
isochronous data; for example, conventional digitized voice.

—

 

Connection-Oriented Data Service Users, 

 

by an asynchronous, connection-oriented service, which
may be used to transport bursty data; for example, signaling.

The scope of this part of ISO/IEC 8802 is shown diagrammatically in figure 1-1.

The DQDB Layer supports these services by employing the following access methods:

— A 

 

Queued Arbitrated access method

 

, with three priority queues for medium access arbitration and
fixed-length slots for data transfer. Each priority level provides distributed queue access for the sup-
port of connectionless MAC service and connection-oriented data service.

— A 

 

Pre-Arbitrated access method

 

, which uses assigned octet positions in particular slots for the trans-
fer of individual octets of data. This access method supports isochronous connection-oriented
services.

The Queued Arbitrated access method uses fixed-length slots for data transfer. This transfer mechanism is
enhanced by a MAC convergence function to the service expected by the LLC Sublayer. The MAC conver-
gence function is defined in this part of ISO/IEC 8802.
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This part of ISO/IEC 8802 defines the DQDB Layer functions to allow access to the medium to read and
write data to support the isochronous service and the connection-oriented data service. The signaling proce-
dures for establishing, maintaining, and clearing a connection are outside the scope of this part of ISO/
IEC 8802.

 

1

 

The Physical Layer is defined to allow the use of different underlying transmission systems. This Interna-
tional Standard supports a DS3 interface operating at 44.736 Mbit/s, as specified in ANSI T1.102

 

2

 

 and
T1.107. It also supports transmission systems based on CCITT Recommendation G.703 operating at
2.048 Mbit/s, 34.368 Mbit/s, and 139.264 Mbit/s, and Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) transmission
systems operating at 155.520 Mbit/s, as specified in CCITT Recommendations G.707, G.708, and G.709.
Other appropriate media and transmission rates may be considered for standardization in the future. 

 

1

 

 Annex B gives a tutorial description of the sequence of events that are required to support complete isochronous communication
capability.

 

2

 

 Information on references can be found in 1.3.

Figure 1-2—Scope of this part of ISO/IEC 8802

DQDB Layer

MAC
Service to

Logical
Link

Control
(3.1)*

Isochronous
Service

(3.2)

Physical Layer

(4) (4)

Connection-
Oriented

Data
Service

(3.3)

Bus A

Bus B

Bus A

Bus B

*Numbers in parentheses refer to clauses and subclauses of this part of
ISO/IEC 8802 where the services are defined.
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Each transmission system may need to be enhanced to provide the Physical Layer service that is required by
the DQDB Layer. This enhancement function, if required, is provided by a suitable Physical Layer Conver-
gence Procedure (PLCP). This part of ISO/IEC 8802 will define a PLCP for each transmission system that is
supported.

 

1.2 Applicability

 

DQDB subnetworks are intended to support a range of service types including statistical data traffic. Subnet-
works should therefore be dimensioned by the network provider so as to ensure that periods of expected
peak demands do not cause excessive delay to the particular services that are intended to be supported.

During the periods of overload, which may still occur, a DQDB subnetwork will continue to operate at close
to maximum throughput, but some service degradation must necessarily occur. To ensure manageable degra-
dation of the services supported by a DQDB subnetwork, three mechanisms have been provided:

— Pre-Arbitrated access
— Queued Arbitrated access with priority
— Bandwidth balancing

A description of these mechanisms is provided in 2.1.2, and their areas of application are outlined in 2.1.4.

 

1.3 Normative references

 

The following standards contain provisions which, through reference in this text, constitute provisions of
this part of ISO/IEC 8802. At the time of publication, the editions indicated were valid. All standards are
subject to revision, and parties to agreements based on this part of ISO/IEC 8802 are encouraged to investi-
gate the possibility of applying the most recent editions of the standards listed below. Members of IEC and
ISO maintain registers of currently valid International Standards.

ANSI T1.102-1987, American National Standard for Telecommunication—Digital Hierarchy—Electrical
Interfaces.

 

3

 

ANSI T1.107-1988, American National Standard for Telecommunications—Digital Hierarchy—Formats
Specifications.

ANSI T1.107a-1990, American National Standard for Telecommunications—Digital Hierarchy—Supple-
ment to Formats Specifications (DS3 Format Applications).

CCITT Recommendation E.164 (1988), Numbering plan for the ISDN era. In vol. II, fascicle II.2 of the

 

CCITT Blue Books

 

—Telephone network and ISDN—Operation, numbering, routing and mobile service.

 

4

 

CCITT Recommendation G.703 (1988), Physical/Electrical characteristics of hierarchical digital interfaces.
In vol. III, fascicle III.4 of the 

 

CCITT Blue Books

 

—General aspects of digital transmission systems; terminal
equipments.

CCITT Recommendation G.704 (1988), Synchronous frame structures used at primary and secondary hier-
archical levels. In vol. III, fascicle III.4 of the 

 

CCITT Blue Books

 

—General aspects of digital transmission
systems; terminal equipments.

 

3

 

 ANSI publications are available from the Sales Department, American National Standards Institute, 11 West 42nd Street, 13th Floor,
New York, NY 10036, USA.

 

4

 

CCITT Recommendations are available from the Telecommunication Standardization Bureau of the International Telecommunication
Union, Place des Nations, CH-1211, Geneva 20, Switzerland.
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CCITT Recommendation G.707 (1988), Synchronous digital hierarchy bit rates. In vol. III, fascicle III.4 of
the 

 

CCITT Blue Books

 

—General aspects of digital transmission systems; terminal equipments.

CCITT Recommendation G.708 (1988), Network node interface for the synchronous digital hierarchy. In
vol. III, fascicle III.4 of the 

 

CCITT Blue Books

 

—General aspects of digital transmission systems; terminal
equipments.

CCITT Recommendation G.709 (1988), Synchronous multiplexing structure. In vol. III, fascicle III.4 of the

 

CCITT Blue Books

 

—General aspects of digital transmission systems; terminal equipments.

CCITT Recommendation G.751 (1988), Digital multiplexing equipments operating at the third order bit rate
of 34 368 kbit/s and the fourth order bit rate of 139 264 kbit/s and the fourth order bit rate of 139 264 kbit/s
and using positive justification. In vol. III, fascicle III.4 of the 

 

CCITT Blue Books

 

—General aspects of digi-
tal transmission systems; terminal equipments.

CCITT Recommendation G.783 (1990), Characteristics of Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) multiplex-
ing equipment functional blocks.

CCITT Recommendation I.432 (1990), B-ISDN User-Network Interface—physical layer specification.

ISO 2382-25 : 1992, Information technology—Vocabulary—Part 25: Local area networks.

 

5

 

ISO DIS 2382-26…,

 

6

 

 Information technology—Vocabulary—Part 26: OSI architecture.

ISO 7498 : 1984, Information processing systems—Open Systems Interconnection—Basic Reference
Model.

ISO/TR 8509 : 1987, Information processing systems—Open Systems Interconnection—Service
 conventions.

ISO 8802-2 : 1989 [ANSI/IEEE Std 802.2-1989], Information processing systems—Local area networks—
Part 2: Logical link control.

ISO/IEC 9595 : 1990, Information processing systems—Open Systems Interconnection—Common man-
agement information service definition.

ISO/IEC 9596 : 1990, Information processing systems—Open Systems Interconnection—Common man-
agement information protocol specification.

ISO/IEC 10039 : 1991, Information technology—Open Systems Interconnection—Local area networks—
Medium Access Control (MAC) service definition.

 

5

 

ISO and ISO/IEC publications are available from the ISO Central Secretariat, Case Postale 56, 1 rue de Varembé, CH-1211, Genève
20, Switzerland/Suisse. ISO publications are also available in the United States from the Sales Department, American National Stan-
dards Institute, 11 West 42nd Street, 13th Floor, New York, NY 10036, USA.
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Current at state of Draft International Standard.
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1.4 Definitions

 

This clause defines the terms used in this part of ISO/IEC 8802. Words in 

 

italics

 

 indicate terms that are
defined elsewhere in the list of definitions.

 

1.4.1 Access Control Field (ACF):

 

 The 

 

protocol control information

 

 in a 

 

slot

 

, which is used to support the

 

access control function

 

.

 

1.4.2 access control function:

 

 The generic name for the 

 

Queued Arbitrated (QA) Access

 

 and 

 

Pre-Arbitrated
(PA) Access

 

 

 

functions

 

 in the 

 

DQDB Layer

 

 that control access to the medium in this part of ISO/IEC 8802.

 

1.4.3 access unit (AU):

 

 The functional unit in a 

 

node

 

 that performs the 

 

DQDB Layer

 

 functions to control
access to both 

 

bus

 

es. Access units attach to each bus via a 

 

write

 

 connection and a 

 

read

 

 tap placed 

 

upstream

 

of the write connection.

 

1.4.4 address:

 

 An identifier that tells where a 

 

service access point

 

 

 

(SAP)

 

 may be found (ISO 7498).

 

1.4.5 address field:

 

 The part of a 

 

protocol data unit (PDU)

 

 that contains an 

 

address

 

 that identifies one or
more addressable entities. (The address may be a single-source address, single-destination address, or multi-
ple-destination address [

 

multicast

 

].)

 

1.4.6 bandwidth balancing mechanism:

 

 A procedure to facilitate effective sharing of the bandwidth,
whereby a 

 

node

 

 occasionally skips the use of 

 

empty Queued Arbitrated (QA) slot

 

s.

 

1.4.7 bridge:

 

 A functional unit that interconnects two subnetworks that use a single 

 

Logical Link Control
(LLC) procedure

 

 but may use different 

 

Medium Access Control (MAC) procedure

 

s. 

 

Local area network

 

s

 

(LAN

 

s

 

)

 

 and 

 

metropolitan area networks (MANs)

 

 are examples of the subnetworks that a bridge may inter-
connect.

 

1.4.8 broadcast address:

 

 A predefined destination 

 

address

 

 that denotes the set of all 

 

service access point

 

s

 

(SAP

 

s

 

)

 

 within a given 

 

layer

 

.

 

1.4.9 bus:

 

 The concatenation of the 

 

transmission link

 

s between 

 

node

 

s and the data path within nodes that
provides unidirectional transport of the digital bit stream from the 

 

Head of Bus function

 

 past the 

 

access unit
(AU)

 

 of each node to the end of bus.

 

NOTE—This differs from the bidirectional bus as used in ISO/IEC 8802-3 (Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Colli-
sion Detection [CSMA/CD] and ISO/IEC 8802-4 [Token Bus]).

 

1.4.10 busy slot: 

 

A 

 

slot

 

 that contains information and is not available for 

 

Queued Arbitrated (QA) access

 

.

 

1.4.11 Configuration Control function: 

 

The function that ensures that the resources of all 

 

node

 

s of a
DQDB 

 

subnetwork

 

 are configured into a correct Dual Bus topology. The resources that are managed are the

 

Head of Bus function

 

, the 

 

External Timing Source function

 

, and the 

 

Default Slot Generator function

 

.

 

1.4.12 connection:

 

 An association established by a 

 

layer

 

 between two or more users of the layer service for
the transfer of information (ISO 7498).

 

1.4.13 convergence function: 

 

A function or procedure that provides sufficient additional services to enable
a 

 

layer 

 

o

 

r sublayer

 

 to provide the services expected by a particular higher layer user. (For example, the
MAC Convergence Function enables the capabilitites of the 

 

Queued Arbitrated access function 

 

to be
enhanced to provide the 

 

Medium Access Control (MAC)

 

 

 

Sublayer

 

 service to the 

 

Logical Link Control
Sublayer

 

.)
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1.4.14 Data Link Layer: 

 

In Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) architecture, the 

 

layer

 

 that provides ser-
vices to transfer data over a 

 

transmission link

 

 between open systems.

In the ISO/IEC series of 

 

local area network (LAN)

 

 standards, the Data Link Layer is formed by the 

 

Logical
Link Control (LLC) Sublayer

 

 and the 

 

Medium Access Control (MAC) Sublayer.

 

 

Using this part of ISO/IEC 8802, the Data Link Layer is formed by the operation of the LLC Sublayer (ISO
8802-2) over the 

 

Medium Access Control (MAC)

 

 Sublayer service offered by the 

 

DQDB Layer.

 

1.4.15 Default Slot Generator function: 

 

The function that defines the identity (i.e., Bus A or Bus B) for
each 

 

bus

 

 of a 

 

Dual Bus subnetwork

 

. Additionally, the function that provides 

 

Head of Bus functions

 

 for both
Bus A and Bus B in a 

 

looped Dual Bus 

 

subnetwork. (If the looped Dual Bus subnetwork is reconfigured to
an 

 

open Dual Bus

 

 subnetwork due to 

 

transmission link

 

 faults, then the Head of Bus functions for either one
or both buses are assigned to other nodes for the duration of the fault.
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)

 

1.4.16 Derived MAC Protocol Data Unit (DMPDU): 

 

The 

 

Protocol Data Unit

 

s 

 

(PDU

 

s

 

)

 

 of a length of 48
octets formed by the addition of 

 

protocol control information

 

 (including 

 

message identifier

 

 and error protec-
tion information) to each of the 44-octet 

 

segmentation unit

 

s created from the 

 

segmentation

 

 of an 

 

Initial MAC
Protocol Data Unit (IMPDU)

 

. Each DMPDU is carried as the payload of a 

 

Queued Arbitrated (QA)
segment

 

.

 

1.4.17 Distributed Queue:

 

 The 

 

Medium Access Control (MAC) procedure

 

 in this part of ISO/IEC 8802 for

 

Queued Arbitrated (QA) access

 

.

 

1.4.18 downstream: 

 

The direction of data flow along a 

 

bus

 

, i.e., away from the 

 

Head of Bus function

 

.

 

1.4.19 DQDB Layer:

 

 The 

 

sublayer

 

 in this part of ISO/IEC 8802 that uses the services of the 

 

Physical Layer

 

to provide the following:

—

 

Medium Access Control (MAC) Sublayer

 

 service to the 

 

Logical Link Control (LLC) Sublayer,

 

 and
—

 

isochronous

 

 service, and
— connection-oriented data service.

 

1.4.20 Dual Bus:

 

 A pair of 

 

bus

 

es carrying digital bit streams flowing in opposite directions. One bus is
referred to as Bus A and the other bus as Bus B.

 

1.4.21 empty Queued Arbitrated (QA) slot:

 

 A 

 

Queued Arbitrated (QA) slot

 

 that was designated by the

 

Head of Bus function

 

 as being available for transfer of a 

 

QA segment

 

, and that does not contain a QA
segment.

 

1.4.22 External Timing Source function: 

 

The function of providing the primary point of synchronization
of the DQDB 

 

subnetwork

 

 to some external timing reference, for example, that provided by a public network
operator. 

 

1.4.23 gateway:

 

 A functional unit that interconnects a 

 

local area network (LAN)

 

 with another network hav-
ing different higher layer protocols.

 

1.4.24 group address: 

 

A predefined destination 

 

address

 

 that denotes a set of selected 

 

service access point

 

s

 

(SAP

 

s

 

)

 

 from the 

 

Medium Access Control (MAC) Sublayer

 

 service offered by the 

 

DQDB Layer

 

 to the 

 

Logical
Link Control (LLC) Sublayer

 

.

 

7

 

 Note that all DQDB 

 

subnetworks

 

, whether in an 

 

open

 

 or 

 

looped Dual Bus

 

 configuration, contain exactly one 

 

node

 

 with an active
Default Slot Generator function at network initialization. This node is nominated prior to network initialization. In an open Dual Bus
subnetwork, the Default Slot Generator function may be activated at any single node having this capability.
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1.4.25 Head of Bus function: 

 

The function that generates 

 

empty Queued Arbitrated (QA) slot

 

s, 

 

Pre-Arbi-
trated (PA) slot

 

s, and 

 

management information octets

 

 at the point on each bus where data flow starts. The
Head of Bus function also inserts the 

 

virtual channel identifier

 

 in the 

 

PA segment header

 

 of PA slots.

 

1.4.26 individual address:

 

 An 

 

address

 

 that identifies a single source or destination 

 

service access point

 

.

 

1.4.27 Initial MAC Protocol Data Unit (IMPDU):

 

 A 

 

protocol data unit (PDU)

 

 formed in the 

 

DQDB Layer

 

by the addition of 

 

protocol control information

 

 (including address information) to a 

 

MAC Service Data Unit

 

received from the 

 

Logical Link Control (LLC) Sublayer

 

. The IMPDU is segmented into 44-octet 

 

segmenta-
tion unit

 

s for transfer in 

 

Derived MAC Protocol Data Unit

 

s 

 

(DMPDU

 

s

 

)

 

. 

 

1.4.28 island: 

 

An operating part of a DQDB 

 

subnetwork

 

 that is isolated from the node containing the 

 

default
slot generator function

 

.

 

1.4.29  isochronous:

 

 The time characteristic of an event or signal recurring at known, periodic time
intervals.

 

1.4.30 isochronous service octet: 

 

A single 

 

octet

 

 of data passed 

 

isochronously

 

 between the 

 

DQDB Layer

 

 and
the 

 

Isochronous Service User (ISU)

 

.

 

1.4.31 Isochronous Service User (ISU):

 

 The entity that uses the 

 

isochronous

 

 service provided by the

 

DQDB Layer

 

 to transfer 

 

isochronous service octet

 

s over an established isochronous 

 

connection

 

.

 

1.4.32 layer: 

 

A subdivision of the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) architecture, constituted by 

 

sub-
system

 

s of the same rank (ISO 7498).

 

1.4.33 layer management: 

 

Functions related to the administration of a given Open Systems Interconnection
(OSI) 

 

layer

 

. These functions are performed in the layer itself according to the protocol of the layer and partly
performed as a subset of 

 

network management

 

 or 

 

systems management

 

.

 

1.4.34 Layer Management Entity (LME):

 

 The entity in a 

 

layer

 

 that performs local management of a layer.
The LME provides information about the layer, effects control over it, and indicates the occurrence of cer-
tain events within it. 

 

1.4.35 Layer Management Interface (LMI): 

 

The service interface provided by the 

 

Layer Management
Entity (LME)

 

 to the 

 

Network Management Process (NMP)

 

. 

 

1.4.36 local area network (LAN): 

 

A non-public data network in which serial transmission is used without
store and forward techniques for direct data communication among data stations located on the user’s
premises.

 

1.4.37 Logical Link Control (LLC) procedure:

 

 In a 

 

local area network (LAN)

 

 or a metropolitan area net-
work (MAN), the part of the protocol that governs the assembling of 

 

Data Link Layer

 

 frames and their
exchange between data stations independently of how the 

 

transmission medium

 

 is shared.

 

1.4.38 Logical Link Control (LLC) Sublayer:

 

 In a 

 

local area network (LAN)

 

 or metropolitan area network
(MAN), that part of the 

 

Data Link Layer

 

 that supports medium-independent data link functions, and uses the

 

Medium Access Control (MAC) Sublayer

 

 service to provide services to the 

 

Network Layer

 

.

 

1.4.39 looped Dual Bus: 

 

A DQDB 

 

subnetwork

 

 with the 

 

Head of Bus function

 

s for both Bus A and Bus B
collocated.

 

1.4.40 MAC address:

 

 An address that identifies a particular 

 

Medium Access Control (MAC) Sublayer

 

 

 

ser-
vice access point (SAP)

 

.
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1.4.41 MAC Service Data Unit (MSDU): 

 

The user data unit received in an MA-UNITDATA request for
transfer by the 

 

Medium Access Control (MAC) Sublayer

 

. 

 

1.4.42 management information octets: 

 

DQDB Layer Protocol Data Unit

 

s 

 

(PDU

 

s

 

)

 

 used to carry DQDB
Layer Management Protocol information between peer 

 

DQDB Layer Management Entities (LMEs)

 

.

 

1.4.43 Medium Access Control (MAC) procedure: 

 

In a 

 

local area network (LAN)

 

 or metropolitan area
network (MAN), the part of the protocol that governs access to the 

 

transmission medium

 

 independently of
the physical characteristics of the medium, but taking into account the topological aspects of the 

 

subnetwork

 

,
in order to enable the exchange of data between 

 

node

 

s.

The MAC procedures include framing, error protection, and acquiring the right to use the underlying trans-
mission medium.

 

1.4.44 Medium Access Control (MAC) Sublayer:

 

 In a 

 

local area network (LAN)

 

, the part of the 

 

Data Link
Layer

 

 that supports topology-dependent functions and uses the services of the 

 

Physical Layer

 

 to provide ser-
vice to the 

 

Logical Link Control (LLC) Sublayer

 

 defined in ISO/IEC 10039.

In this part of ISO/IEC 8802, the combined set of functions in the 

 

DQDB Layer

 

 that support the MAC Sub-
layer service to the 

 

Logical Link Control (LLC) Sublayer

 

.

 

1.4.45 message identifier:

 

 An identifier used to identify 

 

Derived MAC Protocol Data Unit

 

s

 

 (DMPDU

 

s

 

)

 

derived from the same 

 

Initial MAC Protocol Data Unit (IMPDU)

 

.

 

1.4.46 metropolitan area network (MAN):

 

 A network for connecting a group of individual stations and
networks [for example, 

 

local area networks

 

 

 

(LANS

 

)] located in the same urban area. 

 

NOTE—A MAN generally operates at a higher speed than the networks interconnected, crosses network administrative
boundaries, may be subject to some form of regulation, and supports several access methods.

 

1.4.47 MID (Message Identifier) page: 

 

A set of one 

 

message identifier

 

 value.

 

1.4.48 multicast address: 

 

See 

 

group address

 

.

 

1.4.49 multiport bridge:

 

 A 

 

bridge

 

 that interconnects two or more DQDB 

 

subnetworks

 

.

 

1.4.50 Network Layer:

 

 In Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) architecture, the 

 

layer

 

 that provides ser-
vices to establish a path between open systems with a predictable quality of service.

 

1.4.51 network management:

 

 Within this series of standards, the functions related to the management of

 

Data Link Layer

 

 and 

 

Physical Layer

 

 resources and their status across an IEEE 802 

 

local area network (LAN)

 

or metropolitan area network (MAN). 

 

1.4.52 Network Management Process (NMP): 

 

The entity that provides access to 

 

network management

 

functions on behalf of the user of the network management services. In order to perform this function, NMPs
may intercommunicate in a peer-to-peer manner and may use the services of NMPs in other 

 

nodes

 

 via a net-
work management protocol. The NMP at a node is the user of the service provided at the 

 

Layer Management
Interface (LMI)

 

. 

 

1.4.53 node:

 

 A device that consists of an 

 

access unit (AU)

 

 and a single point of attachment of the access unit
to each 

 

bus

 

 of a DQDB 

 

subnetwork

 

 for the purpose of transmitting and receiving data on that subnetwork.
Adjacent nodes are connected by a 

 

transmission link

 

.

 

1.4.54 octet:

 

 A group of eight adjacent bits.
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1.4.55 offset:

 

 The 

 

octet

 

 position relative to the start of a 

 

Pre-Arbitrated (PA) segment

 

 used to carry an 

 

isoch-
ronous service octet

 

 for a particular 

 

Isochronous Service User (ISU)

 

.

 

1.4.56 open Dual Bus:

 

 A DQDB 

 

subnetwork

 

 with the 

 

Head of Bus function

 

 for Bus A and the Head of Bus
function for Bus B at different 

 

node

 

s.

 

1.4.57 Physical Layer:

 

 In this part of ISO/IEC 8802, the subdivision that provides the protocol to allow
transfer of 

 

slot octet

 

s, 

 

management information octets

 

, and 

 

DQDB Layer

 

 timing information over the 

 

trans-
mission link

 

 between 

 

DQDB Layer subsystem

 

s at adjacent 

 

nodes

 

. The Physical Layer provides the service to
the 

 

DQDB Layer

 

. 

 

1.4.58 Physical Layer Convergence Procedure (PLCP):

 

 In this part of ISO/IEC 8802, the part of the

 

Physical Layer

 

 that supports the transfer of 

 

slot octet

 

s, 

 

management information octets

 

, and 

 

DQDB Layer

 

timing information in a manner that adapts the capabilities of the 

 

transmission system

 

 to the service expected
by the DQDB Layer.

 

1.4.59 pipelining:

 

 The function of forwarding in sequence some or all of the Beginning of Message (BOM)
and Continuation of Message (COM) 

 

Derived MAC Protocol Data Unit

 

s (

 

DMPDU

 

s) before receipt of the
End of Message (EOM) DMPDU.

 

1.4.60 Pre-Arbitrated (PA) Access function:

 

 The 

 

access control function

 

 in this part of ISO/IEC 8802 that
uses assigned 

 

offset

 

s in 

 

Pre-Arbitrated (PA) slot

 

s for the transfer of 

 

isochronous service octet

 

s.

 

1.4.61 Pre-Arbitrated (PA) segment:

 

 A multiuser 

 

segment

 

 transferred using 

 

Pre-Arbitrated Access (PA)
functions

 

. The payload of the 

 

PA segment

 

 contains 

 

isochronous service octets

 

 from zero or more 

 

Isochro-
nous Service User

 

s 

 

(ISU

 

s

 

)

 

.

 

1.4.62 Pre-Arbitrated (PA) slot:

 

 A 

 

slot

 

 that is dedicated by the 

 

Head of Bus function

 

 for transfer of 

 

isochro-
nous service octet

 

s in the payload of a 

 

PA segment

 

.

 

1.4.63 protocol control information: 

 

Information exchanged between entities to coordinate their joint
operation.

 

1.4.64 Protocol Data Unit (PDU):

 

 Information that is delivered as a unit between peer entities of a 

 

local
area network (LAN)

 

 or a 

 

metropolitan area network (MAN)

 

 and that contains control information, address
information, and may contain user data.

 

1.4.65 Queued Arbitrated (QA) Access function:

 

 The 

 

access control function

 

 in this part of ISO/IEC 8802
that uses the 

 

Distributed Queue

 

 to access 

 

empty Queued Arbitrated (QA) slot

 

s for the transfer of 

 

QA seg-
ment

 

s.

 

1.4.66 Queued Arbitrated (QA) segment:

 

 A 

 

segment

 

 transferred using 

 

Queued Arbitrated (QA) Access
function

 

s.

 

1.4.67 Queued Arbitrated (QA) slot:

 

 A 

 

slot

 

 that is used for the transfer of a 

 

QA segment

 

.

 

1.4.68 read:

 

 The process of an 

 

access unit (AU)

 

 copying bits of a data stream as they pass on the 

 

bus

 

.

 

1.4.69 reassembly:

 

 The function in the 

 

DQDB Layer

 

 that provides for the reconstruction of an 

 

Initial MAC
Protocol Data Unit (IMPDU)

 

. Reassembly is performed by concatenating the 

 

segmentation unit

 

s received in

 

Derived MAC Protocol Data Unit

 

s

 

 (DMPDU

 

s

 

)

 

. This is the inverse process to segmentation.
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1.4.70 reconfiguration:

 

 The process by which the 

 

Configuration Control function

 

 activates and deactivates
resources of a DQDB 

 

subnetwork

 

 to take account of a change in the operational status of a cluster, 

 

node,

 

 or

 

transmission link

 

 in the subnetwork.

 

1.4.71 router: 

 

A functional unit that interconnects two computer networks that use a single 

 

Network Layer

 

procedure but may use different 

 

Data Link Laye

 

r and 

 

Physical Layer

 

 procedures. 

 

1.4.72 segment:

 

 The 

 

protocol data unit (PDU)

 

 of 52 octets transferred between peer 

 

DQDB Layer

 

 entities
as the information payload of a 

 

slot

 

. It contains a 

 

segment header

 

 of 4 octets and a 

 

segment payload

 

 of
48 octets. There are two types of segments: 

 

Pre-Arbitrated (PA) segment

 

s and 

 

Queued Arbitrated (QA)
segment

 

s.

 

1.4.73 segment header:

 

 The 

 

protocol control information

 

 in a 

 

segment

 

.

 

1.4.74 segment payload: 

 

The unit of data carried by a 

 

segment

 

.

 

1.4.75 segmentation:

 

 The function in the 

 

DQDB Layer

 

 that fragments a variable length 

 

Initial MAC Proto-
col Data Unit (IMPDU)

 

 into fixed-length 

 

segmentation unit

 

s for transfer in 

 

Derived MAC Protocol Data
Unit

 

s 

 

(DMPDU

 

s

 

)

 

 (cf., 

 

reassembly

 

).

 

1.4.76 segmentation unit:

 

 The fixed-length data units of 44 octets formed by the fragmentation of an 

 

Initial
MAC Protocol Data Unit (IMPDU)

 

.

 

1.4.77 service access point (SAP):

 

 The point at which services are provided by one 

 

layer

 

 (or 

 

sublayer

 

) to
the layer (or sublayer) immediately above it (ISO 7498).

 

1.4.78 service data unit (SDU):

 

 Information that is delivered as a unit between peer 

 

service access point

 

s

 

(SAP

 

s

 

)

 

. 

 

1.4.79 service primitive; primitive: 

 

An abstract, implementation-independent interaction between a service
user and the service provider.

 

1.4.80 slot: 

 

The 

 

protocol data unit (PDU)

 

 of 53 octets used to transfer 

 

segment

 

s. It contains a segment of 52
octets and a 1 octet 

 

Access Control Field (ACF)

 

. There are two type of slots: 

 

Pre-Arbitrated (PA) slot

 

s and

 

Queued Arbitrated (QA) slot

 

s. 

 

1.4.81 sublayer: 

 

A subdivision of a 

 

layer

 

 in the Open System Interconnection (OSI) reference model.

 

1.4.82 subnetwork:

 

 In this part of ISO/IEC 8802, a functional unit comprised of a single 

 

Dual Bus

 

 pair and
those 

 

access unit

 

s

 

 (AU

 

s

 

)

 

 attached to it. Subnetworks are physically formed by connecting adjacent 

 

node

 

s
with 

 

transmission link

 

s. 

 

1.4.83 subnetwork configuration: 

 

The topological arrangement of 

 

node

 

s to form a 

 

subnetwor

 

k. In normal
operation a DQDB subnetwork can have one of two configurations, 

 

open Dual Bus

 

 or 

 

looped Dual Bus

 

.

 

1.4.84 subsystem:

 

 An element in a hierarchical division of an open system that interacts directly only with
elements in the next higher division or the next lower division of that open system (ISO 7498).

 

1.4.85 systems management: 

 

Functions in the application 

 

layer

 

 related to the management of various Open
Systems Interconnection (OSI) resources and their status across all layers of the OSI architecture.

 

1.4.86 transmission link:

 

 The physical unit of a DQDB 

 

subnetwork

 

 that provides the transmission connec-
tion between adjacent 

 

node

 

s. Each transmission link accommodates both 

 

bus

 

es of the 

 

Dual Bus

 

 pair between
the adjacent nodes. 
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1.4.87 transmission medium:

 

 The material on which information signals may be carried; e.g., optical fiber,
coaxial cable, and twisted-wire pairs.

 

1.4.88 transmission system: 

 

The interface and 

 

transmission medium

 

 through which peer 

 

Physical Layer

 

entities transfer bits.

 

1.4.89 upstream:

 

 The direction along a 

 

bus

 

 that is towards the 

 

Head of Bus function

 

. This is opposite to the
direction of data flow along a bus.

 

1.4.90 Virtual Channel Identifier (VCI): 

 

A label that is used to distinguish between the different virtual
channels. A virtual channel is a logical association between entities that enables unidirectional transfer of

 

segment

 

s between the entities. In the context of this part of ISO/IEC 8802, the VCI label can be used to
allow a transmitter to distinguish between different outgoing 

 

protocol data unit

 

s 

 

(PDU

 

s

 

)

 

, and is used to
allow a receiver to determine whether to receive an incoming segment as well as to distinguish between
incoming PDUs.

 

1.4.91 write:

 

 The process of an 

 

access unit (AU)

 

 sending data downstream on a bus by logically ORing its
outgoing data with the data pattern (normally all zeros) arriving from 

 

upstream

 

 on that bus.

 

1.5 Abbreviations and acronyms

 

ACF Access Control Field
ANSI American National Standards Institute
AU Access Unit
BAsize Buffer Allocation size
BCD Binary Coded Decimal
BEtag Beginning-End tag
BIF Bus Identification Field
BOM Beginning Of Message
BWBM BandWidth Balancing Machine
BWB_CNTR BandWidth Balancing CouNTeR
BWB_MOD BandWidth Balancing MODulus
CC Configuration Control (function)
CC_1 Configuration Control type 1 function
CC_2 Configuration Control type 2 function
CC_D Default Configuration Control function
CCITT the International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative Committee
CD CountDown (counter)
CE Connection Endpoint
CIB CRC32 Indicator Bit
COCF Connection-Oriented Convergence Function
COM Continuation Of Message
CMIP Common Management Information Protocol
CMIS Common Management Information Service
CRC Cyclic Redundancy Check
CRC32 32-bit Cyclic Redundancy Check
DA Destination Address
DIS Draft International Standard
DMPDU Derived MAC Protocol Data Unit
DQDB Distributed Queue Dual Bus
DQSM Distributed Queue State Machine
DSG Default Slot Generator
DSGS Default Slot Generator Subfield
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EOM End Of Message
ETS External Timing Source
ETSS External Timing Source Subfield
FEBE Far End Block Error
FERF Far End Receive Failure
GPSM Get Page State Machine
HCS (segment) Header Check Sequence
HEL Header Extension Length
HOB Head of Bus
HOBS Head of Bus Subfield
HOB_A Head of Bus A
HOB_B Head of Bus B
ICF Isochronous Convergence Function
IEC International Electrotechnical Commission
IMPDU Initial MAC Protocol Data Unit
ISDN Integrated Services Digital Network
ISDU Isochronous Service Data Unit
ISO International Organization for Standardization
ISU Isochronous Service User
kbit/s Kibobits per second
KPSM Keep Page State Machine
LAN Local Area Network
LLC Logical Link Control
LME Layer Management Entity
LMI Layer Management Interface
LSS Link Status Signal
MAC Medium Access Control
MAN Metropolitan Area Network
Mbit/s Megabits per second
MCF MAC Convergence Function
MCP MAC Convergence Protocol
MID Message IDentifier
MPA MID Page Allocation
MPAF MID Page Allocation Field
MSAP MAC Service Access Point
MSDU MAC Service Data Unit
NMP Network Management Process
OSI Open Systems Interconnection
PA Pre-Arbitrated
PCC Page Counter Control (subfield)
PCI Protocol Control Information
PCM Page Counter Modulus (subfield)
PCSM Page Counter State Machine
PDU Protocol Data Unit
Ph-SAP Physical layer Service Access Point
PI Protocol Identification
PL PAD Length
PLCP Physical Layer Convergence Procedure
PLCSM Physical Layer Connection State Machine
POH (SDH) Path Overhead
POI Path Overhead Identifier (octets)
PR Page Reservation (subfield)
PSR Previous Segment Received
QA Queued Arbitrated
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QOS Quality Of Service
REQ REQuest
RIT Reassembly IMPDU Timer
RQ ReQuest (counter)
RQM REQ Queue Machine
RSM Reassembly State Machine
SA Source Address
SAP Service Access Point
SDH Synchronous Digital Hierarchy
SDU Service Data Unit
SG_1 Slot Generator type 1 function
SG_2 Slot Generator type 2 function
SG_D Default Slot Generator function
SNCF SubNetwork Configuration Field
SSM Single Segment Message
VCI Virtual Channel Identifier

 

1.6 Conformance

 

An implementation may be called conformant with this part of ISO/IEC 8802 if all mandatory functions in
this part of ISO/IEC 8802 are implemented according to the respective mandatory specification. 

Additional optional features need not be implemented. However, if they are implemented, they should con-
form with the specification in this part of ISO/IEC 8802, if applicable.

By way of example, support for 48-bit universally administered MAC Service Access Point (MSAP)
addresses is mandatory. However, if 60-bit MSAP addresses are implemented to carry numbers allocated
according to CCITT Recommendation E.164, the coding shall be as specified in this part of ISO/IEC 8802. 

 

1.7 Notation

 

1.7.1 Service specification method and notation

 

This clause covers the method of specification for the services required of the DQDB Layer by the LLC Sub-
layer, by the ISUs, and by the Connection-Oriented Data Service Users. It also covers the method of specifi-
cation for the services required of the Physical Layer by the DQDB Layer.

In general, the services of an (N)-layer (or sublayer) are the capabilities that it offers to an (N)-user in the
next higher layer (or sublayer). In order to provide its service, a layer (or sublayer) builds its functions on the
services it requires from the next lower layer (or sublayer). Figure 1-2 illustrates the layer service model. 

Services are specified by describing the information flow between the (N)-user and the (N)-layer (or Sub-
layer). This information flow is modeled by discrete, instantaneous events, which characterize the provision
of a service. Each event consists of passing a service primitive from one layer (or Sublayer) to the other
through the (N)-layer (or sublayer) service access point (SAP) associated with an (N)-user. Service primi-
tives convey the information required in providing a particular service. These service primitives are an
abstraction in that they specify only the service provided rather than the means by which the service is pro-
vided. This definition of service is independent of any particular interface implementation.

Services are specified by describing the service primitives and parameters that characterize each service. A
service may have one or more related primitives that constitute the activity that is related to the particular
service. Each service primitive may have zero or more parameters that convey the information required to
provide the service.
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Primitives are of four generic types:

a) REQUEST. The request primitive is passed from the (N)-user to the (N)-layer (or sublayer) to
request that a service be initiated.

b) INDICATION.

 

 

 

The indication primitive is passed from the (N)-layer (or sublayer) to the (N)-user to
indicate an internal (N)-layer (or sublayer) event that is significant to the (N)-user. This event may
be logically related to a remote service request, or may be caused by an event internal to the (N)-
layer (or sublayer).

c) RESPONSE. The response primitive is passed from the (N)-user to the (N)-layer (or sublayer) to
complete a procedure previously invoked by an indication primitive.

d) CONFIRM. The confirm primitive is passed from the (N)-layer (or sublayer) to the (N)-user to con-
vey the results of one or more associated previous service request(s).

This part of ISO/IEC 8802 only requires the use of request and indication primitives. Possible relationships
among primitive types are illustrated by the time sequence diagrams shown in figure 1-3. The figure also
indicates the time relationship of the primitive types. The key of figure 1-3 depicts the time sequence frame-
work used to illustrate the interactions between the two correspondent service users and their associated ser-
vice provider. Primitive types occurring earlier in time and connected by dotted lines are the logical
antecedents of subsequent primitive types. If there is no specific relationship between events, in that it is
impossible to predict which will occur first, but both must occur within a finite period of time, then a tilde
(~) is used.

This part of ISO/IEC 8802 uses the conventions for naming service primitives contained in annex A of ISO/
TR 8509.

 

1.7.2 State machine notation

 

The operation of a protocol can be described by subdividing the protocol into a number of interrelated func-
tions. The operation of a function can be described by state machines. Each machine represents the domain
of a function and consists of a group of connected, mutually exclusive states. Only one state of a function is
active at any given time.

Each state that the function can assume is represented by a vertical line. All permissible transitions between
states of a function are represented by arrows from one state to the next state. The condition that causes a
change from one state to another is shown above the transition arrow. The affected signals and flags are
shown below the transition arrow.

Figure 1-3—Layer service model
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Signals and flags refer to the form by which one functional block communicates with another. Both terms
arise from the use of the state machines as a descriptive method in this part of ISO/IEC 8802. Signals are
transient communications (in theory, they are of infinitesimal time width) that occur during a change of state.
Flags are steady, nontransient indications that remain constant until explicitly changed.

 

1.8 Organization of this part of ISO/IEC 8802

 

Clause 2 contains an overview of the operation of a DQDB subnetwork and the communication services
supported. It also provides an introduction to the functional architecture of a DQDB node. 

Clause 3 contains the service definition for the DQDB Layer, which gives a formal definition for the MAC
Sublayer service offered to LLC and for the isochronous service, and a statement on the requirements for the
connection-oriented data service.

Clause 4 contains the definition of the Physical Layer service to the DQDB Layer.

Clause 5 gives a rigorous description of the internal operation of a DQDB node, with forward references to
clauses 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10. Clause 6 describes the DQDB Layer PDU formats (with the exception of the man-
agement information octets, which are described in clause 10). Clause 7 describes the facilities required for
operation of the DQDB Layer, such as timers, counters, parameters, and status indicators. Clause 8 specifies
the state machines that describe peer-to-peer communication by DQDB Layer entities. 

DQDB Layer Management is described in clauses 9 and 10. Clause 9 describes the services offered at the
DQDB LMI to the NMP. This interface can support remote management of a DQDB node using manage-
ment protocols such as those specified in ISO 9595 (CMIS) and ISO 9596 (CMIP). Clause 10 describes the

Figure 1-3—Time sequence diagram
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operation of the DQDB Layer Management Protocol, which is the mechanism by which DQDB Layer Man-
agement Entities communicate to perform layer-wide management of DQDB Layer resources.

Clause 11 describes the principles of operation of the Physical Layer. Clause 13 describes the operation of
the Physical Layer Convergence Procedure (PLCP) required to support a DS3 rate (as specified in ANSI
T1.102 and T1.107). Subsequent clauses describe the operation of the PLCPs required to support transmis-
sion systems based on CCITT Recommendation G.703 and operating at 2.048 Mbit/s (clause 14),
34.368 Mbit/s (clause 15), and 139.264 Mbit/s (clause 16). Clause 17 describes the operation of the PLCP
required to support SDH transmission systems operating at 155.520 Mbit/s, as specified in CCITT Recom-
mendations G.707, G.708, and G.709.
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2. Overview

 

This clause is intended as an introduction to the DQDB access mechanism and is not intended as a rigorous
definition of the protocol. The first part of this clause, 2.1, provides an overview of the operation of a DQDB
subnetwork. The second part, 2.2, provides a focused view describing the functional architecture of a DQDB
node. Rigorous descriptions of the node functional operation, and of the DQDB Layer protocols, are given
in clause 5, and clauses 8 and 10, respectively.

 

2.1 DQDB subnetwork

 

The purpose of a MAN is to provide integrated services, such as data, voice, and video, over a large geo-
graphical area. This part of ISO/IEC 8802 describes the DQDB subnetwork that can be used as a component
part of a MAN. Typically, a MAN would consist of interconnected DQDB subnetworks. The interconnection
of subnetworks could be via bridges, routers, or gateways, but this is not covered in this International
Standard. MANs can be interconnected by suitable means to form a wide area network.

The DQDB subnetwork is a distributed multiaccess network that supports integrated communications. In
particular, the DQDB subnetwork supports connectionless data transfer, connection-oriented data transfer,
and isochronous communications (e.g., voice). The various communication transfer functions share flexibly
the total capacity of the subnetwork.

In the first part of this clause, 2.1.1, there is a description of the Dual Bus architecture and the format by
which nodes communicate. The second part of the clause, 2.1.2, describes the control of access to the Dual
Bus. This includes Distributed Queue access control for non-isochronous communications and Pre-Arbi-
trated access control for isochronous communications.

The third part of this clause, 2.1.3, describes the functions specified in addition to the access control mecha-
nism to support the DQDB Layer services. For example, it describes how LLC is supported by the DQDB
subnetwork.

The fourth part of this clause, 2.1.4, provides guidance to network administrators in the application of the
standard.

The final part of this clause, 2.1.5, describes the Configuration Control function, which is important in sub-
network start-up and in subnetwork reconfiguration in the case of bus faults.

 

2.1.1 Dual Bus architecture

 

The Dual Bus architecture of a DQDB subnetwork consists of two unidirectional buses and a multiplicity of
nodes along the buses, as shown in figure 2-1. The buses, denoted Bus A and Bus B, support communica-
tions in opposite directions allowing full duplex communications between any pair of nodes on the subnet-
work. Therefore, it is desirable for a node to know which bus to use to communicate to another node.
Annex C provides information as to how this can be done for connectionless services.

As both buses are operational at all times, the capacity of the subnetwork is up to twice the capacity of a sin-
gle bus. The operation of the two buses in the transfer of data is independent.

The data on each bus are formatted into either DQDB Layer Management information octets or fixed-length
slots, this format being generated by the node at the head of each bus. Hence, there must be one node at the
Head of Bus A and one node at the Head of Bus B. The management information octets are used to maintain
the operational integrity of the subnetwork. The slots are used to carry data between the nodes. That is,
nodes may write into slots under the control of the access protocol. All data flow terminates at the end of the
bus.
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The nodes on the subnetwork consist of an access unit and the attachment of the access unit to the two buses.
The access unit performs the node’s DQDB Layer functions and attaches to a bus via one read and one write
connection. The writing of data to the bus is a logical OR of the data from upstream with the data from the
access unit. The read connection is placed logically ahead of the write connection and allows all data to be
copied from the bus unaffected by the unit’s own writing. 

The read and write functions can be implemented using either passive or active techniques.

 

8

 

 An example
implementation of the AU connection is shown in figure 2-2. With this connection arrangement, an AU can
copy data that passes on the bus, but can never remove it, and only alter data when it is permitted by the
access protocol.

 

8

 

 A passive optical implementation would limit the number of nodes on the bus according to the optical power budget.

Figure 2-1—Dual Bus architecture
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With the exception of AUs performing the Head of Bus functions, the operation of the bus is only loosely
coupled to the operation of each AU; an AU can fail (provided that it does not destructively write to the bus),
or even be removed from the subnetwork, with no consequence on the operation of the rest of the
subnetwork.

Under normal conditions there is a single source of slot timing for the subnetwork, which is used to ensure
that all nodes in the subnetwork transfer data (i.e., slots and management information octets) at the same
average rate. This is necessary to ensure stable operation of the Distributed Queue access mechanism (see
annex D) and to ensure that isochronous communications can be supported without slips being introduced
by different timing sources at the two communicating entities. 

The timing source can be traceable to an external timing source, such as that provided by a public telecom-
munications network. Any node or nodes can be designated by network operations procedures to provide the
External Timing Source function. If the subnetwork is supporting certain isochronous services and is con-
nected to a public network, then the external timing source may be required. However, in the absence of an
external timing source, one node with the capability specified below will be selected by subnetwork config-
uration control procedures to be the source of subnetwork timing. In this case, the selected node must have
available and operate a local clock that has a nominal period of 125 

 

µ

 

s.

 

2.1.2 Access control to the Dual Bus subnetwork

 

The DQDB Layer protocols and protocol data units allow a DQDB subnetwork to be operated at a variety of
speed and distance combinations. This permits a wide range of transmission systems to be used in the under-
lying Physical Layer.

The DQDB Layer provides two modes of access control to the Dual Bus. These are Queued Arbitrated (QA)
and Pre-Arbitrated (PA), which use QA and PA slots for access respectively. Each slot contains an ACF and
a segment, which forms the payload of the slot.

Queued Arbitrated access is controlled by the Distributed Queueing protocol and would be used typically to
provide non-isochronous services. Pre-Arbitrated access would be used typically to provide isochronous ser-
vices. The Distributed Queue and Pre-Arbitrated access protocols are described in the following subclauses.

 

2.1.2.1 The Distributed Queue access protocol

 

Distributed Queueing is a media access protocol that controls the access to the payload of QA slots on the
DQDB bus. The fixed-length payload of a QA slot is called a QA segment. 

The protocol provides deterministic access control for services that are typically bursty in nature. In particu-
lar, the protocol can enable all of the payload bandwidth to be used and the average slot access delay approx-
imates that of a perfect scheduler up to high levels of subnetwork loading.

The operation of the protocol is based on two control fields: the BUSY bit, which indicates whether or not a
slot is used, and the REQUEST field, which is used to indicate when a segment has been queued for access.
Each node, by counting the number of requests it receives and unused slots that pass, can determine the
number of segments queued (i.e., in line) ahead of it. This counting operation establishes a single queue
across the subnetwork of segments queued for access to each bus. 

With such queued access, levels of priority can be established by operating a number of queues, one for each
level. Within each level the performance characteristics described above are maintained. Segments will gain
access as soon as capacity becomes available, but priority is always given to segments in higher level
queues. This part of ISO/IEC 8802 specifies three levels of priority.
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The operation of Distributed Queueing is fundamentally different from other MAC protocols. In Distributed
Queueing, information that explicitly indicates the queueing state of the subnetwork is kept in the nodes.
Hence, when a node has data to transmit, the node need not first derive information from the subnetwork to
tell it when it can gain access. 

With Distributed Queueing, a current state record that holds the number of segments awaiting access to the
bus is kept in every node. When a node has a segment for transmission, it uses this count to determine its
position in the distributed queue. If no segments are waiting, permission for access is immediate, otherwise
deference is given only to those segments already queued.

To facilitate effective sharing of the bandwidth, the Distributed Queue protocol includes a bandwidth bal-
ancing mechanism to occasionally skip the use of empty QA slots.

 

2.1.2.1.1 The basic Distributed Queueing algorithm

 

The operation of the basic Distributed Queueing algorithm for access to Bus A is illustrated in figure 2-3. In
this case, Bus A is the forward bus and Bus B is the reverse bus. An identical, but independent, arrangement
applies for access to the opposite bus, Bus B.

Each slot on the buses (whether a QA or PA slot) contains an ACF that includes a BUSY bit and a
REQUEST field of three Request bits (henceforth referred to as REQ bits), one for each priority level. The

Figure 2-3—Queue formation on Bus A
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BUSY bit indicates whether or not the slot is used. The REQ bits are to signal when a QA segment has been
queued on the reverse bus.

The operation of the Distributed Queueing algorithm within a single priority level is described first. The
description of the multiple priority scheme follows, as does a description of the bandwidth balancing
mechanism.

When an AU has a QA segment for transmission on the forward bus it will cause a single REQ to be sent on
the reverse bus. This REQ will eventually be written into the next free REQ bit of the required priority on
the reverse bus. The bit once written will pass to all upstream AUs, where upstream is defined in relation to
data flow on the forward bus, in this case Bus A. This REQ bit serves as an indicator to the upstream AUs
that an additional QA segment is now queued for access. For each AU, the Distributed Queueing algorithm
allows, at most, one QA segment per priority level, to be queued for access to each bus.

Each AU keeps track of the number of QA segments queued downstream from itself for access to the for-
ward bus by counting the REQ bits as they pass on the reverse bus, as shown in figure 2-4a). The request
(RQ) counter is incremented for each REQ passing on the reverse bus. For a node that is not queued to send,
one REQ in the RQ counter is cancelled each time an empty slot passes on the forward bus. This is done
since the empty slot that passes the AU will be used by one of the downstream queued QA segments. Hence,
with these two actions, the RQ counter keeps a record of the number of segments queued downstream.

In addition to issuing the REQ for the reverse bus, an AU with a QA segment to send will transfer the current
value of the RQ counter to another counter, the countdown (CD) counter, as shown in figure 2-4b), with the
RQ counter then being reset to zero. This action loads the CD counter with the number of downstream seg-
ments queued ahead of it. This, along with the issuing of the REQ for the AU’s segment, effectively places
the QA segment in the distributed queue. The distributed queue at a given level of priority approximates a
first-in-first-out (FIFO) queue of the QA segments at the heads of the local queues in each node. 

To ensure that the segments registered in the CD counter gain access before the newly queued segment in the
given AU, the CD counter is decremented for every empty slot that passes on the forward bus. This opera-
tion is shown in figure 2-4b). The given AU can transmit its QA segment in an empty slot provided the CD
count is zero. For this single priority description, this is equivalent to claiming the first free slot after the CD
count reaches zero, which ensures that no downstream segment that queued after the given segment can
access out of order.

During the time that the AU is waiting for access for its segment, any new REQs received from the reverse
bus are added to the RQ counter, as shown in figure 2-4b). Hence, the RQ counter still tracks the number of
segments newly queued downstream and the count will be correct for the next QA segment access. 

It should be noted that the control of the access of the QA segment to the forward bus is determined solely
by the values of the counters. Access is not inhibited if the value of the CD counter is zero but the REQ bit
associated with the QA segment has not yet been written to the reverse bus. That is, the operation of writing
REQ bits and sending QA segments is independent.

Thus, with the use of two counters in each AU, one counting unsatisfied access requests and the other count-
ing down before access, a FIFO queue is established for access to the forward bus. The queue formation is
also such that, except for bandwidth balancing considerations (described later in this clause), a slot is never
wasted on the subnetwork if there is a segment queued for it. This is guaranteed since the CD count in AUs
with segments queued represents the number of downstream segments ahead in the queue. Since at any point
in time
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 one segment must have queued first, then at least one AU is guaranteed to have a CD count of zero.
It is the most upstream of these that will gain access.
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 More correctly, at the same point in time normalized for propagation delay of the slot along the bus.
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As an example of the operation of Distributed Queueing, consider figure 2-5, which shows a subnetwork
consisting of five AUs, three of which will queue for access. Assume that each request counter, the value of
which is indicated by RQ at the AU, and each CD counter, the value of which is indicated by CD at the AU,
are all initially zero and that all slots passing on Bus A are used. AUs 5, 2, and 3 queue in that order, using
the operations described above. The counters in the final state can be interpreted as follows:

AU 1: There are three AUs downstream on Bus A that have QA segments queued for access.

AU 2: There is one downstream AU with a QA segment queued for access before AU 2, as represented by
the one in the CD counter. There is also one downstream AU with a QA segment queued for access
after AU 2, as represented by the one in the RQ counter.

AU 3: There is one downstream AU with a QA segment queued for access before AU 3, as represented by
the one in the CD counter, and no downstream AU with a QA segment queued after AU 3, as repre-
sented by the zero in the RQ counter. (Note that the REQ from AU 2 is not registered at AU 3.)

Figure 2-4a)—Node not queued to send (Bus A)
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Figure 2-4b)—Node queued to send (Bus A)
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AU 4: There is one downstream AU with a QA segment queued for access.

AU 5: There are no downstream AUs from AU 5; hence, both the RQ and CD counts are zero.

Now consider figure 2-6, which shows the AUs gaining access. Assume no further requests are received on
the reverse bus and that empty QA slots pass on bus A. The AUs then gain access in the order 5, 2, then 3,
which is the order of queueing. Note that after AU 5 gains access both AU 2 and AU 3 have a CD count of
zero. AU 2 will gain access first as it is the most upstream.

 

2.1.2.1.2 Priority Distributed Queueing

 

The Distributed Queueing protocol supports the assignment of priority to QA segment access. However, all
connectionless data segments must be sent at the lowest priority, priority level 0 (see 7.3.3). Future use of
priorities for other services is under study. For upward compatibility, Distributed Queues for each level of
priority are required in this part of ISO/IEC 8802.

The operation of separate distributed queues for each level of priority is achieved by using a separate REQ
bit on the reverse bus for each level of priority and separate RQ and CD counters for each priority level. The
counters operate similarly to the single priority case, except that account must be taken of REQs at higher
levels. 

That is, for an AU that does not have a QA segment queued at a particular priority level, the RQ counter
operating at that level will count REQs at the same 

 

and higher

 

 priority levels. Thus, the RQ counter records
all queued segments at equal and higher priorities.

If the AU does have a QA segment queued at a particular priority level, then the RQ counter operating at that
level will only count REQs at the same priority level. However, the operation of the CD counter at that pri-
ority level is slightly altered. The CD counter will, in addition to counting down the received empty slots,
increment for REQs received at higher priority levels. This allows the higher priority segments to claim
access ahead of already queued segments.

It should be noted that decrementing of the RQ counters and CD counters at all priority levels occurs when
an empty QA slot is received at the function within the node operating the Distributed Queue, not when it is
sent by this function. This ensures that the correct counter values are maintained if the highest priority seg-
ment queued by the AU gains access to the empty slot and the AU marks the slot as busy.

The intent of the priority scheme is for the access performance of the highest priority traffic to be unaffected
by lower priority traffic. Such a feature is very important in network signaling. However, it should be noted
that priority should not be relied upon for all subnetwork distance, speed, and loading conditions.
(See 2.1.4.)

This part of ISO/IEC 8802 specifies three levels of access priority. The definition of how these levels are
used is a matter for the operator of the particular DQDB subnetwork, although it is likely that the highest
level would be used for network management and signaling. The DQDB Layer assumes that the user of the
QA access requests the appropriate priority level for a particular segment transfer.

 

2.1.2.1.3 Bandwidth balancing

 

To facilitate effective sharing of the bandwidth, the Distributed Queue access protocol includes a bandwidth
balancing mechanism to occasionally skip the use of empty QA slots. To support this function, the Distrib-
uted Queueing function in the node operates a bandwidth balancing counter for each bus. There is also a sys-
tem parameter called the Bandwidth Balancing Modulus, denoted BWB_MOD. If BWB_MOD is set to
zero, the bandwidth balancing mechanism is disabled. If BWB_MOD is set to a value greater than zero, it
indicates when the value of the bandwidth balancing counter should roll over to zero, as explained below. 
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Figure 2-5—Queueing for access (Bus A)
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Figure 2-6—Gaining access (Bus A)
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Whenever the node transmits a QA segment on one of the buses, the bandwidth balancing counter for that
bus is incremented by one, provided that the counter does not have a value of (BWB_MOD – 1). If the
counter does have a value of (BWB_MOD – 1) when the QA segment is transmitted, the bandwidth balanc-
ing counter is reset to zero instead.

When the bandwidth balancing counter for a bus is reset to zero, this is an indication that the node should
skip the use of one empty QA slot on that bus. To make that happen, the Distributed Queueing function
increments the request counters for that bus for all priority levels for which no QA segment is queued, and
increments the countdown counters for that bus for all priority levels for which a QA segment is queued. 

 

NOTES

1—Resetting the bandwidth balancing counter for a bus has no effect on the queue of requests waiting to be sent on the
opposite bus.

2—If the value of BWB_MOD is one, the bandwidth balancing counter always has the value zero. This means that every
time the node transmits a QA segment on the bus, the request or countdown counter corresponding to each priority level
for that bus is incremented, as described above.

 

2.1.2.2 Pre-Arbitrated access control

 

Pre-Arbitrated (PA) slot access will be used typically to provide for transfer of isochronous service octets.
The access to PA slots and the use of PA segment payloads differ from that for QA access. The access differs
in that PA slots are designated by the node at the head of bus and that more than one AU may share access to
the slot. A PA segment payload consists of a number of octets, each of which can be used by a different AU.
Therefore, an AU may write zero, one or more isochronous service octets into designated positions of a PA
segment payload. The AU is notified of the offsets of these octet positions relative to the start of the PA seg-
ment payload via the DQDB Layer Management procedures.

The designation of slots to PA access and the marking of the PA slot and PA segment header is controlled by
functions in the node at the head of the bus. In particular, the Head of Bus function must write the Virtual
Channel Identifier (VCI) field into PA slots. The Head of Bus function must also ensure that the PA slots for
each VCI value are provided in a periodic manner on the bus to guarantee that sufficient bandwidth is avail-
able for the Isochronous Service Users (ISUs).

The access to the PA slots by an AU commences by examining the VCI. For each VCI value that the AU
must access, the AU will have a table that indicates which octet offsets within the slot the AU should use for
reading and writing. The AU will write isochronous service octets into those write positions and will read
from positions the table has marked for reading. The PA slot is ignored if the VCI is not one in use by
the AU. 

 

2.1.3 Provision of DQDB Layer services

 

The Queued Arbitrated and Pre-Arbitrated functions of the DQDB Layer provide access control to the Dual
Buses. These access control functions are used by a range of convergence functions to create the DQDB
Layer services shown in figure 2-7 and defined formally in clause 3. This part of ISO/IEC 8802 specifies the
convergence function for the provision of the ISO/IEC 10039 MAC Sublayer service to the LLC Sublayer.
Also specified is a general isochronous service. Future services, such as a connection-oriented data service,
are the subject of further study. 

At no time do two convergence functions simultaneously use the same VCI at a given node. Hence, if a node
is to receive a particular segment, the VCI can be used to direct the segment to the appropriate convergence
function at the node. An overview of the convergence functions specified in this part of ISO/IEC 8802 is
given in the following subclauses.
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2.1.3.1 Provision of MAC service to LLC

 

The provision of MAC service to LLC consists of the segmentation of the MAC Service Data Unit (MSDU)
at the source into fixed-length units and the transfer of these fixed-length units to the destination, which reas-
sembles them into the MSDU. 

The segmentation process follows the formation of an Initial MAC Protocol Data Unit (IMPDU) by the
addition of an IMPDU header,
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 an optional Header Extension, an optional 32-bit CRC, a Common PDU
trailer,
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 and a variable-length PAD field to the MSDU. The PAD field ensures that all of the fields added to
the MSDU are 32-bit aligned. The IMPDU is fragmented into fixed-length segmentation units, as shown in
figure 2-8, for transfer in QA segment payloads. There may be padding of the IMPDU with trailing zero
octets to ensure complete filling of the last segmentation unit.

All segment payloads that support the MAC service are called Derived MAC Protocol Data Units
(DMPDUs) and consist of a header field and a trailer field
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 along with the segmentation unit, as shown in
figure 2-9. The DMPDU header field consists of three subfields. The first is the Segment Type subfield. The
second is the Sequence Number subfield. The third subfield is the Message Identifier (MID). The DMPDU
trailer field consists of two subfields.

The first is the Payload Length subfield. The second subfield is the Payload CRC.

The MID is used to provide the logical linking between segmentation units derived from the same IMPDU,
and should be unique on a subnetwork while the IMPDU is being transferred. Each AU will have at least one
unique MID. The allocation of the MID numbers is controlled by the MID page allocation scheme, which is
a distributed method for claiming and keeping MID values that are unique across the whole subnetwork.
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The IMPDU header is formed by the concatenation of two types of header information. The first four octets of the 24-octet IMPDU
header are called the Common PDU header. The remaining 20 octets of the IMPDU header are called the MAC Convergence Protocol
(MCP) header. The MCP header is specific to the transfer of a MSDU by the DQDB Layer, and is not used to support the connection-
oriented data service.
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 The Common PDU header and the Common PDU trailer are intended to support a common segmentation and reassembly procedure
across all of the bursty data services that can be provided by the DQDB Layer, such as the MAC service and the connection-oriented
data service. The format of the Common PDU header and the Common PDU trailer is the same for both of these services, although the
exact use of the fields differs. 
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 As with the Common PDU header and Common PDU trailer for the IMPDU, the DMPDU header and DMPDU trailer are also
intended to support the common segmentation and reassembly procedure across all of the bursty data services that can be provided by
the DQDB Layer. Hence, the QA segment payloads used to support all of these services will contain a header and trailer with identical
format to those carried in the DMPDU.
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The MID page allocation scheme is part of the DQDB Layer Management protocol.

Figure 2-7—DQDB Layer services
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Figure 2-8—Segmentation of an IMPDU
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The MID identifies all of the DMPDUs derived from a single IMPDU, and is used in the reassembly of the
segmented IMPDU at the destination. To describe the operation of this scheme, the segmentation of the
IMPDU at the source is described first and the reassembly at the destination is considered later.

 

2.1.3.1.1 Segmentation at the source

 

The train of DMPDUs sent as QA segment payloads by the source is shown in figure 2-10. The first segmen-
tation unit of a multi-segmentation unit IMPDU is carried in a Beginning of Message (BOM) DMPDU. This
DMPDU is identified by the BOM code in the Segment Type subfield and signifies the start of a new
IMPDU transfer. The MID subfield of this DMPDU carries one of the MIDs obtained by the source and not
currently being used for the sending of another IMPDU by the source. The Sequence Number subfield of
this DMPDU carries the initial value of the sequence of numbers to be associated with sequential DMPDUs.
The segmentation unit of the BOM DMPDU will include the IMPDU header and any header extension plus
the first octets of the MSDU, sufficient to fill the segmentation unit. 

All subsequent segmentation units of the IMPDU until the last are placed in the payload field of the train of
segments following the first segment. These DMPDUs are identified by the COM (Continuation of Mes-
sage) code in the Segment Type subfield. The transfer of the multisegmentation unit IMPDU is completed by
sending the last segmentation unit in a DMPDU that contains the EOM (End of Message) code in the Seg-
ment Type subfield. The COM and EOM DMPDUs carry the value of Sequence Number in the BOM
DMPDU incremented by one for each successive DMPDU. All COM DMPDUs and the EOM DMPDU
derived from an IMPDU carry the same MID value as the BOM DMPDU.

For the transfer of an IMPDU that only requires a single segmentation unit, the SSM (Single Segment Unit
Message) code is used in the Segment Type subfield of the DMPDU. The MID is not used in this case, thus
it is set to the reserved value of zero.

Each DMPDU trailer is constructed by writing into the Payload Length subfield the number of IMPDU
octets used in the segmentation unit. For the connectionless MAC service to LLC, this number is always 44
for BOM and COM DMPDUs. The number written into EOM DMPDUs indicates the remaining number of
octets in the IMPDU that need to be transferred. This number can be any multiple of 4 in the range 4 to 44,
inclusive. The number written into SSM DMPDUs indicates the length of the entire IMPDU. This number

Figure 2-9—Format of a DMPDU
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Figure 2-10—Transfer of an IMPDU
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can be any multiple of 4 in the range 28 to 44, inclusive. The Payload CRC subfield is a CRC computed over
all octets of the segment payload, including the DMPDU header, segmentation unit, and DMPDU trailer.

 

2.1.3.1.2 Reassembly at the destination

 

To receive IMPDUs segmented as described above, each AU will monitor all segments passing on the bus.
All DMPDUs contain one of a particular set of VCI values in the segment header.
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 If the VCI value is one
that the AU is programmed to receive, the AU will verify the DMPDU by means of the Payload CRC sub-
field. If the CRC verification fails then the DMPDU is discarded. 

For each valid DMPDU with a BOM code in the Segment Type subfield, the AU will inspect the MCP
header, which will be within the BOM segmentation unit. If the MCP header indicates that the IMPDU is
addressed to the AU then it will copy the BOM segmentation unit and continue as described below. If the
IMPDU is not addressed to the AU, the segmentation unit is not copied.

To receive the remainder of the IMPDU associated with the BOM segmentation unit, the AU will also record
the sequence number and MID value from the BOM DMPDU. The following DMPDUs derived from the
same IMPDU should all be received with the same VCI value in the segment header, and an incremented
sequence number for each successive DMPDU, and the same MID value in the DMPDU header. The DMP-
DUs are recognized by the AU using the Payload CRC subfield to verify the DMPDU header of all DMP-
DUs received on the same VCI, and then comparing the verified MID value with the one recorded. When a
match is made, the AU copies the verified segmentation unit of the DMPDU, provided the sequence number
is the expected value. The complete IMPDU is received when a verified DMPDU with matching MID value,
expected value of sequence number, and EOM code in the Segment Type subfield is received and the seg-
mentation unit copied. Since segments are guaranteed to be delivered in order across the DQDB subnetwork,
the AU can reassemble the received segmentation units into the original IMPDU by concatenating them in
the order they were received.

The concatenation of all received segmentation units of an IMPDU is finally verified by using two pieces of
information contained in the Common PDU header and Common PDU trailer. The length of the IMPDU,
minus the length of the Common PDU header and Common PDU trailer, is sent in both the Common PDU
header and Common PDU trailer. The length value received in the Common PDU trailer is compared against
the number of octets received for the IMPDU. A mismatch causes the receiver to discard the IMPDU. This
check is used to ensure that the correct number of DMPDUs have been received, and thus protects against
loss or insertion of COM DMPDUs. 

The second piece of information is a Beginning-End tag (BEtag). The same value of BEtag is sent in both
the Common PDU header and Common PDU trailer of a given IMPDU. The BEtag value is incremented for
the next IMPDU sent by the node. The two BEtag values for an IMPDU are compared at the receiver, and a
mismatch causes the receiver to discard the IMPDU. The BEtag is used to ensure that the BOM DMPDU
and the EOM DMPDU of a reassembled IMPDU were both actually derived from the same source IMPDU.
This protects against loss of the EOM DMPDU from one IMPDU, loss of the BOM DMPDU from a subse-
quent IMPDU, and loss of the appropriate number of COM DMPDUs such that the IMPDU reassembled
from the received DMPDUs is still of the length specified in the Common PDU trailer.

If the node supports checking of the IMPDU using the 32-bit CRC, and if the CRC32 field is present in the
received IMPDU, as indicated by a bit in the MCP header, the AU will verify the IMPDU by means of the
CRC32 field. If the CRC verification fails, then the IMPDU is discarded. If the CRC verification passes, the
IMPDU is accepted as valid.

If all of these comparisons pass, then the IMPDU is accepted as valid.
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 Note that the VCI value of all bits being set to one is reserved as a default value for MAC service to LLC. All conforming stations
must recognize this VCI value and process the DMPDUs.
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On the receipt of all DMPDUs of the IMPDU, the recorded MID value must be cleared because the source
may reuse the same MID for a different IMPDU transfer. 

To protect against the loss of the EOM DMPDU, which normally terminates the IMPDU transfer, a timer
must be used to determine how long the MID value remains valid within the AU. If no EOM DMPDU with
matching MID value is received within the timer period, the recorded MID is cleared and the received seg-
mentation units associated with the MID are discarded.

With the above scheme, an AU can receive and reassemble multiple IMPDUs concurrently. This is achieved
by recording multiple MID values for each VCI which the AU is programmed to receive and receiving all
DMPDUs which match the recorded MID values on the appropriate VCIs.

Single segmentation unit IMPDUs are received in a similar manner to the BOM DMPDUs. The AU will ver-
ify the DMPDU using the Payload CRC subfield, inspect the MCP Header field in the segmentation unit,
and copy the segmentation unit if the Payload CRC passes and the IMPDU is addressed to the AU. However,
since with SSMs there are no following DMPDUs, there is no need to record the MID value. The IMPDU is
completely received in this first DMPDU, and is then validated using the Length value in the Common PDU
trailer, the BEtag values in the Common PDU header and Common PDU trailer, and possibly the CRC32
field as described above.

 

2.1.3.2 Provision of isochronous service

 

The Pre-Arbitrated access control mechanism does not necessarily accept or deliver isochronous service
octets in an isochronous fashion. The variation from isochronous delivery occurs when the node at the head
of bus does not generate Pre-Arbitrated slots in an isochronous fashion. If the user of the isochronous service
requires the DQDB Layer to accept and/or deliver the octets isochronously, there is a requirement for some
buffering. The nature of this buffering depends on the isochronous service user and is performed as part of
an isochronous convergence function.

The isochronous service described in this part of ISO/IEC 8802 provides only the DQDB Layer functions
required to access the medium to read and write isochronous service octets. This includes the Pre-Arbitrated
Access functions within each AU and the periodic generation of the PA slots at the head of bus. The signal-
ing procedures for establishing, maintaining, and clearing a connection are outside the scope of this part of
ISO/IEC 8802. Similarly, the signaling procedures for indicating to the head of bus which PA slots are to be
generated are also outside the scope of this part of ISO/IEC 8802.

However, annex B gives a tutorial description of the sequence of events that would be required to support
complete isochronous communication capability. In particular, it explains the interactions that occur via the
DQDB LMI and are defined in this part of ISO/IEC 8802.

 

2.1.3.3 Provision of Connection-Oriented Data Service

 

The Queued Arbitrated access control mechanism provides support for the transfer of QA segments. There-
fore, support for the MAC service to LLC (described in 2.1.3.1) requires the definition of a convergence
function. 

Another convergence function is under study that will allow for the DQDB Layer to support a connection-
oriented data service that uses Queued Arbitrated access. This will require some functions that differ from
the convergence functions to support the MAC to LLC service. However, the connection-oriented data ser-
vice will use a segmentation and reassembly procedure that is common with that used to support MAC ser-
vice to LLC. In particular, it will use the same format for the Common PDU header and Common PDU
trailer. It will also carry the same fields in QA segment payloads as are carried in the DMPDU header and
DMPDU trailer.
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This connection-oriented service will only be described in this standard in terms of the DQDB Layer func-
tions required to read and write QA segments. The procedures for requesting, establishing, and clearing a
connection are outside the scope of this part of ISO/IEC 8802.

 

2.1.4 Performance of the Distributed Queue

 

This clause provides guidance to network administrators in the application of this part of ISO/IEC 8802.
DQDB subnetworks are intended to support a range of service types including statistical data traffic. Subnet-
works should therefore be dimensioned by the network provider so as to ensure that periods of expected
peak demands do not cause excessive delay to the particular services that are intended to be supported.

During the periods of overload that may still occur, a DQDB subnetwork will continue to operate at close to
maximum throughput, but some service degradation must necessarily occur. To ensure manageable degrada-
tion of the services supported by a DQDB subnetwork, three mechanisms have been provided.

 

2.1.4.1 Pre-Arbitrated access

 

Pre-Arbitrated access enables bandwidth to be allocated to isochronous connections with constrained jitter.
This service does not degrade with increasing load. Any bandwidth not Pre-Arbitrated for isochronous con-
nections is available for Queued Arbitrated access.

 

2.1.4.2 Queued Arbitrated access with priority

 

Ideally, priority queueing enables selective degradation, under overload conditions, of lower priority ser-
vices, allowing preferential access to higher priority delay-sensitive services. With bandwidth balancing dis-
abled (i.e., BWB_MOD = 0), the Distributed Queue mechanism with priority, specified in this part of ISO/
IEC 8802, can be relied upon to provide fair sharing of capacity and preferential access if the active stations
accessing a given bus span a distance that is less than the equivalent of one 53-octet slot,
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 i.e., approxi-
mately the following:

2 km at 44.736 Mbit/s
546 m at 155.520 Mbit/s
137 m at 622.080 Mbit/s

Beyond these distances, particularly under overload conditions, the effectiveness of the priority queueing
mechanism decreases with increasing number of slots on the bus between contending stations.

 

2.1.4.3 Bandwidth balancing

 

Bandwidth balancing may be desirable in a DQDB subnetwork when the subnetwork physical configuration
exceeds the distance-transmission speed product(s) stated in 2.1.4.2. An example of exceeding the afore-
mentioned product is as follows: the distance between any two stations exceeds 546 m on a shared medium
whose transmission rate is 155.52 Mbit/s.

The bandwidth balancing technique is used to ensure fair sharing of bandwidth between stations operating at
a single priority. “Fair” in this context is defined as giving an approximately equal share of bandwidth to all
stations attempting to access the medium for transmission. When the physical condi-tions are as stated
above and when the offered load of all stations exceeds the bandwidth available on the medium, the use of
bandwidth balancing allows all stations to receive an equal share of the bandwidth in the steady state. The
performance during the transition period to steady state is dependent on the Bandwidth Balancing Modulus
(BWB_MOD) and the distance between stations. In the steady state, the medium utilization is less than
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 Assuming no station latency.
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100%, being equal to BWB_MOD/(BWB_MOD+1) 

 

×

 

 100% if there is only one active node. The steady-
state medium utilization increases with the number of active nodes.

The bandwidth balancing mechanism divides bus bandwidth among the stations and allows some bandwidth
to go unused. For example, for a bus with N stations, if all the following conditions are met:

— No station has any Pre-Arbitrated traffic.

— Each station always has Queued Arbitrated segments waiting to be transmitted on the bus.

— All segments have the same priority.

— The value of the BWB_MOD at each station is M (this means that each station uses a fraction M/
(M+1) of the slots not used by the other stations).

— These load conditions persist for a sufficiently long time.

Then the bandwidth balancing mechanism provides each station with a steady-state average throughput of 1/
(N+1/M) segments per slot time,
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 and the total utilization of the bus in steady state is N/(N+1/M) segments
per slot time. Note that the total utilization increases as the BWB_MOD increases and as the number of
active stations increases. The station throughputs approach their steady-state values gradually. The conver-
gence is faster if the BWB_MOD is smaller.

This International Standard contains three REQ bits in the ACF octet, each one designating a different prior-
ity level for station access to the medium. However, the metric for judging the performance of the multiple
priority access case is undefined in the initial version of this part of ISO/IEC 8802, and is for further study.
Therefore, the performance of the multiple priority access mechanism with bandwidth balancing is also for
further study.

If the distance-transmission speed product for the subnetwork indicates that bandwidth balancing is desir-
able, and if the network operator wishes to give higher priority to certain classes of messages, then the fol-
lowing guideline should be followed: it is recommended that all stations on the subnetwork that send high-
volume traffic do so at the lowest priority. Only stations which send low-volume traffic that is delay sensitive
(e.g., management messages) should do so at a higher priority.

 

2.1.5 DQDB subnetwork configuration control

 

An extension of the Dual Bus architecture is the looped bus topology shown in figure 2-11. The only change
in this from the open Dual Bus topology shown in figure 2-1 is that the end points of the buses are collo-
cated. However, data does not flow from the end of a bus through to the head of that bus. Thus, while the
looped bus topology may appear similar to a ring, it has no logical similarity to it. 

The looping of the DQDB bus architecture is important in that it permits a subnetwork reconfiguration capa-
bility in the presence of bus faults. In the case of a bus fault, the subnetwork can isolate the fault and close
the data buses through the head point of the loop. Hence, the subnetwork is reconfigured and fully opera-
tional in the reconfigured state.

The healing mechanism is depicted in figure 2-12 and shows how physical faults or line breaks are healed by
repositioning the natural break in the loop to the position of the break due to failure. This reconfiguration
action effectively moves the Head of Bus functions to the nodes adjacent to the break. If a node adjacent to
the break does not support the head of bus capability, then reconfiguration will be completed by the node
closest to the break with that capability. In this case, the node without head of bus capability will not main-
tain communication connectivity with the remainder of the subnetwork.
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To understand this formula, recall that the throughput 
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other N–1 stations: 
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 gives the stated result.
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The subnetwork reconfiguration scheme can also handle single bus failures in the case of an open bus topol-
ogy or multiple bus failures for both the open or looped topology. However, bus failures in either of these
cases will result in the subnetwork being split into isolated islands, so that full connectivity cannot be
maintained.

 

2.2 Node functional architecture

 

The functional architecture for a DQDB node is shown in figure 2-13. It consists of two layers: the Physical
Layer and the DQDB Layer. The DQDB Layer uses the services of the Physical Layer to provide a number
of different services. One of these services is the MAC Sublayer service to the LLC Sublayer. Other ser-
vices, which are under study, include a range of connection-oriented data services and a range of isochro-
nous services.

The following clauses describe the functions of a DQDB node, that is, of the Physical Layer and the DQDB
Layer.

 

2.2.1 Physical Layer functions

 

The generic Physical Layer contains three functional entities: the transmission system, the Physical Layer
convergence function, and the Layer Management functions. Each of these functions is described in the fol-
lowing subclauses.

The Physical Layer service is provided to the DQDB Layer entity at a node through two SAPs. Each SAP is
associated with one duplex transmission link connecting the node to an adjacent node. 

Figure 2-11—Looped bus topology
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2.2.1.1 Transmission system

 

The transmission system function provides a standard transmission interface used to access the transmission
link between adjacent nodes. Standard public network transmission systems identified as suitable to provide
this function are those specified in CCITT Recommendation G.703, the DS3 rate specified in T1.102,
T1.107, and CCITT Recommendations G.707, G708, and G.709 SDH. Other transmission systems may also
be supported in the future.

 

2.2.1.2 Physical Layer Convergence function

 

In order to allow the DQDB Layer to operate independently of the nature of the transmission system, a Phys-
ical Layer Convergence function is used. This function provides the standard Physical Layer to DQDB
Layer service, irrespective of the nature of the underlying transmission system. Therefore, each different
transmission system will require the definition of a unique Physical Layer Convergence Procedure (PLCP).
This part of ISO/IEC 8802 will define the PLCP for each standard transmission interface supported. If the
transmission system already provides the defined Physical Layer service, the PLCP would be a null function. 

In the future this part of ISO/IEC 8802 may also define a PLCP that does not use an existing standard trans-
mission system, but which defines this function as part of the protocol. This approach may be suitable for
private backbone networks using the DQDB access mechanism.

Figure 2-12—Subnetwork reconfiguration
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2.2.1.3 Physical Layer Management Entity (LME)

 

The Physical LME performs management of the local Physical Layer functions. The Physical LME also pro-
vides the Physical Layer Management Interface (LMI) to the Network Management Process (NMP) for the
remote management of the local physical subsystem.

 

2.2.2 DQDB Layer functions

 

Within the DQDB Layer there are four principal types of functions: the common functions, the access con-
trol functions (Queued Arbitrated and Pre-Arbitrated), the convergence functions, and the Layer Manage-
ment functions. Each of these functions is described below.

 

2.2.2.1 Common Functions

 

The Common Functions block acts as a DQDB Layer relay for the transfer of slots and management infor-
mation octets between the two SAPs to the local Physical Layer entity. Thus, the Common Functions block
allows the QA Functions block and PA Functions block to gain read and write access to the QA and PA slots. 

The Common Functions block also operates on the slots and management information octets to support
functions that operate at some or all of the nodes in the subnetwork. These functions include the Head of Bus
function, the Configuration Control function, and the MID Page Allocation function, and are described in the
following subclauses. 

Figure 2-13—DQDB node functional architecture
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The Configuration Control and MID Page Allocation functions manage DQDB Layer objects necessary for
nodes to communicate on the subnetwork. Hence, these functions are part of the DQDB LME. However,
there is a requirement for coordination of the DQDB LMEs at all nodes to support these functions. The
Common Functions block of the DQDB Layer supports the DQDB Layer Management Protocol for coordi-
nation of the Configuration Control and MID Page Allocation functions.

All or some of the common functions within the DQDB Layer can be shared across several nodes.

 

2.2.2.1.1 Head of Bus function

 

The Head of Bus function is performed by the node at the head of each bus and by no other nodes on the
Dual Bus. It includes the Slot Marking function, which is the process of creating empty slots that are to be
written onto the bus. This includes the marking of PA slots and the writing of the VCI in the PA segment
header. The node at the head of each bus must also write appropriate values into the management informa-
tion octets.

The Relay function performed by the Common Functions block operates even if the node is performing the
Head of Bus function in an open Dual Bus subnetwork, as the Physical Layer entity is the source of all tim-
ing in the node. If a node is at the head of an open Dual Bus subnetwork, then the Physical Layer delivers
empty slots and empty management information octets to the appropriate Physical Layer service access
point. As the DQDB access mechanism operates by logical OR-writing, empty octets are conveyed with all
bits set to zero. These slots and management information octets are written into, if required, by the Head of
Bus function at that node. Any Slot Marking operation occurs before the slot is accessed by the QA or PA
functions block within the node at the head of bus. 

 

2.2.2.1.2 Configuration Control function

 

The Configuration Control function is responsible for ensuring that the resources of all nodes of a subnet-
work are configured into a correct Dual Bus topology, which may be looped or open. The resources that are
managed include Head of Bus functions and subnetwork timing reference functions. Therefore, the Configu-
ration Control function will be employed at subnetwork start-up to correctly configure the subnetwork. The
Configuration Control function will also reconfigure the subnetwork in the case of bus failures, as described
in 2.1.5, or failures in the external timing reference for the subnetwork, as described in 2.1.1. The function
will also return the subnetwork to its original configuration when the failure is reliably repaired. An example
of the operation of the Configuration Control function is the activation and deactivation of the Head of Bus
functions at appropriate nodes during the process of reconfiguration, as described in 2.1.5.

 

2.2.2.1.3 MID Page Allocation function

 

The MID Page Allocation function participates in a distributed protocol with all nodes on the subnetwork to
control the allocation of the MID values to nodes. The MID values are used by the node in the transfer of
multiple segmentation unit IMPDUs, described in 2.1.3.1. The MID Page Allocation function will ensure
that no two nodes are allocated the same MID value.

 

2.2.2.2 Queued Arbitrated (QA) functions

 

The QA functional entity provides an asynchronous data transfer service for 48-octet segment payloads. The
QA functional entity accepts the segment payloads from a convergence function, and adds the appropriate
segment header, including VCI, to the segment payload to create a QA segment. The QA segment is queued
for access to the Dual Bus by use of the Distributed Queueing function. QA segments received by the QA
functional entity are stripped of the segment header and the payload is passed to the correct convergence
function, based on the VCI value in the segment header.
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2.2.2.3 Pre-Arbitrated (PA) functions

 

The PA functional entity provides access control for the connection-oriented transfer over a guaranteed
bandwidth channel of octets which form part of an octet stream. The operation of the PA functional entity
requires the previous establishment of a connection. As a result of the connection establishment, the PA
functional entity will be informed of the VCI value for segments used in the connection and the offset of the
octets to be used for reading and writing within the multiple user PA segment payload. 

The PA entity accepts the single octets from a convergence function and writes them into the pre-allocated
positions within the payload of PA segments with the appropriate VCI value in the segment header. The VCI
value will have been set by the Slot Marking function at the head of bus. 

To receive an octet stream, the PA functional entity, on receiving a PA segment with the correct VCI value,
will copy octets from the pre-allocated positions within the segment payload. The octets are passed to the
correct convergence function, based on the VCI value in the segment header and the offset of the octet in the
PA segment payload.

 

NOTE—The PA functional entity can support the transfer of more than one octet from the same source in a given seg-
ment in order to support higher rate services.

 

2.2.2.4 Convergence functions

 

It is intended that the DQDB Layer will provide a range of services including connectionless data transfer,
isochronous data transfer, and connection-oriented data transfer. These services are provided by conver-
gence functions placed above the QA and PA functional entities. This part of ISO/IEC 8802 specifies the
convergence function to support the connectionless MAC data service to LLC and gives guidelines for the
provision of an isochronous service. The connection-oriented data service is under study.

The operation of these convergence functions is described below.

 

2.2.2.5 MAC Convergence Function (MCF)

 

The MCF is responsible for adapting the segment-payload-based service provided by the QA functional
entity to the standard MAC service required by the LLC Sublayer. The convergence function is realized pri-
marily by the implementation of the segmentation and reassembly protocol, which is described in detail in
2.1.3.1.

The MCF transmit process involves encapsulating the LLC Protocol Data Unit (MAC Service Data Unit) to
form an Initial MAC Protocol Data Unit (IMPDU). The IMPDU is segmented into segmentation units of 44
octets, as described in 2.1.3.1.1. Each segmentation unit has a segment type, sequence number, and MID
value prepended, and a payload length and payload CRC appended, to form a Derived MAC Protocol Data
Unit (DMPDU). This can then be transferred by the QA functional entity.

The MCF receive process involves the destination reassembling the original IMPDU from the received
DMPDUs, as described in 2.1.3.1.2. The LLC Protocol Data Unit is extracted from the received IMPDU and
passed to the LLC entity.

 

2.2.2.5.1 Isochronous Convergence Function (ICF)

 

There is one ICF for each Isochronous Service User (ISU). An ICF is responsible for adapting the guaran-
teed-bandwidth octet-based service provided by the PA functional entity to an isochronous octet-based ser-
vice. Therefore, the primary function of the ICF is buffering to allow for instantaneous rate differences
between the PA service and the provided isochronous service. 
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In particular, the ICF will provide buffering both for the isochronous octets to be transmitted on behalf of the
ISU by the PA functional entity and for the isochronous octets received from the PA functional entity and to
be delivered to the ISU. In the establishment of a connection that will require use of an ICF, it is necessary to
specify the rate of the isochronous service and the possible variability in delivery of octets over the PA chan-
nel. This is necessary to determine the size of the buffer required in the ICF.

 

2.2.2.5.2 Other convergence functions

 

The provision of a connection-oriented data service by the DQDB Layer is under study. The Connection-
Oriented Convergence Function (COCF) will adapt the segment-payload-based service provided by the QA
functional entity to a connection-oriented data service with the following characteristics: 

— It uses the same segmentation and reassembly procedures as the MCF.
— It is 32-bit aligned.
— It supports pipelining.
— It has protection on any control fields.
— It has a facility to allow buffer allocation at the receiver.

 

2.2.2.6 DQDB Layer Management Entity (LME)

 

The DQDB LME performs management of the local DQDB Layer functions. It also communicates with the
DQDB LMEs at other nodes to provide distributed management of the DQDB Layer resources. The commu-
nication uses a DQDB Layer Management Protocol supported by the DQDB Layer Common functions
block (see 2.2.2.1). The DQDB LME also provides the DQDB Layer Management Interface to the Network
Management Process for the remote management of the local DQDB Layer subsystem.
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3. DQDB Layer service definition

 

A DQDB subnetwork of a MAN is capable of supporting a broad range of services and applications. This
clause describes the services currently defined and provided by the DQDB Layer. (See figure 3-1.)

The DQDB Layer services are as follows:

a)

 

The MAC service provided to the LLC Sublayer.

 

 The LLC Sublayer, operating over the DQDB
Layer, provides the service of the OSI Data Link Layer and thus supports data communications
between two open systems.

b)

 

Isochronous Service, provided to an Isochronous Service User (ISU).

 

 This service supports the
transfer of isochronous service octets with a constant interarrival time over an isochronous
connection.

c)

 

A connection-oriented data service that supports the transfer of data over virtual channels.

 

 This ser-
vice is asynchronous because there is no guarantee of a constant interarrival time for data units. 

These services are defined using the service primitives notation specified in ISO/TR 8509. This notation pro-
vides an abstract description and does not imply any particular implementation or exposed interface.

 

3.1 MAC service provided to the LLC Sublayer

 

The MAC service to the LLC Sublayer is defined in ISO/IEC 10039. It is a connectionless service that sup-
ports the transfer of variable length MAC Service Data Units (MSDUs) between LLC Sublayer peer entities,
without the need for the LLC entities to request the establishment of a connection between them. There is no
guarantee of delivery of the MSDUs by the MAC service.

The MAC service primitives and their parameters cited in this clause are those specified in ISO/IEC 10039.
These primitives are as follows:

— MA-UNITDATA request

— MA-UNITDATA indication

Figure 3-1—DQDB Layer services
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3.2 Isochronous service

 

The isochronous service supports the transfer of isochronous service octets between two ISUs over an
already established isochronous connection. The service is described as isochronous because there is a con-
stant interarrival time for the service octets.

This part of ISO/IEC 8802 specifies the isochronous service provided by the DQDB Layer once an isochro-
nous connection is established. The procedure for establishing, maintaining, and releasing an isochronous
connection is outside the scope of this part of ISO/IEC 8802, but it will be specified by other standards.
(Refer to annex B.)

For consistency in notation, the isochronous service is described abstractly by means of the service primi-
tives notation defined in ISO/TR 8509. However, it should be noted that this technique does not efficiently
capture the important timing properties of the interactions between the isochronous service and a user of the
service. 

Further, the abstract description does not constrain an implementation in any way. For example, an imple-
mentation might pass a number of octets simultaneously, if this meets the requirements of the ISU. 

The primitives used to describe the service are the following:

ISU-DATA request
ISU-DATA indication

Isochronous service octets to be sent via the isochronous service are presented by the ISU at the specified
rate for the isochronous connection. Similarly, the isochronous service periodically delivers an isochronous
service octet to an ISU at the rate specified for the connection.

 

3.2.1 ISU-DATA request

 

Function:

 

This primitive requests the transfer of an isochronous service octet over an established isochronous
connection.

 

Semantics of the Service Primitive:

 

ISU-DATA request (
ISDU
)

The ISDU parameter conveys a single isochronous service octet.

 

When Generated:

 

This primitive is generated by an ISU whenever an isochronous service octet must be transferred over a con-
nection.

 

Effect on Receipt:

 

The receipt of this primitive by the DQDB Layer results in the DQDB Layer attempting to transfer the isoch-
ronous service octet over the established connection, as described in 5.2.1.1. Isochronous service octets are
transferred in the same order in which they are submitted by the ISU.
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Additional Comments:

 

A possible logical sequence of primitives associated with successful isochronous service octet transfer is
illustrated in figure 1-3c), which shows that the ISU-DATA request from the local ISU results in an ISU-
DATA indication to the ISU associated with the other end of the isochronous connection.

 

3.2.2 ISU-DATA indication

 

Function:

 

This primitive indicates the arrival of an isochronous service octet over an established isochronous
connection.

 

Semantics of the Service Primitive:

 

ISU-DATA indication (
ISDU
)

The ISDU parameter conveys a single isochronous service octet.

 

When Generated:

 

This primitive is generated by the DQDB Layer to deliver an isochronous service octet that has arrived over
an established isochronous connection.

 

Effect on Receipt:

 

The effect of receipt of this primitive is dependent upon the ISU.

 

Additional Comments:

 

None.

 

3.3 Connection-Oriented Data Service

 

The Connection-Oriented Data Service supports a virtual channel between a pair of Connection-Oriented
Data Service Users. The details of the service and the service primitives used to represent it are still under
study (see also 5.3.1, which describes functions of the DQDB Layer under study for the support of the Con-
nection-Oriented Data Service). 
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4. Physical Layer service definition

 

Each node that is capable of communicating with other nodes and is not performing the Head of Bus func-
tion in an open Dual Bus subnetwork is connected to the two adjacent nodes by separate active duplex trans-
mission links.

 

17

 

  The Physical Layer entity at each node provides two Physical Layer Service Access Points
(Ph-SAPs) to the local DQDB Layer entity, with each duplex transmission link being associated at each
node with one Ph-SAP.

 

18

 

 (See figure 4-1.)

This clause describes the services provided by the Physical Layer at each service access point to the DQDB
Layer. These services are defined using the service primitives notation specified in ISO/TR 8509. This nota-
tion provides an abstract description and does not imply any particular implementation or exposed interface.
However, it should be noted that this technique does not capture the 125 

 

µ

 

s timing properties of the interac-
tions between the DQDB Layer and the Physical Layer. 

 

17

 

 A node that is not capable of supporting Head of Bus functions and is not connected to both adjacent nodes by active duplex trans-
mission links is not capable of communicating with any other node. A node performing the Head of Bus function in an open Dual Bus
subnetwork will be connected to only one adjacent node by an active duplex transmission link. 

 

18 

 

If the node is performing the Head of Bus function in an open Dual Bus subnetwork, then the duplex transmission link, which is
either not active or not physically present, is still associated with a service access point. Similarly, if the node is not capable of support-
ing Head of Bus functions, then a duplex transmission link, which is not active at the node, is also associated with a service access
point. Hence the Physical Layer entity at all nodes still provides two Ph-SAPs to the DQDB Layer entity. This is done because the
Physical Layer is the source of all timing at a node.

Figure 4-1—Physical Layer services (at each node)
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The following primitives are defined:

— Ph-DATA request
— Ph-DATA indication
— Ph-TIMING-SOURCE request
— Ph-TIMING-MARK indication
— Ph-STATUS indication

The Ph-SAP associated with the transmission link where Bus A enters the node is designated as Ph-SAP_A.
The Ph-SAP associated with the transmission link where Bus B enters the node is designated as Ph-SAP_B.
The association of Ph-SAPs with transmission links is established during network initialization, as described
in clause 10.

 

4.1 Ph-DATA request

 

Function:

 

This primitive requests the transfer of an octet from the local DQDB Layer entity to the peer DQDB Layer
entity.

 

Semantics of the Service Primitive:

 

Ph-DATA request (
octet,
type,
[status]
)

The representation and transfer of the octet shall be consistent with 6.1. All possible combinations of eight
bits are valid. The type parameter specifies the type of the octet. The values that can be associated with the
type parameter are the following:

SLOT_START, or
SLOT_DATA, or
DQDB_MANAGEMENT

The value SLOT_START specifies that the octet is the first in a slot, i.e., the Access Control Field (ACF).
The value SLOT_DATA specifies any subsequent octet of a slot. The value DQDB_MANAGEMENT spec-
ifies that the octet is used to carry DQDB Layer Management Protocol information. The optional status
parameter provides an indication to the Physical Layer that the octet presented for transfer is either valid or
invalid. The values that can be associated with the status parameter, if provided, are the following:

VALID, or
INVALID

 

When Generated:

 

The local DQDB Layer entity generates a Ph-DATA request whenever an octet must be transferred to the
peer DQDB Layer entity. This occurs upon receipt of an appropriate Ph-DATA indication, as defined in 4.3. 

A Ph-DATA request with SLOT_START type will (in normal operation) be followed by exactly 52 Ph-
DATA request primitives with SLOT_DATA type before the next Ph-DATA request with SLOT_START
type occurs. The occurrence of Ph-DATA request primitives with DQDB_MANAGEMENT type with
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respect to Ph-DATA request primitives with SLOT_START or SLOT_DATA type is a function of the Physi-
cal Layer protocol.

 

Effect on Receipt:

 

The effect on receipt of this primitive is one of the following cases:

a) If the transmission link associated with a Ph-SAP has a status of UP, as signaled in the last Ph-STA-
TUS notification at that Ph-SAP, or if the transmission link associated with a Ph-SAP has a status of
DOWN and the type of the octet is DQDB_MANAGEMENT, then receipt of this primitive causes
the local Physical Layer entity to attempt to transmit the octet to the peer Physical Layer entity over
the transmission link.

b) If the transmission link associated with a Ph-SAP has a status of DOWN, as signaled in the last Ph-
STATUS indication at that Ph-SAP, and the type of the octet is either SLOT_START or
SLOT_DATA, then the effect on receipt of this primitive is unspecified. 

 

Additional Comments:

 

A possible logical sequence of primitives associated with a successful octet transfer is illustrated in figure 1-
3c), which shows that the Ph-DATA request at the local Ph-SAP results in a Ph-DATA indication at the Ph-
SAP associated with the other end of the transmission link. This corresponds to Case 1 under 

 

Effect on
Receipt

 

. The receipt of this primitive when the Ph-SAP is not associated with an active duplex transmission
link, as described in Case 2 under 

 

Effect on Receipt

 

 (and possibly Case 1 if the type of the octet is
DQDB_MANAGEMENT), is illustrated in figure 1-3a).

The relationship between Ph-DATA indication primitives and Ph-DATA request primitives at a node is
defined in 4.3.

The status parameter sent in a Ph-Data request primitive will only be set to INVALID if this value is relayed
from the Ph-DATA indication primitive in which the associated octet was delivered.

 

4.2 Ph-DATA indication

 

Function:

 

If a node is connected to another node by an active duplex transmission link associated with the Ph-SAP,
then this primitive indicates the arrival of an octet from the peer Physical Layer entity. If a node is not con-
nected to another node by an active duplex transmission link associated with the Ph-SAP and the node is
capable of providing the Head of Bus function, or the node is providing the function of both head of Bus A
and head of Bus B, then this primitive indicates the local delivery of an EMPTY octet to the Head of Bus
function at the node.

 

Semantics of the Service Primitive:

 

Ph-DATA indication (
octet,
type,
[status]
)

The representation and transfer of the octet shall be consistent with 6.1. All possible combinations of eight
bits are valid. In addition, the octet value designated EMPTY, used to carry octet type and timing informa-
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tion to the DQDB Layer at the head of a bus, is defined to have all eight bits set to zero. The type parameter
specifies the type of the octet. The values that can be associated with the type parameter are the following:

SLOT_START, or

SLOT_DATA, or

DQDB_MANAGEMENT

The value SLOT_START specifies that the octet is the first in a slot, i.e., the ACF. The value SLOT_DATA
specifies any subsequent octet of a slot. The value DQDB_MANAGEMENT specifies that the octet is used
to carry DQDB Layer Management Protocol information. The optional status parameter provides an indica-
tion from the Physical Layer that the octet delivered is either valid or invalid. The values that can be associ-
ated with the status parameter, if provided, are the following:

VALID, or

INVALID

 

When Generated:

 

The local Physical Layer entity generates this primitive in one of the following cases:

a) If the transmission link associated with a Ph-SAP has a status of UP, as signaled in the last Ph-STA-
TUS indication at that Ph-SAP, then this primitive is generated whenever an octet is received from
the peer Physical Layer entity over the transmission link. The Ph-DATA indication contains the
value and type of the received octet. The octet value in this case will not be EMPTY. If the Physical
Layer supports the optional status parameter, then the Ph-DATA indication contains the status of the
received octet.

b) If the transmission link associated with a Ph-SAP has a status of DOWN, as signaled in the last Ph-
STATUS indication at that Ph-SAP, and the node is capable of providing the Head of Bus function,
or the node is providing the function of both head of Bus A and head of Bus B, then this primitive is
generated in accordance with the requirements of the Physical Layer. The Ph-DATA indication con-
tains an EMPTY octet of the type required by the Physical Layer, and is used to convey both octet
timing and octet type information. Note that for nodes providing the function of both head of Bus A
and head of Bus B, there is no relationship at Ph-SAP_A between Ph-DATA indications with
EMPTY octets and Ph-DATA indications with non-EMPTY octets. Ph-DATA indications with
EMPTY octets are generated by the Physical Layer when octets need to be sent out at the head of
Bus A and head of Bus B. Ph-DATA indications with non-EMPTY octets are generated by the Phys-
ical Layer when an octet is received from either transmission link from the adjacent nodes.

A Ph-DATA indication with SLOT_START type will (in normal operation) be followed by exactly 52 Ph-
DATA indication primitives with SLOT_DATA type before the next Ph-DATA indication with
SLOT_START type occurs. The occurrence of Ph-DATA indication primitives with DQDB_MANAGE-
MENT type with respect to Ph-DATA indication primitives with SLOT_START or SLOT_DATA type is a
function of the Physical Layer protocol.

 

Effect on Receipt:

 

The effect on receipt of this primitive is dependent upon the type of the octet and the operation of the DQDB
Layer. Upon receipt of a Ph-DATA indication, the local DQDB Layer entity will generate either zero or one
Ph-DATA request primitives at each of the two Ph-SAPs to the local Physical Layer entity, as defined in 4.3.
The effect of receipt of a status indication is not specified.
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Additional Comments:

 

The generation of this primitive upon receipt of an octet from a peer Physical Layer entity, as described in
Case 1 under 

 

When Generated,

 

 corresponds to the indication primitive shown in figure 1-3c). The local gen-
eration of this primitive when there is no peer Physical Layer entity, as described in Case 2 under 

 

When Gen-
erated,

 

 is illustrated in figure 1-3b). This primitive is not generated if the transmission link associated with a
Ph-SAP has a status of DOWN, as signaled in the last Ph-STATUS indication at that Ph-SAP, and the node is
not capable of providing the Head of Bus function.

The relationship between Ph-DATA indication primitives and Ph-DATA request primitives at a node is
defined in 4.3. 

 

4.3 Relationship of Ph-DATA request primitives and Ph-DATA indication primitives

 

If a node is not capable of providing Head of Bus functions, and either of the transmission links at the node
have a status of DOWN, as signaled in the last Ph-STATUS indication at the respective Ph-SAP, then the
node is not capable of communicating with other nodes. In this case, Ph-DATA indi-cation primitives are not
generated at the Ph-SAP associated with the transmission link that is down. 

In all other cases, there is a relationship between the generation of Ph-DATA indication primitives at each
Ph-SAP of a node and the receipt of Ph-DATA request primitives at both Ph-SAPs of the node. The relation-
ship depends on whether or not the node is performing the function of head of a bus, and is outlined in 4.3.1
and 4.3.2.

 

4.3.1 Node not performing Head of Bus functions

 

If a node is capable of communicating with other nodes and is not performing the function of head of either
bus, then both Ph-SAPs are associated with an active duplex transmission link.

 

19 

 

 Receipt of a Ph-DATA
indication at either Ph-SAP of this node will result, after the octet is relayed through the DQDB Layer, in the
generation of a Ph-DATA request at the other Ph-SAP, as shown in figure 4-2.

The Ph-DATA request at one Ph-SAP shall contain the octet received in the Ph-DATA indication at the other
Ph-SAP, as modified by the DQDB Layer in accordance with the following rules:

a) The type of the octet shall not be modified.
b) For octets of type SLOT_START and SLOT_DATA, the value of each bit in the octet shall be modi-

fied according to the DQDB access mechanism. The set of permitted operations on each bit of the
octet, as seen at the respective Ph-SAPs, is specified in table 4-1.

c) For octets of type DQDB_MANAGEMENT, the value of each bit in the octet shall be modified
according to the rules of the DQDB Layer Management Protocol.

 

4.3.2 Node performing Head of Bus functions

 

If a node is performing the function of head of bus, then three cases occur, as described in the following
three subclauses.

 

4.3.2.1 Node performing Head of Bus A function in an open subnetwork

 

If the node is performing the Head of Bus A function in an open Dual Bus subnetwork, then Ph-SAP_B at
that node is associated with an active duplex transmission link, and Ph-SAP_A is not. Receipt of a Ph-DATA
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 A node that is not capable of supporting Head of Bus functions and is not connected to both adjacent nodes by active duplex trans-
mission links is not capable of communicating with any other node.
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indication with an octet of type SLOT_START or SLOT_DATA at Ph-SAP_B allows the octet to be
accessed by the DQDB Layer, but does not lead to the generation of a Ph-DATA request at either Ph-SAP_A
or Ph-SAP_B. Receipt of a Ph-DATA indication with an octet of type DQDB_MANAGEMENT at Ph-
SAP_B allows the octet to be accessed by the DQDB Layer, and leads to the generation of a Ph-DATA
request at Ph-SAP_A. 

The Physical Layer generates EMPTY octets in Ph-DATA indication primitives at Ph-SAP_A, as defined in
4.2, 

 

When Generated,

 

 Case 2. The EMPTY octets are conveyed to the Head of Bus A function in the node

 

Table 4-1—Permitted operations on bits of octets: 
Node not performing Head of Bus functions

 

B i t  i n  P h - D A T A  
i n d i c a t i o n  

( P h - S A P _ A / B )

B i t  i n  P h - D A T A  r e q u e s t  
( P h - S A P _ B / A ) O p e r a t i o n  p e r m i t t e d ?

 

0 0 Yes

0 1 Yes

1 0 No

1 1 Yes

Figure 4-2—Relationship between Ph-DATA indication and Ph-DATA 
request: Node performing Head of Bus A functions

DQDB Layer

Physical Layer

Bus A

Bus B

Bus A

Bus B
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KEY:          req = Ph-DATA request
ind = Ph-DATA indication
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tx = transmitted    
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and, after then being relayed through the DQDB Layer, lead to the generation of a Ph-DATA request at Ph-
SAP_B. This process is depicted in figure 4-3.

The Ph-DATA request at Ph-SAP_B shall contain the octet received in the Ph-DATA indication at Ph-
SAP_A, as modified by the DQDB Layer in accordance with the following rules:

a) The type of the octet shall not be modified.
b) For octets of type SLOT_START and SLOT_DATA, the value of each bit in the octet shall be modi-

fied according to the DQDB access mechanism. 
c) For octets of type DQDB_MANAGEMENT, the value of each bit in the octet shall be modified

according to the rules of the DQDB Layer Management Protocol. Note that the Head of Bus func-
tion shall set the TYPE bit alternately to (TYPE = 0) and (TYPE = 1) for successive
DQDB_MANAGEMENT octets. (See 10.1.)

Figure 4-3—Relationship between Ph-DATA indication and Ph-DATA request: 
Node performing Head of Bus A function
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A Ph-DATA request with an octet of type DQDB_MANAGEMENT at Ph-SAP_A shall contain the octet of
the same type received in the Ph-DATA indication at Ph-SAP_B, as modified according to the DQDB Layer
Management Protocol rules.

 

4.3.2.2 Node performing Head of Bus B function in an open subnetwork

 

If the node is performing the Head of Bus B function in an open Dual Bus subnetwork, then Ph-SAP_A at
that node is associated with an active duplex transmission link, and Ph-SAP_B is not. Receipt of a Ph-DATA
indication with an octet of type SLOT_START or SLOT_DATA at Ph-SAP_A allows the octet to be
accessed by the DQDB Layer, but does not lead to the generation of a Ph-DATA request at either Ph-SAP_B
or Ph-SAP_A. Receipt of a Ph-DATA indication with an octet of type DQDB_MANAGEMENT at Ph-
SAP_A allows the octet to be accessed by the DQDB Layer, and leads to the generation of a Ph-DATA
request at Ph-SAP_B. 

The Physical Layer generates EMPTY octets in Ph-DATA indication primitives at Ph-SAP_B, as defined in
4.2, 

 

When Generated

 

, Case 2. The EMPTY octets are conveyed to the Head of Bus B function in the node
and, after then being relayed through the DQDB Layer, lead to the generation of a Ph-DATA request at Ph-
SAP_A. This process is depicted in figure 4-4. 

The Ph-DATA request at Ph-SAP_A shall contain the octet received in the Ph-DATA indication at Ph-
SAP_B, as modified by the DQDB Layer in accordance with the following rules:

a) The type of the octet shall not be modified.
b) For octets of type SLOT_START and SLOT_DATA, the value of each bit in the octet shall be modi-

fied according to the DQDB access mechanism. 
c) For octets of type DQDB_MANAGEMENT, the value of each bit in the octet shall be modified

according to the rules of the DQDB Layer Management Protocol. Note that the Head of Bus func-
tion shall set the TYPE bit alternately to (TYPE = 0) and (TYPE = 1) for successive
DQDB_MANAGEMENT octets. (See 10.1.)

A Ph-DATA request with an octet of type DQDB_MANAGEMENT at Ph-SAP_B shall contain the octet of
the same type received in the Ph-DATA indication at Ph-SAP_A, as modified according to the DQDB Layer
Management Protocol rules.

 

4.3.2.3 Node performing Head of Bus A and Head of Bus B functions in a looped 
subnetwork

 

If the node is performing the Head of Bus function for both buses in a looped Dual Bus subnetwork, then
both of the Ph-SAPs at that node are associated with an active duplex transmission link.

Receipt of a Ph-DATA indication at Ph-SAP_B allows the octet to be accessed by the DQDB Layer, but does
not lead to the generation of a Ph-DATA request at either Ph-SAP_A or Ph-SAP_B. (The octet in the Ph-
DATA indication received at Ph-SAP_B cannot take the value EMPTY.) Receipt of a Ph-DATA indication
with an octet value not equal to EMPTY at Ph-SAP_A allows the octet to be accessed by the DQDB Layer,
but does not lead to the generation of a Ph-DATA request at either Ph-SAP_A or Ph-SAP_B. This process is
depicted in figure 4-5a) and describes operation at the end of Bus A and at the end of Bus B.

An octet received in a Ph-DATA indication at Ph-SAP_A with a value of EMPTY is conveyed to the Head
of Bus A and Head of Bus B functions in the node. The octet is used to convey both octet timing and octet
type information to the Head of Bus function. Receipt of a Ph-DATA indication at Ph-SAP_A with a value
of EMPTY will result, after the octet is relayed through the DQDB Layer, in the generation  of a  Ph-DATA
request at  Ph-SAP_B. Receipt of a Ph-DATA indication at Ph-SAP_A with a value of EMPTY will also
lead to the generation of a Ph-DATA request at Ph-SAP_A. This process is depicted in figure 4-5b).
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The Ph-DATA request at both Ph-SAP_A and Ph-SAP_B shall contain the EMPTY octet received in the Ph-
DATA indication at Ph-SAP_A, as modified by the DQDB Layer in accordance with the following rules:

a) The type of the octet shall not be modified.

b) For octets of type SLOT_START and SLOT_DATA, the value of each bit in the octet shall be modi-
fied according to the DQDB access mechanism.

c) For octets of type DQDB_MANAGEMENT, the value of each bit in the octet shall be modified
according to the rules of the DQDB Layer Management Protocol.

 

20

 

 Note that the Head of Bus func-
tion shall ensure that the TYPE bit is set alternately to (TYPE = 0) and (TYPE = 1) for successive
DQDB_MANAGEMENT octets. (See 10.1.)

 

20

 

 Note that there are DQDB Layer restrictions on the modifications allowed for some of the management information fields, according
to the operation of the DQDB Layer Management Protocol. For example, the MID Page Allocation field, in management information
octets of TYPE 1, should be relayed from the end of Bus A to the head of Bus B.

Figure 4-4—Relationship between Ph-DATA indication and Ph-DATA request: 
Node performing Head of Bus B function
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Figure 4-5—Relationship between Ph-DATA indication and Ph-DATA request

a) Node performing End of Bus A and End of Bus B functions

b) Node performing Head of Bus A and Head of Bus B functions
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4.4 Ph-TIMING-SOURCE request

 

Function:

 

This primitive directs the Physical Layer protocol entity at the node to which source of 125 

 

µ

 

s timing to use.

 

Semantics of the Service Primitive:

 

Ph-TIMING-SOURCE request (

source

)

The source parameter specifies the timing source to be used by the Physical Layer at the node. The values
that can be associated with the source parameter are the following:

EXTERNAL_CLOCK, or

NODE_CLOCK, or

BUS_A, or

BUS_B, or

EITHER_BUS

 

When Generated:

 

This primitive is generated to indicate to the Physical Layer protocol entity at the node that it should change
the source being used for 125 

 

µ

 

s timing. The source may be changed by the Subnetwork Configuration Con-
trol procedures after a change in the subnetwork configuration. (See 10.2.4 to 10.2.6.) An
EXTERNAL_CLOCK source directs the Physical Layer protocol entity to use the timing source traceable to
an external timing source. A NODE_CLOCK source directs the Physical Layer protocol entity to use the
local node clock. A BUS_A source directs the Physical Layer protocol entity to use the timing received at
the node from Bus A. A BUS_B source directs the Physical Layer protocol entity to use the timing received
at the node from Bus B. An EITHER_BUS source allows the Physical Layer protocol entity to use the tim-
ing derived at the node from either bus.

 

Effect on Receipt:

 

The Physical Layer protocol entity starts to use the specified timing source for 125 

 

µ

 

s timing. The
EITHER_BUS value of source parameter applies only if it has been received at both Ph-SAPs. If
EITHER_BUS is received at one Ph-SAP and any of the other values of source is received at the other Ph-
SAP, then the source value received at the other Ph-SAP applies. If the EITHER_BUS value is received at
both Ph-SAPs, then the Physical Layer shall interpret this as a Ph-TIMING-Source request at Ph-SAP_A
with a value of BUS_B and a Ph-TIMING-SOURCE request at Ph-SAP_B with a value of BUS_A. This
will effectively relay the timing on the two buses.

 

Additional Comments:

 

This primitive is of the type shown in figure 1-3a), which shows that it has local effect. Note, however, that
sufficient information is signaled to other nodes by the Configuration Control protocol to allow the other
nodes to determine which timing source to use.
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4.5 Ph-TIMING-MARK indication

 

Function:

 

This primitive indicates the arrival of 125 

 

µ

 

s timing information from the primary timing source for the sub-
network, either within the node, or as relayed by the peer Physical Layer protocol entity.

 

Semantics of the Service Primitive:

 

Ph-TIMING-MARK indication (
)

 

When Generated:

 

The local Physical Layer protocol entity sends a Ph-TIMING-MARK indication whenever DQDB Layer
timing information is received from exactly one of the following:

a) The primary timing source for the subnetwork, if it is contained within the node; or otherwise,
b) The peer Physical Layer protocol entity.

 

Effect on Receipt:

 

The effect of receipt of this primitive is dependent upon the operation of the DQDB Layer. It is only used if
the DQDB Layer is supporting service to an Isochronous Service User (ISU).

 

Additional Comments:

 

The receipt of this primitive when the node contains the primary timing source for the subnetwork, as
described in 

 

When Generated

 

, Case 1, is illustrated in figure 1-3(b). The timing information is relayed from
the primary timing source for the subnetwork via all intermediate Physical Layer entities acting as Physical
Layer relays. Hence, the receipt of this primitive at other nodes, as described in 

 

When Generated

 

, Case 2, is
also of the type shown in figure 1-3b). 

 

4.6 Ph-STATUS indication

 

Function:

 

This primitive is generated by the Physical Layer entity to indicate the operational state of the duplex trans-
mission link associated with the Physical Layer Service Access Point (Ph-SAP).

 

Semantics of the Service Primitive:

 

Ph-STATUS indication (
status
)

The value of the status parameter is one of the following:

UP, or
DOWN
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When Generated:

 

This primitive is generated to indicate a change in the status of the duplex transmission link associated with
the Ph-SAP. A status of UP indicates that the Physical Layer considers that the duplex transmission link is
active between the two nodes at each end of the link, and that there is an active Head of Bus function
upstream on the bus that enters the node at this Ph-SAP. A status of DOWN indicates that the Physical Layer
considers that either one or both directions of the duplex transmission link are not active, or that there is no
active Head of Bus function upstream on the bus that enters the node at this Ph-SAP. 

 

Effect on Receipt:

 

The value of the status parameter is used to set the Link Status Indicator associated with the Ph-SAP. (See
7.5.3.) 

 

Additional Comments:

 

This primitive is of the type shown in figure 1-3d), which shows that the Ph-STATUS indication will be gen-
erated at both Ph-SAPs associated with the duplex transmission link, although there is no specified time rela-
tionship between the two primitives.

The conditions under which the Physical Layer considers the duplex transmission link to be either UP or
DOWN are a function of the underlying transmission system and are defined as part of each Physical Layer
Convergence Procedure (PLCP). The general requirements are outlined in 11.5.3 and 11.5.4.
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5. DQDB node functional description

 

The DQDB Layer uses the services of the Physical Layer, defined in clause 4, to provide the services defined
in clause 3. The functional architecture of a DQDB node is shown in figure 5-1 and is described informally
in 2.2. This clause provides a rigorous description of the functional operation of the DQDB Layer subsystem
of a node, with reference to the DQDB Layer Protocol Data Unit formats (clause 6), facilities (clause 7),
protocol machine operation (clause 8), Layer Management Interface (clause 9), and Layer Management pro-
tocol (clause 10). 

The operation of each functional element in the DQDB Layer, as shown in figure 5-1, is described in the
clauses below. The functional element being described in each subclause is shown as the shaded box in a
reduced-size copy of figure 5-1.

Subclause 5.1 describes the functions performed by the MAC Convergence Function (MCF) block and the
Queued Arbitrated Functions block to support the MAC Sublayer service to the LLC Sublayer.

Subclause 5.2 gives guidelines for the definition of an Isochronous Convergence Function (ICF) block and
describes the functions performed by the Pre-Arbitrated (PA) Functions block to support the isochronous
service.

Subclause 5.3.1 gives guidelines for the functions that will be specified for the Connection-Oriented Conver-
gence Function (COCF) which, together with the Queued Arbitrated (QA) Functions block described in
5.1.2, will provide the connection-oriented data service to be defined in the future.

Subclause 5.4 provides a functional description of the Common Functions block, which provides functions
common to some or all of the other functional blocks, such as Configuration Control functions, Head of Bus
functions, and MID Page Allocation functions. 

 

5.1 Provision of MAC service to LLC

 

This clause describes the functions performed by the DQDB Layer to support the transfer of a LLC PDU
from one DQDB node to one or more peer DQDB nodes. 

The LLC PDU is received at the source node as the MAC Service Data Unit (MSDU) in an MA-UNIT-
DATA request, as defined in ISO/IEC 10039. Figure 5-2 summarizes the transmit and receive functions that
are required of the MCF block and the QA Functions block to transfer an MSDU between nodes. The
MSDU is delivered by each destination node in an MA-UNITDATA indication, as defined in ISO/
IEC 10039.

 

5.1.1 MAC Convergence Function (MCF) block

5.1.1.1 MCF transmit functions

 

This clause specifies the functions performed by the MCF block upon receipt of a single MSDU in an MA-
UNITDATA request, as depicted in figure 5-3. Subclause 5.1.1.1.1 specifies the creation of an Initial MAC
Protocol Data Unit (IMPDU) by the addition of protocol control information to the MSDU. Subclause
5.1.1.1.2 specifies the segmentation of the IMPDU into fixed-length segmentation units. Subclause 5.1.1.1.3
specifies how a Derived MAC Protocol Data Unit (DMPDU) is created by the addition of protocol control
information to a segmentation unit. Subclause 5.1.1.1.4 specifies how the DMPDU is passed to the QA
Functions block as a QA segment payload, along with data needed by the QA Functions block to generate
the QA segment header, and other control information needed to transfer the DMPDU. 
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5.1.1.1.1 Creation of the IMPDU

 

Upon receipt of an MA-UNITDATA request from the LLC Sublayer, the MCF block shall perform the fol-
lowing operations to create an IMPDU from the MAC Service Data Unit (MSDU) parameter contained in
the MA-UNITDATA request. The format of the IMPDU is given in 6.5.1. 

Steps 1)–3) are for the creation of the Common PDU header. 

1) Code the Reserved field of the Common PDU header to zero, according to 6.5.1.1.1.

2) Select a BEtag value and code the BEtag field of the Common PDU header, according to 6.5.1.1.2.
The BEtag field value shall be incremented by one (modulo 256) for sequential IMPDUs sent by the
node.

3) Code the BAsize field of the Common PDU header to the number of octets contained in the MAC
Convergence Protocol header, the Header Extension field, the MSDU, the PAD field, and the CRC32
field (if present), according to 6.5.1.1.3.

Steps 4)–12) are for the creation of the MAC Convergence Protocol (MCP) header.

4) Code the destination_address parameter received in the MA-UNITDATA request into the DA field
of the MCP header, according to 6.5.1.2.2.

Figure 5-1—DQDB node functional architecture
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5) Code the source_address parameter received in the MA-UNITDATA request into the SA field of the
MCP header, according to 6.5.1.2.3.

6) Code the PI field of the MCP header to decimal 1, according to 6.5.1.2.4.1.
7) Code the PAD Length (PL) field according to 6.5.1.2.4.2. Number_PAD_octets = 3 – [(Length of

INFO field + 3)(mod 4)]
8) Code the priority parameter received in the MA-UNITDATA request into the QOS_DELAY subfield

of the MCP header, according to 6.5.1.2.5.1.
9) Code the QOS_LOSS subfield of the MCP header to zero, according to 6.5.1.2.5.2.
10) If the CRC32_GEN_CONTROL Flag (see 7.4.3) is set to OFF, then the CIB (CRC32 Indicator bit)

subfield of the MCP header is coded to zero. If the CRC32_GEN_CONTROL flag is set to ON, then
the CIB subfield is coded to one, according to 6.5.1.2.5.3.

11) Compare the parameters received in the MA-UNITDATA request with the HE_selection_info values
currently installed at the MCF block by DQDB Layer Management HEXT_INSTAL and
HEXT_PURGE actions (9.3.1; 9.3.2). If no match is made then the HEL subfield of the MCP header
is coded to zero. If a match is made then the HEL subfield is coded to the length of the correspond-
ing HE_value, according to 6.5.1.2.5.4.

* Numbers in parentheses refer to clauses and subclauses of this part of ISO/IEC 8802 where the services are
defined.

Figure 5-2—DQDB Layer functions to support LLC service
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12) Code the BRIDGING field of the MCP header to zero, according to 6.5.1.2.6.

Step 13) is for the creation of the Header Extension field. 

13) If the HEL subfield generated in 11) above contains a value of zero, then there is no Header Exten-
sion field used for this IMPDU. If the HEL subfield generated in 11) above contains a nonzero value,
then the Header Extension field is coded with the HE_value corresponding to the matched
HE_selection_info value for this IMPDU, according to 6.5.1.3.

Step 14) is for the creation of the INFO field. 

14) Code the data parameter (MSDU) received in the MA-UNITDATA request into the INFO field,
according to 6.5.1.4.

Step 15) is for the creation of the PAD field. 

15) Create the PAD field such that the length of INFO field plus PAD field is an integral multiple of four
octets. The number of PAD octets is either 0, 1, 2, or 3, as indicated by the PAD Length (PL) field in
7) above. Each PAD octet is coded as zero, according to 6.5.1.5. 

Figure 5-3—MCF transmit functions
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Step 16) is for the creation of the CRC32 field.

16) If the CIB subfield generated in j) above contains a value of zero, then there is no CRC32 field used
for this IMPDU. If the CIB subfield generated in 10) above contains a value of one, then the CRC32
field is coded according to 6.5.1.6. (Note that the fields covered by the CRC32 field are those created
in Steps 4)–15), inclusive; that is, the MCP header, the Header Extension field, the INFO field, and
the PAD field.)

Steps 17)–19) are for the creation of the Common PDU trailer. 

17) Code the Reserved field of the Common PDU trailer to zero, according to 6.5.1.7.1.
18) Code the BEtag field of the Common PDU trailer (see 6.5.1.7.2) with the same value as contained in

the BEtag field in the Common PDU header, as per 2) above.
19) Code the Length field of the Common PDU trailer to the number of octets contained in the MAC

Convergence Protocol header, the Header Extension field, the MSDU, the PAD field, and the CRC32
field (if present), according to 6.5.1.7.3. This shall be the same as the value in the BAsize field in the
Common PDU header, as per 3) above.

 

5.1.1.1.2 Segmentation of the IMPDU

 

The MCF block takes an IMPDU created as described in 5.1.1.1.1 and divides it into one or more segmenta-
tion units. Each segmentation unit is 44 octets long and shall contain 44 octets of the IMPDU, with the
exception of the last segmentation unit, which may contain less than 44 octets of the IMPDU. The number
and type of segmentation units depends on the length of the IMPDU.

 

5.1.1.1.2.1 IMPDU of one segmentation unit

 

If the length of the IMPDU is less than or equal to 44 octets, then only one segmentation unit is generated,
which is a Single Segment Message (SSM) segmentation unit. The SSM segmentation unit contains the
entire IMPDU, according to 6.5.2.1.1.4. 

 

5.1.1.1.2.2 IMPDU of two segmentation units

 

If the length of the IMPDU is greater than 44 octets, and less than or equal to 88 octets, then two segmenta-
tion units are generated. The order of octets in the IMPDU shall be preserved by the segmentation. The first
segmentation unit is a Beginning of Message (BOM) segmentation unit, which contains the first 44 octets of
the IMPDU, according to 6.5.2.1.1.1. The second segmentation unit is an End of Message (EOM) segmenta-
tion unit, which contains the remaining octets of the IMPDU, according to 6.5.2.1.1.3.

 

5.1.1.1.2.3 IMPDU of more than two segmentation units

 

If the length of the IMPDU is greater than 88 octets, then more than two segmentation units are generated.
The order of octets in the IMPDU shall be preserved by the segmentation. The first segmentation unit is a
Beginning of Message (BOM) segmentation unit, which contains the first 44 octets of the IMPDU, accord-
ing to 6.5.2.1.1.1. All of the other segmentation units, except the last, are Continuation of Message (COM)
segmentation units, which contain 44 octets of the IMPDU, according to 6.5.2.1.1.2. The last segmentation
unit is an End of Message (EOM) segmentation unit, which contains the remaining octets of the IMPDU,
according to 6.5.2.1.1.3. This process is depicted in figure 5-4.

 

5.1.1.1.3 Creation of the DMPDUs

 

The MCF block creates a DMPDU from each segmentation unit created, as described in 5.1.1.1.2. The type
of DMPDU created depends upon the type of segmentation unit, and is described in 5.1.1.1.3.1 and
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5.1.1.1.3.2. Each DMPDU is passed to the QA Functions block, as described in 5.1.1.1.4. The order of pass-
ing DMPDUs shall preserve the order of the octets in the original IMPDU.

 

5.1.1.1.3.1 DMPDU from an IMPDU of one segmentation unit

 

If segmentation of the IMPDU generates an SSM segmentation unit, as described in 5.1.1.1.2.1, the MCF
block shall add the following protocol control information to the segmentation unit to create a DMPDU. The
format of the DMPDU is given in 6.5.2.

a) Code the Segment_Type subfield of the SSM DMPDU header with the binary value 11 (SSM),
according to 6.5.2.1.1.

b) Take the current value of the TX_SEQUENCE_NUM counter (see 7.2.6) associated with the MID
value selected in c) and the VCI selected in 5.1.1.1.4, step c), and code the Sequence_Number sub-
field of the SSM DMPDU header with this value according to 6.5.2.1.2. The value of TX_SEQUEN-
CE_NUM shall then be incremented by one (modulo 16) for use with the next SSM DMPDU to be
sent by the node with the same VCI.

c) Code the MID subfield of the SSM DMPDU header with the reserved SSM value of all ten bits set to
zero, according to 6.5.2.1.3.

Figure 5-4—Segmentation of an IMPDU of greater than 88 octets in length
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d) Code the Payload_Length subfield of the DMPDU trailer with the number of octets of the IMPDU
contained in the SSM segmentation unit, according to 6.5.2.2.1. The value of this subfield shall be
any decimal number which is a multiple of 4 in the range 28 to 44, inclusive.

e) Calculate and code the Payload_CRC subfield of the DMPDU trailer, according to 6.5.2.2.2.

The SSM DMPDU is then passed to the QA Functions block as described in 5.1.1.1.4.

 

5.1.1.1.3.2 DMPDUs from an IMPDU of more than one segmentation unit

 

If segmentation of the IMPDU generates more than one segmentation unit, as described in 5.1.1.1.2.2 and
5.1.1.1.2.3, the MCF block shall add the following protocol control information to each segmentation unit to
create a DMPDU. The format of the DMPDU is given in 6.5.2.

a) Code the Segment_Type subfield of the DMPDU header with the appropriate binary value of either
10 for Beginning of Message (BOM), 00 for Continuation of Message (COM), or 01 for End of
Message (EOM), according to 6.5.2.1.1.

b) Take the current value of the TX_SEQUENCE_NUM counter (see 7.2.6) associated with the MID
value selected in c) and the VCI selected in 5.1.1.1.4, step c), and code the Sequence_Number sub-
field of the DMPDU header with this value according to 6.5.2.1.2. The value of
TX_SEQUENCE_NUM shall then be incremented by one (modulo 16) for use with the next
DMPDU to be sent by the node with the same MID value, and using the same VCI.

c) Select an MID value and code the MID subfield of the DMPDU header, according to 6.5.2.1.3, and
subject to the following conditions:
1) The MID value shall be the same for every DMPDU derived from the IMPDU.
2) The selection mechanism for the MID value should ensure that when the DMPDU is sent by

the source node, it can be unambiguously associated on the subnetwork with the IMPDU from
which it is derived. The MID subfield value is selected from one of the MID Page values cur-
rently available to the node via the MID Page Allocation functions described in 5.4.4.2.

d) Code the Payload_Length subfield of the DMPDU trailer with the number of octets of the IMPDU
contained in the segmentation unit, according to 6.5.2.2.1. For the BOM DMPDU and any COM
DMPDUs the value of this subfield shall be decimal 44. For the EOM DMPDU the value of this sub-
field shall be any number which is a multiple of 4 in the range 4 to 44, inclusive.
3) Calculate and code the Payload_CRC subfield of the DMPDU trailer, according to 6.5.2.2.2.

The DMPDU is then passed to the QA Functions block as described in 5.1.1.1.4.

 

5.1.1.1.4 Transmit interactions between MCF block and QA Functions block

 

The interaction between the MCF block and the QA Functions block for the transfer of a DMPDU as the
payload of a QA segment is dependent on the parameters received in the MA-UNITDATA request, but is
independent of the type of the DMPDU, and is depicted in figure 5-5. 

The MCF block shall perform the following operations to establish the interaction between itself and the QA
Functions block for the transfer of each DMPDU derived from a given IMPDU.

a) The TX_BUS_SIGNAL control shall be asserted by the MCF block to the same value for every
DMPDU derived from the IMPDU. The TX_BUS_SIGNAL control indicates on which bus or buses
each DMPDU of the IMPDU should be sent. The values that can be associated with TX_BUS_SIG-
NAL are as follows:

BUS_A, or
BUS_B, or
BOTH
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The MCF block determines the appropriate value for TX_BUS_SIGNAL by examination of the des-
tination_address parameter from the MA-UNITDATA request that generated the IMPDU. The MCF
block may know which bus or buses should be used for sending each DMPDU of the IMPDU, using
either one of the suggested procedures outlined in annex C or any other suitable procedure. Then,

1) If the MCF block knows which bus or buses to use, then TX_BUS_SIGNAL is asserted to the
appropriate value for the IMPDU.

2) If the MCF block does not know which bus to use, then TX_BUS_SIGNAL shall be asserted to
BOTH for the IMPDU.

b) The ACCESS_QUEUE_SIGNAL control shall be asserted by the MCF block to the same value for
every DMPDU derived from the IMPDU and indicates in which priority level access queue the QA
segment used to transfer the DMPDU should be placed. The values that can be associated with
ACCESS_QUEUE_SIGNAL are 0, 1, or 2.

The MCF block determines the appropriate value for ACCESS_QUEUE_SIGNAL by examination
of the priority parameter from the MA-UNITDATA request that generated the IMPDU. The value of
the requested priority parameter, J, is used to determine the access queue priority level, I, to be used
for the IMPDU by reading the value of QOS_MAP_J, from the QOS_MAP system parameter
defined in 7.3.3. ACCESS_QUEUE_SIGNAL is asserted to the value of QOS_MAP_J for the
IMPDU.

c) The VCI_DATA shall be the same for every DMPDU derived from the IMPDU and contains the
value of VCI to be placed in the header of each QA segment used to transfer one of the DMPDUs.
All nodes conforming to this part of ISO/IEC 8802 shall be able to transmit and receive DMPDUs at
the default connectionless VCI. (See 6.3.1.1.1.1.) If an implementation is capable of recognizing
connectionless VCIs additional to the default value, then the VCIs shall be constrained such that the
range is expressed by the right-most bits, with all the left-most bits set to one. Such a node may
optionally be programmed to transmit and receive DMPDUs for the MCF block at other connection-
less VCIs by an LM-ACTION invoke (CL_VCI_ADD). (See 9.2.1.)

Figure 5-5—Transmit interaction between 
MCF block and QA Functions block
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The MCF block determines the appropriate value for VCI_DATA by examination of the parameters
received in the MA-UNITDATA request which generated the IMPDU. The parameters are compared
with the mapping_criteria value currently installed for each transmit VCI available for use by the
MCF block, as controlled by DQDB Layer Management CL_VCI_ADD and CL_VCI_DELETE
actions. (See 9.2.1 and 9.2.2.) Then,

1) If a match is made for the mapping_criteria, then VCI_DATA is set to the corresponding trans-
mit VCI value for the IMPDU.

2) If no match is made for the mapping_criteria, then VCI_DATA is set to the default connection-
less VCI for the IMPDU.

d) The PT_DATA shall be the same for every DMPDU derived from the IMPDU and contains the
value of Payload_Type to be placed in the header of each QA segment used to transfer one of the
DMPDUs. PT_DATA is set to binary 00 for all DMPDU transfers at the default connectionless VCI.
The setting of PT_DATA for any other value of VCI_DATA is under study. The default setting of
PT_DATA for other values of VCI_DATA is binary 00.

e) The SP_DATA shall be the same for every DMPDU derived from the IMPDU and contains the
value of Segment_Priority to be placed in the header of each QA segment used to transfer one of the
DMPDUs. SP_DATA is set to binary 00 for all DMPDU transfers at the default connectionless VCI.
The setting of SP_DATA for any other value of VCI_DATA is under study. The default setting of
SP_DATA for other values of VCI_DATA is binary 00.

 

5.1.1.2 MCF Receive functions

 

The process of reassembly is used to reconstruct an IMPDU from the segmentation units contained in DMP-
DUs received by the MCF block. Any IMPDU that has more than one DMPDU derived from it, and is cur-
rently being received and reassembled by the node, has an instance of the Reassembly State Machine (RSM)
(see 8.2.1) associated with it to control the reassembly process. 

As the DMPDUs from different IMPDUs destined to the node may arrive in an interspersed manner, the
MCF block includes the functions required to support the simultaneous operation of multiple reassembly
processes, each controlled by an active instance of the RSM. For descriptive purposes in this part of ISO/
IEC 8802, the abstract model of reassembly assumes that there is an instance of the RSM for all of the MIDs
of every VCI that the MCF block is programmed to receive. Therefore, each RSM is uniquely associated
with a VCI/MID pair. However, the number of reassembly processes that can be supported simultaneously in
a given node is an implementation choice. 

This clause specifies the functions performed by the MCF block upon receipt of a stream of DMPDUs from
the QA Functions block, as depicted in figure 5-6. Subclause 5.1.1.2.1 specifies how a DMPDU is passed
from the QA Functions block along with data extracted from the header of the QA segment that carried the
DMPDU as payload, and other control information needed to process the DMPDU. Subclause 5.1.1.2.2
specifies the operation of the MCF block to direct the DMPDU to the appropriate reassembly state machine.
Subclause 5.1.1.2.3 specifies the function of reassembly of an IMPDU from received DMPDUs. Subclause
5.1.1.2.4 specifies how a reassembled IMPDU is validated. Subclause 5.1.1.2.5 specifies how the MSDU
and appropriate parameters are extracted from the IMPDU and passed by the MCF block in an MA-
UNITDATA indication.

 

5.1.1.2.1 Receive interactions between QA Functions block and MCF block

 

The interaction between the QA Functions block and the MCF block upon the receipt at the node of a
DMPDU as the payload of a QA segment is depicted in figure 5-7. 
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a) The RX_BUS_SIGNAL control indicates on which bus the DMPDU was received. The values that
can be associated with RX_BUS_SIGNAL are as follows:

BUS_A, or
BUS_B

b) The PSR_x_SIGNAL (x = A or B) is asserted by the MCF block to indicate that the DMPDU
received in a slot on the bus indicated by RX_BUS_SIGNAL was destined only to this node. If the
PSR_x_SIGNAL is to be asserted upon receipt of a DMPDU, then it shall be asserted before the
Access Control Field (ACF) of the next slot arrives on Bus x at the node. If PSR_x_SIGNAL is
asserted, then the QA Functions block shall set the Previous Segment Received (PSR) bit to one in
the ACF of the next slot passing on Bus x, irrespective of the SL_TYPE bit in the ACF of the slot.

c) The VCI_DATA contains the value of VCI received in the header of the QA segment that carried the
DMPDU. All nodes conforming to this part of ISO/IEC 8802 shall be able to transmit and receive
DMPDUs at the default connectionless VCI. (See 6.3.1.1.1.1.) If an implementation is capable of
recognizing connectionless VCIs additional to the default value, then the VCIs shall be constrained

Figure 5-6—MCF Receive functions
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such that the range is expressed by the right-most bits, with all the left-most bits set to one. Such a
node may optionally be programmed to transmit and receive DMPDUs for the MCF block at other
connectionless VCIs by an LM-ACTION invoke (CL_VCI_ADD). (See 9.2.1.)

d) The PT_DATA contains the value of Payload_Type received in the header of the QA segment that
carried the DMPDU. 

e) The SP_DATA contains the value of Segment_Priority received in the header of the QA segment
that carried the DMPDU. 

 

5.1.1.2.2 Reassembly state machine selection

 

When the MCF block receives a DMPDU from the QA Functions block at a connectionless VCI which the
MCF block is programmed to receive, then the MCF block validates the correctness of the DMPDU using
the Payload_CRC subfield in the DMPDU trailer. (See 6.5.2.2.2.) Then,

a) If the DMPDU is valid, then the MCF block shall perform one of the following operations, depend-
ing upon the value in the Segment_Type subfield of the DMPDU header (see 6.5.2.1.1):

1)

 

Segment_Type = BOM, COM, or EOM.

 

 If the Segment_Type of the DMPDU is either BOM,
COM, or EOM, then the MCF block forwards the DMPDU to the reassembly state machine
associated with the VCI/MID pair corresponding to the VCI_DATA value and the MID con-
tained in the DMPDU header (see 6.5.2.1.3). The DMPDU shall then be processed as described
functionally in 5.1.1.2.3 and formally in 8.2.1.

If the DMPDU is destined only to this node, as determined by either condition i) or condition
ii) below, the MCF block shall assert the PSR_x_SIGNAL for the Bus x (x = A or B) which
equals the value of RX_BUS_SIGNAL that was asserted when the DMPDU was received by
the MCF block. 

Figure 5-7—Receive interaction between 
QA Functions block and MCF block
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i) If the DMPDU is a BOM DMPDU, and the Destination Address (DA) field of the MCP
header (see 6.5.1.2.2) matches an individual MSAP address which the node is pro-
grammed to receive, then PSR_x_SIGNAL shall be asserted.

ii) If the DMPDU is a COM or EOM DMPDU, and the value of the MID subfield of the
DMPDU header (see 6.5.2.1.3) matches that associated with an active reassembly process
for an individual MSAP address for that MID/VCI_DATA pair, then PSR_x_SIGNAL
shall be asserted.

If neither condition i) nor condition ii) above holds for a valid DMPDU, then the MCF block
shall not assert the PSR_x_SIGNAL. 

2)

 

Segment_Type = SSM.

 

 If the Segment_Type of the DMPDU is SSM, then the DMPDU con-
tains a complete IMPDU and does not need to be forwarded to a reassembly process. 

The MCF block shall examine the value in the MID subfield of the DMPDU header. (See 6.5.2.1.3.)
Then,

i) If the MID value does not match the reserved SSM value of all ten bits being set to zero,
the SSM DMPDU shall be discarded. The MCF block shall also assert the
PSR_x_SIGNAL for the Bus x (x = A or B) which equals the value of RX_BUS_SIGNAL
that was asserted when the DMPDU was received by the MCF block. 

ii) If the MID value does match the reserved SSM value, then the MCF block shall examine
the value in the Destination Address (DA) field of the MCP header (see 6.5.1.2.2) to deter-
mine if it matches an MSAP address which the node is programmed to receive. Then,

(a) If no DA match is made, then the SSM DMPDU shall be discarded and no further
action shall be taken. In particular, the MCF block shall not assert the
PSR_x_SIGNAL for the Bus x (x = A or B) which equals the value of
RX_BUS_SIGNAL that was asserted when the DMPDU was received by the MCF
block.

(b) If a DA match is made, then the MCF block shall extract the IMPDU from the first N
octets (where N is the value of the Payload_Length subfield in the DMPDU trailer
(see 6.5.2.2.1) of the SSM segmentation unit, and pass the IMPDU to the validation
process specified in 5.1.1.2.4.

— If the value of the DA field is an individual address, the MCF block shall assert
the PSR_x_SIGNAL for the Bus x (x = A or B) which equals the value of
RX_BUS_SIGNAL that was asserted when the DMPDU was received by the
MCF block. 

— If the value of the DA field is not an individual address, then the MCF block
shall not assert the PSR_x_SIGNAL.

b) If the DMPDU is not valid, the DMPDU shall be discarded. 

If any of the Conditions A, B, or C below holds, the MCF block shall assert the PSR_x_SIGNAL for
the Bus x (x = A or B) which equals the value of RX_BUS_SIGNAL that was asserted when the
DMPDU was received by the MCF block. 

If none of the Conditions A, B, or C below holds, then the MCF block shall not assert the
PSR_x_SIGNAL.

 

Condition A. 

 

The Segment_Type of the DMPDU is BOM or SSM, and the Destination Address field
of the MCP header matches an individual MSAP address which the node is programmed to receive.
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Condition B.

 

 The Segment_Type of the DMPDU is SSM, the node does not support single bit error
correction of the DMPDU header via the Payload_CRC subfield in the DMPDU trailer, and the MID
value does not match the reserved SSM value of all ten bits being set to zero.

 

Condition C.

 

 The Segment_Type of the DMPDU is COM or EOM, the node does not support single
bit error correction of the DMPDU header via the Payload_CRC subfield in the DMPDU trailer, and
the MID value matches that associated with an active reassembly process for an individual MSAP
address for the MID/VCI_DATA pair.

 

5.1.1.2.3 Reassembly of the IMPDU

 

This clause specifies the process of reassembly of an IMPDU from received DMPDUs, assuming that no
errors occur in the transfer of the DMPDUs. The complete description of the instance of the RSM, which
controls this process, is given in 8.2.1 and takes precedence over this clause.

A reassembly process is activated when a BOM DMPDU is received from the RSM Selection function
described in 5.1.1.2.2, and the Destination Address (DA) field of the MCP header (see 6.5.1.2.2) contains a
value that matches an MSAP address that the node is programmed to receive. The reassembly process is
associated with the value of VCI_DATA for the BOM DMPDU and the MID value in the BOM DMPDU
header. (See 6.5.2.1.3.) The reassembly process extracts and stores the BOM segmentation unit.

If the segmentation of the IMPDU led to more than two segmentation units (as described in 5.1.1.1.2.3),
then the MCF block should receive a series of COM DMPDUs with the same value of VCI_DATA and the
same MID value in each COM DMPDU header as was in the BOM DMPDU header. The value of Sequence
Number received for each COM DMPDU should be larger than the Sequence Number of the previous COM
DMPDU (or BOM DMPDU in the case of the first COM DMPDU) by one (modulo 16). The reassembly
process extracts the segmentation unit from each such COM DMPDU and appends it to the previously
received BOM segmentation unit and COM segmentation unit(s).

If the segmentation of the IMPDU led to more than one segmentation unit (as described in 5.1.1.1.2.2 and
5.1.1.1.2.3), then the MCF block should receive an EOM DMPDU with the same value of VCI_DATA and
the same MID value in the EOM DMPDU header as was in the BOM DMPDU header. The value of
Sequence Number received for the EOM DMPDU should be larger than the Sequence Number of the previ-
ous COM DMPDU (or BOM DMPDU in the case of a two segmentation unit IMPDU) by one (modulo 16).
The reassembly process extracts the number of octets from the EOM segmentation unit that contain IMPDU
data, as indicated by the value of the Payload_Length field in the DMPDU trailer (see 6.5.2.2.1), and
appends them to the previously received BOM segmentation unit and COM segmentation unit(s). This com-
pletes the reassembly process.

The reassembled IMPDU is passed to the IMPDU Validation process, described in 5.1.1.2.4. The reassembly
process is then stopped and disassociated from the VCI_DATA value and MID value.

 

5.1.1.2.4 Validation of the IMPDU

 

Each completely received IMPDU, either fully contained in an SSM DMPDU (described in 5.1.1.2.2) or
from a completed reassembly process (described in 5.1.1.2.3) is validated by performing the four operations
described below:

a) The value in the Length field of the Common PDU trailer (see 6.5.1.7.3) is compared with the num-
ber of octets received for the IMPDU. The (number of received IMPDU octets minus 8)
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 should
equal the value of Length field. A mismatch shall cause the MCF block to discard the IMPDU. 
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 That is, number of received octets less the size of the Common PDU header (4 octets) and less the size of the Common PDU trailer
(4 octets). 
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b) The value in the BEtag field of the Common PDU header (see 6.5.1.1.2) is compared with the value
in the BEtag field of the Common PDU trailer (see 6.5.1.7.2). A mismatch shall cause the MCF
block to discard the IMPDU.

c) If the CRC32 Indicator Bit (see 6.5.1.2.5.3) is set to one in this IMPDU, and if the
CRC32_CHECK_CONTROL Flag (see 7.4.4) is set to ON, then the CRC32 field (see 6.5.1.6) is
used to validate the IMPDU. The fields included in the calculation of the 32-bit CRC are all those in
the MCP header (see 6.5.1.2), the Header Extension field (see 6.5.1.3), the INFO field (see 6.5.1.4),
and the PAD field (see 6.5.1.5). These fields are referred to as the calculation fields. However, for the
purposes of calculation of the 32-bit CRC at the receiver, the contents of the BRIDGING field of the
MCP header (see 6.5.1.2.6) shall be masked to have a value of all zeros,
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 irrespective of the con-
tents of this field when received. 

If the CRC32 field is present and checked, a mismatch between the value received in the CRC32
field and the value calculated at the receiver shall cause the MCF block to discard the IMPDU.

d) The value in the Header Extension Length field of the MCP header (see 6.5.1.2.5.4) is checked to
see if it is valid. A value outside the valid range of 0 to 5, inclusive, shall cause the MCF block to
discard the IMPDU.

If all four operations are successful, then the IMPDU is passed to the MSDU Extraction function, described
in 5.1.1.2.5.

The IMPDU Validation function shall receive IMPDUs in the same order in which the final DMPDU of each
IMPDU (EOM DMPDU in the case of a multiple segmentation unit IMPDU, or SSM DMPDU in the case of
a single segmentation unit IMPDU) is received by the MCF block. The IMPDU Validation function shall
forward IMPDUs to the MSDU Extraction function in the same order as it receives them.

 

5.1.1.2.5 Extraction of the MSDU

 

The MSDU Extraction function takes a validated IMPDU and performs the following functions to create the
parameters passed in an MA-UNITDATA indication:

a) Use the value in the DA field of the MCP header to create the destination_address parameter.
b) Use the value in the SA field of the MCP header to create the source_address parameter.
c) Use the value in the QOS_DELAY subfield of the MCP header to create the priority parameter.
d) Extract the MSDU contained in the INFO field to create the data parameter.

The MSDU Extraction function then generates an MA-UNITDATA indication. The MSDU Extraction func-
tion shall generate MA-UNITDATA indication primitives in the same order as it receives the IMPDUs from
the IMPDU Validation function. 

 

5.1.2 Queued Arbitrated (QA) Functions block

 

The QA Functions block controls the transfer in QA segments of QA segment payloads generated by Con-
vergence Function blocks, such as the Derived MAC Protocol Data Units (DMPDUs) generated by the
MAC Convergence Function (MCF) block. 

The relationship between the QA Functions block and the MCF block for the default connectionless VCI is
defined in this part of ISO/IEC 8802, and requires that all nodes conforming to this part of ISO/IEC 8802
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For the purposes of calculating the 32-bit CRC, it must be assumed that the BRIDGING field has been changed in transit from the
value of all zeros generated at the transmitter. However, in the absence of transmission errors in all of the remaining fields covered by
the CRC32 field, the assumption of a zero value BRIDGING field will lead to a matching value of 32-bit CRC being calculated. It is
also assumed that all fields in the calculation fields, apart from the BRIDGING field, will not be changed in transit.
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shall be able to transmit and receive DMPDUs at the default connectionless VCI. (See 6.3.1.1.1.1.) This sup-
port shall include transmission and reception of DMPDUs on both buses, with the VCI, Payload_Type and
Segment_Priority Fields of the QA segment header set to the default values defined in 6.3.1.1.

The relationship between the QA Functions block and a connectionless Convergence Function block,
including the MCF, for other VCI values is established by the optional DQDB Layer Management
CL_VCI_ADD and CL_VCI_DELETE actions. (See 9.2.1 and 9.2.2.) These actions establish the conditions
under which a particular connectionless VCI may be used.

The relationship between the QA Functions block and a Connection-Oriented Convergence Function
(COCF) block is established by the optional DQDB Layer Management OPEN_CE_COCF and CLOSE_CE
actions. (See 9.2.4 and 9.2.5.) These actions establish the bus and VCI to be used to transmit and receive QA
segment payloads for a COCF block. The actions also establish the Segment_Priority and access queue pri-
ority level to be used to transmit QA segment payloads.

 

5.1.2.1 QA transmit functions

 

This clause specifies the functions performed by the QA Functions block upon receipt of a single QA seg-
ment payload from a Convergence Function block,
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 as depicted in figure 5-8. Subclause 5.1.2.1.1 specifies
how the QA segment payload is passed by the Convergence Function block to the QA Functions block,
along with data needed by the QA Functions block to generate the QA segment header, and other control
information needed to transfer the QA segment payload. Subclause 5.1.2.1.2 specifies the creation of the QA
segment by the addition of protocol control information to the QA segment payload. Subclause 5.1.2.1.3
specifies the function of FIFO queueing of QA segments that cannot yet be placed in the Distributed Queue.
Subclause 5.1.2.1.4 specifies the functional operation of the Distributed Queue. Subclause 5.1.2.1.5 specifies
how a QA segment octet is passed to the Common Functions block.

 

5.1.2.1.1 Transmit interactions between Convergence Function block and QA Functions 
block

 

The interaction between a Convergence Function block and the QA Functions block for the transfer of a QA
segment payload is depicted in figure 5-9.

 

NOTE—The specific case of the Convergence function being the MAC Convergence Function is described in 5.1.1.1.4.

 

a) The TX_BUS_SIGNAL control indicates on which bus or buses the QA segment payload should be
sent. The values that can be associated with TX_BUS_SIGNAL are as follows:

BUS_A, or
BUS_B, or
BOTH

b) The ACCESS_QUEUE_SIGNAL control indicates in which priority level access queue the QA seg-
ment used to transfer the QA segment payload should be placed. The values that can be associated
with ACCESS_QUEUE_SIGNAL are 0, 1, or 2.

c) The VCI_DATA contains the value of VCI to be placed in the header of the QA segment used to
transfer the QA segment payload. 

d) The PT_DATA contains the value of Payload_Type to be placed in the header of the QA segment
used to transfer the QA segment payload. 

e) The SP_DATA contains the value of Segment_Priority to be placed in the header of the QA segment
used to transfer the QA segment payload.
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 In the case of the MAC Convergence Function block, the QA segment payload is a DMPDU.
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5.1.2.1.2 QA segment creation

 

Upon receipt of a QA segment payload from a Convergence Function block, the QA Functions block shall
add the following protocol control information to the QA segment payload to create a QA segment. The for-
mat of the QA segment is given in 6.3.1.

a) Code the VCI_DATA value into the VCI field of the QA segment header, according to 6.3.1.1.1.
b) Code the PT_DATA value into the Payload_Type field of the QA segment header, according to

6.3.1.1.2.
c) Code the SP_DATA value into the Segment_Priority field of the QA segment header, according to

6.3.1.1.3.

Figure 5-8—QA Functions block Transmit functions
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d) Calculate and code the Segment Header Check Sequence (HCS) field of the QA segment header,
according to 6.3.1.1.4.

The QA segment is then ready to be placed in the Distributed Queue indicated by the values of
TX_BUS_SIGNAL and ACCESS_QUEUE_SIGNAL asserted when the QA segment payload was received
by the QA Functions block. This process is described in 5.1.2.1.3 and 5.1.2.1.4.

 

5.1.2.1.3 FIFO queueing of QA segments

 

There can be a maximum of six QA segments queued within the Distributed Queue for access at each node,
one for each combination of TX_BUS_SIGNAL and ACCESS_QUEUE_ SIGNAL that can be asserted to
the QA Functions block. However, the QA Functions block can accept multiple QA segment payloads wait-
ing for access to any given bus at any given access queue priority level. This is done by maintaining six local
first-in-first-out (FIFO) queues of QA segments for each combination of bus and access queue priority level. 

Each segment created as described in 5.1.2.1.2 is placed in the FIFO queue associated with the value of
TX_BUS_SIGNAL and ACCESS_QUEUE_ SIGNAL asserted when the QA segment payload is received
by the QA Functions block. If TX_BUS_SIGNAL is asserted to BOTH, then the QA segment is placed in
both queues for the ACCESS_QUEUE_SIGNAL value. 

The QA segment at the head of a FIFO queue is placed in the Distributed Queue for that combination of bus
and access queue priority level when the DQ_state control signal shown in figure 5-8 indicates that the Dis-
tributed Queue State Machine (DQSM) for that particular combination is in the Idle state. (See 5.1.2.1.4.2
and 8.1.1.)

 

NOTE—The FIFO queueing function does not guarantee relative ordering of segments in queues for different buses or
for different access queue priority levels.

Figure 5-9—Transmit interaction between 
Convergence Function block and QA Functions block
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5.1.2.1.4 Distributed queueing of QA segments

 

The Distributed Queue performs the medium access control procedure for the write access of QA segments
into empty QA slots. The Distributed Queue operates request counters, countdown counters, and local
request queue counters for each combination of bus and access queue priority level. The Distributed Queue
also operates a bandwidth balancing counter for each bus.

Operation of the request and countdown counters for a Bus x (x = A or B) involves read operations on the
BUSY bit and SL_TYPE bit in the Access Control Field (ACF) (see 6.2.1) for all slots on Bus x and read
operations on the REQUEST field in the ACF of all slots on the opposite bus, Bus y (y = B or A, respec-
tively). For each combination of Bus x and access queue priority level I (I = 0,1,2) there is an instance of the
DQSM, which controls the request and countdown counters for that Bus x and access queue priority level I,
denoted REQ_I_CNTR_x and CD_I_CNTR_x, respectively. 

A request for access to Bus x at priority level I is signaled to other nodes by a write operation performed on
the REQ_I bit in the ACF of each slot passing on the opposite bus, Bus y. The write operation stops after it
sets to one the first zero REQ_I bit on the opposite bus. For each instance of the DQSM there is an associ-
ated instance of the REQ Queue Machine, which operates a local request queue counter, REQ_I_Q_y, to
control the sending of requests at a given access queue priority level I on the opposite bus, Bus y.

For each Bus x, there is an instance of the Bandwidth Balancing Machine (BWBM), which controls the
bandwidth balancing counter for that bus, denoted BWB_CNTR_x.

This clause gives a functional description of the operation of the Distributed Queue. The complete descrip-
tion of an instance of the DQSM and the associated instance of the REQ Queue Machine are given in 8.1.1
and 8.1.2, respectively, and take precedence over this clause. The description of an instance of the BWBM is
given in 8.1.3 and takes precedence over this clause.

 

5.1.2.1.4.1 Node not queued to send

 

When no QA segment is queued for access to Bus x at access queue priority level I, the associated instance
of the DQSM is in the Idle state (DQ1). While the DQSM is in this state, the Distributed Queue maintains
the value of the associated request counter, REQ_I_CNTR_x, at the number of requests perceived at the
node as unsatisfied for access by QA segments downstream on Bus x at access queue priority levels equal to
or higher than I, by

— Incrementing the REQ_I_CNTR_x for any REQ_J bit set to one on the opposite bus at an access
queue priority level J equal to or higher than I.

— Incrementing the REQ_I_CNTR_x for each request made by the node itself to access Bus x at an
access queue priority level higher than I.

— Decrementing the REQ_I_CNTR_x for each slot which passes on Bus x with the BUSY bit and
SL_TYPE bit both set to zero, i.e., an empty QA slot.

— Incrementing the REQ_I_CNTR_x when BWB_CNTR_x is reset to zero.

 

5.1.2.1.4.2 Node queueing to send

 

When a DQSM is in the DQ1 state of Idle, the Distributed Queue can accept a QA segment from the FIFO
queue associated with the same bus and access queue priority level. (See 5.1.2.1.3.) If there is at least one
QA segment in that FIFO queue, then the Distributed Queue accepts the QA segment at the head of the FIFO
queue, transfers the value of the REQ_I_CNTR_x to the CD_I_CNTR_x, sets the REQ_I_CNTR_x to zero,
and increments the value of REQ_I_Q_y, the local request queue counter at access queue priority level I for
the opposite bus, Bus y. The DQSM then enters the Countdown state. (The relationship among the FIFO
queue, the Distributed Queue, and the local request queue is shown in annex E.)
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5.1.2.1.4.3 Sending the request

 

Incrementing REQ_I_Q_y causes the sending of a request at access queue priority level I on the opposite
bus, Bus y, by successfully changing an REQ_I bit that was zero to one in an ACF on the opposite bus. After
sending the request, REQ_I_Q_y is decremented by one. Sending the request is done under the control of the
REQ Queue Machine. The request does not need to have been sent to allow the QA segment to be sent, as
described in 5.1.2.1.4.5. 

 

5.1.2.1.4.4 Node queued to send

 

When a QA segment is queued for access to Bus x at access queue priority level I, the associated instance of
the DQSM is in the Countdown state (DQ2). While the DQSM is in this state, the Distributed Queue main-
tains the value of the associated countdown counter, CD_I_CNTR_x, at the number of requests for access by
QA segments downstream on Bus x that have to be satisfied before the QA segment, queued locally for
access to Bus x at access queue priority level I, can gain access. It does this by

— Incrementing the CD_I_CNTR_x for any REQ_J bit set to one on the opposite bus at an access
queue priority level J higher than I.

— Incrementing the CD_I_CNTR_x for each request made by the node itself to access Bus x at an
access queue priority level higher than I.

— Decrementing the CD_I_CNTR_x for each slot that passes on Bus x with the BUSY bit and
SL_TYPE bit both set to zero, i.e., an empty QA slot.

— Incrementing the CD_I_CNTR_x when BWB_CNTR_x is reset to zero.

While the DQSM is in this state, the Distributed Queue also maintains the value of the associated request
counter, REQ_I_CNTR_x, at the number of requests for access by QA segments downstream on Bus x at
access queue priority level I that were made after the local QA segment was queued for access to Bus x at
access queue priority level I. It does this by

— Incrementing the REQ_I_CNTR_x for any REQ_J bit set to one on the opposite bus at an access
queue priority level J equal to I.

 

5.1.2.1.4.5 Node Sending a QA segment

 

When the value of the CD_I_CNTR_x associated with a QA segment queued for access to Bus x at access
queue priority level I equals zero, and the Distributed Queue receives an ACF on Bus x, which has both the
BUSY bit and the SL_TYPE bit set to zero (i.e., an empty QA slot), then the Distributed Queue function
shall set the BUSY bit to one and shall OR-write the QA segment octets with the octets of the segment field
of the QA slot as they pass along the bus in the Common Functions block. 

If the value of BWB_MOD is zero, then bandwidth balancing operation is disabled. Otherwise, when the
Distributed Queue changes the BUSY bit to one it shall also increment the BWB_CNTR_x, provided that
the counter does not have a value of (BWB_MOD – 1), where BWB_MOD is the value of the Bandwidth
Balancing Modulus. Otherwise, if the BWB_CNTR_x does have a value of (BWB_MOD – 1), then it shall
be reset to zero instead. If BWB_MOD has a value of 1, then BWB_CNTR_x shall be considered as reset
from zero to zero.

 

NOTE—The DQSM is allowed to accept another QA segment from the FIFO queue associated with the same bus and
priority level, as described in 5.1.2.1.4.2, immediately upon changing the BUSY bit from zero to one.

 

5.1.2.1.5 Transmit interactions between QA Functions block and Common Functions block

 

The interaction between the QA Functions block and the Common Functions block for the transfer of the
octets of a QA segment is depicted in figure 5-10.
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The Distributed Queue function of the QA Functions block needs to be able to read the BUSY bit,
SL_TYPE bit, and REQUEST field of the ACF of all slots passing on both buses. The Distributed Queue
function also needs to be able to write to the BUSY bit and REQUEST field of the ACF of all slots passing
on both buses. When the Distributed Queue function determines that a QA segment is permitted to gain
access to an empty QA slot on either bus, then the QA Functions block OR-writes the QA segment octets
with the octets of the segment field of the QA slot as they pass along the bus in the Common Functions
block.

 

5.1.2.2 QA Receive functions

 

This clause specifies the functions performed by the QA Functions block upon receipt at the node of an ACF
with the BUSY bit set to one and the SL_TYPE bit set to zero (i.e., the ACF of a Busy, QA slot), as depicted
in figure 5-11. Subclause 5.1.2.2.1 specifies how the QA segment octets of the busy QA slot are passed by
the Common Functions block to the QA Functions block. Subclause 5.1.2.2.2 specifies the functions per-
formed on the octets of the busy QA slot to collect the octets of the QA segment and the function performed
on the Previous Segment Received (PSR) bit in the ACF of the subsequent slot on that bus. Subclause
5.1.2.2.3 specifies the function of validating the QA segment header. Subclause 5.1.2.2.4 specifies the func-
tion of extracting the QA segment payload and protocol control information from a QA segment with valid
header, and the passing of this information to the appropriate Convergence Function block. Subclause
5.1.2.2.5 specifies how a QA segment payload is passed to the Convergence Function block, along with the
data extracted from the QA segment header.

 

NOTE—The MCF and QA Functions Block Receive functions for a QA slot received on a bus must be done before the
next slot arrives on that bus to allow the MCF block to indicate whether or not the PSR bit should be set.

 

5.1.2.2.1 Receive interactions between Common Functions block and QA Functions block

 

The interaction between the Common Functions block and the QA Functions block for the transfer of the
octets of a QA segment is depicted in figure 5-12.

Figure 5-10—Transmit interaction between QA Functions 
block and Common Functions block
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When the Common Functions block receives an ACF with the BUSY bit set to one and the SL_TYPE bit set
to zero (i.e., the ACF of a busy QA slot), it then delivers a copy of the octets of the QA segment to the QA
Functions block as they pass on the bus in the Common Functions block. If the QA Functions block is noti-
fied that the current QA segment received on a bus was destined only to this node, then it shall set the PSR
bit to one in the ACF of the next slot on that bus, irrespective of the value of the SL_TYPE bit of the slot.

 

5.1.2.2.2 Busy QA slot processing

 

This function collects the QA segment octets received from a busy QA slot on Bus x (x = A or B) and passes
the QA segment to the QA segment header validation function, described in 5.1.2.2.3.

Figure 5-11—QA Functions block Receive functions
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If the QA segment header is valid, and the QA segment payload is destined only to a Convergence function
at this node, then the Convergence function shall assert the PSR_x_SIGNAL (x = A or B) for the bus on
which the QA segment was received. If the PSR_x_SIGNAL is to be asserted upon receipt of the QA seg-
ment payload, then it shall be asserted before the ACF of the next slot arrives on Bus x at the node. If
PSR_x_SIGNAL is asserted, then the QA Functions Block function shall set the PSR bit to one in the ACF
of the next slot passing on Bus x, irrespective of the SL_TYPE bit in the ACF of the slot. 

 

5.1.2.2.3 QA segment header validation

 

Upon receipt of a QA segment, the QA Functions block validates the correctness of the QA segment header
using the HCS. (See 6.3.1.1.4.) Then,

a) If the HCS is not valid, the QA Functions block may perform error correction on the QA segment
header, using the HCS procedure described in 8.3. If error correction is not performed, then the QA
segment shall be discarded.

b) If the HCS is valid, or if error correction is performed on an errored QA segment header, then the
QA segment is passed to the Convergence Function Selection function, described in 5.1.2.2.4.

 

5.1.2.2.4 Convergence function selection

 

On completion of the QA Segment Header Validation function, the QA Functions block shall extract the
VCI value in the QA segment header. (See 6.3.1.1.1.) It shall then examine the VCI value to determine
whether it is currently associated with any Convergence Function block at this node.
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 Then,

a) If the VCI value is not associated with any Convergence Function block at the node, then the QA
segment is discarded.

b) If the VCI value is associated with a Convergence Function block at the node, then the QA segment
payload is passed to the appropriate Convergence Function block, along with an indication of on
which bus the QA segment was received, as described in 5.1.2.2.5.
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 In the case of the default connectionless VCI, this value is permanently associated with the MAC Convergence Function.

Figure 5-12—Receive interacation between Common 
Functions block and QA Functions block
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5.1.2.2.5 Receive interactions between QA Functions block and Convergence Function 
block

 

The interaction between the QA Functions block and the selected Convergence Function block upon the
receipt at the node of a QA segment payload destined to the Convergence function is depicted in figure 5-13.

The QA Functions block shall perform the following operations to establish the interaction between itself
and the Convergence Function block for the transfer of a QA segment payload.

a) The RX_BUS_SIGNAL control is asserted by the QA Functions block to indicate on which bus the
QA segment payload was received. The values that can be associated with RX_BUS_SIGNAL are
as follows:

BUS_A, or
BUS_B

b) The PSR_x_SIGNAL (x = A or B) is asserted by the Convergence Function block to indicate that
the QA segment payload received in a slot on the bus indicated by RX_BUS_SIGNAL was destined
only to this node. If the PSR_x_SIGNAL is to be asserted upon receipt of a QA segment payload,
then it shall be asserted before the ACF of the next slot arrives on Bus x at the node. If
PSR_x_SIGNAL is asserted, then the QA Functions block shall set the Previous Segment Received
(PSR) bit to one in the ACF of the next slot passing on Bus x, irrespective of the SL_TYPE bit in the
ACF of the slot. 

c) The VCI_DATA contains the value of VCI received in the header of the QA segment which carried
the QA segment payload. (See 6.3.1.1.1.)

d) The PT_DATA contains the value of Payload_Type received in the header of the QA segment that
carried the QA segment payload. (See 6.3.1.1.2.)

e) The SP_DATA contains the value of Segment_Priority received in the header of the QA segment
which carried the QA segment payload. (See 6.3.1.1.3.)
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Figure 5-13—Receive interaction between
 QA Functions block and Convergence Function block
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5.1.3 MAC Sublayer service management functions

 

All nodes conforming to this part of ISO/IEC 8802 shall support the Message Identifier (MID) Management
functions and managed objects described in 9.4.1–9.4.5. All other DQDB Layer Management Interface
(LMI) functions are optional for support of the MAC Sublayer service to the LLC Sublayer.

If an implementation is to support the allocation of more than the default number of MID page values, then
it needs to support the management operation on the MAX_MID_PAGES system parameter, described in
9.6.1.

If an implementation is capable of recognizing connectionless VCIs additional to the default value, then the
VCIs shall be constrained such that the range is expressed by the right-most bits, with all the left-most bits
set to one. If such a implementation is to support connectionless VCIs for the MCF block other than the
default connectionless VCI, then it needs to support the managed objects and operations described in 9.2.1
and 9.2.2.

If an implementation of the MCF block is to support the generation of nonzero-length Header Extension
Fields for the transfer of an IMPDU, then it needs to support the managed objects and operations described
in 9.3.1 and 9.3.2.

If an implementation is to support the recognition of MSAP addresses other than the 48-bit, universally
administered address, then it needs to support the managed objects and operations described in 9.5.1 and
9.5.2.

If an implementation of the MCF block is to support access to priority level queues other than the default
level specified at power-up, then it needs to support the management operation on the QOS_MAP system
parameter, described in 9.6.1.

 

5.2 Provision of isochronous service

 

This clause describes the functions performed by the DQDB Layer to support the transfer of an isochronous
service octet from one DQDB node to one or more peer DQDB nodes. 

The isochronous service octet is received from the Isochronous Service User (ISU) at the source node as the
Isochronous Service Data Unit (ISDU) in an ISU-DATA request, as defined in 3.2.1. Figure 5-14 summa-
rizes the transmit and receive functions that are required of the ICF block and the Pre-Arbitrated (PA) Func-
tions block to transfer an ISDU between nodes. The ISDU is delivered by each destination node in an ISU-
DATA indication, as defined in 3.2.2. 

 

5.2.1 Isochronous Convergence Function (ICF) block

 

The PA Functions block will receive and transmit isochronous service octets at a guaranteed average rate,
but they will not necessarily be evenly distributed. The irregularity in arrival will depend on the distribution
of PA slots generated by the Slot Marking function at each active Head of Bus function, and the number of
octets carried for each isochronous connection by each PA slot.
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 The function of an ICF is, if necessary, to
provide buffering to smooth any irregular arrival of isochronous service octets from the PA Functions block
to the arrival rate expected by the Isochronous Service User (ISU). 

There is one instance of an ICF block for each ISU. (See figure 5-15.) The relationship between the PA
Functions block, and the ICF block and the connection end-point used to support a given ISU is established
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The irregularity in PA slot arrival depends on the PA slot generation attributes given to the Head of Bus function. These attributes,
and their effect on the Head of Bus function, may be described in subsequent additions to this International Standard.
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and maintained by the optional DQDB Layer Management OPEN_CE_ICF and CLOSE_CE actions. (See
9.2.3 and 9.2.5.)

An ICF block maintains a separate transmit and receive buffer. It is expected that there will be different
types of ICF defined for different types of isochronous service, depending upon the buffering requirements
of the particular ISU. The basic operation of each of these buffers is described below, but their detailed oper-
ation is outside the scope of this edition of this part of ISO/IEC 8802.
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5.2.1.1 ICF Transmit functions

 

The ICF block receives ISU-DATA request primitives isochronously, according to the requirements of the
ISU.
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These functions may be described in subsequent additions to this International Standard.

Figure 5-14—DQDB Layer functions to support isochronous service
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When the ICF block receives an ISU-DATA request it places the isochronous service octet received as the
Isochronous Service Data Unit (ISDU) in a transmit buffer, which is used to store the ISDUs in the order
received from the ISU. 

When the PA Functions block asserts the SEND_SIGNAL to the ICF block, it delivers the octet at the head
of the transmit buffer to the PA Functions block.

The definition of an ICF will specify the actions taken if the transmit buffer either underflows or overflows.

 

5.2.1.1.1 CF Receive functions

 

The PA Functions block delivers isochronous octets to the ICF block as they are received, as described in
5.2.2.2.3. On receipt of an isochronous service octet, the ICF places it in a receive buffer, which is used to
store the octets in the order received from the PA Functions block. 

The ICF block is required to generate ISU-DATA indication primitives according to the requirements of the
ISU. To support this function, the ICF block uses a 125 

 

µ

 

s clock derived by the DQDB Layer subsystem
from the Ph-TIMING-MARK indication primitives (see 4.5) received at the node.

When the ICF block is required to send an ISU-DATA indication, it delivers the octet at the head of the
receive buffer as the ISDU in an ISU-DATA indication.

Figure 5-15—DQDB node functional architecture showing ICF block
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The definition of an ICF will specify the actions taken if the receive buffer either underflows or overflows.

 

5.2.2 Pre-Arbitrated (PA) Functions block

 

The PA Functions block (see figure 5-16) controls the transfer in PA segment payloads of isochronous ser-
vice octets received from ICF blocks.

The relationship between the PA Functions block and ICF blocks is established by the optional
OPEN_CE_ICF and CLOSE_CE actions. (See 9.2.3 and 9.2.5.) These actions establish the transmit and
receive bus and associated set of [VCI,offset] pairs for each bus used by the PA Functions block to transmit
and receive isochronous service octets for the ICF blocks. Hence, the OPEN_CE_ICF and CLOSE_CE
actions maintain the list of [VCI,offset] pairs that are currently being used at the node to transmit or receive
isochronous service octets in PA segment payloads on either bus for any ICF.

The transmit and receive interactions between the PA Functions block and the Common Functions block
make use of the OFFSET_SIGNAL control. This control is used by the Common Functions block to convey
the position of each octet of a PA segment payload as an offset relative to the start of the PA segment pay-
load. The value of OFFSET_SIGNAL control is an integer in the range 1 to 48, inclusive.

Figure 5-16—DQDB node functional architecture showing PA Functions block
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5.2.2.1 PA Transmit functions

 

The PA Transmit functions involve examining the VCI in the PA segment header of PA slots received on Bus
x (x = A or B), and determining whether there are any offset values for this PA segment payload that are cur-
rently associated with transmission for an ICF block at the node. Subclause 5.2.2.1.1 specifies how the PA
segment header octets and OFFSET_SIGNAL control are passed from the Common Functions block to the
PA Functions block, and how octets that are to be written into the matching offsets of the PA segment pay-
load are transferred from the PA Functions block to the Common Functions block. Subclause 5.2.2.1.2 spec-
ifies the function of validating the PA segment header. Subclause 5.2.2.1.3 specifies the operation of the PA
Functions block to obtain an isochronous service octet from an ICF block to write at a matching offset in this
PA segment payload.

 

5.2.2.1.1 Transmit interactions between PA Functions block and Common Functions block

 

The transmit interaction between the Common Functions block and the PA Functions block for the transfer
of the octets of a PA segment header and PA segment payload is depicted in figure 5-17.

When the Common Functions block receives an ACF with the BUSY bit set to one and the SL_TYPE bit set
to one (i.e., the ACF of a PA slot), it then delivers a copy of the octets of the PA segment header to the PA
Functions block as they pass on the bus in the Common Functions block. It also asserts the OFFSET_SIG-
NAL control (see 5.2.2) to the offset of the PA segment payload as each octet passes on the bus in the Com-
mon Functions block. If the PA Functions block is to write an octet at the offset asserted by
OFFSET_SIGNAL, then it OR-writes it as the octet passes along the bus in the Common Functions block.

 

5.2.2.1.2 PA segment header validation

 

Upon receipt of a PA segment header, the PA Functions block validates the correctness of the PA segment
header using the HCS. (See 6.4.1.1.4.) Then,

Figure 5-17—Transmit interaction between PA 
Functions block and Common Functions block
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a) If the HCS is not valid, the PA Functions block may perform error correction on the PA segment
header, using the HCS procedure described in 8.3. If error correction is not performed, then the PA
segment payload shall be ignored.

b) If the HCS is valid, or if error correction is performed on an errored PA segment header, then the
value of VCI received in the PA segment header, or as corrected, is used for processing the associ-
ated PA segment payload, as described in 5.2.2.1.3. 

 

5.2.2.1.3 Multiuser access to PA segment payloads

 

If the VCI in the PA segment header is accepted as valid, according to 5.2.2.1.2, then the PA Functions block
stores the VCI and the bus on which it was received. The PA Functions block then takes each
OFFSET_SIGNAL value asserted for this PA segment payload and compares it, along with the VCI and bus,
with the set of transmit [VCI,bus,offset] values associated with all ICF blocks at the node. Then,

a) If the comparison does not match the transmit [VCI,bus,offset] value for any ICF block at this node
no action is taken. 

b) If the comparison does match the transmit [VCI,bus,offset] value for an ICF block at this node, the
PA Functions block asserts the SEND_SIGNAL control to this ICF block and OR-writes the octet
received from the ICF block with the octet at this offset as it passes along the bus in the Common
Functions block. 

 

5.2.2.2 PA Receive functions

 

The PA Receive functions involve examining the VCI in the PA segment header of PA slots received on Bus
x (x = A or B), and determining whether there are any offset values for this PA segment payload that are cur-
rently associated with reception for an ICF block at the node. Subclause 5.2.2.2.1 specifies how the PA seg-
ment header octets, PA segment payload octets, and OFFSET_SIGNAL control are passed from the
Common Functions block to the PA Functions block. Subclause 5.2.2.2.2 specifies the function of validating
the PA segment header. Subclause 5.2.2.2.3 specifies the operation of the PA Functions block to send an iso-
chronous service octet received at a matching offset of the PA segment payload to the appropriate ICF block.

 

5.2.2.2.1 Receive interactions between PA Functions block and Common Functions block

 

The receive interaction between the Common Functions block and the PA Functions block for the transfer of
the octets of a PA segment header and PA segment payload is depicted in figure 5-18.

When the Common Functions block receives an ACF with the BUSY bit set to one and the SL_TYPE bit set
to one (i.e., the ACF of a PA slot), it then delivers a copy of the octets of the PA segment header to the PA
Functions block as they pass on the bus in the Common Functions block. It also delivers a copy of each octet
of the PA segment payload to the PA Functions block and asserts the OFFSET_SIGNAL control (see 5.2.2)
to the offset of the PA segment payload as the octet passes on the bus in the Common Functions block. 

 

5.2.2.2.2 PA segment header validation

 

Upon receipt of a PA segment header, the PA Functions block validates the correctness of the PA segment
header using the HCS. (See 6.4.1.1.4.) Then,

a) If the HCS is not valid, the PA Functions block may perform error correction on the PA segment
header, using the HCS procedure described in 8.3. If error correction is not performed, then the PA
segment payload shall be ignored.

b) If the HCS is valid, or if error correction is performed on an errored PA segment header, then the
value of VCI received in the PA segment header, or as corrected, is used for processing the associ-
ated PA segment payload, as described in 5.2.2.2.3. 
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5.2.2.2.3 ICF selection

 

If the VCI in the PA segment header is accepted as valid, according to 5.2.2.2.2, then the PA Functions block
stores the VCI and the bus on which it was received. The PA Functions block then takes each
OFFSET_SIGNAL value asserted for this PA segment payload and compares it, along with the VCI and bus,
with the set of receive [VCI,bus,offset] values associated with all ICF blocks at the node. Then,

a) If the comparison does not match the receive [VCI,bus,offset] value for any ICF block at this node
no action is taken. 

b) If the comparison does match the receive [VCI,bus,offset] value for an ICF block at this node, the
PA Functions block delivers the octet at this offset to that ICF block.

 

5.2.3 Isochronous service provider management functions

 

Nodes conforming to this version of this part of ISO/IEC 8802 are not required to support the isochronous
service. If a conforming node is to support the isochronous service, then it needs to support the managed
objects and operations described in 9.2.3 and 9.2.5.

 

5.3 Provision of other services

 

This clause gives guidelines for additional services that may be defined in future versions of this part of ISO/
IEC 8802.
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5.3.1 Connection-Oriented Data Service

 

This clause outlines the functions expected to be performed by the DQDB Layer to support the transfer of
data for the Connection-Oriented Data Service User from one DQDB node to one or more peer DQDB
nodes. 

 

27 

 

These services, and the DQDB Layer functions required to support them, may be described in subsequent additions to this Interna-
tional Standard.

Figure 5-18—Receive interaction between Common
 Functions block and PA Functions block
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Figure 5-19 summarizes the transmit and receive functions that will be required of the Connection-Oriented
Convergence Function (COCF) block and the QA Functions block to transfer data between nodes. 

 

5.3.1.1 Characteristics for the Connection-Oriented Convergence Function (COCF)

 

The COCF block (see figure 5-20) will use the same segmentation and reassembly procedures as already
defined for the MAC Convergence Function (MCF). Therefore, any data transferred by the COCF will carry
the Common PDU header and Common PDU trailer defined in 6.5.1.1 and 6.5.1.7, respectively, for the
transfer of an Initial MAC PDU. However, the use of some fields of the Common PDU header and Common
PDU trailer will differ for the COCF when compared with the use defined for the MCF, as outlined below.

— The Reserved field in the Common PDU header (6.5.1.1.1) and the Reserved field in the Common
PDU trailer (6.5.1.7.1) may contain nonzero values.

— The BAsize field in the Common PDU header (6.5.1.1.3) may be set by the COCF to a value equal to
or larger than the Length field in the Common PDU trailer (6.5.1.7.3) for the same data transfer. This
field is intended for buffer allocation purposes at the destination node.

Figure 5-19—DQDB Layer functions to support Connection-Oriented Data Service
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The QA segment payloads generated by the COCF to carry data will also carry a header and trailer that are
identical in format to the DMPDU header and DMPDU trailer defined in 6.5.2.1 and 6.5.2.2, respectively,
for the transfer of a Derived MAC PDU. However, the use of the Payload_Length field will differ for data
transfers by the COCF, as partial filling of BOM and COM segmentation units may be allowed. This func-
tion is expected to support pipelining. 

The COCF will also support the PAD field associated with the Common PDU trailer. This is to ensure that
the COCF data transfers are 32-bit aligned.

 

5.3.1.2 Interactions between COCF block and QA Functions block

 

The relationship between the QA Functions block and COCF blocks is established by the optional DQDB
Layer Management OPEN_CE_COCF and CLOSE_CE actions (9.2.4 and 9.2.5). These actions establish
the bus and VCI to be used to transmit and receive QA segment payloads for the COCF block. The actions
also establish the Segment_Priority and access queue priority level to be used to transmit QA segment
payloads.

 

5.3.1.2.1 Transmit interactions between COCF block and QA Functions block

 

The interaction between a COCF block and the QA Functions block for the transfer of a QA segment pay-
load is depicted in figure 5-21.

Figure 5-20—DQDB node functional architecture showing COCF block
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The TX_BUS_SIGNAL, ACCESS_QUEUE_SIGNAL, VCI_DATA, and SP_DATA are set to the values of
tx_bus, tx_access_queue_priority, tx_vci, and tx_segment_priority, respectively, which are received in an
OPEN_CE_ COCF action. The PT_DATA value will be provided for each QA segment payload either by
the Connection-Oriented Data Service User or by the COCF.

 

5.3.1.2.2 Receive interactions between QA Functions block and COCF block

 

The interaction between the QA Functions block and the COCF block upon the receipt at the node of a QA
segment payload destined to the COCF block is depicted in figure 5-22. 

Figure 5-21—Transmit interaction between COCF
block and QA Functions block
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Figure 5-22—Receive interaction between QA 
Functions block and COCF block
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The RX_BUS_SIGNAL and VCI_DATA are set to the values of rx_bus and rx_vci, respectively, which are
received in an OPEN_CE_COCF action. The PSR_x_SIGNAL (x = A or B) is asserted upon receipt of any
QA segment payload at the COCF block. The PT_DATA and SP_DATA contain the value of Payload_Type
and Segment_Priority, respectively, which is received in the header of the QA segment which carried the QA
segment payload.

 

5.4 Common Functions

 

The Common Functions block (see figure 5-23) provides functions that are needed by some or all of the
other functional blocks in the local DQDB Layer subsystem.

The Common Functions block provides the DQDB Layer function of relaying the slot octets and manage-
ment information octets between the two service access points to the local Physical Layer subsystem, as
required by the Physical Layer facilities described in 4.3. As part of this function, the Common Functions
block allows the QA and PA Functions blocks to gain read and write access to the slot octets as they are
relayed, as described in 5.4.1.1–5.4.1.4.

The Subnetwork Configuration Control function is responsible for ensuring that the resources of all nodes of
a subnetwork are configured into a correct dual bus topology. The MID Page Allocation function ensures
that MID page values are allocated uniquely to nodes on a subnetwork-wide basis. Both of these functions

Figure 5-23—DQDB node functional architecture showing Common Functions block
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manage DQDB Layer objects necessary for nodes to communicate on the subnetwork, and hence are part of
the DQDB Layer Management Entity (LME). However, the DQDB LMEs at all nodes must communicate to
support these functions, by using the DQDB Layer Management Protocol described in clause 10.

The DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity in the Common Functions block supports the transfer of the
management information octets used to support the DQDB Layer Management Protocol. This function is
described in 5.4.1.

The functional requirements for Subnetwork Configuration Control are described in 5.4.2. The Configura-
tion Control aspects of the DQDB Layer Management Protocol are described in 10.2.

The functional requirements at a node for MID Page Allocation are described in 5.4.4.2. The MID Page
Allocation aspects of the DQDB Layer Management Protocol are described in 10.3.

One of the resources controlled by the Configuration Control function is the Head of Bus function. This
includes the Slot Marking function, which is the process of marking Pre-Arbitrated slots to be written at the
head of bus. The Slot Marking function is described in 5.4.3.1. The Head of Bus function also includes func-
tions required of the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity, including the Bus Identification functions,
described in 5.4.3.3, and the MID Page Allocation functions at the head of bus, described in 5.4.4.1.

 

5.4.1 Relaying of slot octets and management information octets

 

There is a relationship between the generation of Ph-DATA indication primitives at each Physical Layer ser-
vice access point (Ph-SAP) and the receipt of Ph-DATA request primitives at both Ph-SAPs of the node.
The relationship depends on whether or not the node is performing the function of head of a bus, and it is
described in 4.3. The Common Functions block provides the DQDB Layer function of relaying the slot
octets and management information octets received in Ph-DATA indication primitives between the two Ph-
SAPs in all cases described in 4.3. 

Figure 5-24 presents a model for describing the relay function. The model presented shows two separate
data paths for the DQDB_MANAGEMENT octets and the SLOT_START and SLOT_DATA octets. The
selector function determines which of the two data paths into the node to choose for an octet upon receipt of
a Ph-DATA indication, based upon the type of the octet. The selector function also determines which outgo-
ing data path to choose to obtain an octet upon the need to generate a Ph-DATA request. The actual function
provided by each Slot Generator function and the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity depends on
whether or not the node is performing Head of Bus functions, and is defined in 5.4.3.1 and 5.4.3.2.

Note that figure 5-24 identifies the logical separation of the QA and PA Functions blocks. The figure is not
meant to imply that the QA Functions block and PA Functions block must be functionally or physically
placed in any particular relationship to Ph-SAP_A and Ph-SAP_B, respectively.

 

5.4.1.1 Transmit interactions between QA Functions block and Common Functions block

 

The interaction between the QA Functions block and the Common Functions block for the transfer of the
octets of a QA segment is depicted in figure 5-25.

The QA Functions block needs to be able to read the BUSY bit, SL_TYPE bit, and REQUEST field of the
SLOT_START octets passing on both buses. The QA Functions block also needs to be able to write to the
BUSY bit and REQUEST field of the SLOT_START octets passing on both buses. When the QA Functions
block determines that a QA segment is permitted to gain access to an empty QA slot on either bus, then the
QA Functions block OR-writes the QA segment octets with the SLOT_DATA octets as they pass along the
bus.
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Figure 5-24—Functional data path for the Common Functions block
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5.4.1.2 Receive interactions between Common Functions block and QA Functions block

 

The interaction between the Common Functions block and the QA Functions block for the transfer of the
octets of a QA segment is depicted in figure 5-26.

When the Common Functions block receives a SLOT_START octet with the BUSY bit set to one and the
SL_TYPE bit set to zero (i.e., the ACF of a busy QA slot), it then delivers a copy of the SLOT_DATA octets
to the QA Functions block as they pass on the bus. If the QA Functions block is notified that the QA segment
formed by the SLOT_DATA octets received on a bus was destined only to this node, then it shall set the PSR
bit to one in the next SLOT_START octet on that bus, irrespective of the value of the SL_TYPE bit of the
slot.

 

5.4.1.3 Transmit interactions between PA Functions block and Common Functions block

 

The transmit interaction between the Common Functions block and the PA Functions block for the transfer
of the octets of a PA segment header and PA segment payload is depicted in figure 5-27.

When the Common Functions block receives a SLOT_START octet with the BUSY bit set to one and the
SL_TYPE bit set to one (i.e., the ACF of a PA slot), it then delivers a copy of the first four SLOT_DATA
octets (the PA segment header) to the PA Functions block as they pass on the bus. It also asserts the OFF-
SET_SIGNAL control (see 5.2.2) to the offset of the subsequent 48 SLOT_DATA octets (the PA segment
payload) as each passes on the bus. If the PA Functions block is to write an octet at the offset asserted by
OFFSET_SIGNAL, then it OR-writes it as the SLOT_DATA octet at that offset passes along the bus.

 

5.4.1.4 Receive Interactions between PA Functions block and Common Functions block

 

The receive interaction between the Common Functions block and the PA Functions block for the transfer of
the octets of a PA segment header and PA segment payload is depicted in figure 5-28.

Figure 5-25—Transmit interaction between QA Functions 
block and Common Functions block
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When the Common Functions block receives a SLOT_START octet with the BUSY bit set to one and the
SL_TYPE bit set to one (i.e., the ACF of a PA slot), it then delivers a copy of the first four SLOT_DATA
octets (the PA segment header) to the PA Functions block as they pass on the bus. It also delivers a copy of
each of the subsequent 48 SLOT_DATA octets (the PA segment payload) to the PA Functions block and
asserts the OFFSET_SIGNAL control (see 5.2.2) to the offset for each SLOT_DATA octet as it passes on
the bus. 

Figure 5-26—Receive interaction between Common 
Functions block and QA Functions block
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Figure 5-27—Transmit interaction between PA 
Functions block and Common Functions block
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5.4.2 Subnetwork Configuration Control function

 

The Subnetwork Configuration Control function is responsible for ensuring that the resources of all nodes of
a subnetwork are configured into a correct dual bus topology. The resources that are managed support Head
of Bus functions, Subnetwork Timing Reference functions, and Bus Identification functions. If these
resources are not configured properly, the Configuration Control protocol, defined in 10.2, operates to cause
the activation and deactivation of resources at appropriate nodes.

The Subnetwork Configuration Control function is based on a set of fundamental requirements, outlined in
5.4.2.1, and the Common Functions block architecture, which supports the node Configuration Control func-
tion, and is outlined in annex F. 

 

5.4.2.1 Fundamental subnetwork requirements

 

The following fundamental requirements, FR1, FR2, and FR3, must be satisfied for any stable DQDB sub-
network to operate correctly. The requirements may be met by any suitable combination of resources on a
subnetwork-wide basis. Explanatory notes in this clause are contained in paragraphs with a leading “•”
symbol.

 

FR1.

 

There shall be one Head of Bus A function and one Head of Bus B function operating in a stable
subnetwork.

• Subclause 5.4.2.3 summarizes the allowed combinations of resources that meet this requirement on
a subnetwork-wide basis. An active Head of Bus function is responsible for the Slot Marking func-
tion, described in 5.4.3.1, and the generation of appropriate values in the Bus Identification Field
(BIF) and MID Page Allocation Field, described in 5.4.3.3 and 5.4.4.1, respectively. 

 

FR2.

 

There shall be one 125 

 

µ

 

s timing reference for all nodes of a stable subnetwork. 

• Subclause 5.4.2.4 summarizes the allowed combinations of resources that meet this requirement on
a subnetwork-wide basis. FR2 is necessary because the slot rate must be the same on both buses, for
the following reasons:

Figure 5-28—Receive interaction between Common 
Functions block and PA Functions block
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1) Stable operation of the Distributed Queue requires that the frequency of Request bits on each
bus must be equal to or greater than the frequency of empty QA slots on the other bus. Since
the number of Request bits at each level is equal to the number of slots, then the slot rates must
be the same on the two buses.
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2) Support for some isochronous communications without the occurrence of slips requires that
both ends of the isochronous communication are operating at the same rate.

 

FR3a.

 

There shall be one node that provides the function of defining the identity of the buses for a subnet-
work. After start-up of the subnetwork, the identity of each bus shall remain unchanged while the
subnetwork remains operational.

• FR3a is necessary to ensure correct operation of the MID Page Allocation function, which operates
differently on Bus A and Bus B, as described in 5.4.4. FR3a is supported by selecting one node prior
to the start-up of each subnetwork to perform the function of defining bus identity. This node con-
tains the active Default Slot Generator function, described architecturally in annex F. 

 

FR3b.

 

If the subnetwork is stable in a looped dual bus configuration, then there shall be one point at one
node that provides both the Head of Bus A and Head of Bus B functions. Consequently, this shall
also be the point where Bus A and Bus B terminate. 

• FR3b is necessary to allow the Distributed Queue to operate properly and also to prevent formation
of a ring configuration. For a subnetwork that will stabilize as a looped dual bus configuration, FR3b
is supported by the same function in that subnetwork that supports FR3a, i.e., the active Default Slot
Generator function. 

FR3a and FR3b are incorporated in Fundamental Subnetwork Requirement 3, FR3:

 

FR3.

 

All subnetworks shall contain exactly one node with an active Default Slot Generator (SG_D) func-
tion when started up. The mechanism by which this node is selected is outside the scope of this part
of ISO/IEC 8802.
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 The SG_D function shall provide the function of defining the bus identity for a
subnetwork. The bus that leaves the SG_D function and passes the QA Functions block and PA
Functions block of the node is defined to be Bus A, as shown in figure 5-29. The SG_D function
shall also provide the Head of Bus A and Head of Bus B functions for a subnetwork in a stable
looped dual bus configuration.

 

5.4.2.2 Start-up of nodes not supporting default Slot Generator function

 

According to Fundamental Subnetwork Requirement FR3, bus identity is determined prior to subnetwork
start-up. However, given that the Slot Generator Type 1 (SG_1) and Type 2 (SG_2) functions are not equiv-
alent and that the MID Page Allocation function operates differently on the two buses, a node that contains
the SG_1/SG_2 pair of functions (see 10.2.1) cannot associate the Slot Generator functions with a Physical
Layer Service Access Point (Ph-SAP) until it receives notification of the identity of at least one bus. 

Hence, all nodes that contain a Slot Generator Type 1 and Slot Generator Type 2 function shall start up with-
out prior knowledge of bus identity, as shown in figure 5-30. Such a node shall only associate a label with
the Ph-SAPs at the node, and thus the Slot Generator functions with the respective Ph-SAPs (as shown in
figure 5-31), when the node receives a BIF containing a value of either Bus A or Bus B (see 10.1.1) from
either Ph-SAP.

 

28 

 

The mechanism that would cause instability in the Distributed Queue for the case of unequal slot rates is described in annex D.

 

29 

 

An example of one mechanism would be a hardware switch set to the inactive position for all nodes except the selected node.
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5.4.2.3 Summary of subnetwork head of bus requirements

 

If the subnetwork is in a stable looped Dual Bus configuration, the Head of Bus A function and Head of Bus
B function are both performed by the Default Slot Generator (SG_D) function.

If the subnetwork is in a stable open dual bus configuration, the Head of Bus A function is provided by the
node that has the capability and is most upstream on Bus A. If this node contains the SG_D function, the
SG_D function provides the Head of Bus A function. If this node does not contain the SG_D function, the
Slot Generator Type 1 (SG_1) function at the node provides the Head of Bus A function.

If the subnetwork is in a stable open dual bus configuration, the Head of Bus B function is provided by the
node that has the capability and is most upstream on Bus B. The Slot Generator Type 2 (SG_2) function at
this node provides the Head of Bus B function, irrespective of whether or not the node contains the SG_D
function.

If a node is not providing the subnetwork 125 

 

µ

 

s timing reference (as defined in 5.4.2.4.1), but is providing
the function of head of a bus, then it shall use 125 

 

µ

 

s timing derived according to 5.4.2.4.4.

Figure 5-29—Slot generator designations for the node 
supporting the Default Slot Generator function
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5.4.2.4 Subnetwork timing reference Configuration Control functions

5.4.2.4.1 Hierarchy for selection of primary subnetwork timing reference

 

In order to support Fundamental Subnetwork Requirement FR2, two types of 125 

 

µ

 

s timing may be present
in a subnetwork:

a) A timing reference provided externally to the DQDB subnetwork by a public network provider.
b) A timing reference provided by the node clock at one designated node in the subnetwork.

All subnetworks must possess a 125 

 

µ

 

s node timing capability, as described in b) above. A subnetwork may
possess an external timing capability, as described in a) above. This clause specifies the hierarchy used to
select the primary subnetwork timing reference from the available timing sources. The rationale for this hier-
archy is provided in annex G.

 

Hierarchy.

 

 The choice of primary 125 

 

µ

 

s timing reference for the subnetwork consists of a three-level hier-
archy, with the highest priority choice given first:

a) External timing; then
b) Node 125 

 

µ

 

s timing reference at the node with the SG_D function; then
c) Node 125 

 

µ

 

s timing reference at the node that is also providing the Head of Bus A function.

Figure 5-30—Slot generator designations for a node waiting to 
receive valid bus identification at startup
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NOTE—Multiple nodes can simultaneously provide external timing, provided the timing references are traceable to a
single external timing source. The mechanism by which this is guaranteed is outside the scope of this part of ISO/
IEC 8802.

 

5.4.2.4.2 Primary subnetwork timing reference functions for node not at head of bus

 

If a node is providing the primary timing reference function for the subnetwork and is not providing the
Head of Bus function for either bus, then it shall provide 125 

 

µ

 

s timing for one bus, and may provide 125 

 

µ

 

s
timing for both buses. If a node is providing the primary timing reference function for the subnetwork, and is
neither providing the Head of Bus function for either bus nor contains the active Default Configuration Con-
trol function and, further, is providing 125 

 

µ

 

s timing for one bus only in a looped subnetwork, then the tim-
ing shall be provided for Bus B. The node shall maintain data path continuity on each bus for which timing
is being provided.

 

5.4.2.4.3 Primary subnetwork timing reference functions for node at head of bus

 

If a node is providing the primary timing reference function for the subnetwork and is also providing the
Head of Bus x (x = A or B) function, then it shall provide 125 

 

µ

 

s timing for Bus x.

Figure 5-31—Slot generator designations for a node not 
supporting the Default Slot Generator function
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5.4.2.4.4 Other timing reference functions for node at head of bus

 

If a node is providing the Head of Bus x function in a stable subnetwork, but is not providing the primary
timing reference function for the subnetwork, then it shall generate slots for Bus x using the 125 

 

µ

 

s timing it
receives from the end of the other bus, Bus y (y = B or A).

If a node is undergoing Configuration Control arbitration to activate or deactivate the Head of Bus x func-
tion and is not providing the primary subnetwork timing reference function, then, during the arbitration
period, the node shall use the node 125 

 

µ

 

s timing reference for generation of slots for Bus x.

 

5.4.2.5 Nodes that cannot support Head of Bus functions

 

This part of ISO/IEC 8802 does not require all nodes to support the Head of Bus function. When a node that
is not capable of supporting Head of Bus functions detects an incoming transmission link failure on Bus x
(x = A or B), the node shall signal the detection of the link failure to nodes downstream on Bus x. (See
11.5.4.)

— This function aids in isolation of the transmission link fault by ensuring detection of apparent link
failures due to the lack of an upstream head of bus capability.

 

5.4.2.6 Common Functions block support for the fundamental subnetwork requirements

 

The resources required to achieve the three fundamental requirements, FR1, FR2, and FR3, are managed by
the Subnetwork Configuration Control function. As this function manages DQDB Layer objects, it is part of
the DQDB Layer Management Entity. However, the Configuration Control functions at all nodes must com-
municate to coordinate their operation. This is done using the Configuration Control protocol, defined in
10.2.

The information required to operate the Configuration Control protocol is carried in the Subnetwork Config-
uration Field (SNCF), which is one of the fields of the DQDB Layer Management Information octets carried
between nodes. (See 10.1.2.) The SNCF consists of three subfields: the Default Slot Generator Subfield
(DSGS), the Head of Bus Subfield (HOBS), and the External Timing Source Subfield (ETSS).

In general, an SNCF subfield may be modified by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity at any
node where the Configuration Control functions have activated the associated resource (i.e., DSG, HOB, or
ETS). At nodes where the Configuration Control functions have not activated the associated resource, the
SNCF subfield value is relayed unchanged by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity. The following
clauses provide specific details of the individual SNCF subfield operations.

 

5.4.2.6.1 Default slot generator signalling

 

The valid values for the DSGS are PRESENT and NOT_PRESENT. (See 10.1.2.1.) If any of the invalid val-
ues for the DSGS are received at a node that does not contain the Default Slot Generator function, the DSGS
shall be relayed unchanged by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity and the value of DSGS shall
be ignored. The default value of the DSGS is NOT_PRESENT. The DSGS shall be set on both buses to
PRESENT by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity at the node that contains the active Default
Slot Generator function.

 

5.4.2.6.2 Head of bus signalling

 

The valid values for the HOBS are WAITING, STABLE, and NO_ACTIVE_HOB. (See 10.1.2.2.) If the
invalid value (11) for the HOBS is received at a node, the HOBS shall be relayed unchanged by the DQDB
Layer Management Protocol Entity and the value of HOBS shall be ignored.
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The HOBS shall be set to STABLE on both Bus A and Bus B by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol
Entity at the node that contains the Default Slot Generator (SG_D) function, if the SG_D is acting as the
Head of Bus A and as the Head of Bus B in a looped dual bus subnetwork. The HOBS shall be set to STA-
BLE on Bus A by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity at the node that contains the SG_D func-
tion, if the SG_D is acting as the Head of Bus A only. 

The HOBS shall be set to NO_ACTIVE_HOB on both Bus A and Bus B by the DQDB Layer Management
Protocol Entity at a node that contains either a Slot Generator Type 1 (SG_1) function or Slot Generator
Type 2 (SG_2) function during early phases of initialization at power-up.

The HOBS shall be set to WAITING on Bus A by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity at a node
that contains a Slot Generator Type 1 (SG_1) function, which is waiting to determine whether it will activate
or deactivate the Head of Bus A function (i.e., Timer_H_1 is running, 7.1.2). When the Head of Bus A func-
tion is active at an SG_1 function without Timer_H_1 running, the DQDB Layer Management Protocol
Entity shall set HOBS to STABLE on Bus A.

The HOBS shall be set to WAITING on Bus B by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity at any
node that contains a Slot Generator Type 2 (SG_2) function, which is waiting to determine whether it will
activate or deactivate the Head of Bus B function (i.e., Timer_H_2 is running, 7.1.2). When the Head of
Bus B function is active at an SG_2 function without Timer_H_2 running, the DQDB Layer Management
Protocol Entity shall set HOBS to STABLE on Bus B.

 

5.4.2.6.3 External timing source signalling

 

The valid values for the External Timing Source Subfield (ETSS) are PRESENT and NOT_ PRESENT. (See
10.1.2.3.) The default value of the ETSS is NOT_PRESENT. The ETSS shall be set on both buses to
PRESENT by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity at each node which is providing the External
Timing Source function.

 

5.4.3 Head of Bus functions

 

The Head of Bus function is activated and deactivated at a node under control of the Configuration Control
function, subject to the requirements of 5.4.2. The Head of Bus function is provided by a combination of the
Slot Marking function and parts of the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity function of the Common
Functions block. 

The Slot Marking function at an active Head of Bus function is the process of marking PA slots to be written
at the head of bus, and is described in 5.4.3.1. The functional data path for the Common Functions block of
a node is described in 5.4.3.2. The DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity function at the head of bus
includes the Bus Identification functions, described in 5.4.3.3, and the MID Page Allocation functions at the
head of bus, described in 5.4.4.1.

 

5.4.3.1 Slot Marking function

 

The formats for Queued Arbitrated (QA) and Pre-Arbitrated (PA) slots are given in 6.3 and 6.4, respectively. 

If a node is to support the Head of Bus functions, then it needs to support the managed objects and opera-
tions described in 9.2.6 and 9.2.7, which inform the node of the requirements for generating PA slots. The
Slot Marking Generator function at an active Head of Bus function shall generate all slots as QA slots unless
it has been directed to generate PA slots by DQDB Layer Management PA_VCI_ADD_HOB and
PA_VCI_DELETE_HOB actions. (See 9.2.6 and 9.2.7.)
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Empty QA slots are generated by the Slot Marking function at the active Head of Bus function with all bits
in the SLOT_START octet and SLOT_DATA octets of the QA slot set to 0. The BUSY bit and SL_TYPE bit
in the SLOT_START octet are both set to 0 to indicate an empty QA slot. (See 6.2.1.)

When the Slot Marking function at the active Head of Bus function determines that it needs to generate a PA
slot for that bus to meet with the requirements invoked by the PA_VCI_ADD_HOB and
PA_VCI_DELETE_HOB actions, then it sets the BUSY bit and SL_TYPE bit of the next SLOT_START
octet to 1 to indicate a PA slot. (See 6.2.1.) It then performs the following actions on the first four
SLOT_DATA octets of that slot:

a) Code the VCI value required into the VCI field into the PA segment header, according to 6.4.1.1.1.
b) Code the Payload_Type field in the PA segment header with binary 00, according to 6.4.1.1.2.
c) Code the Segment_Priority field in the PA segment header with binary 00, according to 6.4.1.1.3.
d) Calculate and code the Segment Header Check Sequence of the PA segment header, according to

6.4.1.1.4.

The Slot Marking function then sets all bits of the subsequent 48 SLOT_DATA octets to zero.

 

5.4.3.2 Functional data path for nodes

 

There is a relationship between the generation of Ph-DATA indication primitives at each Physical Layer ser-
vice access point (Ph-SAP) and the receipt of Ph-DATA request primitives at both Ph-SAPs of the node. The
relationship depends on whether or not the node is performing the function of head of a bus, and is described
in 4.3. The Common Functions block provides the DQDB Layer function of relaying the slot octets and
management information octets received in Ph-DATA indication primitives between the two Ph-SAPs in all
cases described in 4.3. 

Figure 5-32 gives the key for interpreting each of the diagrams in the series of figures 5-33 to 5-36.

Figure 5-33 presents a model for describing the relay function for a node that is not performing Head of Bus
functions, based on figure 5-24. For such a node, the Slot Generator function is a null function, and the
DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity performs the node MID Page Allocation functions defined in
5.4.4.2. All nodes conforming to this part of ISO/IEC 8802 shall support these capabilities.

Figures 5-34, 5-35, 5-36a), and 5-36b) present additions to the model of figure 5-33 for describing the relay
function for nodes that are performing Head of Bus A, Head of Bus B, Head of Bus A and Bus B functions,
and End of Bus A and Bus B functions, respectively. These figures provide the details of the DQDB Layer
functions that use the facilities of the Physical Layer service defined in 4.3.2.1, 4.3.2.2, and 4.3.2.3,
respectively. 

The functions of a Slot Marking function at an active Head of Bus function are described in 5.4.3.1. The
functions of the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity at a node with an active Head of Bus function
are described in 5.4.3.3 and 5.4.4.1, for the BIF and MID Page Allocation Field, respectively.

Figure 5-32—Key to functional data path diagrams

KEY: θ

EMPTY
HOB_A
HOB_B

HOB_AB
SG_z

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

start of data flow
end of data flow
timing and octet TYPE information relayed through node
All bits set to zero
Head of Bus A function
Head of Bus B function
Head of Bus A and Head of Bus B function
Slot Generator Type z function (z = 1, 2, D)
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5.4.3.3 Bus Identification functions

 

The identity of each bus shall be signaled to all nodes by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity at
the node containing the active Head of Bus function for that bus. This is done using the Bus Identification
Field (BIF), which is one of the fields of the DQDB Layer Management Information octets carried between
nodes. (See 10.1.1.) 

Where a node with a Default Slot Generator (SG_D) function is present in a subnetwork, the BIF for both
Bus A and Bus B shall be generated by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity at that node. If the
function of either head of bus is active at any node without the SG_D function, then the DQDB Layer Man-
agement Protocol Entity function at that node shall generate the opposite of the BIF received at the end of
bus.

 

30

 

 If a node without the SG_D function has a Head of Bus function active and receives a value of the
BIF that is neither Bus A nor Bus B, the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity at the node shall gener-

Figure 5-33—Functional data path for node not performing Head of Bus function
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ate the opposite of the last Bus A or Bus B BIF received at the end of the bus while it is not receiving Bus A
or Bus B BIF values. 

In the case of an island

 

31

 

 subnetwork formed from a subnetwork with an SG_D function, the DQDB Layer
Management Protocol Entity at the node with the active Head of Bus A function shall generate the code for
Bus A in the BIF. The DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity at the node with the active Head of Bus B
function shall generate the opposite of the BIF received at the end of Bus A. If the node with the active Head
of Bus B receives a value of the BIF that is neither Bus A nor Bus B, the DQDB Layer Management Proto-
col Entity at the node shall ignore the BIF value and continue to generate the Bus B BIF value while it is not
receiving Bus A or Bus B BIF values.

 

30

 

 This is the reason that all subnetworks must contain an SG_D function at subnetwork startup.

 

31

 

 An operating part of a DQDB subnetwork that is isolated from the node containing the SG_D function.

Figure 5-34—Functional data path for node performing Head of Bus A function
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At nodes without the SG_D function and not containing an active Head of Bus function, the DQDB Layer
Management Protocol Entity shall always relay the BIF value unchanged, irrespective of the value it
contains.

 

5.4.4 MID Page Allocation functions

 

The MID Page Allocation function controls the allocation of Message Identifiers (MIDs) to nodes along the
dual bus. The unit of allocation of MIDs is an MID page of one MID value. The MID values are used for the
transfer of IMPDUs that generate multiple segmentation units, as described in 5.1.1.1.3.2. The MID Page
Allocation function supports each node gaining unique allocation of one or more MID page values, to ensure
that the reassembly process described in 5.1.1.2.3 can operate correctly.

Figure 5-35—Functional data path for node performing Head of Bus B function
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a) Head of Bus functions

Figure 5-36—Functional data path for node performing 
Head of Bus A and Head of Bus B Functions
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b) End of Bus functions

Figure 5-36—Functional data path for node performing 
Head of Bus A and Head of Bus B functions
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As the MID Page Allocation function manages DQDB Layer objects, it is part of the DQDB Layer Manage-
ment Entity. However, the MID Page Allocation functions at all nodes must communicate to coordinate their
operation. This is done using the MID Page Allocation protocol, defined in 10.3. 

The information required to operate the MID Page Allocation protocol is carried in the MID Page Allocation
Field (MPAF), which is one of the fields of the DQDB Layer Management Information octets carried
between nodes. (See 10.1.3.)  

The MID Page Allocation protocol operates by logically associating an MID page value with each MPAF
and allowing nodes to deterministically arbitrate for allocation of this MID page value. The MPAF consists
of three subfields: the Page Reservation (PR) subfield, the Page Counter Modulus (PCM) subfield, and the
Page Counter Control (PCC) subfield. The PCC subfield is used to control the MID page value that will be
logically associated with the PR subfield in the next MPAF received at the node. The PR subfield is used to
indicate whether the associated MID page value is reserved or not reserved for use by a node. The PCM sub-
field is used as an additional check that all nodes are associating the correct MID page value with each
MPAF.

The MID Page Allocation protocol is a two-pass protocol, with MID page values being obtained on Bus B
and then maintained on Bus A. Therefore, the protocol operates differently on the two buses. 

The MPAF values are generated by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity at the node that contains
the active Head of Bus A function. The MPAF passes along Bus A and is operated on by the DQDB Layer
Management Protocol Entity of all nodes on the subnetwork to maintain knowledge of the current MID page
value and, if required, to keep the MID page value, according to the MID Page Allocation protocol defined
in 10.3. 

The MPAF values received at the end of Bus A are echoed unchanged onto Bus B by the DQDB Layer Man-
agement Protocol Entity that contains the active Head of Bus B function. The MPAF then passes along Bus
B and is operated on again by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity of every node on the subnet-
work to maintain knowledge of the current MID page value and, if required, to get the MID page value,
according to the MID Page Allocation protocol.

The MPAF values received at the end of Bus B are discarded by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol
Entity that contains the active Head of Bus A function. 

Subclause 5.4.4.1 describes the functions required of the node with the active Head of Bus A function and
the node with the active Head of Bus B function. Subclause 5.4.4.2 describes the functions performed at
every node as a result of receiving each MPAF.

 

5.4.4.1 Head of Bus functions

 

In order to allocate MID pages to nodes on a DQDB subnetwork, the MPAFs are logically associated with a
sequential numbering scheme

 

32

 

  under the control of the node with the active Head of Bus A function. While
the MID Page Allocation function is enabled for operation, the number associated with an MPAF is always
in the range between MIN_PAGE = 1 and MAX_PAGE = (2

 

10 

 

– 1). Otherwise, the number associated with
an MPAF is always the reserved value of zero.

In order for the scheme to operate correctly, each node should associate the same number with a given
MPAF. This number is maintained by each node using a separate page counter for each bus, PAGE_CNTR_x
(x = A or B; see 7.2.4). The PAGE_CNTR_x holds the number to be associated with the PR subfield of the
next MPAF to be received on that bus. This number is controlled within the range MIN_PAGE to
MAX_PAGE by the PCC subfield, which is generated by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity at

 

32 

 

The numbers are logically associated with the MPAF because they are not physically carried in the MPAF.
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the node with the active Head of Bus A function. The value of the PCM subfield received in an MPAF on
Bus x is used to check that the value of the PAGE_CNTR_x at the node is synchronized to the value associ-
ated with that MPAF by the Head of Bus A function.

 

5.4.4.1.1 Page Counter Control (PCC) subfield

 

The valid values for the PCC subfield are INCREMENT or RESET. (See 10.1.3.3.) The PCC subfield shall
normally be generated by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity at the node with the active Head of
Bus A function with a value of INCREMENT. Whenever the number that would be associated with the next
MPAF is greater than MAX_PAGE = (2

 

10 

 

– 1), the PCC shall be generated as RESET by the DQDB Layer
Management Protocol Entity at the node with the active Head of Bus A function. 

The MID Page Allocation function is disabled upon power-up of the node with the active Head of Bus A
function. The MID Page Allocation function stays disabled while the DQDB Layer Management Protocol
Entity at the node with the active Head of Bus A function is either sending on Bus A or receiving from
Bus B a Head of Bus Subfield (HOBS; see 10.1.2.2) value of WAITING. Each PCC subfield is generated
with an INCREMENT value if the operation of the MID Page Allocation function has been disabled. 

The MID Page Allocation function is enabled when the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity at the
node with the active Head of Bus A function is both sending a HOBS value of STABLE on Bus A and
receiving a HOBS value of STABLE from Bus B. When the MID Page Allocation function is enabled after
having been disabled, the first PCC subfield is generated with a RESET value. Once enabled, the MID Page
Allocation function is disabled again if the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity at the node with the
active Head of Bus A function starts to either send on Bus A or receive from Bus B a HOBS value of WAIT-
ING. 

The PCC values are generated under the control of the Page Counter State Machine (PCSM) for Head of
Bus A (see 10.3.1), which maintains the value of the page counter for Head of Bus A, PAGE_CNTR_HOBA
(see 7.2.4).

The DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity at the node with the active Head of Bus B function shall
pass a PCC subfield value received at the end of Bus A transparently to the next PCC subfield it generates
for Bus B.

It should be noted that if the MID Page Allocation function is to operate correctly, then only one PCC sub-
field can be set to RESET on the DQDB subnetwork at any one time.
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5.4.4.1.2 Page Reservation (PR) subfield

 

The valid values for the PR subfield are RESERVED or NOT_RESERVED. (See 10.1.3.1.) The PR subfield
shall normally be generated by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity at the node with the active
Head of Bus A function with a value of NOT_RESERVED, which allows nodes to contend for allocation of
the associated MID page value. However, to allow for centralized allocation of MID pages, the node with
the active Head of Bus A function may be instructed by a DQDB Layer Management operation to mark the
PR subfield associated with certain MID page values to RESERVED. 

This is done by modifying the value of the RESERVED_MID_PAGES system parameter (see 7.3.4) at the
node with the active Head of Bus A function to a nonzero value using a DQDB Layer Management set oper-
ation. (See 9.6.1.) If a node is to support the Head of Bus functions, then it needs to support the
RESERVED_MID_PAGES parameter and the associated management operation.

 

33

 

 Hence, there is a limit on the maximum length of the DQDB subnetwork, which depends on the frequency with which MPAFs are
sent. However, if the MPAFs are sent once per 125 

 

µ

 

s, the maximum length is approximately 12 500 km.
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Then, if the MID page value associated with a PR subfield is less than or equal to
RESERVED_MID_PAGES, the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity at the node with the active Head
of Bus A function shall generate the PR subfield with a value of RESERVED. If the MID page value associ-
ated with a PR subfield is greater than RESERVED_MID_PAGES, the PR subfield shall be generated at the
Head of Bus A with a value of NOT_RESERVED. 

The PR values are generated at the Head of Bus A under the control of the Page Reservation State Machine
for Head of Bus A. (See 10.3.2.)

The DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity at the node with the active Head of Bus B function shall
pass a PR subfield value received at the end of Bus A transparently to the next PR subfield it generates for
Bus B.

 

5.4.4.1.3 Page Counter Modulus (PCM) subfield

 

The valid values for the PCM subfield are the binary representation of the decimal values of 0, 1, 2, or 3.
(See 10.1.3.2.) The PCM subfield shall be generated by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity at the
node with the active Head of Bus A function with the modulo 4 value of the page counter for Head of Bus A,
PAGE_CNTR_HOBA, as specified in 10.3.3. 

The DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity at the node with the active Head of Bus B function shall
pass transparently a PCM subfield value received at the end of Bus A to the next PCM subfield it generates
for Bus B.

 

5.4.4.2 Node functions

 

Each node must maintain a list of the MID page values that are available for use by the MAC Convergence
Function block at the node. The operations required to do this are described in 5.4.4.2.1.

For a node to obtain and keep MID pages, it must maintain knowledge of the MID page value associated
with the next PR subfield. This is done using page counters for each bus, as described in 5.4.4.2.2.

In order to ensure that a node can keep an MID page that it has been allocated, as recorded in the node MID
page list, a two pass system is used. MID page values are kept using the PR subfields received on Bus A, as
described in 5.4.4.2.3. An MID page value is released simply by not performing the function required to
keep it. A node obtains a new MID page value using the PR subfields received on Bus B, as described in
5.4.4.2.4.

The strategy used for obtaining and releasing MIDs is a matter for implementation decision. One possible
strategy is for the node to hold a pool of MID pages. The size of this pool could be adjusted as needed, pro-
vided that the node had not exceeded its maximum allowed allocation of MID pages, as defined by the
MAX_MID_PAGES parameter. (See 7.3.5.)

 

5.4.4.2.1 MID page list maintenance

 

The node maintains a list of the MID page values that are available for use by the MAC Convergence Func-
tion block. The maximum number of MID page values that a node can maintain in the list is given by the
MAX_MID_PAGES system parameter. (See 7.3.5.)

The list is maintained by the following DQDB Layer Management Interface (LMI) interactions described in
9.4:

— When the Get Page State Machine supporting the MID Page Allocation protocol (see 10.3.6) indi-
cates that the node has successfully obtained a new MID page value, as reported in an LM-ACTION
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reply (MID_PAGE_GET) with SUCCESSFUL status, the MID page value obtained is added to the
MID page list. 

— When the node is instructed to release an MID page value that is currently in its MID page list, by an
LM-ACTION invoke (MID_PAGE_RELEASE), the MID page value released is deleted from the
MID page list.

— When the Keep Page State Machine supporting the MID Page Allocation protocol (see 10.3.5) indi-
cates that a remote node has signaled that it has allocation of an MID page value in the local node’s
MID page list, as indicated by an LM-EVENT notify (MID_PAGE_LOST), the MID page value is
deleted from the MID page list.

 

5.4.4.2.2 Page counter operations

 

Each node maintains a page counter for each Bus x, PAGE_CNTR_x, to maintain knowledge of the MID
page value associated with the next MPAF received on Bus x. The value of a PAGE_CNTR_x is controlled
by the Page Counter State Machine for Bus x (see 10.3.4) using the values in the PCM subfields and PCC
subfields received on Bus x. 

At power-up, the value of PAGE_CNTR_x is set to zero, and remains at this value until a PCC subfield
value of RESET is received on Bus x. This causes the node to reset PAGE_CNTR_x to MIN_PAGE = 1.

Thereafter, during normal operation, receipt of a PCC subfield value of INCREMENT on Bus x, with the
value of PAGE_CNTR_x less than MAX_PAGE = (2

 

10 

 

– 1), shall cause the node to increment the value of
PAGE_CNTR_x by one. Receipt of a PCC subfield value of RESET on Bus x, with the value of
PAGE_CNTR_x equal to MAX_PAGE shall cause the node to reset PAGE_CNTR_x to MIN_PAGE = 1.

Errors can occur that result in the PAGE_CNTR_x at the node temporarily losing synchronism with the MID
page value associated with the MPAF. These conditions are as follows:

a) Receipt of a PCC subfield value of RESET on Bus x, with the value of PAGE_CNTR_x less than
MAX_PAGE. 

b) Receipt of a PCC subfield value of INCREMENT on Bus x, with the value of PAGE_CNTR_x equal
to MAX_PAGE. 

c) Receipt of a PCM subfield on Bus x, which contains a value that does not equal the modulo 4 value
of the PAGE_CNTR_x. 

In all of these cases operation of the Page Counter State Machine for Bus x is suspended until synchronism
can be established again via receipt of a PCC subfield value of RESET. This causes the node to reset
PAGE_CNTR_x to MIN_PAGE = 1, and recommence operation of the state machine. While the operation
of PCSM_x is suspended, a node may continue to use any MID page value in its MID page list for transmis-
sion of IMPDUs. This is safe because the probability of another node being allocated the same MID page is
very low and, in this event, the probability of an errored IMPDU being reassembled without detection of the
error is negligible.

 

5.4.4.2.3 Keeping MID pages

 

Page Reservation (PR) subfields set to NOT_RESERVED originate from the DQDB Layer Management
Protocol Entity at the node with the active Head of Bus A function and from there pass down Bus A. The
MID page value associated with a PR subfield is indicated by the current value of the PAGE_CNTR_A at
the node when the PR subfield is received. 

If the MID page value associated with a PR subfield is in the node MID page list, the DQDB Layer Manage-
ment Protocol Entity shall change the value of the PR subfield from NOT_RESERVED to RESERVED
when it is received at the node. If the value of the PR subfield is already set to RESERVED when received,
then another node has claimed the MID page value, and the node shall delete the MID page value from its
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own MID page list. The MID Page Allocation protocol operation of keeping an MID page value currently in
the node MID page list is controlled by the Keep Page State Machine at the node, as described in 10.3.5.

 

5.4.4.2.4 Getting MID pages

 

The DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity at the node with the active Head of Bus B function shall
pass a PR subfield value received at the end of Bus A transparently to the next PR subfield it generates for
Bus B. The MID page value associated with a PR subfield is indicated by the current value of the
PAGE_CNTR_B at the node when the PR subfield is received. 

If the PR subfield is set to NOT_RESERVED when it is written to the head of Bus B, then the MID page
value associated with the PR subfield may be claimed for use by a node. The DQDB Layer Management
Protocol Entity of a node that wishes to obtain an MID page value does so by changing the value of a
NOT_RESERVED PR subfield on Bus B to the value of RESERVED. The MID page value associated with
the PR subfield that is changed in this manner is added to the node MID page list. The operation of getting
an MID page value is controlled by the Get Page State Machine, as described in 10.3.6.

If the PR subfield is set to RESERVED when it reaches a node on Bus B, then the MID page value associ-
ated with the PR subfield is in use and may not be claimed.
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6. DQDB Layer Protocol Data Unit (PDU) formats

 

6.1 Ordering principles

 

Each DQDB Layer PDU in this clause is described as a sequence of fields. Each figure depicts the fields in
the order in which they are transferred within the DQDB Layer, with the left-most bit of the left-most field
transferred first. This rule is applied to all fields represented in this part of ISO/IEC 8802.

The Physical Layer service data unit is an octet. Therefore, the sequence of fields for the PDU at each
DQDB Layer entity forms an octet stream at the Physical Layer to DQDB Layer boundary. The left-most
octet in each PDU is passed across the Physical Layer to DQDB Layer boundary first. The order of bits in
each octet is as depicted in the relevant figure or table in this clause.

Binary formats of all fields in this document appear with the most significant bit in the left-most position of
the field, except for the 16- and 48-bit addresses which follow the address representation as described in
ISO/IEC 10039, 12.2.1.

 

6.2 Slot

 

A slot is the basic unit of data transfer. Every slot is a PDU transferred between adjacent nodes along a uni-
directional bus. Each slot contains a 1-octet Access Control Field (ACF) and a 52-octet segment, as shown in
figure 6-1.

 

6.2.1 Access Control Field (ACF)

 

The ACF contains the bits that control access to slots. It contains the fields shown in figure 6-2. The length of
each field is shown in bits. Reserved bits are set to 0.

The BUSY bit indicates whether the slot contains information (BUSY = 1) or does not contain information
(BUSY = 0).

The SL_TYPE bit indicates whether the slot is a Queued Arbitrated (QA) slot (SL_TYPE = 0) or a Pre-Arbi-
trated (PA) slot (SL_TYPE = 1). 

The combinations of BUSY and SL_TYPE are shown in table 6-1.

 

ACF S e g m e n t

 

(1 octet) (52 octets)

 

Figure 6-1—Slot format

 

B u s y S L _ T Y P E  P S R R e s e r v e d R e q u e s t

 

(1 bit) (1 bit) (1 bit) (2 bits) (3 bits)

 

Figure 6-2—Access control field
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The PSR bit indicates whether the segment in the previous slot may be cleared (PSR = 1) or may not be
cleared (PSR = 0).

 

34

 

 The PSR bit shall be set or not set, as described in 5.1.2.2.2. 

The REQUEST field contains three REQ bits, as shown in figure 6-3. The REQ bits are used in the operation
of the three priority level distributed queue access mechanism.

Each of the REQ_I bits (I = 2,1,0) shall be set to zero by the Slot Marking function at the head of the bus and
may be set to one by access units along the bus according to the rules for operation of the distributed queue.
(See 8.1.2.) Each bit is used on Bus x (x = A or B) to request access to a Queued Arbitrated (QA) slot on Bus
y (y = B or A, respectively). Requests for access to a QA slot are made at one of three priority levels. Priority
queue level 2 is the highest priority queue and REQ_2 is the left-most bit of the REQUEST field. The prior-
ity level of the requested queue REQ_I, decreases with I (I = 2,1,0). 

 

6.3 Queued Arbitrated (QA) slot

 

A QA slot is used to transfer a QA segment.

All bits of the QA slot shall be set to 0 by the Slot Marking function at the head of the bus. The BUSY bit of
the ACF set to 0 and the SL_TYPE bit of the ACF set to 0 indicate an empty QA slot. 

Access units access QA slots according to the rules for operation of the distributed queue. (See 8.1.) When
an access unit gains access to a QA slot to transfer a QA segment, it shall mark the QA slot by setting the
BUSY bit to 1, and shall write into the QA Segment field. Otherwise, the BUSY bit should remain
unchanged. 

 

6.3.1 QA segment

 

A QA segment is the PDU transferred in a QA slot. Each QA segment contains a header of 4 octets and a
payload of 48 octets, as shown in figure 6-4.

 

34

 

 The exact operation of segment clearing is for further study.

 

Table 6-1—Slot access control field codings

 

BUSY SL_TYPE S l o t  s t a t e

 

0 0 Empty QA slot

0 1 Reserved

1 0 Busy QA slot

1 1 PA slot

REQ_2 REQ_1 REQ_0

 

Figure 6-3—REQUEST field
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6.3.1.1 QA Segment Header fields

 

The QA segment header contains the fields shown in figure 6-5. The length of each field is shown in bits.
These fields shall be inserted by the access unit that writes the QA segment into an empty QA slot.

 

6.3.1.1.1 Virtual Channel Identifier (VCI)

 

The 20-bit VCI provides a means to identify the virtual channel to which the QA segment belongs. There is
a single VCI space that is shared by all services.

The VCI value corresponding to all bits being set to zero is not available to refer to an active virtual channel.

 

6.3.1.1.1.1 Default connectionless VCI

 

The VCI value corresponding to all bits being set to one is the default value for the connectionless MAC ser-
vice provided by the MAC Convergence function. All nodes shall be able to use the default connectionless
VCI for both transmission and reception of QA segments.

An implementation may optionally support the use of additional connectionless VCI values. In such an
implementation, the VCIs shall be constrained such that the range is expressed by the right-most bits, with
all the left-most bits set to one.

 

6.3.1.1.2 Payload_Type

 

The 2-bit Payload_Type field indicates the nature of the data to be transferred. User data is indicated by the
value Payload_Type = 00. All other values are reserved for future use.
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The Payload_Type field shall be set to the value 00 in all QA segments that transfer QA segment payloads
for the MAC Convergence function using the default connectionless VCI (i.e., VCI = all ones).

The use of the Payload_Type field in QA segments with any other value of VCI is under study. The default
value of Payload_Type to be used in QA segments with other values of VCI is 00.
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 The Payload_Type field is intended for use in DQDB subnetworks interconnected by a Multiport Bridge. An example of its use
would be to differentiate user and network information, thus allowing in-band control messages in the latter case. Another example
would be to use this field for circuit tracing. 

 

QA segment header QA segment payload

 

(4 octets) (48 octets)

 

Figure 6-4—QA segment format

 

VCI P a y l o a d  t y p e S e g m e n t  p r i o r i t y HCS

 

(20 bits) (2 bits) (2 bits) (8 bits)

 

Figure 6-5—QA segment header fields
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6.3.1.1.3 Segment_Priority

 

The 2-bit Segment_Priority field is reserved for future use with Multiport Bridging.
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 The field shall be set
to the value 00.

 

6.3.1.1.4 Segment Header Check Sequence (HCS)

 

The 8-bit HCS field provides for detection of errors and correction of single-bit errors in the QA Segment
Header. The HCS contains an 8-bit cyclic redundancy check (CRC) calculated on the QA Segment Header
field, using the following standard generator polynomial of degree eight:

 

G(

 

x

 

) = 

 

x

 

8

 

 + 

 

x

 

2

 

 + 

 

x

 

 + 1

 

The HCS shall be encoded by the originator of the QA segment header. The contents (treated as a polyno-
mial) of the QA segment header are multiplied by 

 

x

 

8

 

 and then divided (modulo 2) by G(

 

x

 

) to produce a
remainder. This remainder is the HCS, where the coefficient of the highest term is the left-most bit.

Error detection using the HCS is mandatory at a receiver, whereas error correction using the HCS is
optional. If a node supports error correction using the HCS, the procedure defined in 8.3 shall be used.

As a typical implementation, at the source node, the initial remainder of the division is preset to all zeros and
is then modified by division of the QA segment header (excluding the HCS field) by the generator polyno-
mial G(

 

x

 

). The resulting remainder is inserted into the HCS field, with the most significant bit inserted first.

At all destination node(s), the initial remainder is preset to all zeros. The serial incoming bits of the received
QA segment header (including the HCS bits), when divided by the generator polynomial G(

 

x

 

), results, in the
absence of transmission errors, in a remainder of all zeros.

 

6.3.1.2 QA segment payload

 

The QA segment payload is 48 octets long. The contents of the QA segment payload are not constrained in
any way.

 

6.4 Pre-Arbitrated (PA) slot

 

 

 

A PA slot is used to transfer isochronous service octets.

 

6.4.1 PA segment

 

Each PA segment contains a header of 4 octets and a payload of 48 octets, as shown in figure 6-6.
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An example of the use of the Segment_Priority field would be in congestion-control strategies within a segment-based Multiport
Bridge.

 

P A  s e g m e n t  h e a d e r P A  s e g m e n t  p a y l o a d

 

(4 octets) (48 octets)

 

Figure 6-6—PA segment format
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A PA segment is carried in a PA slot. A PA slot shall be generated by the Slot Marking function at the head
of the bus with the BUSY bit of the ACF set to 1, the SL_TYPE bit of the ACF set to 1, and all other bits of
the ACF set to 0. The BUSY bit and SL_TYPE bit of the PA slot should remain unchanged at all times, but
the REQ bits in the ACF may be operated on according to the rules of the distributed queue. The Slot Mark-
ing function at the head of the bus shall also write the PA segment header (see 6.4.1.1), which is carried by
the PA slot. The Slot Marking function at the head of the bus shall set every bit in the PA segment payload to
0.

 

6.4.1.1 PA segment header fields

 

The PA segment header contains the fields shown in figure 6-7. The length of each field is show n in bits.
These fields are written by the Slot Marking function at the head of the bus and should remain the same as
the slot passes along the bus.

 

6.4.1.1.1 Virtual Channel Identifier (VCI)

 

The 20-bit VCI provides a means to identify the virtual channel to which the PA segment belongs. There is a
single VCI space that is shared by all services.

The VCI value corresponding to all bits being set to zero is not available to refer to an active virtual channel.

The VCI value with all bits set to one is reserved for use by the connectionless MAC service being supported
by QA segments (see 6.3.1.1.1.1) and is not available for use with PA segments.

 

6.4.1.1.2 Payload_Type

 

The 2-bit Payload_Type field indicates the nature of the data to be transferred. User data is indicated by the
value Payload_Type = 00. All other values are reserved for future use.
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The use of the Payload_Type field in PA segments is under study. The default value of Payload_Type to be
used in PA segments is 00.

 

6.4.1.1.3 Segment_Priority

 

The 2-bit Segment_Priority field is reserved for future use with Multiport Bridging.
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 The field shall be set
to the value 00.
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 The Payload_Type field is intended for use in DQDB subnetworks interconnected by a Multiport Bridge. An example of its use
would be to differentiate user and network information, thus allowing in-band control messages in the latter case. Another example
would be to use this field for circuit tracing. 
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An example of the use of the Segment_Priority field would be in congestion control strategies within a segment-based Multiport
Bridge.

 

VCI P a y l o a d  t y p e S e g m e n t  p r i o r i t y HCS

 

(20 bits) (2 bits) (2 bits) (8 bits)

 

Figure 6-7—PA segment header fields
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6.4.1.1.4 Segment HCS

 

The 8-bit HCS field provides for detection of errors and correction of single-bit errors in the PA segment
header. The HCS contains an 8-bit cyclic redundancy check (CRC) calculated on the PA Segment Header
field, using the following standard generator polynomial of degree eight:
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The HCS shall be encoded by the Slot Marking function at the head of bus function. The contents (treated as
a polynomial) of the PA segment header are multiplied by 

 

x

 

8

 

 and then divided (modulo 2) by G(

 

x

 

) to pro-
duce a remainder. This remainder is the HCS, where the coefficient of the highest term is the left-most bit.

Error detection using the HCS is mandatory at a node that supports the optional function of reading and/or
writing the PA segment payload, whereas error correction using the HCS is optional at such a node. If a node
supports error correction using the HCS, the procedure defined in 8.3 shall be used.

As a typical implementation, at the node with the active head of bus function, the initial remainder of the
division is preset to all zeros and is then modified by division of the PA segment header (excluding the HCS
field) by the generator polynomial G(

 

x

 

). The resulting remainder is inserted into the HCS field, with the most
significant bit inserted first.

At all destination node(s) that support the optional function of reading and/or writing the PA segment pay-
load, the initial remainder is preset to all zeros. The serial incoming bits of the received PA segment header
(including the HCS bits), when divided by the generator polynomial G(

 

x

 

) results, in the absence of transmis-
sion errors, in a remainder of all zeros.

 

6.4.1.2 PA segment payload

 

The PA segment payload is 48 octets long. It consists of 48 isochronous service octets.

 

6.4.1.2.1 Isochronous service octet

 

Access to PA segment payloads may be shared among a number of Isochronous Service Users (ISUs). Isoch-
ronous service octets are transferred within the PA segment payload of a PA slot to support service to the
ISUs. 

 

6.5 Transfer of MAC Service Data Unit (MSDU)

 

A MSDU is transferred within an Initial MAC Protocol Data Unit (IMPDU). An IMPDU is transferred
between peer MAC Convergence function protocol entities (MCFs) using Derived MAC Protocol Data
Units (DMPDUs). IMPDUs and DMPDUs are described in the following subclauses. 

The complete hierarchy of DQDB Layer PDUs required to support the transfer of an MSDU in an IMPDU is
summarized in diagrammatic form in 6.6. 

 

6.5.1 Initial MAC Protocol Data Unit (IMPDU)

 

The format of an IMPDU is shown in figure 6-8. The length of each field is shown in octets.
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An IMPDU is constructed by adding Protocol Control Information (PCI) and zero to three PAD octets to the
variable length MSDU. The PCI consists of a Common PDU header and an MCP header, which together
form the IMPDU header, a Common PDU trailer, possibly a Header Extension, and possibly a CRC32 field.
The MSDU is the INFO field of the IMPDU. 

The IMPDU header contains the Common PDU header, which is carried in all DQDB Layer PDUs support-
ing frame based bursty data services, and the MAC Convergence Protocol (MCP) header, which is specific
to the transfer of a MSDU. The Common PDU trailer is carried in all DQDB Layer PDUs supporting frame
based bursty data services.

 

6.5.1.1 Common PDU Header fields

 

The Common PDU header contains the fields shown in figure 6-9. The length of each field is shown in
octets.

 

6.5.1.1.1 Reserved field

 

The Reserved field shall be set by the MAC Convergence function to zero for the transfer of an IMPDU.
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6.5.1.1.2 Beginning-End tag (BEtag)

 

The value in the BEtag field is selected for each IMPDU by the MAC Convergence function, as described in
5.1.1.1.1. For a given IMPDU, the source node shall insert the same value in the BEtag field in the Common
PDU header and the BEtag field in the Common PDU trailer (see 6.5.1.7.2). This is done independently of
the length of the IMPDU, so that the BEtag fields in an SSM shall be sent with the same value. The BEtag
allows the association of the Beginning of Message (BOM) DMPDU with the End of Message (EOM)

 

*

 

 The value of 9188 octets is such that, for a zero-length header extension, absent CRC32 field, and maximum-
length INFO field, the length of the IMPDU is 9216 octets, which is 9 

 

×

 

 1024 octets. For a maximum-length header
extension and CRC32 field present, the IMPDU occupies an integral number of segmentation units (210).
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 The use of the Reserved field for other convergence functions is under study.

 

IMPDU header

Common 
PDU header MCP header

Header 
extension INFO PAD CRC 32

Common 
PDU trailer

(4 octets) (20 octets) (+) (*) (#) (!) (4 octets)

(+) The length of the Header Extension is in steps of 4 octets in the range 0 to 20 octets, inclusive.
(*) The INFO field contains the MSDU. The length of the INFO field will vary between IMPDUs, but this part of

ISO/IEC 8802 requires all nodes to receive MSDUs up to and including 9188 octets.

 

*

 

(#) The PAD field consists of either 0, 1, 2, or 3 octets. The number of PAD octets is such that the total length of
the INFO plus PAD fields is an integral multiple of 4 octets.

(!) CRC32 field may either be absent (length 0 octets) or present (length 4 octets).

 

Figure 6-8—IMPDU format

 

R e s e r v e d B E t a g B A s i z e

 

(1 octet) (1 octet) (2 octets)

 

Figure 6-9—Common PDU header format
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DMPDU derived from the same IMPDU. This association is required to detect the loss of certain DMPDUs
over a sequence of IMPDUs. 

 

6.5.1.1.3 Buffer Allocation size (BAsize)

 

The BAsize field shall be set by the MAC Convergence function to the length, in octets, of the MCP header,
header extension, INFO field, PAD field, and CRC32 field (if present), for the transfer of an IMPDU. The
source node shall insert the same value in the Length field in the Common PDU trailer of the IMPDU (see
6.5.1.7.3).
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This part of ISO/IEC 8802 requires all nodes to be able to receive INFO fields of length up to and including
9188 octets for PI = 1 (i.e., when the MAC service user is LLC).

 

6.5.1.2 MCP header fields

 

The MCP header contains information specific to the MAC Convergence function that is necessary to trans-
fer an IMPDU. It contains the fields shown in figure 6-10. The length of each field is shown in octets.

 

6.5.1.2.1 Address fields

 

Each IMPDU contains two address fields: the destination address (DA) and the source address (SA). The
DA and SA fields are of a fixed length of 64 bits. The address fields can support three MAC Service Access
Point (MSAP) address types of length N bits, where N is 16, 48, or 60. 

Support for 48-bit, universally administered MSAP addresses is mandatory. Support for 48-bit, locally
administered, and 16- and 60-bit MSAP addresses is optional.

The Address field subfields are as shown in figure 6-11. The length of each subfield is shown in bits.

The ADDRESS_TYPE subfield indicates the structure of the remaining 60 bits, and is coded as shown in
table 6-2.

All bits in the PADDING subfield shall be set to zero. 

The representation of each MSAP Address field shall be as described below.
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The BAsize may be set by other convergence functions to a value that is equal to or larger than the Length field in the Common PDU
trailer. This field is intended for buffer allocation purposes at the destination node.

 

DA S A P I / P L QOS/CIB/HEL BRIDGING

 

(8 octets) (8 octets) (1 octet) (1 octet) (2 octets)

 

Figure 6-10—MCP header format

 

A d d r e s s  t y p e P a d d i n g M S A P  a d d r e s s

 

(4 bits) (60 – N bits) (N bits)

 

Figure 6-11—Address field
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6.5.1.2.1.1 MSAP addresses of 16 and 48 bits

 

The representation of 16-bit and 48-bit MSAP addresses shall be as shown in figure 6-12. The left-most bit
of both 16-bit and 48-bit addresses indicates whether the address is an individual or group address. Source
addresses may not contain a group address. The bit second from the left in a 48-bit address indicates whether
it is a universally or locally administered address.

 

Figure 6-12—Sixteen-bit and 48-bit MSAP address format

 

Individual and Group Addresses. 

 

The left-most (I/G) bit of the destination address distinguishes individual
from group addresses:

0 = individual address

1 = group address

Individual addresses identify a particular node on a DQDB subnetwork and shall be distinct from all other
individual node addresses on the same DQDB subnetwork (in the case of local administration), or from the
individual addresses of other DQDB nodes and LAN stations on a global basis (in the case of universal
administration).

A group address shall be used to address an IMPDU to multiple destination MAC service access points. 

 

Table 6-2—Coding of ADDRESS_TYPE subfield

 

ADDRESS_TYPE M S A P  a d d r e s s  s t r u c t u r e

 

0100 16 bit

1000 48 bit

1100 Individual 60 bit, publicly administered

1101 Individual 60 bit, privately administered

1110 Group 60 bit, publicly administered

1111 Group 60 bit, privately administered

All other codes Reserved for future standardization

 

48-bit address format

 

I/G U/L 46-bit address

 

16-bit address format

 

I/G 15-bit address

KEY: I/G = 0 : individual address
I/G = 1 : group address
U/L = 0 : universally administered address
U/L = 1 : locally administered address
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Broadcast Address. 

 

The group address consisting of all 16 bits or all 48 bits being set to 1 shall con-
stitute a broadcast address, denoting the set of all nodes on a DQDB subnetwork that employs 16- or
48-bit addressing, respectively.

 

Address Administration. 

 

There are two methods of administering the set of 48-bit addresses: locally or
through a universal authority. The bit second from the left (U/L) indicates whether the address has been
assigned by a universal or local administrator:

0 = universally administered
1 = locally administered

 

Universal Administration. 

 

With this method, all individual addresses are distinct from the individual
addresses of all other DQDB nodes and LAN stations on a global basis.

 

NOTE—The administration of these addresses is performed by the Registration Authority, IEEE Standards
Department, Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, 445 Hoes Lane, P.O. Box 1331, Piscataway, NJ
08855-1331, USA.

 

The structure and format of universally administered 48-bit addresses shall be as described in ISO/
IEC 10039, 12.2.1.

 

Local Administration. 

 

With this method, individual node addresses are locally administered. This is
the only method allowed for 16-bit addresses.

 

6.5.1.2.1.2 MSAP addresses of 60 bits

 

In the case of publicly administered 60-bit addresses, the administration authority is the local metropolitan
area network (MAN) operator.

When the publicly administered, individual 60-bit MSAP addresses are used to carry numbers allocated
according to CCITT Recommendation E.164, Numbering Plan for the ISDN Era, then the administration of
these numbers is according to clause 4 of CCITT Recommendation E.164, which states the following:

 

The assignment of country codes is administered by CCITT, while National Significant Num-
ber (National Destination Code plus Subscriber Number) code assignments are a national
responsibility.

 

The E.164 number carried in the IMPDU shall always be the international significant number. The interna-
tional significant number of E.164 can require up to 15 decimal digits. If the local MAN operator does not
make use of the full number length (15 decimal digits), then the number assigned by the local MAN operator
shall be padded on the right with bits set to one so that a full 60-bit address is obtained.

The encoding of the E.164 number shall be as follows. Each decimal digit shall be encoded using Binary
Coded Decimal (BCD) into four bits, with the most significant bit occurring left-most. The most significant
BCD encoded digit of the E.164 number shall occur first in the MSAP Address subfield. Therefore, the first
bit of the 60-bit MSAP Address subfield is the most significant bit of the most significant E.164 digit.

 

6.5.1.2.2 Destination Address (DA)

 

The DA field identifies the node or nodes for which the INFO field of the IMPDU is intended. The DA field
may take any of the formats outlined in 6.5.1.2.1.1 or 6.5.1.2.1.2.

 

6.5.1.2.3 Source Address (SA)

 

The SA field identifies the node that originated the IMPDU. The SA field shall not be coded as a group
address, but otherwise shall have the same type as the DA in a given IMPDU.
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6.5.1.2.4 Protocol Identification/PAD Length (PI/PL)

 

The PI/PL field contains the subfields shown in figure 6-13. The length of each subfield is shown in bits.

 

6.5.1.2.4.1 Protocol Identification (PI) field

 

The 6-bit PI field is used to identify the MAC service user to which the INFO field is to be sent at the node
or nodes identified by the Destination Address field. Valid values in decimal form for this field are as shown
in table 6-3.

 

6.5.1.2.4.2 PAD Length (PL) field

 

The 2-bit PL field is used to indicate the length of the PAD field. (See 6.5.1.5.) The number of PAD octets is
either 0, 1, 2, or 3, such that the total length of INFO field and PAD field is an integral multiple of four
octets.

As a typical implementation, the number of PAD octets is derived by computing the difference between 3
and the modulo 4 result of the sum of 3 and the length of the INFO field:

Number_PAD_octets = 3 – [(Length of INFO field + 3)(mod 4)]

 

6.5.1.2.5 Quality of Service/CRC32 Indicator Bit/Header Extension Length (QOS/CIB/HEL)

 

The Quality of Service (QOS) part of this field indicates the requested quality of service for an IMPDU. The
CRC32 Indicator Bit (CIB) part of this field indicates the presence or absence of the CRC32 field of the
IMPDU. The Header Extension Length (HEL) part of this field indicates the length of the Header Extension
field of the IMPDU. The QOS/CIB/HEL field contains the subfields shown in figure 6-14. The length of
each subfield is shown in bits.

 

PI PL

 

(6 bits) (2 bits)

 

Figure 6-13—PI/PL field format

Table 6-3—Coding of the PI field

 

P I  r a n g e P r o t o c o l  e n t i t y

 

1 LLC

48–63 Available for use by local administration

Other values
Reserved for future standardization by 
IEEE 802.6

 

QOS_DELAY QOS_LOSS CIB HEL

 

(3 bits) (1 bit) (1 bit) (3 bits)

 

Figure 6-14—QOS/CIB/HEL field format
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6.5.1.2.5.1 Quality of Service: Delay (QOS_DELAY)

 

The 3-bit QOS_DELAY subfield indicates the requested quality of service for an IMPDU with respect to
delay in accessing the subnetwork. The value coded into the QOS_DELAY subfield is determined from the
priority parameter received in the corresponding MA-UNITDATA request primitive. 

The coding of the QOS_DELAY subfield shall be as shown in table 6-4.

 

6.5.1.2.5.2 Quality of Service: Loss (QOS_LOSS)

 

The 1-bit QOS_LOSS subfield is currently reserved, and shall be coded as QOS_LOSS = 0.
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6.5.1.2.5.3 CRC32 Indicator Bit (CIB)

 

The CIB subfield indicates the presence or absence of the CRC32 field. (See 6.5.1.6.) A value of zero indi-
cates that there is no CRC32 field in the IMPDU. A value of one indicates that a CRC32 field is present in
the IMPDU.

 

6.5.1.2.5.4 Header Extension Length (HEL)

 

The 3-bit HEL subfield gives the length of the Header Extension field in the IMPDU. The length of the
Header Extension in octets is given by multiplying the numerical value of the HEL subfield by four. The
decimal value of the HEL subfield is in the range 0 to 5, inclusive. Therefore, the Header Extension field is
of length 0 to 20 octets, inclusive, in steps of four octets. 

A length of zero indicates that there is no Header Extension field in the IMPDU. The HEL subfield values of
6 and 7 are invalid.
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 The QOS_LOSS subfield is intended for use in DQDB subnetworks interconnected by a bridge. An example of its use would be to
indicate the requested quality of service for an IMPDU with respect to preferential discard due to resource congestion at a MAC Con-
vergence function block, such as at a MAC Sublayer bridge. 

 

Table 6-4—Coding of QOS_DELAY

 

P r i o r i t y  
r e q u e s t e d

QOS_DELAY
 s u b f i e l d

R e l a t i v e  
d e l a y  

reques ted

 

7 1 1 1 Shortest

6 1 1 0

5 1 0 1

4 1 0 0

3 0 1 1

2 0 1 0

1 0 0 1

0 0 0 0 Longest
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6.5.1.2.6 Bridging field (BRIDGING)

 

The 2-octet BRIDGING field is reserved for future use with MAC Sublayer bridging.
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 All bits shall be set
to zero.

 

6.5.1.3 Header Extension field

 

The Header Extension field provides the capability to convey additional IMPDU PCI that may be standard-
ized in the future. All values for the encoding of the Header Extension are reserved for future use.
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All nodes shall recognize the existence of the Header Extension field, as indicated by a nonzero value of the
HEL subfield. Nodes are not required to interpret the contents of the Header Extension field.

 

6.5.1.4 Information (INFO) field

 

The INFO field contains the MAC Service Data Unit (MSDU). The length of the INFO field will vary, but
this part of ISO/IEC 8802 requires all nodes to receive MSDUs up to and including 9188 octets, for PI = 1.
The INFO field is intended at the node or nodes identified by the Destination Address field for the MAC ser-
vice user indicated by the Protocol Identification field.

 

6.5.1.5 PAD field

 

The PAD field contains sufficient octets such that the total length of INFO field plus PAD field is an integral
multiple of four octets. The number of PAD octets is either 0, 1, 2, or 3, as indicated by the PAD Length (PL)
field (see 6.5.1.2.4.2). Each PAD octet shall be coded as zeros.
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6.5.1.6 CRC32 field

 

The CRC32 field provides the capability for including a 32-bit Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC), calculated
over all the fields of the MCP Header (see 6.5.1.2), the Header Extension field (see 6.5.1.3), the INFO field
(see 6.5.1.4), and the PAD field (see 6.5.1.5). These are referred to below as the calculation fields.

For the purposes of CRC calculation, the BRIDGING field is assumed to be all zeros.
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 Therefore, the 32-bit
CRC does not provide for detection of errors in the BRIDGING field, but does provide for detection of
errors in all of the other calculation fields mentioned above. These are referred to as the covered fields.

The CRC32 is calculated using the following standard generator polynomial of degree 32:
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See [B6].
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 The BRIDGING field may be standardized for use in carrying the maximum number of bridges that the IMPDU is allowed to pass
through, and to maintain a count of the number of bridges through which the IMPDU has actually passed. This would enable the
IMPDU to be discarded when a set number of bridges had been traversed.
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 An example of the use of the Header Extension field would be to convey service-provider-specific information in cases where this
protocol is used to access the services of a public network.
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 Whether the CRC32 field is present or absent, this PAD field is considered to be part of a MAC Convergence Protocol (MCP) trailer.
The (MCP) PAD ensures that the data present between the Common PDU header and Common PDU trailer is always 32-bit aligned. In
addition, a PAD associated with the Common PDU trailer is defined. However, this PAD field always has a length of zero octets for the
MCF and is therefore not shown in the relevant figures (e.g., figure 6-20). For other convergence functions, e.g., Connection-Oriented
Convergence function, the PAD field associated with the Common PDU trailer may be non-zero length in order to achieve 32-bit align-
ment.
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 It must be assumed that the BRIDGING field changes in transit from the value of all zeros generated at the transmitter.
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The numbers in brackets correspond to those of the bibliographical references in annex J.
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The CRC32 shall be the one’s complement of the sum (modulo 2) of the following:

a) The remainder of 

 

x

 

k

 

 * (

 

x
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 + ... + 

 

x
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 + 

 

x

 

 + 1) divided (modulo 2) by G(

 

x

 

), where 

 

k

 

 is the
number of bits in the calculation fields; with

b) The remainder after multiplication of the contents (treated as a polynomial) of the calculation fields
by 

 

x

 

32

 

 and then division (modulo 2) by G(

 

x

 

).

The CRC32 shall contain the coefficient of the highest term in the left-most bit.

As a typical implementation, at the source node, the initial remainder of the division is preset to all ones and
is then modified by division of the calculation fields by the generator polynomial, G(

 

x

 

). The one’s comple-
ment of this remainder is inserted in the CRC32 field, with the most significant bit inserted first.

At the destination node or nodes, the initial remainder is preset to all ones. The division of the received cal-
culation fields by the generator polynomial, G(

 

x

 

), results, in the absence of transmission errors, in a unique
nonzero remainder value, which is the following polynomial:
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All nodes shall recognize the existence of the CRC32 field, as indicated by a value of one in the CIB sub-
field. Nodes are not required to interpret the contents of the CRC32 field.
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6.5.1.7 Common PDU trailer fields

 

The Common PDU trailer contains the fields shown in figure 6-15. The length of each field is shown in
octets. 

 

6.5.1.7.1 Reserved field

 

The Reserved field shall be set by the MAC Convergence function to zero for the transfer of an IMPDU.
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6.5.1.7.2 Beginning-End tag (BEtag)

 

For a given IMPDU, the source node shall insert the same value in the BEtag field in the Common PDU
trailer as was inserted in the BEtag field in the Common PDU header. (See 6.5.1.1.2.) The BEtag allows the
association of the End of Message (EOM) DMPDU with the Beginning of Message (BOM) DMPDU
derived from the same IMPDU. This association is required to detect the loss of certain DMPDUs over a
sequence of IMPDUs. 
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 The CRC32 field is provided as an optional field with the understanding that for many applications the various other error checking
capabilities such as the Segment Header Check Sequence, and the Payload_CRC will be sufficient.
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 The use of the Reserved field for other convergence functions is under study.

 

R e s e r v e d B E t a g L e n g t h

 

(1 octet) (1 octet) (2 octets)

 

Figure 6-15—Common PDU trailer format
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6.5.1.7.3 Length

 

The Length field shall be set by the MAC Convergence function to the length, in octets, of the MCP header,
header extension, INFO field, PAD field, and CRC32 field (if present), for the transfer of an IMPDU. The
source node shall insert the same value in the BAsize field in the Common PDU header of the IMPDU. (See
6.5.1.1.3.)

This part of ISO/IEC 8802 requires all nodes to be able to receive INFO fields of length up to and including
9188 octets for PI = 1 (i.e., when the MAC service user is LLC).

 

6.5.2 Derived MAC Protocol Data Unit (DMPDU)

 

The variable-length IMPDU is passed to the segmentation process in the MAC Convergence function
(MCF) block, which produces one or more segmentation units that are of fixed length of 44 octets. Protocol
Control Information is added to each segmentation unit to form a DMPDU. There are four types of DMP-
DUs, as described in 6.5.2.1.1. This process is shown in figure 6-16 and described in 5.1.1.1.2 and 5.1.1.1.3. 
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Figure 6-16—Segmentation of an IMPDU into DMPDUs
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The DMPDUs derived from a single IMPDU are transferred as QA segment payloads to one or more peer
MCF entities, which reassemble the segmentation units in the received DMPDUs to form the IMPDU. All of
the DMPDUs derived from an IMPDU shall be transferred using the same Distributed Queue access priority
level and using the same bus(es).

The DMPDU contains the fields shown in figure 6-17. The length of each field is shown in octets.

 

6.5.2.1 DMPDU header subfields

 

The DMPDU header contains information for reassembling the IMPDU. It contains the subfields shown in
figure 6-18. The length of each subfield is shown in bits.

 

6.5.2.1.1 Segment_Type subfield

 

The 2-bit Segment_Type subfield indicates how the segmentation unit should be processed by the receiving
MCF block. The codes for the Segment_Type field are shown in table 6-5.

 

6.5.2.1.1.1 Beginning of Message (BOM) DMPDU

 

The first 24 octets of the BOM segmentation unit contain the Common PDU header and the MCP header.

The next 20 octets of the IMPDU fill the remainder of the BOM segmentation unit.

 

D M P D U  h e a d e r S e g m e n t a t i o n  u n i t D M P D U  t r a i l e r

 

(2 octets) (44 octets) (2 octets)

 

Figure 6-17—DMPDU format

 

S e g m e n t _ T y p e S e q u e n c e _ N u m b e r MID

 

(2 bits) (4 bits) (10 bits)

 

Figure 6-18—DMPDU header format

Table 6-5—DMPDU type

 

S e g m e n t _ T y p e D M P D U  t y p e

 

00 Continuation of Message (COM)

01 End of Message (EOM)

10 Beginning of Message (BOM)

11 Single Segment Message (SSM)
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6.5.2.1.1.2 Continuation of Message (COM) DMPDU

 

The first octet of a COM segmentation unit is the next octet of the IMPDU to be transmitted. The COM seg-
mentation unit contains the next 44 octets of the IMPDU. 

 

6.5.2.1.1.3 End of Message (EOM) DMPDU

 

The first octet of an EOM segmentation unit is the next octet of the IMPDU to be transmitted. Depending on
the length of the original IMPDU, an EOM segmentation unit contains the last four or more octets of the
IMPDU, up to a maximum of 44 octets. Any trailing octets in the EOM segmentation unit that are not used
to carry octets of the IMPDU are coded as zeros.

 

6.5.2.1.1.4 Single Segment Message (SSM) DMPDU

 

The first 24 octets of the SSM segmentation unit contain the Common PDU header and the MCP header.

The remaining 20 octets of the SSM segmentation unit are used to carry all of the remaining octets of the
IMPDU. Any trailing octets in the SSM segmentation unit that are not used to carry octets of the IMPDU are
coded as zeros. 

 

6.5.2.1.2 Sequence_Number subfield

 

The 4-bit Sequence_Number subfield is used in reassembling an IMPDU to verify that all of the DMPDU
segmentation units of the IMPDU have been received and concatenated in the correct sequence. The value
of the Sequence_Number subfield is set in the BOM DMPDU to the current value of the
TX_SEQUENCE_NUM counter (see 7.2.6) associated with both the MID value used for the BOM DMPDU
and the VCI value used in the header of the segment that carries the BOM DMPDU.
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 The value of the
Sequence_Number subfield is incremented by one (modulo 16) for each successive DMPDU derived from
the IMPDU. 

The 4-bit Sequence_Number subfield is also present in SSM DMPDUs, although it is not needed for reas-
sembly. The value of the Sequence_Number subfield is set in the SSM DMPDU to the current value of the
TX_SEQUENCE_NUM counter (see 7.2.6) associated with both the reserved MID value used for SSM
DMPDUs and the VCI value used in the header of the segment that carries the SSM DMPDU.

 

6.5.2.1.3 Message Identifier (MID) subfield

 

The 10-bit MID subfield is used to reassemble the DMPDU segmentation units into an IMPDU. The source
shall send the same MID in all DMPDUs derived from a given IMPDU.

The MID subfield contains one of the MID page values currently available to the node via the MID Page
Allocation function described in 5.4.4.2.

The MID value represented by all 10 bits of the MID subfield being set to zero is reserved for use with SSM
DMPDUs. All SSM DMPDUs shall be generated with all 10 bits of the MID subfield set to zero. 

 

6.5.2.2 DMPDU trailer subfields

 

The DMPDU trailer contains information for detecting errors in the DMPDU and for identifying the fill in
the payload. It contains the subfields shown in figure 6-19. The length of each subfield is shown in bits.
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The values assigned to the BOM and SSM Sequence_Number subfields are not verified at reassembly, and are only recommended
values.
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6.5.2.2.1 Payload_Length subfield

 

The 6-bit Payload_Length subfield indicates the number of octets from the IMPDU that occupy the segmen-
tation unit of the DMPDU. This number has a value that is any multiple of four between 4 and 44, inclusive.
All other values are invalid.

The Payload_Length subfield shall be set by the MAC Convergence function to a value of 44 for all BOM
and COM DMPDUs. The Payload_Length value shall be set by the MAC Convergence function to the
appropriate value for EOM and SSM DMPDUs. For EOM DMPDUs, the value can be any multiple of 4 in
the range 4 to 44, inclusive. For SSM DMPDUs, the value can be any multiple of 4 in the range 28 to 44,
inclusive.

 

6.5.2.2.2 Payload_CRC subfield

 

The 10-bit Payload_CRC subfield provides for detection of errors and correction of single-bit errors in the
DMPDU, including the DMPDU header, the segmentation unit, and the Payload_Length subfield of the
DMPDU trailer. The Payload_CRC contains a 10-bit cyclic redundancy check (CRC) calculated over the
entire contents of the DMPDU, using the following standard generator polynomial of degree ten:
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The Payload_CRC shall be encoded at the source node. The contents (treated as a polynomial) of the
DMPDU are multiplied by 

 

x

 

10

 

 and then divided (modulo 2) by G(

 

x

 

) to produce a remainder. This remainder
is the Payload_CRC, where the coefficient of the highest term is the left-most bit.

Use of the Payload_CRC at a receiver is mandatory for error detection. Use of the Payload_CRC for error
correction of the DMPDU header is optional. Use of the Payload_CRC for error correction of the segmenta-
tion unit or DMPDU Trailer is not allowed.
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As a typical implementation, at the source node, the initial remainder of the division is preset to all zeros and
is then modified by division of the DMPDU (excluding the Payload_CRC subfield) by the generator polyno-
mial G(

 

x

 

). The resulting remainder is inserted into the Payload_CRC subfield, with the most significant bit
inserted first.

At the destination node or nodes, the initial remainder is preset to all zeros. The serial incoming bits of the
received DMPDU (including the Payload_CRC bits), when divided by the generator polynomial G(

 

x

 

),
results, in the absence of transmission errors, in a remainder of all zeros.

 

6.6 Protocol Data Unit (PDU) Hierarchy for MAC Service

 

Figure 6-20 contains a diagrammatic representation of the relationship between the entire set of DQDB
Layer PDUs required to transfer a MSDU. Note that all numbers in brackets are in octets. Field lengths that
are given in bits are indicated specifically. 
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The use of the Payload_CRC for error correction of the segmentation unit is under study for other convergence functions.

 

P a y l o a d _ L e n g t h P a y l o a d _ C R C

 

(6 bits) (10 bits)

 

Figure 6-19—DMPDU trailer format
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Figure 6-20—MAC connectionless service PDU hierarchy
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Figure 6-20—MAC connectionless service PDU hierarchy (continued)
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6.7 Node conformance requirements

 

Tables 6-6 through 6-10 contain a summary of all of the Protocol Control Information (PCI) elements
described in the previous subclauses of clause 6. The tables also indicate the operations that a node that sup-
ports MAC service to the LLC Sublayer shall be able to perform on each of these PCI elements. In the case
of conflict between these tables and the previous subclauses, the previous subclauses of clause 6 shall take
precedence.

The key to the symbols used in the Set and Interpret columns in tables 6-6 through 6-10 is as follows:

 

KEY: M = Mandatory; i.e., node must perform operation

O = Optional; i.e., node may perform operation

N/A= Not applicable

 

* 

 

It is strongly recommended that manufacturers support the ability to recognize more
than one value of VCI from the entire range.

 

Table 6-6—Access control field conformance

 

A c c e s s  C o n t r o l  F i e l d
( S e e  6 . 2 . 1 ) S e t I n t e r p r e t

 

BUSY bit M M

SL_TYPE bit = 1 (QA) N/A(1) M

SL_TYPE bit = 1 (QA) N/A(1) M

PSR bit M O

REQUEST field M M

(1)=M for Head of Bus function.

 

Table 6-7—Queued arbitrated segment conformance

 

Q u e u e d  a r b i t r a t e d  s e g m e n t
( S e e  6 . 3 . 1 ) S e t I n t e r p r e t

 

Default Connectionless VCI for 
MAC Service (VCI = All 1’s)

 

VCI (All 20 bits set to 1)

 

M M

 

Payload_Type (Set to 00)

 

M N/A

 

Segment_Priority (Set to 00)

 

M N/A

 

HCS: Setting at Source

 

M N/A

 

HCS: Detection at Destination

 

N/A M

 

HCS: Correction at Destination

 

N/A O

 

QA Segment Payload

 

M M

Other VCI excluding VCI with all 
20 bits set to zero O(1) O(1)

 

*

 

(1) = If an implementation is capable of recognizing connectionless VCIs
additional to the default value, then the VCIs shall be constrained
such that the range is expressed by the right-most bits, with all the
left-most bits set to one.
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Table 6-8—Pre-Arbitrated segment conformance

 

P r e - A r b i t r a t e d  S e g m e n t
( S e e  6 . 4 . 1 ) S e t I n t e r p r e t

 

VCI N/A(1) O(2)

Payload_Type N/A(1) O

Segment_Priority N/A(1) O

HCS: Setting at Source N/A(1) N/A

HCS: Detection at Destination N/A O(2)

HCS: Correction at Destination N/A O

PA Segment Payload O(1) O

(1) = M for head of bus function.
(2) = M if node supports optional function of setting and/or interpreting PA

segment payload.

 

Table 6-9—IMPDU conformance  

 

I n i t i a l  M A C  P D U
( S e e  6 . 5 . 1 ) S e t I n t e r p r e t

 

Common PDU Header (6.5.1.1)

Reserved (all bits set to 0) M O

BEtag M M

BAsize M O

MCP Header (6.5.1.2)

Destination Address (6.5.1.2.2)

48 bit, universally administered M M

48 bit, locally administered O O

16 bit O O

60 bit, all forms O O

Source address (6.5.1.2.3)

48 bit, universally administered M M

48 bit, locally administered O O

16 bit O O

60 bit, all forms O O

Protocol Identification M M

PAD Length M M

Quality of Service: Delay M M

Quality of Service: Loss (Set to 0) M N/A

CRC32 Indicator Bit = 0 M M
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CRC32 Indicator bit = 1 O M

Header Extension Length = 0 M M

Header Extension Length > 0 O M

BRIDGING (all 16 bits set to 0) M N/A

Header Extension (6.5.1.3) O O(1)

INFO (6.5.1.4)

Length of 0–9188 for PI = 1 M M

PAD (6.5.1.5) M O(2)

CRC32 (6.5.1.6) O O(3)

Common PDU trailer (6.5.1.7)

Reserved (all bits set to 0) M O

BEtag M M

Length M M

(1) = All nodes shall recognize the existence of the Header Extension field,
as indicated by a nonzero value of the Header Extension Length sub-
field. Nodes are not required to interpret the contents of the Header
Extension field.

(2) = All nodes shall recognize the existence of a nonzero length PAD field.
Nodes are not required to interpret the contents of the PAD field.

(3) = All nodes shall recognize the existence of the CRC32 field, as indi-
cated by a one value of the CRC32 Indicator Bit. Nodes are not
required to interpret the contents of the CRC32 field.

 

Table 6-10—DMPDU conformance

 

D e r i v e d  M A C  P D U
( S e e  6 . 5 . 2 ) S e t Interpret

 

DMPDU Header (6.5.2.1)

Segment_Type M M

Sequence_Number M M

Message Identifier M M

DMPDU trailer (6.5.2.2)

Payload_Length M M

Payload_CRC: Setting at Source M N/A

Payload_CRC: Detection at 
Destination N/A M

Payload_CRC: Correction of 
DMPDU Header at Destination N/A O

 

Table 6-9—IMPDU conformance   

 

(Continued)

 

I n i t i a l  M A C  P D U
( S e e  6 . 5 . 1 ) S e t I n t e r p r e t
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7.  DQDB Layer facilities

 

All of the DQDB Layer facilities described may be operated upon using certain DQDB Layer Management
Interface (LMI) operations described in clause 9.

The following conventions apply to the suffixes used for facilities described in this clause. If the suffix is not
used, then all facilities in the node that have that name are being referenced.

x, where x = A or B, refers to the forward bus at the node for the facility being described.
y, where y = B or A, is used in combination with x to refer to the opposite bus for the facility being

described (e.g., if the forward bus is Bus A, then the opposite bus is Bus B).
z, where z = 1, 2, or Default, is used to refer to one of the Slot Generator (SG) functions or associated

Configuration Control (CC) functions in a node, as described in 5.4.2.3, 10.2.1, and 10.2.2.
w, where w = 1 or 2, refers to the specified SG or Configuration Control (CC) functions.
I, where I = 0, 1, 2, is used to refer to a distributed queue priority level.

 

7.1  Timers

 

7.1.1  Reassembly IMPDU Timer (RIT)

 

A Reassembly IMPDU Timer (RIT) is associated by the MAC Convergence Function (MCF) protocol entity
with each Initial MAC Protocol Data Unit (IMPDU) being reassembled from Derived MAC Protocol Data
Units (DMPDUs). The period of each RIT is a system parameter, RIT_PERIOD. (See 7.3.1.)

The RIT is initialized and started upon the arrival at a VCI, which the node is programmed to receive, of a
valid Beginning of Message (BOM) DMPDU destined for the node. This arrival generates a reassembly pro-
cess controlled by the Reassembly State Machine, associated with the VCI at which the DMPDU was
received and the Message Identifier (MID) contained in the BOM DMPDU header. (See 8.2.1.) 

The RIT is cleared upon arrival from the same VCI of a valid End of Message (EOM) DMPDU containing
the same MID. 

If the RIT expires before arrival of the valid EOM DMPDU, the reassembly process discards all state infor-
mation relating to the associated IMPDU without generating an MA-UNITDATA indication primitive. 

 

7.1.2  Head of Bus Arbitration Timer (Timer_H)

 

A Head of Bus Arbitration Timer (Timer_H_w, w = 1 or 2) is associated with each Configuration Control
(CC) function of Type 1 or 2 that can support a Head of Bus A (HOB_A) function or a Head of Bus B
(HOB_B) function, respectively, at a node. The period of each Timer_H_w is a system parameter,
Timer_H_PERIOD. (See 7.3.2.) The Timer_H_w runs during the arbitration period to determine which
CC_1 or CC_2 function should activate the Head of Bus A or Head of Bus B function when the current head
of bus function for Bus A or Bus B becomes unavailable. This function is described in 10.2.3.4. 

 

7.2  Counters

 

7.2.1 Request counter (REQ_I_CNTR)

 

The Queued Arbitrated functions block maintains two independent request counters at each priority level I
(I = 0,1,2): one for Bus A (REQ_I_CNTR_A) and one for Bus B (REQ_I_CNTR_B). The REQ_I_CNTR_x
(x = A or B) counters are used by the Distributed Queue State Machine (DQSM) (see 8.1.1), which performs
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the access control function for QA segments. Each REQ_I_CNTR_x is associated with a CD_I_CNTR_x
and a REQ_I_Q_y.

Each REQ_I_CNTR_x counter operates at all times, and is used by the access unit in queueing a new QA
segment at priority level I in the distributed queue for Bus x. If the access unit does not have a QA segment
queued at priority level I for access to Bus x, the counter indicates the number of currently outstanding
requests from downstream for access to Bus x at priority level I or higher. If the access unit does have a QA
segment queued at priority level I for access to Bus x, the counter indicates the number of requests from
downstream for access to Bus x at priority level I that arrived at the access unit after the QA segment was
queued. 

Each REQ_I_CNTR_x counter has a minimum value of zero, and a maximum value of (2

 

16

 

 – 1). Changes
that would take the REQ_I_CNTR_x counter value beyond the minimum or maximum value leave the
counter at its minimum or maximum value, respectively. The REQ_I_CNTR_x counter is initialized to zero
when the node is powered up.

 

7.2.2  Countdown counter (CD_I_CNTR)

 

The Queued Arbitrated Functions block maintains two independent countdown counters at each priority
level I (I = 0,1,2): one for Bus A (CD_I_CNTR_A) and one for Bus B (CD_I_CNTR_B). The
CD_I_CNTR_x (x = A or B) counters are used by the DQSM (see 8.1.1), which performs the access control
function for QA segments. Each CD_I_CNTR_x is associated with a REQ_I_CNTR_x and a REQ_I_Q_y.

Each CD_I_CNTR_x counter operates when the access unit has a QA segment queued at priority level I for
access to Bus x. The counter indicates the number of outstanding requests made for access to Bus x at prior-
ity level I or higher that have to be satisfied on Bus x before the QA segment can be transmitted. 

Each CD_I_CNTR_x counter has a minimum value of zero, and a maximum value of (2

 

16

 

 – 1). Changes that
would take the CD_I_CNTR_x counter value beyond the minimum or maximum value leave the counter at
its minimum or maximum value, respectively. The CD_I_CNTR_x counter is initialized to zero when the
node is powered up.

 

7.2.3  Local request queue counter (REQ_I_Q)

 

The Queued Arbitrated Functions block maintains two independent local request queue counters at each pri-
ority level I (I = 0,1,2): one for Bus B (REQ_I_Q_B) and one for Bus A (REQ_I_Q_A). The REQ_I_Q_y (y
= B or A) counters are used by the REQ Queue Machine (see 8.1.2), which controls the writing of requests at
priority level I into the REQ_I subfield of the Access Control Field (ACF) of slots passing on Bus y. Each
REQ_I_Q_y is associated with a REQ_I_CNTR_x and a CD_I_CNTR_x.

Each REQ_I_Q_y counter holds the number of local requests that the access unit has queued to send at pri-
ority level I, REQ_I, on Bus y, but has not yet sent. 

Each REQ_I_Q_y counter has a minimum value of zero, and a maximum value of (2

 

8

 

 – 1). Changes that
would take the REQ_I_Q_y counter value beyond the minimum or maximum value leave the counter at its
minimum or maximum value, respectively. The REQ_I_Q_y counter is initialized to zero when the node is
powered up.

 

7.2.4  Page counter (PAGE_CNTR)

 

Message Identifiers (MIDs) are obtained by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity through the MID
Page Allocation function for use by the MAC Convergence Function block. (See 5.4.4.) The unit of alloca-
tion of MIDs is an MID page of one MID value. 
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The DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity in the node containing the active Head of Bus A function
maintains a page counter (PAGE_CNTR_HOBA) in order to generate the appropriate MID Page Allocation
field values for Bus A. (See 10.3.1–3.)

When the MID Page Allocation function is enabled, the PAGE_CNTR_HOBA counter has a minimum
value of MIN_PAGE = 1 and a maximum value of MAX_PAGE = (2

 

10

 

 – 1). The PAGE_CNTR_HOBA
counter is initialized to zero when the node is powered up and is also set to zero when the MID Page Alloca-
tion function is disabled.

The DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity for each node maintains two separate Page Counters
(PAGE_CNTR_x), one for Bus A (PAGE_CNTR_A) and one for Bus B (PAGE_CNTR_B). Each of these
counters holds the page number of the page of MIDs that is associated with the next Page Reservation (PR)
subfield to be received on the related bus. The operation of the PAGE_CNTR_x counters is controlled by the
Page Counter State Machine for that bus. (See 10.3.4.)

When the MID Page Allocation function is enabled and the PAGE_CNTR_x counter is synchronized to the
MID page values associated with the PR subfields on Bus x, then the PAGE_CNTR_x counter has a mini-
mum value of MIN_PAGE = 1 and a maximum value of MAX_PAGE = (2

 

10

 

 – 1). Each PAGE_CNTR_x
counter shall be initialized to have a value of zero when the node is powered up. A PAGE_CNTR_x counter
shall also be set to zero when the node loses synchronism with the MID page values associated with the PR
subfields on Bus x.

 

7.2.5 Bandwidth balancing counter (BWB_CNTR)

 

The Queued Arbitrated functions block maintains two independent bandwidth balancing counters: one for
Bus A (BWB_CNTR_A) and one for Bus B (BWB_CNTR_B). The BWB_CNTR_x (x = A or B) counters
are used by the Bandwidth Balancing Machine (see 8.1.3).

Each BWB_CNTR_x counter operates when the node transmits a QA segment on Bus x. The counter is used
to determine when the node should skip the use of an empty QA slot in order to facilitate effective sharing of
the bandwidth on Bus x.

Each BWB_CNTR_x counter has a minimum value of zero, and a maximum value of (2

 

6

 

 – 1). The
BWB_CNTR_x counter is initialized to zero when the node is powered up.

 

7.2.6 Transmit sequence number counter (TX_SEQUENCE_NUM)

 

The MAC Convergence Function (MCF) block maintains one transmit sequence number counter
(TX_SEQUENCE_NUM) for each combination of MID value which is contained in the node MID page list
(see 5.4.4.2.1) and VCI value which the node is programmed to receive on behalf of the MCF block (see
9.2.1). The TX_SEQUENCE_NUM counter associated with an MID/VCI pair contains the value to be
inserted in the Sequence_Number subfield of the next DMPDU sent by the node that contains the associated
MID and VCI values.

Each TX_SEQUENCE_NUM counter has a minimum value of zero, and a maximum value of (2

 

4

 

 – 1). The
value of the TX_SEQUENCE_NUM counter associated with an MID is set to zero (for all VCIs which the
node is programmed to receive on behalf of the MCF block) when that MID is obtained by the Get Page
State Machine. (See 10.3.6.) The TX_SEQUENCE_NUM counter is incremented by one (modulo 16)
whenever a DMPDU containing the associated MID value is sent by the node.
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7.3  System parameters

 

System parameters shall be initialized on all nodes before installation. They may be operated upon remotely
by network management procedures if the node supports the DQDB LMI. (See 9.6.)

 

7.3.1  Reassembly IMPDU timer period (RIT_PERIOD)

 

The system parameter RIT_PERIOD sets the period of operation for each Reassembly IMPDU Timer asso-
ciated with an active reassembly process under the control of an RSM. (See 7.1.1.) The default value of
RIT_PERIOD when the node is powered up shall be at least 0.7 s.

 

51

 

7.3.2  Head of Bus Arbitration Timer period (Timer_H_PERIOD)

 

The system parameter Timer_H_PERIOD sets the period of operation for each Head of Bus Arbitration
Timer associated with a Configuration Control function of Type 1 or 2 (Timer_H_w, w = 1 or 2). (See 7.1.2.)
The value of Timer_H_PERIOD is a function of both the underlying transmission system and the require-
ments of the network administrator. The default value of Timer_H_PERIOD when the node is powered up
shall be 5 s.
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7.3.3  Quality of service map (QOS_MAP)

 

The MCF protocol entity in each access unit maintains a quality of service map (QOS_MAP), which
describes the mapping to be used between the priority parameter received in MA-UNITDATA request prim-
itives and the access queue priority level I (I = 0,1,2) to be used by the Queued Arbitrated Functions block to
access the medium at the requested priority. (See 5.1.1.1.4.)

The QOS_MAP element is a multivalued attribute that contains eight single-valued elements, QOS_MAP_J
(J = 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7). Each QOS_MAP_J corresponds to one of the priority levels that may be requested in an
MA-UNITDATA request, and contains the value of the priority level I to be used to access the medium cor-
responding to the requested priority level J. For each QOS_MAP_J in the sequence from J = 0 to 7, inclu-
sive, the corresponding values of QOS_MAP_J shall form a monotonically nondecreasing sequence (i.e.,
when comparing QOS_MAP_(J+1) with QOS_MAP_J, the value of QOS_MAP_(J+1) shall be greater than
or equal to the value of QOS_MAP_J). The value of each QOS_MAP_J shall be 0 for conforming nodes.

 

7.3.4 Reserved number of MID pages (RESERVED_MID_PAGES)

 

The DQDB Layer Management Entity at the node with the active Head of Bus A function maintains the sin-
gle-valued RESERVED_MID_PAGES attribute, which contains the number of MID pages that are reserved
by network management for centralized allocation. The PR subfields associated with these MID page values
are to be marked as RESERVED by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity at the node with the
active Head of Bus A function. (See 10.3.2.)

The minimum and default value of RESERVED_MID_PAGES is zero. The maximum value of
RESERVED_MID_PAGES is (2

 

10

 

 – 1).
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This is the worst-case value for RIT_PERIOD, which assumes maximum-length IMPDUs being sent on an overloaded subnetwork of
512 nodes, operating at 150 Mbit/s over a 160 km loop length, with 10% transmission overhead. The value of RIT_PERIOD could be
modified to different values for different nodes on the subnetwork using the DQDB Layer Management operation defined in 9.6.1. It
could also be tuned for subnetworks different from the example quoted. In particular, it could be less for smaller subnetworks, subnet-
works operating at lower speed, or subnetworks with less nodes.

 

52

 

The value of Time_H_Period should be the same for all nodes with Configuration Control Type 1 or 2 functions capable of supporting
Head of Bus functions on the subnetwork. However, it could be tuned once the subnetwork is fully operational.
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7.3.5 Maximum number of MID pages (MAX_MID_PAGES)

 

The DQDB Layer Management Entity for each node maintains the single-valued MAX_MID_PAGES
attribute, which contains the maximum number of MID pages that can be obtained by the node using the
MID Page Allocation function. 

The default value of MAX_MID_PAGES is one.
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7.3.6  Bandwidth balancing modulus (BWB_MOD)

 

The system parameter BWB_MOD sets the modulus for each BWB_CNTR_x (x = A or B). The
BWB_MOD parameter is associated with the control of access via the Distributed Queueing protocol. The
value of the parameter shall be in the range 0 to 64, inclusive. The value of 0 implies that the bandwidth bal-
ancing mechanism is disabled. A nonzero value of BWB_MOD, n (where n is in the range 1 to 64, inclu-
sive), means that the maximum fraction of QA slots that the node can use on either bus is 

 

n

 

 / (

 

n

 

 + 1). The
default value of BWB_MOD shall be 8.

 

7.4  Flags

 

7.4.1 Configuration Control Flag (CC_12_CONTROL)

 

The Configuration Control Flag (CC_12_CONTROL) is used to control the operation of the Configuration
Control functions of Type 1 and 2 in nodes that do not contain the Default Configuration Control function.
The Configuration Control Flag shall contain one of the values:

NORMAL
DISABLED

The value NORMAL directs the Configuration Control functions of Type 1 and 2 to operate normally. The
value DISABLED directs the Configuration Control functions of Type 1 and 2 to take no action. 

The default value of CC_12_CONTROL at node power-up is DISABLED. According to 5.4.2.2, the value
of CC_12_CONTROL shall not be changed locally until a valid Bus Identification field (see 10.1.1) is
received at the node, which indicates to the node the identity of the Physical Layer service access points (Ph-
SAPs). 

CC_12_CONTROL may be set by the DQDB Layer Management Interface operation defined in 9.7.1 to
NORMAL only if the node is capable of supporting Head of Bus functions.

 

7.4.2  Default Configuration Control Flag (CC_D2_CONTROL)

 

The Default Configuration Control Flag (CC_D2_CONTROL) for the node containing the Default Configu-
ration Control function (CC_D) is used to control the operation of the Default Configuration Control
(CC_D) function and Configuration Control Type 2 (CC_2) function at the node. The Default Configuration
Control Flag shall contain one of the values:

NORMAL
DISABLED

 

53

 

End user nodes would normally require only one MID page. However, the value of MAX_MID_PAGES could be set to a value
greater than one for some nodes on the subnetwork, such as bridges. Such a change should only be made by action of the network
administrator.
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The value NORMAL directs the CC_D function and CC_2 function to operate normally. The value DIS-
ABLED directs the CC_D function and CC_2 function to take no action. 

The default value of CC_D2_CONTROL at node power-up is NORMAL. CC_D2_CONTROL may subse-
quently be set to either of these values by the DQDB LMI operation defined in 9.7.1. 

 

7.4.3 CRC32 Generation Flag (CRC32_GEN_CONTROL)

 

The CRC32 Generation Flag (CRC32_GEN_CONTROL) is used to control the operation of the CRC32
Generation function at the node. The CRC32 Generation Flag shall contain one of the values:

ON

OFF

The value ON directs the MAC Convergence function to generate the CRC32 field in IMPDUs, as described
in 5.1.1.1.1. The value OFF directs the MCF to not create a CRC32 field in IMPDUs. 

The default value of CRC32_GEN_CONTROL at node power-up is OFF. CRC32_GEN_CONTROL may
subsequently be set to ON by the DQDB LMI operation defined in 9.8.1 only if the node is capable of sup-
porting CRC32 generation.

 

7.4.4 CRC32 Checking Flag (CRC32_CHECK_CONTROL)

 

The CRC32 Checking Flag (CRC32_CHECK__CONTROL) is used to control the operation of the CRC32
Checking function at the node. The CRC32 Checking Flag shall contain one of the values:

ON

OFF

The value ON directs the MAC Convergence function to check the CRC32 field, if present, in an IMPDU, as
described in 5.1.1.2.4. The value OFF directs the MCF to not check a CRC32 field in an IMPDU, even if
present. 

The default value of CRC32_CHECK_CONTROL at node power-up is OFF. CRC32_CHECK_CONTROL
may subsequently be set to ON by the DQDB LMI operation defined in 9.8.1 only if the node is capable of
supporting CRC32 checking.

 

7.5  Resource status indicators

 

The allowed combinations of Configuration Control functions in a node are specified in 10.2.1 as follows:

a) A single node in the subnetwork contains a Default Configuration Control (CC_D) function and a
Configuration Control Type 2 (CC_2) function.

b) All other nodes in the subnetwork contain a Configuration Control Type 1 (CC_1) function and a
Configuration Control Type 2 (CC_2) function.

The resource status indicators described in this clause are used to record the status of resources that are
under the control of the Configuration Control functions at the node.
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7.5.1  Configuration Control Status Indicator (CC_STATUS)

 

There is one Configuration Control Status Indicator (CC_STATUS_z, z = 1, 2, or Default) associated with
each Configuration Control (CC) function present in a node. The status indicator records whether any of the
resources under the control of the CC function are active or inactive and shall contain one of the values:

ACTIVE

INACTIVE

If the CC_STATUS is ACTIVE for either Configuration Control function at a node, the DQDB Layer Man-
agement Protocol Entity at the node shall operate on the appropriate subfield of the SubNetwork Configura-
tion field, as defined in 10.2.3 to 10.2.6.

The default value of CC_STATUS_D at power-up is ACTIVE. The default value of CC_STATUS_2 for the
CC_2 function in the node that contains the CC_D function is ACTIVE at power-up. The default value of
CC_STATUS_2 for all other CC_2 functions and of CC_STATUS_1 for all CC_1 functions is INACTIVE at
power-up.

 

7.5.2  Head of Bus Operation Indicator (HOB_OPERATION)

 

There is one Head of Bus Operation Indicator (HOB_OPERATION_z, z = 1, 2, or Default) associated with
each Configuration Control function in a node. The Head of Bus Operation Indicator records which func-
tions the Head of Bus function is performing, as set by the Configuration Control protocol described in
10.2.4 to 10.2.6. 

The Head of Bus Operation Indicator for a node that is not performing any Head of Bus function contains
the value NULL. 

The Head of Bus Operation Indicator for a node that is performing Head of Bus functions shall contain one
or more of the values:

DEFAULT_SLOT_GENERATOR

HEAD_OF_BUS_A

HEAD_OF_BUS_B

The valid combinations of these values are described in 10.2.4 to 10.2.6.

The default values of HOB_OPERATION_D at power-up are DEFAULT_SLOT_GENERATOR and
HEAD_OF_BUS_A. The default value of HOB_OPERATION_2 for the CC_2 function in the node that
contains the CC_D function is HEAD_OF_BUS_B at power-up. The default value of
HOB_OPERATION_2 for all other CC_2 functions and of HOB_OPERATION_1 for CC_1 functions is
NULL.

 

7.5.3 Link Status Indicator (LINK_STATUS)

 

The Link Status Indicator (LINK_STATUS_z, z = 1, 2, or Default) records the status of the duplex transmis-
sion link for the PhSAP associated with the Configuration Control (CC) function of Type z. PhSAP_A is
associated with either the CC_D function at the node containing the Default Slot Generator function or the
CC_1 function at other nodes. PhSAP_B is associated with a CC_2 function. 
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The Link Status Indicator is set as a result of the status parameter received in a PhSTATUS indication (see
4.6) at the appropriate PhSAP, and is used in the Configuration Control protocol. (See 10.2.4 to 10.2.6.) The
Link Status Indicator shall contain one of the values:

UP
DOWN

The default value of LINK_STATUS_z at power-up is DOWN.

 

7.5.4 External Timing Source Status Indicator (ETS_STATUS)

 

The External Timing Source Status Indicator (ETS_STATUS) records the status of the External Timing
Source function at the node. It is used in the Configuration Control protocol. (See 10.2.4 to 10.2.6.) The
External Timing Source Status Indicator shall contain one of the values:

UP
DOWN

The conditions under which the ETS is declared to be UP (available and to be used by the node to provide
external timing) or DOWN (not available or not to be used by the node) shall be specified by the network
administrator and, hence, are outside the scope of this part of ISO/IEC 8802.
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8.  DQDB Layer operation

 

This clause provides the description of the protocol machines used by the DQDB Layer functions to support
the DQDB Layer services. The functional description of a DQDB node is given in clause 5.

 

8.1  Distributed Queue operation

 

The Queued Arbitrated (QA) Functions block includes the functions required to support operation of the
Distributed Queue.

The Distributed Queue operates the request, REQ_I_CNTR_x, and countdown, CD_I_CNTR_x, counters
for each combination of priority level I (I = 0,1,2) and Bus x (x = A or B). It also operates the bandwidth bal-
ancing counter, BWB_CNTR_x for each Bus x. The counters (see 7.2.1, 7.2.2, and 7.2.5) are used to control
the write access of Queued Arbitrated (QA) segments to empty QA slots on the respective bus. 

Operation of the request and countdown counters for Bus x involves read operations on the BUSY bit and
SL_TYPE bit in the Access Control Field (ACF) (see 6.2.1) for all slots on Bus x and read operations on the
REQUEST field in the ACF of all slots on the opposite bus, Bus y (y = B or A, respectively). This operation
is controlled by the Distributed Queue State Machine (DQSM) and is described in 8.1.1.

A QA segment is placed in the queue(s) indicated by the combination of the TX_BUS_SIGNAL and
ACCESS_QUEUE_SIGNAL values asserted when the QA segment payload is received by the QA Func-
tions block. (See 5.1.2.1.3 and 5.1.2.1.4.) Request for access to Bus x is signaled to other nodes by a write
operation performed on the REQUEST field of slots passing on the opposite bus, Bus y. This operation is
controlled by the REQ Queue Machine (RQM), which operates the local request queue counter,
REQ_I_Q_y, and is described in 8.1.2.

Operation of the bandwidth balancing counter for Bus x is related to the sending of QA segments on Bus x
and effects the value of the request and countdown counters for Bus x. This operation is controlled by the
Bandwidth Balancing Machine (BWBM) and is described in 8.1.3.

 

8.1.1  Distributed Queue State Machine (DQSM)

 

 There are six instances of the DQSM at each node: one for each possible combination of Bus x (x = A or B)
and priority level I (I = 0, 1, 2), that can be requested by the TX_BUS_SIGNAL and ACCESS_QUEUE_S-
IGNAL values asserted when the QA Functions block receives the QA segment payload. (Priority level 2 is
the highest priority level.) All instances of the DQSM for a particular bus pass information between them-
selves about requests for access made by the node itself, called self-requests. 

The generic DQSM for Queued Arbitrated access control to Bus x at priority level I is specified in figure 8-1.
It describes the control of access for a QA segment to one Bus x (x = A or B), for one priority level I
(I=0,1,2). The other bus is defined as Bus y (y = B or A, respectively). There is a request counter,
REQ_I_CNTR_x, and a countdown counter, CD_I_CNTR_x, controlled by each DQSM.

There can only be a maximum of six QA segments queued within the Distributed Queue for access at each
node, one at each instance of the DQSM. However, the QA Functions block can accept multiple QA seg-
ment payloads waiting for access to Bus x at priority level I, by maintaining a local queue of QA segments
that cannot be placed in the Distributed Queue. The order of QA segments waiting for access to Bus x at pri-
ority level I shall be maintained by the QA Functions block.
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Figure 8-1—DQSM for Bus x at Priority Level I
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Operation of the DQSM

 

The DQSM for access at priority level I (I = 0,1,2) to Bus x (x = A or B) can be in one of two states: Idle or
Countdown.

In both states, the DQSM shall observe Bus y for requests generated by nodes downstream on Bus x. A
request at priority level J is indicated by the REQ_J bit in the Access Control Field (ACF) being set to one.
The DQSM shall also observe Bus x for empty QA slots, which are indicated by the BUSY bit and
SL_TYPE bit of the ACF both being set to zero.

 

NOTE—Slots are considered to be empty QA slots if they are 

 

received

 

 at the node with the BUSY bit and SL_TYPE bit
being set to zero. This ensures that the correct request and countdown counter values are maintained if the highest prior-
ity segment queued at the node gains access to the empty QA slot and the node marks the slot as busy.

 

The DQSM is in the Idle state when it has no QA segment to be transferred at priority level I on Bus x.
While in this state the DQSM maintains a count of the requests generated by nodes downstream on Bus x at
priority level I or higher that are still unsatisfied. The count also includes requests from the node itself for
access to Bus x at higher priorities than priority I. This count is maintained in REQ_I_CNTR_x, the value of
which is denoted as RQ_I in figure 8-1.

The DQSM is in the Countdown state when it has a QA segment queued for transfer at priority level I on
Bus x, but is not yet permitted to access empty QA slots received on Bus x. The permission for access is con-
trolled by a counter called CD_I_CNTR_x, the value of which is denoted as CD_I in figure 8-1.

 

State DQ1: Idle

 

The DQSM remains in the Idle state until it is requested to queue a QA segment for transfer on Bus x at pri-
ority level I (Transition 12). While in the Idle state the value of the REQ_I_CNTR_x shall be maintained by
actions in the Transitions 11a, 11b, 11c, and 11d.

 

Transition 11a

 

The DQSM shall read all of the REQ bits in the ACF of every slot on Bus y for requests generated by nodes
downstream on Bus x. Whenever the DQSM reads a request at priority level J, REQ_J, on Bus y, where (J is
greater than or equal to I), and REQ_I_CNTR_x is not equal to its maximum value, then REQ_I_CNTR_x
shall be incremented by 1.

 

Transition 11b

 

If other DQSMs within the node associated with Bus x generate a self-request for a priority level J where (J
is greater than I), and REQ_I_CNTR_x is not equal to its maximum value, then REQ_I_CNTR_x shall be
incremented by 1.

 

Transition 11c

 

If an empty QA slot is received on Bus x and REQ_I_CNTR_x is not equal to 0, then REQ_I_CNTR_x shall
be decremented by 1.

 

Transition 11d

 

If a BWB_reset_x signal is received from the Bandwidth Balancing Machine (BWBM) for Bus x, and
REQ_I_CNTR_x is not equal to its maximum value, then REQ_I_CNTR_x shall be incremented by 1.
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Transition 12

 

When the DQSM is in the Idle state and receives a request to queue a QA segment for transfer on Bus x at
priority level I, then it shall

a) Inform the other DQSMs within the node associated with Bus x of the self-request. 
b) Transfer the value of REQ_I_CNTR_x to CD_I_CNTR_x.
c) Set the value of REQ_I_CNTR_x to 0.
d) Indicate to the associated REQ Queue Machine that a request is to be sent at priority level I on

Bus y. (See 8.1.2.)
e) Enter the Countdown state.

 

State DQ2: Countdown

 

The DQSM remains in the Countdown state until the QA segment that is queued for transfer on Bus x is
written into an empty QA slot (Transition 21). While in the Countdown state, the value of the
CD_I_CNTR_x shall be maintained by actions in Transitions 22a, 22c, 22d, and 22e and the value of the
REQ_I_CNTR_x shall be maintained by the action in Transition 22b.

 

Transition 21

 

If an empty QA slot is received on Bus x and CD_I_CNTR_x equals 0 then the DQSM shall

a) Mark the QA slot as busy by setting the BUSY bit to one.
b) Send a BWB_up_x signal to the BWBM for Bus x.
c) Start writing the QA segment into the QA slot.
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d) Enter the Idle state.

 

NOTE—If the CD_I_CNTR_x equals 0 for more than one value of I, then only the segment for the higher value of I
shall be sent. This situation can only occur under exceptional conditions.

 

Transition 22a

 

The DQSM shall read all of the REQ bits in the ACF of every slot on Bus y for requests generated by nodes
downstream on Bus x. Whenever the DQSM reads a request at priority level J, REQ_J, on Bus y, where (J is
greater than I), and CD_I_CNTR_x is not equal to its maximum value, then CD_I_CNTR_x shall be incre-
mented by 1.

 

Transition 22b

 

The DQSM shall read all of the REQ bits in the ACF of every slot on Bus y for requests generated by nodes
downstream on Bus x. Whenever the DQSM reads a request at priority level J, REQ_J, on Bus y, where (J
equals I), and REQ_I_CNTR_x is not equal to its maximum value, then REQ_I_CNTR_x shall be incre-
mented by 1.

 

Transition 22c

 

If other DQSMs within the node associated with Bus x generate a self-request for a priority level J where (J
is greater than I), and CD_I_CNTR_x is not equal to its maximum value, then CD_I_CNTR_x shall be
incremented by 1.
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A node is allowed to queue another QA segment for transfer on Bus x at priority level I (Transition 12) as soon as it has marked the
QA slot as Busy. The node shall send the BWB_up_x signal when it has set the BUSY bit to one.
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Transition 22d

 

If an empty QA slot is received on Bus x and CD_I_CNTR_x is greater than 0 then CD_I_CNTR_x shall be
decremented by 1.

 

Transition 22e

 

If a BWB_reset_x signal is received from the BWBM for Bus x, and CD_I_CNTR_x is not equal to its max-
imum value, then CD_I_CNTR_x shall be incremented by 1.

 

8.1.2 REQ Queue Machine (RQM)

 

The DQSM for Bus x at priority level I (figure 8-1) shows the generation of a request at priority level I,
REQ_I, to be sent on the opposite bus, Bus y, as action d) arising from Transition 12. The sending of
REQ_I’s is controlled by the RQM. 

Each DQSM on Bus x (x = A or B) is uniquely associated with an RQM on Bus y (y = B or A, respectively).
Therefore, each instance of the RQM queues requests to be sent on Bus y for access of QA segments from
the associated DQSM onto Bus x.

An RQM operates an REQ_I_Q_y counter. The REQ_I_Q_y counter holds the number of requests at prior-
ity level I, REQ_I, which are to be sent on Bus y. The counter is incremented for each indication received
from the associated DQSM that a request is to be sent at priority level I on Bus y. The counter is only decre-
mented when the node reads the REQ_I bit in the Access Control Field (ACF) of a slot on Bus y which is
zero and it sets that bit to one. 

 

Operation of the RQM

 

When the node generates a self-request at priority level I for access to Bus x, then the value of REQ_I_Q_y
shall be incremented by one.

Whenever the REQ_I_Q_y counter is greater than zero, the RQM shall attempt to send a request by setting
the REQ_I bit on Bus y to one in the ACF of the first slot in which the REQ_I bit is set to zero when
received. 

When a request is sent by setting an REQ_I bit that was zero to one, then the value of REQ_I_Q_y is decre-
mented by one.

 

NOTE—Transfer of the QA segment by the DQSM on Bus x does not require that the RQM has sent the request on
Bus y. That is, the operation of writing REQ bits and sending QA segments is independent. However, the REQ_I_Q_y
counter shall not be decremented when the QA segment with which the REQ_I is associated is transmitted on Bus x. The
REQ_I shall be recorded in the REQ_I_Q_y counter until it is transmitted on Bus y. The relationship between the DQSM
and RQM is described in annex E.

 

8.1.3  Bandwidth Balancing Machine (BWBM)

 

 The DQSM for Bus x at priority level I (figure 8-1) shows the generation of a BWB_up_x signal as action
(2) arising from Transition 21, and the reception of a BWB_reset_x signal triggering Transitions 11d and
22e. These signals are used for communication between the BWBM for Bus x and each of the three DQSMs
for Bus x with which the BWBM is associated.

The BWBM for Bus x operates the bandwidth balancing counter for Bus x, BWB_CNTR_x. There is a
related system parameter called the Bandwidth Balancing Modulus (BWB_MOD). (See 7.3.6.) If
BWB_MOD equals zero, the bandwidth balancing mechanism is disabled. If BWB_MOD is greater than
zero, it indicates when the value of BWB_CNTR_x should roll over to zero, as described below.
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Whenever any of the three DQSMs for Bus x sends a BWB_up_x signal to the BWBM for Bus x, indicating
that the DQSM has transmitted a segment on Bus x, the BWB_CNTR_x is incremented by one, provided
that it does not have a value of (BWB_MOD–1). If BWB_CNTR_x does have a value of (BWB_MOD–1)
when the BWBM for Bus x receives a BWB_up_x signal, the BWBM resets BWB_CNTR_x to zero and
sends a BWB_reset_x signal to each of the three DQSMs for Bus x. This signal informs the DQSMs to skip
the use of one empty QA slot on Bus x.

 

NOTE—If the value of BWB_MOD is one, BWB_CNTR_x always has the value zero. In this case the BWBM for
Bus x sends a BWB_reset_x signal to each of the three DQSMs for Bus x every time the BWBM receives a BWB_up_x
signal from any of the DQSMs for Bus x.

 

Operation of the BWBM

 

If the value of BWB_MOD equals zero, the BWBM for Bus x is disabled: it does not respond to BWB_up_x
signals from the DQSMs for Bus x and does not send BWB_reset_x signals to the DQSMs for Bus x.

If the value of BWB_MOD is greater than zero and the value of BWB_CNTR_x is less than
(BWB_MOD-1), then receipt of a BWB_up_x signal from any of the DQSMs for Bus x shall cause the
BWBM for Bus x to increment the value of BWB_CNTR_x by one.

If the value of BWB_MOD is greater than zero and the value of BWB_CNTR_x equals (BWB_MOD–1),
then receipt of a BWB_up_x signal from any of the DQSMs for Bus x shall cause the BWBM for Bus x to
reset the value of BWB_CNTR_x to zero and send a BWB_reset_x signal to each of the three DQSMs for
Bus x. (If the value of BWB_MOD equals one, a BWB_reset_x signal is sent every time a BWB_up_x sig-
nal is received.)

 

8.2  Reassembly operation

 

The process of reassembly is used to reconstruct an Initial MAC Protocol Data Unit (IMPDU) from the seg-
mentation units contained in Derived MAC Protocol Data Units (DMPDUs) received by the node that have
passed the DMPDU validity checks. Any IMPDU that has more than one DMPDU derived from it, and is
currently being received and reassembled by the node, has an instance of the Reassembly State Machine
(RSM) associated with it to control the reassembly process. 

As the DMPDUs from different IMPDUs destined to the node may arrive in an interspersed manner, the
MAC Convergence Function (MCF) block includes the functions to support the simultaneous operation of
multiple reassembly processes, each controlled by an active instance of the RSM. 

For the purposes of reassembly at a receiver, two DMPDUs received with the same Message Identifier
(MID) but from a different VCI, or with a different MID from the same VCI, shall be considered part of two
different IMPDUs. Hence, in the abstract model of the MCF reassembly function used for this part of ISO/
IEC 8802, there is an instance of the RSM for all of the (2

 

10

 

 – 1) MIDs of every VCI that the MCF block is
programmed to receive. Thus each RSM is uniquely associated with a VCI/MID pair.

However, the number of reassembly processes that can be supported simultaneously in a given node is an
implementation choice. Therefore, the abstract model does not imply any particular implementation strategy,
as it is recognized that the number of physical reassembly processes may be limited at a node to less than the
maximum number of abstract RSMs.

Subclause 5.1.1.2.2, a)1), describes the operation of the MCF to select the appropriate RSM, and hence reas-
sembly process, for a received BOM, COM, or EOM DMPDU. If the DMPDU is an SSM DMPDU, then it
contains a complete IMPDU and does not need to be forwarded to a reassembly process. The function of
processing an SSM DMPDU is described in 5.1.1.2.2, a)2). Subclause 5.1.1.2.3 describes the functional
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operation of reassembly of an IMPDU from BOM, COM, and EOM DMPDUs. Subclause 8.2.1 describes
the operation of a single instance of the RSM to control a reassembly process.

 

NOTE—Conforming nodes need not implement the reassembly process as given by the RSM in 8.2.1, provided that the
node can extract and deliver MAC Service Data Units (MSDUs) correctly from a received stream of DMPDUs.

 

8.2.1 Reassembly State Machine (RSM)

 

The MCF block contains an instance of a RSM for all of the (2

 

10

 

 – 1) MIDs of every VCI that the MCF
block is programmed to receive. The operation of an instance of the RSM is specified in figure 8-2. Each
instance of the RSM is uniquely associated with a VCI/MID pair and may be associated with a reassembly
process if the node is currently receiving an IMPDU for that VCI/MID pair.

 

Individual/Group Flag (IG_FLAG)

 

The abstract description of the RSM in figure 8-2 assumes that the MCF block associates an Individual/
Group Flag (IG_FLAG) with each IMPDU being reassembled from DMPDUs.

The IG_FLAG is set upon arrival, at a VCI, which the node is programmed to receive, of a valid Beginning
of Message DMPDU destined for the node. The IG_FLAG is set to INDIVIDUAL if the value of the Desti-
nation Address (DA) field in the MCP header is an individual address. (See 6.5.1.2.2.) Otherwise, the
IG_FLAG is set to GROUP if the value of the DA field is a group address.

The IG_FLAG is used to determine whether to cause the PSR bit to be set upon receipt of the Beginning of
Message DMPDU and upon receipt of Continuation of Message and End of Message DMPDUs derived
from the same IMPDU, as described functionally in 5.1.1.2.2 and formally below.

 

Receive Sequence Number Counter (RX_SEQUENCE_NUM)

 

The abstract description of the RSM in figure 8-2 assumes that the MCF block associates a receive sequence
number counter (RX_SEQUENCE_NUM) with each IMPDU being reassembled from DMPDUs.

Each RX_SEQUENCE_NUM counter has a minimum value of zero, and a maximum value of (2

 

4

 

 – 1).

The value of the RX_SEQUENCE_NUM counter is initialized on receipt of a valid Beginning of Message
DMPDU to (one plus the value of the Sequence_Number subfield received in the BOM DMPDU header)
(modulo 16). Subsequently, the value of the RX_SEQUENCE_NUM counter is compared with the value of
the Sequence_Number subfield in each valid DMPDU received by the RSM. If the two values match, the
RX_SEQUENCE_NUM counter is incremented by one (modulo 16) (in the case of COM DMPDUs).
Hence, the value of RX_SEQUENCE_NUM associated with an active RSM always contains the expected
value of the next DMPDU to be received by the RSM.

If the comparison between the value of RX_SEQUENCE_NUM counter and the value of the
Sequence_Number subfield received by the RSM in a valid DMPDU fails, then the reassembly process is
terminated early.

 

Operation of the RSM

 

An instance of the RSM can be in one of two states: Idle or Active. 

The RSM is in the Idle state when the node is not receiving an IMPDU for the associated VCI/MID pair. 

The RSM is in the Active state when it is controlling a process that is reassembling an IMPDU for the asso-
ciated VCI/MID pair. 
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Figure 8-2—Instance of Reassembly State Machine (RSM)
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State R1: Idle

 

The RSM remains in the Idle state until the node receives a BOM DMPDU destined to it at a VCI which the
MCF block is programmed to receive, and both the MID in the BOM DMPDU header and the VCI match
those associated with the RSM (Transition 12). 

 

Transition 11

 

Whenever the RSM associated with a VCI/MID pair is in the Idle state and receives a DMPDU with match-
ing VCI/MID, which has a valid Payload_CRC subfield and which contains either a COM or EOM Seg-
ment_Type subfield, then the RSM shall discard the segmentation unit. 

 

Transition 12

 

Whenever the RSM associated with a VCI/MID pair is in the Idle state and receives a DMPDU with match-
ing VCI/MID that has a valid Payload_CRC subfield, contains a BOM Segment_Type subfield, and contains
a value in the Destination Address (DA) field of the MCP Header that matches an MSAP address which the
node is programmed to receive, then it shall determine whether there are sufficient reassembly resources
available at the node to receive the IMPDU. 

If there are not sufficient reassembly resources, then the RSM shall discard the BOM segmentation unit. The
MCF block may (but is not required to) assert the PSR_x_SIGNAL for the Bus x (x = A or B) which equals
the value of RX_BUS_SIGNAL that was asserted when the DMPDU was received by the MCF block. Fur-
ther, the MCF block may (but is not required to) assert the PSR_x_SIGNAL upon receipt of the COM DMP-
DUs and EOM DMPDU derived from the same IMPDU.

Otherwise, if there are sufficient reassembly resources, the RSM shall

a) Start a Reassembly IMPDU Timer (RIT) and associate it with the VCI/MID pair of the RSM.
b) Store the BOM segmentation unit.
c) Initialize the RX_SEQUENCE_NUM to (the value of the Sequence_Number subfield plus one)

(modulo 16).
d) Enter the Active state.

If the value of the DA field is an individual address, the RSM shall set the IG_FLAG to INDIVIDUAL and
the MCF block shall assert the PSR_x_SIGNAL for the Bus x (x = A or B) which equals the value of
RX_BUS_SIGNAL that was asserted when the DMPDU was received by the MCF block. Otherwise, the
RSM shall set the IG_FLAG to GROUP.

If the IG_FLAG is set to INDIVIDUAL, the MCF block shall also assert the PSR_x_SIGNAL upon receipt
of the COM DMPDUs and EOM DMPDU derived from the same IMPDU, as occurs during Transitions 22a
and 21a, respectively. If Transition 22b occurs, then the value of IG_FLAG may be changed.

 

NOTE—As per 5.1.1.2.2b), Condition A, the MCF block shall assert the PSR_x_SIGNAL if the DA match is made, if
the value of the DA is an individual MSAP address and if the Payload_CRC fails.

 

State R2: Active

 

The RSM remains in the Active state until the node receives a valid EOM DMPDU at a VCI which the MCF
block is programmed to receive, and both the MID in the EOM DMPDU header and the VCI match those
associated with the RSM (Transition 21a). While waiting for the EOM DMPDU, the RSM also processes
any COM DMPDUs received for the associated VCI/MID pair (Transition 22a). 
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Certain error conditions cause the reassembly process to be terminated without reconstruction of a complete
or valid IMPDU. One error condition occurs if the RSM receives a BOM DMPDU with matching VCI/MID
pair and matching DA field before receiving the EOM DMPDU (Transition 22b). The other error condition
occurs if the RIT associated with the VCI/MID pair expires before arrival of the EOM DMPDU
(Transition 21b).

 

Transition 21a

 

Whenever the RSM associated with a VCI/MID pair is in the Active state and receives a DMPDU with
matching VCI/MID that has a valid Payload_CRC subfield, contains an EOM Segment_Type subfield, and
contains a value of the Sequence_Number subfield that matches the current value of RX_SEQUENCE_-
NUM, then the RSM shall

a) Append the first N octets (where N is the value of the Payload_Length subfield in the DMPDU
trailer) of the EOM segmentation unit to the previously accumulated BOM segmentation unit and
COM segmentation unit(s) for the VCI/MID pair of the RSM.

b) Pass the reassembled IMPDU to the validation process specified in 5.1.1.2.4.

c) Clear the Reassembly IMPDU Timer (RIT) associated with the VCI/MID pair of the RSM.

d) Enter the Idle state.

If the value of the IG_FLAG is INDIVIDUAL, then the MCF block shall assert the PSR_x_SIGNAL for the
Bus x (x = A or B) which equals the value of RX_BUS_SIGNAL that was asserted when the DMPDU was
received by the MCF. 

 

NOTE—As per 5.1.1.2.2b), Condition C, if the node is not supporting single-bit error correction of the DMPDU header
via the Payload_CRC subfield in the DMPDU trailer, then the MCF block shall assert the PSR_x_SIGNAL if the value
of the IG_FLAG is INDIVIDUAL, and if the MID match is made and the Payload_CRC fails.

 

Transition 21b

 

Whenever the Reassembly IMPDU Timer (RIT) associated with the VCI/MID pair of the RSM expires, then
the RSM shall

a) Discard all accumulated segmentation units for the VCI/MID pair of the RSM.

b) Enter the Idle state.

 

Transition 21c

 

Whenever the RSM associated with a VCI/MID pair is in the Active state and receives a DMPDU with
matching VCI/MID that has a valid Payload_CRC subfield, contains a COM or EOM Segment_Type sub-
field, and contains a value of the Sequence_Number subfield that does not match the current value of
RX_SEQUENCE_NUM, then the RSM shall

a) Discard all accumulated segmentation units for the VCI/MID pair of the RSM.

b) Enter the Idle state.

If the value of the IG_FLAG is INDIVIDUAL, then the MCF block shall assert the PSR_x_SIGNAL for the
Bus x (x = A or B) which equals the value of RX_BUS_SIGNAL that was asserted when the DMPDU was
received by the MCF. 

 

NOTE—As per 5.1.1.2.2b), Condition C, if the node is not supporting single-bit error correction of the DMPDU header
via the Payload_CRC subfield in the DMPDU trailer, then the MCF block shall assert the PSR_x_SIGNAL if the value
of the IG_FLAG is INDIVIDUAL, and if the MID match is made and the Payload_CRC fails.
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Transition 22a

 

Whenever the RSM associated with a VCI/MID pair is in the Active state and receives a DMPDU with
matching VCI/MID that has a valid Payload_CRC subfield, contains a COM Segment_Type subfield, and
contains a value of the Sequence_Number subfield that matches the current value of RX_SEQUENCE_
NUM, then the RSM shall append the COM segmentation unit to the previously accumulated BOM segmen-
tation unit and COM segmentation unit(s) for the VCI/MID pair of the RSM, while maintaining the order of
received segmentation units. The RSM shall increment the value of RX_SEQUENCE_NUM by 1
(modulo 16).

If the value of the IG_FLAG is INDIVIDUAL, then the MCF block shall assert the PSR_x_SIGNAL for the
Bus x (x = A or B) which equals the value of RX_BUS_SIGNAL that was asserted when the DMPDU was
received by the MCF. 

 

NOTE—As per 5.1.1.2.2b), Condition C, if the node is not supporting single-bit error correction of the DMPDU header
via the Payload_CRC subfield in the DMPDU trailer, then the MCF block shall assert the PSR_x_SIGNAL if the value
of the IG_FLAG is INDIVIDUAL, and if the MID match is made and the Payload_CRC fails.

 

Transition 22b

 

Whenever the RSM associated with a VCI/MID pair is in the Active state and receives a DMPDU with
matching VCI/MID that has a valid Payload_CRC subfield, contains a BOM Segment_Type subfield, and
contains a value in the Destination Address (DA) field of the MCP Header that matches an MSAP address
which the node is programmed to receive, then it shall

a) Discard all accumulated segmentation units for the VCI/MID pair of the RSM.

b) Initialize and restart the Reassembly IMPDU Timer (RIT) associated with the VCI/MID pair of the
RSM.

c) Store the BOM segmentation unit.

d) Initialize the RX_SEQUENCE_NUM to (the value of the Sequence_Number subfield plus one)
(modulo 16).

If the value of the DA field is an individual address, the RSM shall set the IG_FLAG to INDIVIDUAL and
the MCF block shall assert the PSR_x_SIGNAL for the Bus x (x = A or B) which equals the value of
RX_BUS_SIGNAL that was asserted when the DMPDU was received by the MCF block. Otherwise the
RSM shall set the IG_FLAG to GROUP.

If the IG_FLAG is set to INDIVIDUAL, the MCF block shall also assert the PSR_x_SIGNAL upon receipt
of the COM DMPDUs and EOM DMPDU derived from the same IMPDU, as occurs during Transitions 22a
and 21a, respectively. If Transition 22b occurs again, then the value of IG_FLAG may be changed.

 

NOTE—As per 5.1.1.2.2b), Condition A, the MCF block shall assert the PSR_x_SIGNAL if the DA match is made, if
the value of the DA is an individual MSAP address and if the Payload_CRC fails.

 

8.3 Segment Header Check Sequence (HCS) processing

 

The 8-bit HCS sent in QA segment headers (see 6.3.1.1.4) and PA segment headers (see 6.4.1.1.4) provides
the following capabilities:

a) Multiple-bit error detection

b) Single-bit error correction
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Error detection using the HCS is mandatory at a node for QA segment header validation (5.1.2.2.3) or PA
segment header validation (5.2.2.1.2 and 5.2.2.2.2). Error correction using the HCS is optional at a node. If a
node supports error correction, then the functional representation of a decoder is as shown in figure 8-3. A
state diagram for control of the decoder is shown in figure 8-4. 

The decoder can be in one of two states: Error Correction (EC) or Error Detection (ED).
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The decoder still supports an error detection capability in the Error Correction state.

Figure 8-3—Functional diagram for HCS decoder

Figure 8-4—HCS Decoder State Machine
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Operation of the HCS Decoder

 

State EC1: Error Correction

 

The decoder is initially set to be in the Error Correction state, which allows it to correct errors in the current
segment header. When the decoder is in the Error Correction state, there is a probability that multiple-bit
errors will be corrected as if they were single-bit errors. In such a case, since correction will be invoked, no
error indication will be given and the HCS will be passed as valid.

 

Transition 11

 

If no errors are detected or corrected in the current segment header, the segment header is assumed to be
valid and the decoder remains in the Error Correction state. 

 

Transition 12

 

When a segment header is received with an error, the segment header is corrected, the corrected segment
header is assumed to be valid and the decoder changes to the Error Detection state. 

 

State ED2: Error Detection

 

While in the Error Detection state, the decoder may still act to detect segment header errors, but shall not
correct errors. 

 

Transition 21

 

If no errors are detected in the current segment header, the segment header is assumed to be valid and the
decoder changes to the Error Correction state.

 

Transition 22

 

If an error is detected in the current segment header, the decoder remains in the Error Detection state. The
errored segment header is invalid, according to a) of 5.1.2.2.3, 5.2.2.1.2, and 5.2.2.2.2.
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9. DQDB Layer Management Interface (LMI)

 

Management is related to activities that control or monitor the use of resources. Management of the DQDB
subsystem at a node involves three complementary processes:

a)

 

Local management within the same node.

 

 The flow of control and data from people and/or software
acting as administrative agents local to a management process occurs entirely within the local node
environment and, as such, 

 

is outside the scope of OSI management standardization.

 

b)

 

Remote management via DQDB Layer Management, 

 

which provides mechanisms for monitoring,
control, and coordination of those managed objects used to accomplish communication activities
within the DQDB Layer. DQDB Layer Management is required to enable management of the
DQDB Layer when the DQDB Layer service to higher layers cannot be guaranteed to be fully oper-
able. An example of this is when the network is being initialized.

The DQDB Layer Management Entities (LMEs) communicate with one another via the DQDB
Layer Management Protocol to support the management control of these managed objects. 

 

The
DQDB Layer Management Protocol is described in clause 10.

 

c)

 

Remote management via network management services and protocols or system management ser-
vices and protocols.

 

 Network management provides mechanisms for the monitoring, control, and
coordination of all managed objects within the Physical Layer and Data Link Layer of a node. Sys-
tems management provides mechanisms for the monitoring, control, and coordination of all man-
aged objects within open systems. Systems management is effected through application layer
protocols.

The network and/or systems management processes at a node communicate with their peer manage-
ment processes at other nodes using appropriate management protocols. 

 

The management processes
at a node access the DQDB Layer at that node via the DQDB Layer Management Interface (LMI),
which is defined in this clause.

 

 

 

9.1 DQDB LMI model

 

In the context of this part of ISO/IEC 8802, the model is used to specify the communication between the
DQDB LME and the local node’s Network Management Process (NMP) via the local DQDB LMI.
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In order to perform remote management of DQDB subnetwork node components using the model it is neces-
sary to specify the following:

a) The services and protocols used to communicate management commands and information between
the managing open system and the managed open system

b) The behavior of the node components that will be the subject of management, in terms of the opera-
tions that may be performed upon them and the way they affect operation of the node components

c) The nature of any particular protocol encodings that are required to express how the protocol is used
to manage particular node components

Two general-purpose services/protocols  available to satisfy a) for DQDB subnetwork management are
described in ISO/IEC 9595 (CMIS) and ISO/IEC 9596 (CMIP). However, no management protocol can be
used in isolation, as it is necessary to specify the elements described in b) and c) above.
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It should be noted that Layer Management is the subject of ongoing study and resolution within ISO/IEC JTC1, IEEE 802, and other
standards organizations.
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The first of these, b), may be defined in a manner that is independent of the management protocol that will
be used. This description takes the form of statements about the management view of the component, and is
described in terms of the following:

— Managed objects upon which operations may be performed
— The attributes (or other managed objects) that they contain
— How the definition of the managed objects relates to the behavior of the protocol machine described

in this part of ISO/IEC 8802

The second of these, c), describes how the specific facilities that are available in a particular management
service/protocol standard are used in order to manage the objects described in b). This will involve specifica-
tion of the following:

— Particular encodings used to convey object or attribute identifiers and their values.
— The relationship between the operations described in b) and the service provided by the protocol,

including any encoding requirements.

 

9.1.1  DQDB LMI primitives

 

The details of b) above are contained in the remainder of this clause. The information is represented using a
set of generic LMI primitives.

The generic LMI provides the following primitives:

LM-SET-VALUE invoke
LM-SET-VALUE reply
LM-COMPARE-AND-SET invoke
LM-COMPARE-AND-SET reply
LM-GET-VALUE invoke
LM-GET-VALUE reply
LM-ACTION invoke
LM-ACTION reply
LM-EVENT notify

From the point of view of the user of the DQDB LMI service, primitives are of three types:

INVOKE The invoke primitive is passed from the NMP to the DQDB LME to ask for the provision of
a service via some DQDB Layer Management operation.

REPLY The reply primitive is passed from the DQDB LME to the NMP to convey the result of a
previous service invocation.

NOTIFY The notify primitive is passed from the DQDB LME to the NMP to notify it of the occur-
rence of an event in the DQDB Layer.

The SET operation is used to set a parameter to a given value.

The COMPARE_AND_SET operation is used to set a parameter to a given value, provided that a designated
test parameter is already set to match a given test value.

The GET operation is used to get the value of a given parameter.

The ACTION operation is used to force the DQDB Layer protocol machine to an identified state or to cause
the initiation of a sequence of events.
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The EVENT operation is not directly triggered by a request from the NMP; it is initiated locally by the
DQDB LME to report the occurrence of an event in the DQDB Layer. 

The primitives defined represent interactions across the DQDB LMI to the entire DQDB Layer subsystem in
a particular node. Thus, the information conveyed in a primitive is accessible to any function in the DQDB
Layer that requires it. A diagrammatic summary of the primitives defined in this clause and their relationship
to each of the DQDB Layer functions is contained in 9.10 at the end of this clause. The management func-
tions defined in this clause make reference to other internal functions of a DQDB node described in clause 5,
and to the DQDB Layer facilities defined in clause 7, and indicate how the functions and facilities are
managed. 

It should be noted that the DQDB LMI primitives described in this clause currently represent a minimal set
required by a node in order to support all of the services and functions offered by the DQDB Layer. 

 

9.1.1.1 General LM-ACTION reply ( )

 

Many of the LMACTION invoke primitives defined in this clause lead to a general LM-ACTION reply ( ).
The general LM-ACTION reply is defined as follows.

 

Function:

 

This primitive indicates the success or failure of an LMACTION invoke ( ).

 

Semantics of the Service Primitive:

 

LM-ACTION reply (
status,
[reason]
)

The value of status is either SUCCESSFUL or UNSUCCESSFUL. If the value of status is UNSUCCESS-
FUL, the reason parameter indicates the cause.

 

When Generated:

 

This primitive is generated after the local DQDB Layer subsystem has attempted to perform the action
invoked by a previous LMACTION invoke.

 

Effect on Receipt:

 

The effect of receipt of this primitive by the NMP is unspecified.

 

Additional Comments:

 

None.

 

9.2 Virtual Channel Identifier (VCI) Management functions

 

Convergence functions are used to adapt the service provided by the access control functions (either Queued
Arbitrated or Pre-Arbitrated) to the service defined as the DQDB Layer service. The objects and operations
defined in 9.2.1 to 9.2.5 represent interactions to manage the relationship between a convergence function
and its two associated functions, namely the user of the service provided by the convergence function and
the associated Queued Arbitrated or Pre-Arbitrated Access function.
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If an implementation is to support connectionless VCIs other than the default connectionless VCI for MAC
service to LLC, then it needs to support the managed objects and operations described in 9.2.1 and 9.2.2.

If an implementation is to support isochronous service, then it needs to support the managed objects and
operations described in 9.2.3 and 9.2.5.

If an implementation is to support connection-oriented data service, then it needs to support the managed
objects and operations described in 9.2.4 and 9.2.5.

The Slot Marking function in the Head of Bus function needs to be informed of the requirements for gener-
ating PA slots. The primitives defined in 9.2.6 and 9.2.7 represent interactions to inform the Slot Marking
function of these requirements. If an implementation is to support the Head of Bus functions, then it needs to
support the managed objects and operations described in these clauses.

 

9.2.1 LM-ACTION invoke (CL_VCI_ADD)

 

 The requirements for managing a connectionless convergence function differ from those required for a Con-
nection-Oriented Convergence Function (COCF). By way of example, the connectionless function needs to
perform bus selection and access_queue selection on a per frame (Initial MAC Protocol Data Unit (IMPDU)
in the case of the MCF) basis. It also needs to generate Previous Segment Received bit control signals on a
per segment basis, if this function is implemented by the node.

Therefore, the operations for enabling communication over a new connectionless VCI from the Queued
Arbitrated Functions block are separated from those for performing the same functions for connection-ori-
ented services. They are, however, essentially the same set of operations, with certain parameters of the
OPEN_CE_COCF action set to default values for the CL_VCI_ADD action, namely tx_bus, rx_bus (set to
both Bus A and Bus B), and tx_access_queue_priority (any value in the range 0–2). Connectionless VCIs
may be multi-point (shared) VCIs, so that the connectionless convergence function may transmit or receive
or both for any VCI, provided that it has been directed to do so by a CL_VCI_ADD action. Also, connec-
tionless convergence functions are referred to by name, whereas COCFs are referred to via the connection
end-point identifier.

 

Managed Object:

 

Relationship between Queued Arbitrated Functions block and the identified connectionless convergence
function.

 

Function:

 

This primitive instructs the Queued Arbitrated function to enable communications using the specified con-
nectionless VCI and associates the VCI with a particular convergence function (such as the MCF). It also
identifies a mapping criterion that is used by the connectionless convergence function to determine when to
use the VCI for the transfer of data units.

 

Semantics of the Service Primitive:

 

LM-ACTION invoke  (
CL_VCI_ADD,
convergence_function_type,
vci,
type,
[mapping_criteria]
)
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The convergence_function_type identifies the convergence function

 

57

 

 that is allowed to use the specified
connectionless VCI. The type parameter specifies whether the VCI is to be used for transmission or recep-
tion. The values that can be associated with the type parameter are:

TRANSMIT, or
RECEIVE

If the type is TRANSMIT, then the mapping_criteria parameter identifies the criteria that are used by the
convergence function to determine when the VCI is to be used for transfer of data. (For example, the map-
ping criteria could specify that the VCI be used for all data transfers, for the transfer of data to a particular
set of destination addresses, for transfers when a particular quality of service is required, etc.)

 

When Generated:

 

This primitive is generated to enable communications using a specified connectionless VCI.

 

Effect on Receipt:

 

The Queued Arbitrated functions block and specified convergence function enable communications using
the identified VCI. If the specified convergence function is the MCF block, then the MCF block shall initial-
ize a new TX_SEQUENCE_NUM counter to zero for the combination of VCI and each MID value which is
represented by the MID page values in the MID page list.

An LM-ACTION reply is generated to indicate the success or failure of the invocation in the form of a status
report. The general form of this reply is given in 9.1.1.1.

 

Additional Comments:

 

A given VCI must be uniquely associated with one connectionless convergence function at the node. The
VCI may be used for both transmission and reception, for transmission only, or for reception only. If the VCI
is to be used both for transmission and reception, then this compound action is represented by two LM-
ACTION invoke primitives for the VCI, one with TRANSMIT type and the other with RECEIVE type.

A convergence function may have more than one connectionless VCI enabled for transmission or reception
or both. However, there must be different mapping criteria for each transmit VCI, such that a unique VCI
can be selected for each request to transfer a convergence function service data unit. For example, the map-
ping criteria established for the MCF must allow it to select a unique VCI for transfer of a MAC Service
Data Unit (MSDU) received in an MAUNITDATA request. There is no corresponding uniqueness require-
ment for the receive VCIs.

 

9.2.2 LM-ACTION invoke (CL_VCI_DELETE)

 

Managed Object:

 

Relationship between Queued Arbitrated Functions block and the identified connectionless convergence
function.

 

Function:

 

This primitive instructs the Queued Arbitrated function to disassociate a VCI from a particular convergence
function (such as the MCF) and to cease communications using the specified connectionless VCI. 
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It is expected that, in the future, other connectionless convergence functions will be defined in addition to the MCF.
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Semantics of the Service Primitive:

 

LM-ACTION invoke (

CL_VCI_DELETE,

vci,

type

)

The vci parameter specifies the connectionless VCI that is being removed from use by the node. The type
parameter specifies whether the VCI was being used for transmission or reception. The values that can be
associated with the type parameter are as follows:

TRANSMIT, or

RECEIVE

 

When Generated:

 

This primitive is generated to disable communications using a specified connectionless VCI.

 

Effect on Receipt:

 

The Queued Arbitrated Functions block and specified convergence function cease communications using the
identified VCI. 

An LM-ACTION reply is generated to indicate the success or failure of the invocation in the form of a status
report. The general form of this reply is given in 9.1.1.1.

 

Additional Comments:

 

If the VCI was being used for both transmission and reception, and is to no longer be used for either, then
this compound action is represented by two LM-ACTION invoke primitives for the VCI, one with TRANS-
MIT type and the other with RECEIVE type.

If the mapping criteria for a transmit VCI are to be modified, then this compound action is represented by an
LMACTION invoke (CL_VCI_DELETE) for the VCI, followed by an LM-ACTION invoke
(CL_VCI_ADD) with the new mapping criteria.

 

9.2.3 LM-ACTION invoke (OPEN_CE_ICF)

 

 Note that there is always one Isochronous Convergence Function (ICF) per Isochronous Service User (ISU).
Therefore for each ISU, there is a single connection end-point which is represented at the ICF to ISU
boundary. This is mapped to the relationship between the Pre-Arbitrated Functions block and the ICF. Note
also that the ICF could be performing a null function.

 

Managed Object:

 

The identified connection end-point between an ICF and an ISU, the relationship between the ICF and the
Pre-Arbitrated Functions block for that connection end-point and the list of bus and [VCI,offset] pairs used
by the Pre-Arbitrated Functions block to transmit and receive isochronous service octets for the node.
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Function:

 

This primitive informs the Pre-Arbitrated function and the ICF of a new isochronous connection, and associ-
ates a connection end-point between the ICF and an ISU with the parameters needed to communicate on the
connection.

 

Semantics of the Service Primitive:

 

LM-ACTION invoke  (
OPEN_CE_ICF,
cep_id,
TRANSMIT  (

tx_bus,
[tx_vci,offset],
[tx_vci,offset],
...
),

RECEIVE (
rx_bus,
[rx_vci,offset],
[rx_vci,offset],
...
)

)

The cep_id parameter identifies the connection end-point for the opened connection. The set of TRANSMIT
parameters include tx_bus and the [tx_vci,offset] pairs which specify the bus and the VCI and octet offset
used to send isochronous service octets. The set of RECEIVE parameters include rx_bus and the
[rx_vci,offset] pairs which specify the bus and the VCI and octet offset used to accept isochronous service
octets. The values that can be associated with either tx_bus or rx_bus are as follows:

BUS_A, or
BUS_B

Each offset parameter represents the octet position of the isochronous service octet within the PA segment
payload and is an integer in the range 1 to 48. 

 

When Generated:

 

This primitive is generated when an isochronous connection is opened.

 

Effect on Receipt:

 

The DQDB Layer functions associate the connection end-point with the specified parameters and enable
information flow on the opened connection. 

An LM-ACTION reply is generated to indicate the success or failure of the invocation in the form of a status
report. The general form of this reply is given in 9.1.1.1.

 

Additional Comments:

 

None.
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9.2.4 LM-ACTION invoke (OPEN_CE_COCF)

 

Managed Object:

 

The identified connection end-point between a Connection-Oriented Convergence Function (COCF) and a
Connection-Oriented Data Service User, the relationship between the COCF and the Queued Arbitrated
Functions block for that connection end-point and the list of bus and VCIs used by the Queued Arbitrated
Functions block to transmit and receive QA segments for COCFs at the node.

 

Function:

 

This primitive informs the Queued Arbitrated function and the COCF of a new connection, and associates a
connection end-point between the COCF and a Connection-Oriented Data Service User with the parameters
needed to communicate on the connection.

 

Semantics of the Service Primitive:

 

LM-ACTION invoke  (
OPEN_CE_COCF,
cep_id,
tx_bus,
tx_vci,
rx_bus,
rx_vci,
tx_segment_priority,
tx_access_queue_priority
)

The cep_id parameter identifies the connection end-point for the opened connection. The tx_bus and tx_vci
parameters identify the bus and VCI to be used to send data for this connection. The rx_bus and rx_vci
parameters identify the bus and VCI to be used to receive data for this connection. The values that can be
associated with either tx_bus or rx_bus are as follows:

BUS_A, or
BUS_B

The tx_segment_priority parameter indicates the value of segment_priority to be used for each transfer over
this connection. A single distributed queue priority, as specified by the tx_access_queue_priority parameter,
is used for each data transfer over this connection.

 

NOTE—The use of a single access queue priority prevents segment misordering for the connection, which would result
if multiple access priorities were allowed.

 

When Generated:

 

This primitive is generated when a connection to support the connection-oriented data service is opened.

 

Effect on Receipt:

 

The DQDB Layer functions associate the connection end-point with the specified parameters and enable
information flow on the opened connection. 

An LM-ACTION reply is generated to indicate the success or failure of the invocation in the form of a status
report. The general form of this reply is given in 9.1.1.1.
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Additional Comments:

 

None.

 

9.2.5 LM-ACTION invoke (CLOSE_CE)

 

Managed Object:

 

The identified connection end-point between a DQDB Layer Convergence function and the user of the ser-
vice provided by that convergence function.

 

Function:

 

This primitive instructs a convergence function (e.g., the ICF or COCF) to disassociate a connection end-
point from a VCI as a result of a connection being closed.

 

Semantics of the Service Primitive:

 

LM-ACTION invoke (
CLOSE_CE,
cep_id
)

The cep_id parameter identifies the connection end-point associated with the connection that has been
closed.

 

When Generated:

 

This primitive is generated when an isochronous connection or connection-oriented data service connection
is closed.

 

Effect on Receipt:

 

The convergence function that receives this primitive disassociates the specified connection end-point from
the VCI previously assigned to it. 

An LM-ACTION reply is generated to indicate the success or failure of the invocation in the form of a status
report. The general form of this reply is given in 9.1.1.1.

 

Additional Comments:

 

None.

 

9.2.6 LM-ACTION invoke (PA_VCI_ADD_HOB)

 

Managed Object:

 

The list of Pre-Arbitrated VCIs and associated attributes that the Slot Marking function uses to mark slots at
the head of a bus.

 

Function:

 

This primitive directs the Slot Marking function in the node with an active Head of Bus function to mark
slots as Pre-Arbitrated (PA) in accordance with the given parameters.
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Semantics of the Service Primitive:

 

LM-ACTION invoke  (
PA_VCI_ADD_HOB,
VCI,
bus,
frequency,
variability
)

The VCI parameter specifies the value of the VCI field to be inserted in the PA segment header at the head of
the specified bus (the default values of the Payload_Type and Segment_Priority fields of a PA segment
header are both 00). The value of the bus parameter is either Bus A or Bus B. The frequency parameter spec-
ifies the average rate required for generation of PA slots with this VCI. The variability specifies the maxi-
mum variation allowed in the frequency of generation to enable the ICF to support the isochronous service.

 

When Generated:

 

This primitive is generated when the Network Management Process (NMP) in the node containing the active
Head of Bus function has been instructed to start generating PA slots containing the specified VCI.

 

Effect on Receipt:

 

Receipt of this primitive causes the Slot Marking function in the node containing the active Head of Bus
function to start generating PA slots in accordance with the parameters given. 

An LM-ACTION reply is generated to indicate the success or failure of the invocation in the form of a status
report. The general form of this reply is given in 9.1.1.1.

 

Additional Comments:

 

The effect of the variability parameter on the operation of the ICF is to be defined.

 

9.2.7 LM-ACTION invoke (PA_VCI_DELETE_HOB)

 

Managed Object:

 

The list of Pre-Arbitrated VCIs and associated attributes that the Slot Marking function uses to mark slots at
the head of a bus.

 

Function:

 

This primitive directs the Slot Marking function in the node with an active Head of Bus function to cease
generating Pre-Arbitrated (PA) slots for the specified VCI.

 

Semantics of the Service Primitive:

 

LM-ACTION invoke  (
PA_VCI_DELETE_HOB,
VCI,
bus
)

The VCI parameter specifies the VCI for which PA slots on the specified bus should no longer be generated.
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When Generated:

 

This primitive is generated when the NMP in the node containing the active Head of Bus function has been
instructed to cease generating PA slots for a specified VCI.

 

Effect on Receipt:

 

Receipt of this primitive causes the Slot Marking function in the node containing the active Head of Bus
function to cease generating PA slots on the specified bus with the specified VCI. 

An LM-ACTION reply is generated to indicate the success or failure of the invocation in the form of a status
report. The general form of this reply is given in 9.1.1.1.

 

Additional Comments:

 

None.

 

9.3 Header Extension Management functions

 

When the Logical Link Control (LLC) Sublayer requests the transfer of a MAC Service Data Unit (MSDU)
via an MA-UNITDATA request, the MAC Convergence Function (MCF) must determine whether the Initial
MAC Protocol Data Unit (IMPDU) used to transfer the MSDU also needs to carry a Header Extension field.
The primitives defined in this clause represent interactions to manage the information required by all con-
nectionless convergence functions to determine what information, if any, is carried in the Header Extension
field of each IMPDU.

 

9.3.1 LM-ACTION invoke (HEXT_INSTAL)

 

Managed Object:

 

The list of header extension values and selection information for the identified convergence function.

 

Function:

 

This primitive installs a new header extension value at a connectionless convergence function and provides
information to the convergence function to allow it to determine when to use this value for a given data
transfer.

 

Semantics of the Service Primitive:

 

LM-ACTION invoke  (
HEXT_INSTAL,
convergence_function_type,
HE_value,
HE_selection_info
)

The HE_value parameter specifies the header extension value to be installed at the identified convergence
function. The HE_selection_info parameter specifies the conditions under which the header extension value
is to be used.
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When Generated:

 

This primitive is generated when a new header extension is to be made available for use by a connectionless
convergence function.

 

Effect on Receipt:

 

The named convergence function adds this header extension value to the set of values available for use when
a data transfer is requested of the convergence function and uses the value when a request is made that
matches the selection information. 

An LM-ACTION reply is generated to indicate the success or failure of the invocation in the form of a status
report. The general form of this reply is given in 9.1.1.1.

 

Additional Comments:

 

A convergence function may have more than one header extension value available for use. However, there
must be different selection information for each value, such that a unique header extension can be selected
for each re-quest to transfer a convergence function service data unit. For example, the selection information
established for the MCF must allow it to select a unique header extension value for transfer of a MSDU
received in an MA-UNITDATA request.

If none of the sets of selection information match the parameters received in the request to transfer the con-
vergence function service data unit, then the convergence function inserts a header extension of zero length.

 

9.3.2 LM-ACTION invoke (HEXT_PURGE)

 

Managed Object:

 

The list of header extension values and selection information for the identified convergence function.

 

Function:

 

This primitive purges a header extension value from the set available for use at a connectionless conver-
gence function.

 

Semantics of the Service Primitive:

 

LM-ACTION invoke  (
HEXT_PURGE,
convergence_function_type,
HE_value
)

The HE_value parameter specifies the header extension value to be purged from the set available at the iden-
tified convergence function.

 

When Generated:

 

This primitive is generated when a header extension is no longer to be used by a connectionless convergence
function.
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Effect on Receipt:

 

The identified convergence function deletes this header extension value from the set of values available for
use.

An LM-ACTION reply is generated to indicate the success or failure of the invocation in the form of a status
report. The general form of this reply is given in 9.1.1.1.

 

Additional Comments:

 

If the selection information for a header extension value is to be modified, then this compound action is rep-
resented by an LM-ACTION invoke (HEXT_PURGE) for the header extension value, followed by an LM-
ACTION invoke (HEXT_INSTAL) with the new selection information.

 

9.4 Message Identifier (MID) Management functions

 

The operations defined in this clause represent interactions to manage the Message Identifiers (MIDs) that
are used by the MAC Convergence Function (MCF) block. All nodes conforming to this part of ISO/IEC
8802 shall support the managed objects and operations described in this clause.

The strategy used for obtaining and releasing MIDs is a matter for implementation decision. One possible
strategy is for the node to hold a pool of MID pages. The size of this pool could be adjusted as needed, pro-
vided that the node had not exceeded its maximum allowed allocation of MID pages. End user nodes would
normally only require one MID page.

Irrespective of the local MID management strategy, this part of ISO/IEC 8802 uses a management model in
which knowledge of the MIDs allocated to a particular node is held in a list. This list is represented as part of
the local Management Information Base under control of the local Network Management Process (NMP).
This means that when, according to the implementation, the node decides it needs a MID page, the Manage-
ment Information Base, which is a conceptual composite of the management information within the node,
requests the DQDB Layer to get an MID page. When a page is allocated, the list of MID pages available is
modified and the MCF block is informed of this. Similarly, when the implementation determines that the
node should release a MID page, the Management Information Base requests the DQDB Layer to delete the
value from the list of available MID pages and inform the MCF block.

 

9.4.1 LM-ACTION invoke (MID_PAGE_GET)

 

Managed Object:

 

The list of MID pages available for use at a node. 

 

Function:

 

This primitive directs the DQDB Layer to get a MID page.

 

Semantics of the Service Primitive:

 

LM-ACTION invoke  (
MID_PAGE_GET
)
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When Generated:

 

This primitive is generated when a MID page must be obtained.

 

Effect on Receipt:

 

The receipt of this primitive causes the DQDB Layer Management Entity (LME) to try to obtain the alloca-
tion of a MID page via the MID Page Allocation function of the Common Functions block. (See 5.4.4.2.4.)

 

Additional Comments:

 

The strategy for obtaining MID pages (e.g., obtaining all MIDs at system start-up, obtaining MIDs as
needed, etc.) is outside the scope of this part of ISO/IEC 8802.

 

9.4.2 LM-ACTION reply (MID_PAGE_GET)

 

Function:

 

This primitive indicates whether or not the DQDB Layer has obtained a MID page, as requested by an LM-
ACTION invoke (MID_PAGE_GET). 

 

Semantics of the Service Primitive:

 

LM-ACTION reply  (
MID_PAGE_GET,
status,
[mid_page_id],
[reason]
)

The value of the status is either SUCCESSFUL or UNSUCCESSFUL. If the value of status is SUCCESS-
FUL, the mid_page_id parameter specifies which MID page has been allocated. If the value of status is
UNSUCCESSFUL, the reason parameter indicates the cause. 

 

When Generated:

 

This primitive is generated after the DQDB LME has tried to obtain a MID page, as requested by receipt of
an LMACTION invoke (MID_PAGE_GET). If the status is SUCCESSFUL, it

a) Provides notification that the appropriate change has been made to the list of MID pages, as required
by 5.4.4.2.1, and

b) Indicates that the MCF has been informed that it may use the MID page.

 

Effect on Receipt:

 

This primitive informs the NMP of the response of the DQDB Layer.

 

Additional Comments:

 

None.
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9.4.3 LM-ACTION invoke (MID_PAGE_RELEASE)

 

Managed Object:

 

The list of MID pages available for use at a node. 

 

Function:

 

This primitive directs the DQDB Layer to release a MID page.

 

Semantics of the Service Primitive:

 

LM-ACTION invoke  (
MID_PAGE_RELEASE,
mid_page_id
)

The mid_page_id parameter identifies the MID page to be released.

 

When Generated:

 

This primitive is generated when a MID page must be released.

 

Effect on Receipt:

 

The receipt of this primitive causes the DQDB LME to release the specified MID page via the MID Page
Allocation function of the Common Functions block. (See 5.4.4.2.1.)

 

Additional Comments:

 

The strategy for releasing MID pages (e.g., after the MID page has been used for a certain time, when the
number of inactive MIDs at a node exceeds a threshold, etc.) is outside the scope of this part of ISO/IEC
8802.

 

9.4.4 LM-ACTION reply (MID_PAGE_RELEASE)

 

Function:

 

This primitive indicates whether or not the DQDB Layer has released a MID page, as requested by an
LMACTION invoke (MID_PAGE_RELEASE) primitive. 

 

Semantics of the Service Primitive:

 

LM-ACTION reply (
MID_PAGE_RELEASE,
status,
[mid_page_id]
[reason]
)

The value of the status is either SUCCESSFUL or UNSUCCESSFUL. If the value of the status is SUC-
CESSFUL, the mid_page_id parameter specifies which MID page was released. If the value of status is
UNSUCCESSFUL, the reason parameter indicates the cause.
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When Generated:

 

This primitive is generated after the DQDB LME has tried to release a MID page, as requested by receipt of
an LM-ACTION invoke (MID_PAGE_RELEASE). If the status is SUCCESSFUL, it

a) Provides notification that the appropriate change has been made to the list of MID pages, as required
by 5.4.4.2.1, and

b) Indicates that the MCF has been informed that it may no longer use the MID page.

 

Effect on Receipt:

 

This primitive informs the NMP of the response of the DQDB Layer.

 

Additional Comments:

 

None.

 

9.4.5 LM-EVENT notify (MID_PAGE_LOST)

 

Managed Object:

 

The list of MID pages available for use at a node. 

 

Function:

 

This primitive notifies the NMP that the allocation of a MID page has been lost.

 

Semantics of the Service Primitive:

 

LM-EVENT notify (
MID_PAGE_LOST,
mid_page_id,
reason
)

The mid_page_id parameter specifies which MID page has been lost. The reason parameter indicates the
reason why allocation of the MID page was lost, such as contention in the MID Page Allocation protocol.

 

When Generated:

 

This primitive is generated when allocation of a MID page is lost. It does the following:

a) Provides notification that the appropriate change has been made to the list of MID pages, as required
by 5.4.4.2.1, and

b) Indicates that the MCF has been informed that it may no longer use the MID page. 

 

Effect on Receipt:

 

The receipt of this primitive informs the NMP why the allocation of a MID page has been lost. 
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Additional Comments:

 

The notification of this event does not require the MAC Convergence Function block to abort the sending of
an IMPDU that has already been segmented and for which the BOM DMPDU has been sent using one of the
MID values included in the MID page value that has been lost.

 

9.5  Address Management functions

 

If an implementation is to support the recognition of MSAP addresses other than the 48-bit, universally
administered address, then it needs to support the managed objects and operations described in this clause.

 

9.5.1 LM-ACTION invoke (ADDRESS_ADD)

 

Managed Object:

 

The list of addresses the node is required to recognize in the Destination Address (DA) field of IMPDUs.

 

Function:

 

This primitive instructs the DQDB Layer in a node to add an address to the set of those recognized. The
address may be an individual or multicast address of one of the three valid address types (i.e., 16 bit, 48 bit,
or 60 bit).

 

Semantics of the Service Primitive:

 

LM-ACTION invoke (
ADDRESS_ADD,
address_type,
address
)

The address_type parameter specifies the type of the address parameter. The address parameter specifies the
address to be added to the set of those recognized. 

 

When Generated:

 

This primitive is generated to instruct the DQDB Layer in a node to recognize an address. Since a node may
recognize more than one address, this primitive may be generated several times to inform the node of several
addresses to be recognized.

 

Effect on Receipt:

 

The DQDB Layer subsystem in the node will add the specified address to the set of recognized addresses.

An LM-ACTION reply is generated to indicate the success or failure of the invocation in the form of a status
report. The general form of this reply is given in 9.1.1.1.

 

Additional Comments:

 

None.
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9.5.2 LM-ACTION invoke (ADDRESS_DELETE)

 

Managed Object:

 

The list of addresses the node is required to recognize in the DA field of IMPDUs.

 

Function:

 

This primitive instructs the DQDB Layer in a node to delete an address from the set of those recognized. The
address may be an individual or multicast address of one of the three valid address types (i.e., 16 bit, 48 bit,
or 60 bit).

 

Semantics of the Service Primitive:

 

LM-ACTION invoke (
ADDRESS_DELETE,
address_type,
address
)

The address_type parameter specifies the type of the address parameter. The address parameter specifies the
address to be deleted from the set of those recognized.

 

When Generated:

 

This primitive is generated to instruct the DQDB Layer in a node to stop recognizing an address. 

 

Effect on Receipt:

 

The DQDB Layer subsystem in the node will delete the specified address from the set of recognized
addresses.

An LM-ACTION reply is generated to indicate the success or failure of the invocation in the form of a status
report. The general form of this reply is given in 9.1.1.1.

 

Additional Comments:

 

None.

 

9.6 System Parameter Management functions

 

The operations defined in this clause represent interactions to manage the subnetwork system parameters.

If an implementation is to support setting the period of the Reassembly IMPDU Timer (see 7.1.1) to a value
other than the default value, then it needs to support the RIT_PERIOD system parameter (see 7.3.1) and be
able to set it using the operation described in this clause.

If an implementation is to support access to priority level queues other than the default level, then it needs to
support the QOS_MAP system parameter (see 7.3.3) and be able to set it using the operation described in
this clause.
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An implementation must be capable of setting the BWB_MOD to values other than the default value. It must
support the BWB_MOD system parameter (see 7.3.6) and be able to set it to the full range of values speci-
fied in 7.3.6 using the operations described in this clause.

If an implementation is to support the allocation of more than the default number of MID page values, then
it needs to support the MAX_MID_PAGES system parameter (see 7.3.5) and be able to set it using the oper-
ation described in this clause.

If an implementation is to be able to support the Head of Bus functions using Configuration Control (CC)
Type 1 or 2 functions, then it needs to support the Head of Bus Arbitration Timer (see 7.1.2), support the
Timer_H_PERIOD system parameter (see 7.3.2), and be able to set it using the operation described in this
clause. Timer_H_PERIOD should be set to the same value for all such nodes on the subnetwork.

If an implementation is to be able to support the Head of Bus A functions, then it needs to support the
RESERVED_MID_PAGES system parameter (see 7.3.4) and be able to set it using the operation described
in this clause.

 

9.6.1 LM-SET invoke (SYSTEM_PARAMETER)

 

Managed Object:

 

The identified system parameter as described in 7.3.

 

Function:

 

This primitive directs the DQDB LME to set the value of the identified system parameter.

 

Semantics of the Service Primitive:

 

LM-SET invoke (
SYSTEM_PARAMETER,
parameter_type,
parameter_value
)

The parameter_type parameter specifies which of the different system parameters is to be set to the specified
value. The values that can be associated with the parameter_type parameter are as follows:

RIT_PERIOD, or
Timer_H_PERIOD, or
QOS_MAP, or
RESERVED_MID_PAGES, or
MAX_MID_PAGES, or
BWB_MOD

The values that can be associated with the parameter_value parameter are specified in 7.3.1 to 7.3.5, respec-
tively.

 

When Generated:

 

This primitive is generated implicitly at node initialization to set the values of the system parameters. It may
also be generated subsequently to tune the operation of the DQDB Layer functions. 
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Effect on Receipt:

 

The specified system parameter is set to the specified value.

 

Additional Comments:

 

None.

 

9.7  Configuration Control function management functions

 

The operations defined in this clause represent interactions to manage the operation of the Configuration
Control functions defined in 10.2.4 to 10.2.6.

All implementations shall support the appropriate Configuration Control Flag, depending on whether the
node contains the Default Configuration Control function (CC_D2_CONTROL, 7.4.2) or not
(CC_12_CONTROL, 7.4.1). An implementation may not support all possible values for
CC_12_CONTROL, depending on whether the node is capable or not of supporting Head of Bus functions.

 

9.7.1 LM-SET invoke (CC_FLAG)

 

Managed Object:

 

The identified Configuration Control Flag.

 

Function:

 

This primitive directs the DQDB LME to set the value of the identified Configuration Control Flag.

 

Semantics of the Service Primitive:

 

LM-SET invoke (
CC_FLAG,
flag_type,
flag_value
)

The flag_type parameter specifies which of the different configuration control flags is to be set to the speci-
fied value. The values that can be associated with the flag_type parameter are as follows:

CC_12_CONTROL, or
CC_D2_CONTROL

The values that can be associated with the flag_value parameter are specified in 7.4.1 and 7.4.2, respectively.

 

When Generated:

 

This primitive is generated to externally control the operation of the Configuration Control functions at a
node. 

 

Effect on Receipt:

 

The specified Configuration Control Flag is set to the specified value.
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Additional Comments:

 

This management function might be used for testing purposes or by the network administrator to control the
location of functions required to meet the fundamental subnetwork requirements defined in 5.4.2.1.

 

9.8  CRC32 Control Flag Management functions

 

The operations defined in this clause represent interactions to manage the CRC32 Control Flags defined in
7.4.3 and 7.4.4.

If an implementation is to be capable of supporting CRC32 generation or CRC32 checking, then it must sup-
port the ON value for the CRC32_GEN_CONTROL or CRC32_CHECK_CONTROL Flag, respectively,
and be able to set the flag using the operation described in this clause.

 

9.8.1 LM-SET invoke (CRC32_FLAG)

 

Managed Object:

 

The identified CRC32 Control Flag.

 

Function:

 

This primitive directs the DQDB LME to set the value of the identified CRC32 Control Flag.

 

Semantics of the Service Primitive:

 

LM-SET invoke (
CRC32_FLAG,
flag_type,
flag_value
)

The flag_type parameter specifies which of the different CRC32 Control Flags is to be set to the specified
value. The values that can be associated with the flag_type parameter are as follows:

CRC32_GEN_CONTROL, or

CRC32_CHECK_CONTROL

The values that can be associated with the flag_value parameter are specified in 7.4.3 and 7.4.4, respectively.

 

When Generated:

 

This primitive is generated to externally control the operation of the CRC32 Generation or Checking func-
tions at a node.

 

Effect on Receipt:

 

The specified CRC32 Control Flag is set to the specified value.
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Additional Comments:

 

If it is desired to simultaneously modify the CRC32_GEN_CONTROL Flag and the
CRC32_CHECK_CONTROL Flag, then this compound set function is represented by two LM-SET invoke
primitives, one for each flag.

 

9.9  Other management functions

 

9.9.1  LM-ACTION invoke (RESET)

 

Managed Object:

 

All functions in the DQDB Layer.

 

Function:

 

This primitive resets all functions in the DQDB Layer of a node to the appropriate “reset” state.

 

Semantics of the Service Primitive:

 

LM-ACTION invoke (
RESET
)

 

When Generated:

 

This primitive is generated when it is necessary to return all DQDB Layer functions in a node to a known
“reset” state.

 

Effect on Receipt:

 

All DQDB Layer functions are reset to the appropriate state.

An LM-ACTION reply is generated to indicate the success or failure of the invocation in the form of a status
report. The general form of this reply is given in 9.1.1.1.

 

Additional Comments:

 

The “reset” state for all DQDB Layer functions is defined to be the power-up state for each function.

 

9.10  Summary of DQDB LMI primitives

 

Figure 9-1 contains a diagrammatic representation of the relationship between each DQDB Layer Manage-
ment interaction and the functional elements of the DQDB Layer subsystem at a node described in clause 5.
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10. DQDB Layer Management protocol

 

Management is related to activities that control or monitor the use of resources. Management of the DQDB
subsystem at a node involves three complementary processes:

a)

 

Local management within the same node. 

 

The flow of control and data from people and/or software
acting as administrative agents local to a management process occurs entirely within the local node
environment and, as such, 

 

is outside the scope of OSI management standardization.

 

b)

 

Remote management via network management services and protocols or system management ser-
vices and protocols.

 

 Network management provides mechanisms for the monitoring, control, and
coordination of all managed objects within the Physical Layer and Data Link Layer of a node. Sys-
tems management provides mechanisms for the monitoring, control, and coordination of all man-
aged objects within open systems. Systems management is effected through application layer
protocols.

The network and/or systems management processes at a node communicate with their peer manage-
ment processes at other nodes using appropriate management protocols.

 

 The management processes
at a node access the DQDB Layer at that node via the DQDB Layer Management Interface, which is
defined in clause 9. 

 

c) Remote management via DQDB Layer Management, which provides mechanisms for monitoring,
control, and coordination of those managed objects used to accomplish communication activities
within the DQDB Layer. DQDB Layer Management is required to enable management of the
DQDB Layer when the DQDB Layer service to higher layers cannot be guaranteed to be fully oper-
able. An example of this is when the network is being initialized.

The DQDB Layer Management Entities (LMEs) communicate with one another via the DQDB
Layer Management Protocol to support the management control of these managed objects. 

 

The
DQDB Layer Management Protocol is described in this clause.

 

10.1 DQDB Layer Management Information octets

 

The DQDB Layer Management Information octets support communication between the DQDB Layer Man-
agement Entities in the subnetwork. The two management information octets have the format shown in fig-
ure 10-1. The length of each field in the octets is shown in bits. The Reserved bit is set to 0.

 

TYPE
(set to 0)

Bus
Identification
Field (BIF)

Subnetwork
Configuration
Field (SNCF)

 

(1 bit) (2 bits) (5 bits)

 

TYPE
(set to 1) RESERVED

MID Page
Allocation

field

 

(1 bit) (1 bit) (6 bits)

 

Figure 10-1—DQDB Layer Management Information octets
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The TYPE bit indicates whether the management information octet is carrying Bus Identification and Sub-
network Configuration information (TYPE = 0) or MID Page Allocation information (TYPE = 1). The for-
mat of the remaining fields are described in the subclauses of this clause.

Each management information octet is transferred between peer DQDB Layer Management Protocol Enti-
ties. (See 5.4.3.2.) The management information octets are generated and received as octets of type
DQDB_MANAGEMENT in Ph-DATA request primitives and Ph-DATA indication primitives, respectively.
(See 4.1 and 4.2.) 

The frequency of generation of octets of type DQDB_MANAGEMENT in a subnetwork is a function of the
Physical Layer Convergence Procedure (see 11.1) being operated as part of the Physical Layer for that sub-
network. In a manner consistent with the Physical Layer requirements, EMPTY octets of type
DQDB_MANAGEMENT are generated at the node performing the Head of Bus function, as described in
4.2 and 4.3.2. The DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity at a node with an active Head of Bus function
shall set the TYPE bit alternately to (TYPE = 0) and (TYPE = 1) for successive DQDB_MANAGEMENT
octets. 

The management information octets are then operated on by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity
of nodes as described in 5.4.3.3 (Bus Identification Field) and 10.2 (Subnetwork Configuration field) for
(TYPE = 0) octets, and as described in 10.3 (MID Page Allocation field) for (TYPE = 1) octets. As it passes
downstream from the Head of Bus, the value of the TYPE bit shall not be modified by the DQDB Layer
Management Protocol Entity at any node.

 

10.1.1 Bus Identification Field (BIF)

 

The BIF is used to uniquely identify each of the unidirectional buses. The BIF codes are generated for each
bus by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity at the node that contains the active Head of Bus func-
tion for that bus, as described in 5.4.3.3.

The BIF codes that may be generated are shown in table 10-1. The remaining code (11) is not available for
use.

 

10.1.2 Subnetwork Configuration Field (SNCF)

 

The SNCF is used to transfer Configuration Control information between the Configuration Control func-
tions of all DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entities on the DQDB subnetwork. The Configuration Con-
trol function ensures that the following resources are activated into a proper Dual Bus topology:

a) Default Slot Generator function; and
b) Head of Bus A function; and
c) Head of Bus B function; and
d) Primary timing reference for the subnetwork.

 

Table 10-1—BIF codes

 

BIF code Bus

 

01 Bus A

10 Bus B

00 Unknown bus identification
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The SNCF contains the three subfields shown in figure 10-2. Each subfield conveys information about the
named resource and is described in the subclauses of this clause. The length of each subfield is shown in bits.

The SNCF is received at all nodes by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity and made available to
the Configuration Control functions at the node. An SNCF subfield value may be modified only by the
DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity at a node where the Configuration Control functions have acti-
vated the associated resource. At nodes where the Configuration Control functions have not activated the
associated resource, the SNCF subfield value shall be relayed unchanged by the DQDB Layer Management
Protocol Entity. 

 

10.1.2.1 Default Slot Generator Subfield (DSGS)

 

The DSGS indicates whether or not there is an active Default Slot Generator function present upstream on
the bus on which the DSGS was received.

The valid DSGS codes are shown in table 10-2. They are separated by a Hamming distance of two.

The invalid values are interpreted as NOT_PRESENT by the node that contains the Default Slot Generator
function. The invalid values are not interpreted by other nodes and shall be relayed unchanged.

 

10.1.2.2 Head of Bus Subfield (HOBS)

 

The HOBS indicates whether the Head of Bus function is waiting to be activated or deactivated as a result of
a change in the subnetwork configuration or is operating in a stable subnetwork configuration.

 

The valid HOBS codes are shown in table 10-3.

 

Default Slot Generator 
Subfield (DSGS)

Head of Bus Subfield 
(HOBS)

External Timing Source 
Subfield (ETSS)

 

(2 bits) (2 bits) (1 bit)

 

Figure 10-2—SNCF subfield formats

Table 10-2—DSGS codes

 

DSGS code Active DSG upstream?

 

00 NOT_PRESENT

11 PRESENT

 

Table 10-3—HOBS codes

 

HOBS Code Head of Bus Status

 

01 STABLE

10 WAITING

00 NO_ACTIVE_HOB
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The invalid value (11) is not interpreted and shall be relayed unchanged.

 

10.1.2.3 External Timing Source Subfield (ETSS)

 

The ETSS indicates whether or not there is an active External Timing Source function present upstream on
the bus on which the ETSS was received.

The valid ETSS codes are shown in table 10-4. 

 

10.1.3 MID Page Allocation Field (MPAF)

 

The MPAF is used to transfer MID Page Allocation information between the MID Page Allocation function
of all DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entities on the DQDB subnetwork. The MID Page Allocation
function ensures that each node is uniquely allocated one or more MID pages.

The MPAF contains the three subfields shown in figure 10-3. Each subfield is 2 bits long. 

 

10.1.3.1 Page Reservation (PR) subfield

 

The PR subfield indicates whether the MID page associated with the current value of PAGE_CNTR_x (x =
A or B, see 7.2.4) has been reserved or not reserved.

The valid PR codes are shown in table 10-5. They are separated by a Hamming distance of two.

The other possible values of the PR subfield (binary 10 and 01) are ERROR values, and are interpreted
according to the bus on which they are received, as follows:

— A PR value of ERROR is interpreted as NOT_RESERVED on Bus A.

 

Table 10-4—ETSS codes

 

ETSS code Active ETS upstream?

 

0 NOT_PRESENT

1 PRESENT

 

Page reservation Page counter modulus Page counter control

 

(2 bits) (2 bits) (2 bits)

 

Figure 10-3—MPAF subfield formats

Table 10-5—PR codes

 

PR code MID page state

 

00 NOT_RESERVED

11 RESERVED
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— A PR value of ERROR is interpreted as RESERVED on Bus B.

 

10.1.3.2 Page Counter Modulus (PCM) subfield

 

The PCM subfield is used to check that the value of PAGE_CNTR_x (x = A or B, see 7.2.4) is synchronized
to the MID page value that was associated with the PR subfield in this MPAF by the Head of Bus A function.
The PCM subfield contains the modulo 4 value of the MID page value associated with the PR subfield of
this MPAF.

The PCM codes are shown in table 10-6.

 

10.1.3.3 Page Counter Control (PCC) subfield

 

The PCC subfield indicates whether PAGE_CNTR_x (x = A or B, see 7.2.4) should be incremented by 1 or
reset to MIN_PAGE = 1 for use with the PR subfield in the next MPAF.

The valid PCC codes are shown in table 10-7. They are separated by a Hamming distance of two.

The other possible values of the PCC subfield (binary 00 and 11) are ERROR values, and are interpreted as
INCREMENT. 

 

10.2 Configuration Control protocol

 

The Configuration Control protocol is used to communicate information between the DQDB Layer Manage-
ment Protocol Entities of nodes to support the operation of the Configuration Control (CC) function,
described in 5.4.2. The CC function ensures that the following resources are activated into a proper Dual
Bus topology:

a) Default Slot Generator function; and
b) Head of Bus A function; and
c) Head of Bus B function; and
d) Primary timing reference for the subnetwork.

 

Table 10-6—PCM codes

 

PCM code MID page value Modulo 4

 

00 0

01 1

10 2

11 3

 

Table 10-7—PCC codes

 

PCC code PAGE_CNTR operation

 

01 RESET (to MIN_PAGE = 1)

10 INCREMENT (by 1)
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The information required to support the CC protocol is carried in the subfields of the SNCF, described in
10.1.2. Additional information required to support certain elements of the CC protocol is carried in the BIF,
described in 10.1.1.

In each of the figures and tables in 10.2.4, 10.2.5, and 10.2.6, which use received SNCF and BIF values as
input values, the following rules apply to the SNCF subfield value(s) or BIF value used:

— The DSGS value used shall be the value of PRESENT or NOT_PRESENT, which has been received
at least twice in the three most recent DSGS values that contained either PRESENT or
NOT_PRESENT.

— The HOBS value used shall be the value of STABLE or WAITING, which has been received at least
twice in the three most recent HOBS values that contained either STABLE or WAITING.

— The ETSS value used shall be the value of PRESENT or NOT_PRESENT, which has been received
at least twice in the three most recent ETSS values that contained either PRESENT or
NOT_PRESENT.

— The BIF value used shall be the value of Bus A or Bus B, which has been received at least twice in
the three most recent BIF values that contained either Bus A or Bus B.

These rules apply to figures 10-7 and 10-8, and to tables 10-10a), 10-10b), 10-11, and 10-12.

In each of the tables in 10.2.4, 10.2.5, and 10.2.6, which relay an SNCF subfield value, the SNCF subfield
value relayed shall be the value most recently received at the node. This rule applies to tables 10-10a), 10-
10b), 10-11, and 10-12.

 

10.2.1 Allowed combinations of Configuration Control functions in a node

 

There are three types of Configuration Control (CC) function defined in this part of ISO/IEC 8802, each
uniquely associated with a type of Slot Generator function. The three types of CC function are as follows:

— The Default Configuration Control function, CC_D, which is associated with the Default Slot Gener-
ator function, SG_D

— The Configuration Control function of Type 2, CC_2, which is associated with the Slot Generator
Type 2 function, SG_2

— The Configuration Control function of Type 1, CC_1, which is associated with the Slot Generator
Type 1 function, SG_1

This part of ISO/IEC 8802 defines two combinations of CC functions in a node, depending on whether or
not the node contains the Default Slot Generator function. 

Figure 10-4 shows the architecture of the Common functions block for a node containing the Default Slot
Generator function. Hence, the node containing the Default Slot Generator function contains a Default Con-
figuration Control (CC_D) function and a Configuration Control Type 2 (CC_2) function. 

Figure 10-5 shows the architecture of the Common functions block for all nodes not containing the Default
Slot Generator function. Hence, the nodes not containing the Default Slot Generator function contain a Con-
figuration Control Type 1 (CC_1) function and a Configuration Control Type 2 (CC_2) function. 

The Subnetwork Configuration Control function described in 5.4.2 relies on communication between all of
the Configuration Control functions of all types in the subnetwork. The Configuration Control protocol
described in this clause supports these communication requirements. 

Subclauses 10.2.2.1 to 10.2.2.3 outline the individual resources controlled by each of the Configuration Con-
trol types. Subclause 10.2.3 describes the conditions under which the SNCF subfield values are generated
and the information about subnetwork status that can be derived from the SNCF values received at the node.
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Subclauses 10.2.4, 10.2.5, and 10.2.6 provide the rigorous definition of the operation of the different Config-
uration Control types.

Figure 10-4—Common Functions block architecture for the node 
supporting the Default Slot Generator function

Figure 10-5—Common Functions block architecture for the nodes
not supporting the Default Slot Generator function
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10.2.2 Resources controlled by each Configuration Control function type

10.2.2.1 Default Configuration Control function

 

A CC_D function controls the activation and deactivation of the following resources, using the Default Con-
figuration Control State Machine described in 10.2.4.

a) Default Slot Generator function
b) Head of Bus A function
c) Head of Bus B function
d) Provision of 125 

 

µ

 

s timing for Bus A, either by
1) Use of an external timing reference, if so directed by the network administrator
2) Use of the node 125 

 

µ

 

s clock
e) Provision of 125 

 

µ

 

s timing for Bus B, either by
1) Use of an external timing reference, if so directed by the network administrator
2) Use of the node 125 

 

µ

 

s clock

Item a) is required according to 5.4.2.1, Fundamental Subnetwork Requirement FR3

Items b) and c) are performed according to 5.4.2.3.

Items d) and e) are performed according to 5.4.2.4.

 

10.2.2.2 Configuration Control Type 2 function

 

A CC_2 function controls the activation and deactivation of the following resources, using the Configuration
Control Type 2 State Machine described in 10.2.5.

a) Head of Bus B function
b) Provision of 125 

 

µ

 

s timing for Bus B by use of an external timing reference, if so directed by the
network administrator

Item a) is performed according to 5.4.2.3.

Item b) is performed according to 5.4.2.4.

 

10.2.2.3 Configuration Control Type 1 function

 

A CC_1 function controls the activation and deactivation of the following resources, using the Configuration
Control Type 1 State Machine described in 10.2.6.

a) Head of Bus A function
b) Provision of 125 

 

µ

 

s timing for Bus A, either by
1) Use of an external timing reference, if so directed by the network administrator.
2) Use of the node 125 

 

µ

 

s clock

Item a) is performed according to 5.4.2.3.

Item b) is required according to 5.4.2.4.

 

10.2.3 Generation of SNCF subfields

 

This clause describes the conditions under which the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity at a node
may modify the value of each of the SNCF subfields. It also describes the information about subnetwork sta-
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tus that can be derived from the SNCF values received at the node. A set of example stable subnetwork con-
figurations is given in annex H. An example of a subnetwork during a change in configuration is given in
annex I. 

 

10.2.3.1 DSGS generation

 

The valid values for the DSGS are PRESENT and NOT_PRESENT. (See 10.1.2.1.) If any of the invalid val-
ues for the DSGS are received at a node that does not contain the Default Slot Generator function, the DSGS
shall be relayed unchanged by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity and the value of DSGS shall
be ignored. The default value of the DSGS is NOT_PRESENT. The DSGS shall be set on both buses to
PRESENT by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity at the node that contains the active Default
Slot Generator function.

The subnetwork configuration status can be derived at the node containing the Default Slot Generator func-
tion by examining the stable value of the DSGS received on both buses at the node (i.e., when the node is not
receiving a HOBS value of WAITING on either bus). The values have the meaning given in table 10-8.

The subnetwork configuration status can be derived at a node not containing the Default Slot Generator
function by examining the stable value of the DSGS received at the node on each bus. The values have the
meaning given in table 10-9.

 

10.2.3.2 HOBS generation

 

The valid values for the HOBS are WAITING, STABLE, and NO_ACTIVE_HOB. (See 10.1.2.2.) If the
invalid value for the HOBS is received at a node, the HOBS shall be relayed unchanged by the DQDB Layer
Management Protocol Entity and the value of HOBS shall be ignored.

 

Table 10-8—Relationship of subnetwork topology to DSGS values 
received at a node containing the default slot generator

 

DSGS values received Dual Bus configuration

 

PRESENT
(both buses) Looped

NOT_PRESENT
(both buses)

Open
(DSG in middle of bus)

NOT_PRESENT
(end of Bus B)

Open
(DSG at head of Bus A)

 

Table 10-9—Relationship of subnetwork topology to DSGS values 
received at a node not containing the default slot generator

 

DSGS Set to PRESENT on: Dual Bus configuration

 

Both buses Looped

One bus Open

Neither bus Island
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The HOBS shall be set to STABLE on both Bus A and Bus B by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol
Entity at the node containing the Default Slot Generator (SG_D) function, if the SG_D is acting as the Head
of Bus A and as the Head of Bus B in a looped Dual Bus subnetwork. The HOBS shall be set to STABLE on
Bus A by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity at the node containing the SG_D function, if the
SG_D is acting as the Head of Bus A only. 

The HOBS shall be set to NO_ACTIVE_HOB on both Bus A and Bus B by the DQDB Layer Management
Protocol Entity at a node containing either a Slot Generator Type 1 (SG_1) function or Slot Generator Type
2 (SG_2) function during early phases of initialization at power-up.

The HOBS shall be set to WAITING on Bus A by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity at a node
that contains a Slot Generator Type 1 (SG_1) function, which is waiting to determine whether it will activate
or deactivate the Head of Bus A function (i.e., Timer_H_1 is running, 7.1.2). When the Head of Bus A func-
tion is active at an SG_1 function without Timer_H_1 running, the DQDB Layer Management Protocol
Entity shall set HOBS to STABLE on Bus A.

The HOBS shall be set to WAITING on Bus B by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity at a node
that contains a Slot Generator Type 2 (SG_2) function, which is waiting to determine whether it will activate
or deactivate the Head of Bus B function (i.e., Timer_H_2 is running, 7.1.2). When the Head of Bus B func-
tion is active at an SG_2 function without Timer_H_2 running, the DQDB Layer Management Protocol
Entity shall set HOBS to STABLE on Bus B.

 

10.2.3.3 ETSS generation

 

The valid values for the ETSS are PRESENT and NOT_PRESENT. (See 10.1.2.3.) The default value of the
ETSS is NOT_PRESENT. The ETSS shall be set on both buses to PRESENT by the DQDB Layer Manage-
ment Protocol Entity at each node that is providing the External Timing Source function.

The subnetwork external timing status can be derived at a node by examining the value of the ETSS
received at the node on both buses. If neither value of ETSS is PRESENT, then there is no External Timing
Source function active in the subnetwork.

 

10.2.3.4 Subnetworks undergoing configuration changes

 

After initialization at power-up, the HOBS value of WAITING is used by all CC_1 and CC_2 functions that
may be required to activate or deactivate the Head of Bus function for Bus A or Bus B, respectively, due to
failure or restoration of the duplex transmission link where that bus enters the node. The HOBS value of
WAITING is not generated in any stable subnetwork configuration, and is only generated by a CC_1 or
CC_2 function for a period limited by a timer, Timer_H_w (w = 1 or 2), respectively. (See 7.1.2.) The ratio-
nale for using the Head of Bus Arbitration Timer is given in I.2 of annex I.

There are two conditions under which a node generates the HOBS value of WAITING:

a) The Timer_H_1 for a CC_1 function with an inactive Head of Bus A function is started when the
DQDB Layer subsystem receives a Ph-STATUS indication (DOWN) at Physical Layer Service
Access Point A (Ph-SAP_A). The Timer_H_2 for a CC_2 function with an inactive Head of Bus B
function is started when the DQDB Layer subsystem receives a Ph-STATUS indication (DOWN) at
Ph-SAP_B. 

In this case, the Timer_H_w runs while the CC_w function is determining whether or not to activate
the Head of Bus function. While the Timer_H_w is running, the CC_w function temporarily acti-
vates the Head of Bus function, which sends a HOBS value of WAITING. If the Timer_H_w
expires, then the Head of Bus function is kept in an active state and it starts generating a HOBS
value of STABLE. 
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The Timer_H_w is stopped before it expires if the DQDB Layer subsystem receives a Ph-STATUS
indication (UP) at the appropriate Ph-SAP. This causes the CC_w function to deactivate the Head of
Bus function.

b) The Timer_H_1 for a CC_1 function with an active Head of Bus A function is started when the
DQDB Layer subsystem receives a Ph-STATUS indication (UP) at Ph-SAP_A. The Timer_H_2 for
a CC_2 function with an active Head of Bus B function is started when the DQDB Layer subsystem
receives a Ph-STATUS indication (UP) at Ph-SAP_B. 

In this case, the Timer_H_w runs while the CC_w function is determining whether or not to deacti-
vate the Head of Bus function. While the Timer_H_w is running, the active Head of Bus function
sends a HOBS value of WAITING. If the Timer_H_w expires, then the Head of Bus function is
deactivated. 

The Timer_H_w is stopped before it expires if the DQDB Layer subsystem receives a Ph-STATUS
indication (DOWN) at the appropriate Ph-SAP. This causes the CC_w function to keep the Head of
Bus function active and start generating a HOBS value of STABLE.

These processes are described formally in 10.2.5.1 for a CC_2 function and in 10.2.6.1 for a CC_1 function.
An example of the operation of the Configuration Control protocol during a configuration change is given in
I.3 of annex I.

 

10.2.4 Default Configuration Control State Machine

 

The Default Configuration Control State Machine controls the operation of the Default Configuration Con-
trol (CC_D) function described in 10.2.2.1. As such, it only operates at the node that contains the Default
Slot Generator function.

The Default Configuration Control State Machine consists of two components:

a) The Default External Timing Source transition diagram described in 10.2.4.1, which characterizes
the transitions associated with the external timing reference resource at the node with the CC_D
function. 

b) The two operations tables described in 10.2.4.2, which record the status of resources being con-
trolled by the Default Configuration Control function that must result from each of the complete set
of possible input conditions. One operations table is for Head of Bus functions under control of the
CC_D. The other operations table is for Timing Source functions under control of the CC_D. The
current state of the transition diagram is one of the input elements to the Timing Source operations
table. 

Note that the status of the transmission link at the Physical Layer service access point associated with the
Default Configuration Control function, as given by LINK_STATUS_D, is a direct input element of the
Head of Bus operations table.

 

10.2.4.1 Default External Timing Source transition diagram

 

The transition diagram for the Default External Timing Source State Machine is defined in figure 10-6. The
control functions that may cause a transition to occur are the following:

— The value of the Default Configuration Control Flag for the node, CC_D2_CONTROL, as defined in
7.4.2.

— The status of the external timing source at the node, as given by the External Timing Source Status
Indicator (ETS_STATUS), as defined in 7.5.4.
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Default External Timing Source State Machine Transition diagram

 

The state machine can be in one of three states: Disabled, ETS_Active, or No_ETS. The state machine is in
the ETS_Active state if Configuration Control is not disabled at the node, and the external timing source is
available and to be used by the node. The state machine is in the No_ETS state if Configuration Control is
not disabled at the node, and the external timing source is unavailable or not to be used by the node. The
state machine is in the Disabled state if Configuration Control is disabled at the node.

The state machine shall be powered up in either the ETS_Active state or the No_ETS state, depending upon
whether the External Timing Source function is available and to be used by the node (UP), or not (DOWN),
respectively.

 

State CCD1: Disabled

 

The state machine remains in this state if the CC_D2_CONTROL is DISABLED.

 

Transition 12

 

If Configuration Control at the node is changed from being DISABLED to NORMAL, with the external tim-
ing source available and to be used by the node, a transition is made to the ETS_Active state.

Figure 10-6—Default External Timing Source State Machine transition diagram
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Transition 13

 

If Configuration Control at the node is changed from being DISABLED to NORMAL, with the external tim-
ing source unavailable or not to be used by the node, a transition is made to the No_ETS state.

 

State CCD2: ETS_Active

 

The state machine remains in this state if the CC_D2_CONTROL is NORMAL and the external timing
source is available and to be used by the node.

 

Transition 21

 

If Configuration Control at the node is changed from being NORMAL to DISABLED, a transition is made
to the Disabled state.

 

Transition 23

 

If the external timing source at the node becomes unavailable or is not to be used, a transition is made to the
No_ETS state.

 

State CCD3: No_ETS

 

The state machine remains in this state if the CC_D2_CONTROL is NORMAL, and the external timing
source is unavailable or is not to be used by the node.

 

Transition 31

 

If Configuration Control at the node is changed from being NORMAL to DISABLED, a transition is made
to the Disabled state.

 

Transition 32

 

If the external timing source at the node becomes available and is to be used, a transition is made to the
ETS_Active state.

 

10.2.4.2 Default Configuration Control operations tables

 

The Head of Bus function and Timing Source function operations tables for the Default Configuration Con-
trol State Machine are defined in tables 10-10a) and 10-10b), respectively. Each row of an operations table
specifies one set of possible input conditions for the Default Configuration Control (CC_D) function, and the
status of the resource managed by the CC_D function that must result as the output from the input condition.
The complete set of rows describes all possible input conditions to the CC_D function for that resource. 

The elements of the input condition to the Default Configuration Control function (CC_D) Head of Bus
function operations table are as follows:

a) The value of the Default Configuration Control Flag for the node, CC_D2_CONTROL, as defined in
7.4.2. 

b) The Link Status Indicator, LINK_STATUS_D, which records the current status of the duplex trans-
mission link associated with the Ph-SAP_A at the node, as defined in 7.5.3.

c) The values of the DSGS and HOBS being received at Ph-SAP_A for Bus A. (Subclause 10.2 defines
which received value of DSGS and HOBS shall be used.)
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d) The values of the DSGS and HOBS being received on Bus B, and after having been operated on for
any requirements of the CC_2 function at the node. (Subclause 10.2 defines which received value of
DSGS and HOBS shall be used.)

The output status resulting from the operation is described by the following:

a) The Configuration Control Status Indicator, CC_STATUS_D, which records whether any Head of
Bus function resources under the control of the CC_D function are active or inactive, with conse-
quences as defined in 7.5.1.

b) The Head of Bus Operation Indicator, HOB_OPERATION_D, which records which Head of Bus
functions have been activated by the CC_D function, as defined in 7.5.2.

c) The DSGS and HOBS values being written to Bus A by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol
Entity on behalf of the CC_D function. This shall be done before the DSGS and HOBS are operated
on for any requirements of the CC_2 function at the node. (Subclause 10.2 defines which value of
DSGS and HOBS shall be used if the output column contains the value Relay.)

d) The DSGS and HOBS values being written by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity to Bus
B at Ph-SAP_A. (Subclause 10.2 defines which value of DSGS and HOBS shall be used if the out-
put column contains the value Relay.)

The elements of the input condition to the Default Configuration Control function (CC_D) Timing Source
function operations table are as follows:

a) The state of the Default External Timing Source State Machine transition diagram, defined in figure
10-6 [given as CCD State in table 10-10b)].

b) The Head of Bus Operation Indicator, HOB_OPERATION_D, which records which Head of Bus
functions have been activated by the CC_D function, as defined in 7.5.2. (This is an output from the
CC_D Head of Bus functions operations table.)

c) The value of the ETSS being received at Ph-SAP_A for Bus A. (Subclause 10.2 defines which
received value of ETSS shall be used.)

d) The value of the ETSS being received on Bus B, and after having been operated on for any require-
ments of the CC_2 function at the node. (Subclause 10.2 defines which received value of ETSS shall
be used.)

The output status resulting from the operation is described by the following:

a) The 125 

 

µ

 

s timing source to be used by the Physical Layer at the node. The specified source is sent
as the source parameter in a Ph-TIMING-SOURCE request at Ph-SAP_A. (See 4.4.)

b) The ETSS value being written to Bus A by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity on behalf
of the CC_D function. This shall be done before being the ETSS is operated on for any requirements
of the CC_2 function at the node. (Subclause 10.2 defines which value of ETSS shall be used if the
output column contains the value Relay.)

c) The ETSS value being written by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity to Bus B at Ph-
SAP_A. (Subclause 10.2 defines which value of ETSS shall be used if the output column contains
the value Relay.)

 

10.2.5 Configuration Control Type 2 State Machine

 

The Configuration Control Type 2 State Machine controls the operation of the Configuration Control Type 2
(CC_2) function described in 10.2.2.2. It therefore operates at all nodes in the subnetwork.

The CC_2 function at the node containing the Default Configuration Control function shall support all capa-
bilities allowed by both settings of the Default Configuration Control Flag, CC_D2_CONTROL. (See
7.4.2.) All other nodes conforming to this part of ISO/IEC 8802 need only support the capabilities defined by
the Configuration Control Flag, CC_12_CONTROL, being set to DISABLED. (See 7.4.1.)
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The Configuration Control Type 2 State Machine consists of three components:

a) The Head of Bus transition diagram described in 10.2.5.1, which characterizes the transitions associ-
ated with the Head of Bus B resource at the node.

b) The External Timing Source transitions described in 10.2.5.2, which characterize the transitions
associated with the external timing reference resource at the node.

c) The operations table described in 10.2.5.3, which records the status of resources being controlled by
the Configuration Control Type 2 function that must result from each of the complete set of possible
input conditions. The current state of the transitions described in 10.2.5.1 and 10.2.5.2 are two of the
input elements to the operations table.

 

10.2.5.1 Head of Bus transition diagram

 

The transition diagram for the Head of Bus State Machine is defined in figure 10-7. The control functions
that may cause a transition to occur are the following:

— Either the value of the Default Configuration Control Flag for the node, CC_D2_CONTROL, if the
node contains the CC_D function, or the value of the Configuration Control Flag for the node,
CC_12_CONTROL, if the node contains a CC_1 function. The CC_D2_CONTROL and
CC_12_CONTROL Flags are defined in 7.4.2 and 7.4.1, respectively.

— The operations of the Head of Bus Arbitration Timer associated with the CC_2 function, Timer_H_2,
defined in 7.1.2.

— The Link Status Indicator, LINK_STATUS_2, which records the current status of the duplex trans-
mission link associated with the Ph-SAP_B at the node, as defined in 7.5.3.

— The value of BIF (see 10.1.1) received at the node. (Subclause 10.2 defines which received value of
BIF shall be used.)

 

Head of Bus transition diagram (CC_2 function)

 

The state machine can be in one of five states: Initialize, HOB_Dflt, HOB_Wait_Dflt, HOB_Active, or
HOB_Wait_Active. The state machine is in the Initialize state if a node that contains a CC_1 function has
been powered up and has not yet received either (BIF = Bus A) or (BIF = Bus B) or has received BIF values
that conflicted with the association of labels with Ph-SAPs at the node. The state machine is in the
HOB_Dflt state if the Head of Bus B function is not active. The state machine is in the HOB_Wait_Dflt state
if the Head of Bus B function is currently being activated. The state machine is in the HOB_Active state if
the Head of Bus B function is active. The state machine is in the HOB_Wait_Active state if the Head of Bus
B function is currently being deactivated. 

The state machine is powered up in the HOB_Active state if the node contains the CC_D function. This
causes the CC_2 function to activate the Head of Bus B resource, which generates a HOBS value of STA-
BLE. The state machine is powered up in the Initialize state if the node contains a CC_1 function.

 

State HBB0: Initialize

 

The state machine at a node with a CC_1 function remains in this state if the node has been powered up and
has not yet received either (BIF = Bus A) or (BIF = Bus B) from either bus, as required by 5.4.2.2, or has
received BIF values that conflicted with the association of labels with Ph-SAPs at the node. In this state, the
node shall generate a BIF value of 00, if the Physical Layer is generating EMPTY octets of type
DQDB_MANAGEMENT in Ph-DATA indication primitives at the associated Ph-SAP.
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Figure 10-7—Head of Bus State Machine transition diagram (CC_function)
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Transition 01

 

When a node with a CC_1 function receives either (BIF = Bus A) or (BIF = Bus B) from either bus, then the
node is able to associate a label with the two Ph-SAPs, and the state machine enters the HOB_Dflt state. If
the node supports Head of Bus functions, then CC_12_CONTROL shall be set to NORMAL.

 

Transition 10

 

If the node contains a CC_1 function and receives a BIF value of Bus B at the Ph-SAP labeled Ph-SAP_A,
then the state machine returns to the Initialize state.

 

State HBB1: HOB_Dflt

 

The state machine remains in this state if the CC_z_CONTROL (z = 12 or D2) is DISABLED or if the
CC_z_CONTROL is NORMAL and the LINK_STATUS_2 indicator is UP. In this state the Head of Bus B
function is not active.

 

Transition 12

 

If the LINK_STATUS_2 indicator changes to DOWN, and if CC_z_CONTROL (z = 12 or D2) is NOR-
MAL, and (only if the node contains a CC_1 function) the node is receiving BIF values of Bus A at the Ph-
SAP labeled Ph-SAP_A, then the state machine restarts Timer_H_2 and enters the HOB_Wait_Dflt state.
This causes the CC_2 function to activate the Head of Bus B resource, which generates HOBS = WAITING.

 

State HBB2: HOB_Wait_Dflt

 

The state machine remains in this state if the CC_z_CONTROL (z = 12 or D2) is NORMAL and the
LINK_STATUS_2 indicator remains DOWN and the Timer_H_2 is running. In this state the Head of Bus B
function is participating in the arbitration procedure to determine which CC_2 function will maintain an
active Head of Bus B function. 

 

Transition 20

 

If the node contains a CC_1 function and receives a BIF value of Bus B at the Ph-SAP labeled Ph-SAP_A,
then the state machine enters the Initialize state. This causes the CC_2 function to deactivate the Head of
Bus B resource.

 

Transition 21

 

If the LINK_STATUS_2 indicator changes back to UP, or if the CC_z_CONTROL (z = 12 or D2) is DIS-
ABLED, then the state machine returns to the HOB_Dflt state. This causes the CC_2 function to deactivate
the Head of Bus B resource.

 

Transition 23

 

If the Timer_H_2 expires, then the state machine enters the HOB_Active state. The Head of Bus B function
generates HOBS = STABLE.

 

State HBB3: HOB_Active

 

The state machine remains in this state if the CC_z_CONTROL (z = 12 or D2) is NORMAL and the
LINK_STATUS_2 indicator remains DOWN. In this state the Head of Bus B function is active.
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Transition 34

 

If the LINK_STATUS_2 indicator changes to UP, then the state machine restarts Timer_H_2 and enters the
HOB_Wait_Active state. The Head of Bus B function generates HOBS = WAITING.

 

Transition 30

 

If the node contains a CC_1 function and receives a BIF value of Bus B at the Ph-SAP labeled Ph-SAP_A,
then the state machine enters the Initialize state. This causes the CC_2 function to deactivate the Head of
Bus B resource.

 

Transition 31

 

If the CC_z_CONTROL (z = 12 or D2) is DISABLED, then the state machine directly enters the HOB_Dflt
state. This causes the CC_2 function to deactivate the Head of Bus B resource.

 

State HBB4: HOB_Wait_Active

 

The state machine remains in this state if the CC_z_CONTROL (z = 12 or D2) is NORMAL and the
LINK_STATUS_2 indicator remains UP and the Timer_H_2 is running. In this state the Head of Bus B
function is waiting to cease operation.

 

Transition 40

 

If the node contains a CC_1 function and receives a BIF value of Bus B at the Ph-SAP labeled Ph-SAP_A,
then the state machine enters the Initialize state. This causes the CC_2 function to deactivate the Head of
Bus B resource.

 

Transition 41

 

If the Timer_H_2 expires, or if the CC_z_CONTROL (z = 12 or D2) is DISABLED, then the state machine
enters the HOB_Dflt state. This causes the CC_2 function to deactivate the Head of Bus B resource.

 

Transition 43

 

If the LINK_STATUS_2 indicator changes back to DOWN, then the state machine returns to the HOB_Ac-
tive state. The Head of Bus B function generates HOBS = STABLE.

 

10.2.5.2 External Timing Source transitions

 

The transitions for the External Timing Source State Machine are defined below. The control functions that
may cause a transition are as follows:

— Either the value of the Default Configuration Control Flag for the node, CC_D2_CONTROL, if the
node contains the CC_D function, or the value of the Configuration Control Flag for the node,
CC_12_CONTROL, if the node contains a CC_1 function. The CC_D2_CONTROL and
CC_12_CONTROL Flags are defined in 7.4.2 and 7.4.1, respectively.

— The status of the external timing source at the node, as given by the External Timing Source Status
Indicator (ETS_STATUS), as defined in 7.5.4.
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External Timing Source transitions (CC_2 function)

 

The state machine can be in one of two states: No_ETS or ETS_Active. The state machine is in the No_ETS
state if the external timing reference function is not active. The state machine is in the ETS_Active state if
the external timing reference function is active. 

The state machine is in the ETS_Active state if Condition A below is true. The state machine is in the
No_ETS state if Condition A is not true.

 

Condition A

 

If the node contains a CC_1 function, then
Condition A = (ETS_STATUS = UP) & (CC_12_CONTROL = NORMAL)

If the node contains the CC_D function, then
Condition A = (ETS_STATUS = UP) & (CC_D2_CONTROL = NORMAL)

 

10.2.5.3 Configuration Control Type 2 operations table

 

The operations table for the Configuration Control Type 2 State Machine is defined in table 10-11. Each row
of the operations table specifies one set of possible input conditions for the Configuration Control Type 2
(CC_2) function, and the status of the resources managed by the CC_2 function that must result as the output
from the input condition. The complete set of rows describes all possible input conditions to the CC_2 func-
tion. 

The elements of the input condition to the Configuration Control Type 2 operations table are as follows:

a) The state of the Head of Bus State Machine transition diagram, defined in figure 10-7. (Given as
HBB State in table 10-11.)

b) The state of the External Timing Source State Machine, defined in 10.2.5.2. (Given as ETS State in
table 10-11.)

c) The values of the DSGS, HOBS, and ETSS being received on Bus A, and after having been operated
on for any requirements of the other Configuration Control function at the node (either CC_D or
CC_1). (Subclause 10.2 defines which received value of DSGS, HOBS, and ETSS shall be used.)

The output status resulting from the operation is described by the following:

a) The Configuration Control Status Indicator, CC_STATUS_2, which records whether any resources
under the control of the CC_2 function are active or inactive, with consequences as defined in 7.5.1.

b) The Head of Bus Operation Indicator, HOB_OPERATION_2, which records which Head of Bus
functions have been activated by the CC_2 function, as defined in 7.5.2.

c) The 125 
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s timing source to be used by the Physical Layer at the node. The specified source is sent
as the source parameter in a Ph-TIMING-SOURCE request at Ph-SAP_B (see 4.4).

d) The DSGS, HOBS, and ETSS values being written to Bus B by the DQDB Layer Management Pro-
tocol Entity on behalf of the CC_2 function. This shall be done before the DSGS, HOBS, and ETSS
are operated on for any requirements of the other Configuration Control function at the node (either
CC_D or CC_1). (Subclause 10.2 defines which values of DSGS, HOBS, and ETSS shall be used if
the output column contains the value Relay.)

 

10.2.6 Configuration Control Type 1 State Machine

 

The Configuration Control Type 1 State Machine controls the operation of the Configuration Control Type 1
(CC_1) function described in 10.2.2.3. It therefore operates at all nodes in the subnetwork, except the node
containing the Default Configuration Control function.
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Nodes conforming to this part of ISO/IEC 8802 need only support the capabilities defined by the Configura-
tion Control Flag, CC_12_CONTROL, being set to DISABLED. (See 7.4.1.)

The Configuration Control Type 1 State Machine consists of three components:

a) The Head of Bus transition diagram described in 10.2.6.1, which characterizes the transitions associ-
ated with the Head of Bus A resource at the node.

b) The External Timing Source transitions described in 10.2.6.2, which characterize the transitions
associated with the external timing reference resource at the node.

c) The operations table described in 10.2.6.3, which records the status of resources being controlled by
the Configuration Control Type 1 function that must result from each of the complete set of possible
input conditions. The current state of the transitions described in 10.2.6.1 and 10.2.6.2 are two of the
input elements to the operations table.

 

10.2.6.1 Head of Bus transition diagram

 

The transition diagram for the Head of Bus State Machine is defined in figure 10-8. The control functions
that may cause a transition to occur are as follows:

— The value of the Configuration Control Flag for the node, CC_12_CONTROL, defined in 7.4.1.
— The operations of the Head of Bus Arbitration Timer associated with the CC_1 function, Timer_H_1,

defined in 7.1.2.
— The Link Status Indicator, LINK_STATUS_1, which records the current status of the duplex trans-

mission link associated with the Ph-SAP_A at the node, as defined in 7.5.3.
— The value of BIF (see 10.1.1) received at the node. (Subclause 10.2 defines which received value of

BIF shall be used.)

 

Head of Bus transition diagram (CC_1 function)

 

The state machine can be in one of five states: Initialize, HOB_Dflt, HOB_Wait_Dflt, HOB_Active, or
HOB_Wait_Active. The state machine is in the Initialize state if a node has been powered up and has not yet
received either (BIF = Bus A) or (BIF = Bus B) or has received BIF values that conflicted with the associa-
tion of labels with Ph-SAPs at the node. The state machine is in the HOB_Dflt state if the Head of Bus A
function is not active. The state machine is in the HOB_Wait_Dflt state if the Head of Bus A function is cur-
rently being activated. The state machine is in the HOB_Active state if the Head of Bus A function is active.
The state machine is in the HOB_Wait_Active state if the Head of Bus A function is currently being deacti-
vated. 

The state machine is powered up in the Initialize state.

 

State HBA0: Initialize

 

The state machine remains in this state if the node has been powered up and has not yet received either (BIF
= Bus A) or (BIF = Bus B) from either bus, as required by 5.4.2.2 or has received BIF values that conflicted
with the association of labels with Ph-SAPs at the node. In this state, the node shall generate a BIF value of
00, if the Physical Layer is generating EMPTY octets of type DQDB_MANAGEMENT in Ph-DATA indica-
tion primitives at the associated Ph-SAP.

 

Transition 01

 

When a node receives either (BIF = Bus A) or (BIF = Bus B) from either bus, then the node is able to associ-
ate a label with the two Ph-SAPs, and the state machine enters the HOB_Dflt state. If the node supports
Head of Bus functions then CC_12_CONTROL shall be set to NORMAL.
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Figure 10-8—Head of Bus State Machine transition diagram (CC_1 function)
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Transition 10

 

If the node receives a BIF value of Bus A at the Ph-SAP labeled Ph-SAP_B, then the state machine returns
to the Initialize state.

 

State HBA1: HOB_Dflt

 

The state machine remains in this state if the CC_12_CONTROL is DISABLED or if the
CC_12_CONTROL is NORMAL and the LINK_STATUS_1 indicator is UP. In this state the Head of Bus A
function is not active.

 

Transition 12

 

If the LINK_STATUS_1 indicator changes to DOWN, if CC_12_CONTROL is NORMAL, and if the node
is receiving BIF values of Bus B at the Ph-SAP labeled Ph-SAP_B, then the state machine restarts
Timer_H_1 and enters the HOB_Wait_Dflt state. This causes the CC_1 function to activate the Head of Bus
A resource, which generates HOBS = WAITING.

 

State HBA2: HOB_Wait_Dflt

 

The state machine remains in this state if the CC_12_CONTROL is NORMAL and the LINK_STATUS_1
indicator remains DOWN and the Timer_H_1 is running. In this state the Head of Bus A function is partici-
pating in the arbitration procedure to determine which CC_1 function will maintain an active Head of Bus A
function. 

 

Transition 20

 

If the node receives a BIF value of Bus A at the Ph-SAP labeled Ph-SAP_B, then the state machine enters
the Initialize state. This causes the CC_1 function to deactivate the Head of Bus A resource.

 

Transition 21

 

If the LINK_STATUS_1 indicator changes back to UP, or if the CC_12_CONTROL is DISABLED, then the
state machine returns to the HOB_Dflt state. This causes the CC_1 function to deactivate the Head of Bus A
resource.

 

Transition 23

 

If the Timer_H_1 expires, then the state machine enters the HOB_Active state. The Head of Bus A function
generates HOBS = STABLE.

 

State HBA3: HOB_Active

 

The state machine remains in this state if the CC_12_CONTROL is NORMAL and the LINK_STATUS_1
indicator remains DOWN. In this state the Head of Bus A function is active.

 

Transition 34

 

If the LINK_STATUS_1 indicator changes to UP, then the state machine restarts Timer_H_1 and enters the
HOB_Wait_Active state. The Head of Bus A function generates HOBS = WAITING.
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Transition 30

 

If the node receives a BIF value of Bus A at the Ph-SAP labeled Ph-SAP_B, then the state machine enters
the Initialize state. This causes the CC_1 function to deactivate the Head of Bus A resource.

 

Transition 31

 

If the CC_12_CONTROL is DISABLED, then the state machine directly enters the HOB_Dflt state. This
causes the CC_1 function to deactivate the Head of Bus A resource.

 

State HBA4: HOB_Wait_Active

 

The state machine remains in this state if the CC_12_CONTROL is NORMAL and the LINK_STATUS_1
indicator remains UP and the Timer_H_1 is running. In this state Head of Bus A function is waiting to cease
operation.

 

Transition 40

 

If the node receives a BIF value of Bus A at the Ph-SAP labeled Ph-SAP_B, then the state machine enters
the Initialize state. This causes the CC_1 function to deactivate the Head of Bus A resource.

 

Transition 41

 

If the Timer_H_1 expires, or if the CC_12_CONTROL is DISABLED, then the state machine enters the
HOB_Dflt state. This causes the CC_1 function to deactivate the Head of Bus A resource.

 

Transition 43

 

If the LINK_STATUS_1 indicator changes back to DOWN, then the state machine returns to the
HOB_Active state. The Head of Bus A function generates HOBS = STABLE.

 

10.2.6.2 External Timing Source transitions

 

The transitions for the External Timing Source State Machine are defined below. The control functions that
may cause a transition are as follows:

— The value of the Configuration Control Flag for the node, CC_12_CONTROL, defined in 7.4.1.
— The status of the external timing source at the node, as given by the External Timing Source Status

Indicator (ETS_STATUS), as defined in 7.5.4.

 

External Timing Source transitions (CC_1 function)

 

The state machine can be in one of two states: No_ETS or ETS_Active. The state machine is in the No_ETS
state if the external timing reference function is not active. The state machine is in the ETS_Active state if
the external timing reference function is active. 

The state machine is in the ETS_Active state if Condition A below is true. The state machine is in the
No_ETS state if Condition A is not true.

 

Condition A

 

Condition A = (ETS_STATUS = UP) & (CC_12_CONTROL = NORMAL)
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10.2.6.3 Configuration Control Type 1 operations table

 

The operations table for the Configuration Control Type 1 State Machine is defined in table 10-12. Each row
of the operations table specifies one set of possible input conditions for the Configuration Control Type 1
(CC_1) function, and the status of the resources managed by the CC_1 function that must result as the output
from the input condition. The complete set of rows describes all possible input conditions to the CC_1
function.

The elements of the input condition to the Configuration Control Type 1 operations table are as follows:

a) The state of the Head of Bus State Machine transition diagram, defined in figure 10-8 (given as HBA
State in table 10-12).

b) The state of the External Timing Source State Machine, defined in 10.2.6.2 (given as ETS State in
table 10-12).

c) The value of the DSGS, HOBS, and ETSS being received on Bus B, and after having been operated
on for any requirements of the CC_2 function at the node. (Subclause 10.2 defines which received
value of DSGS, HOBS, and ETSS shall be used.)

The output status resulting from the operation is described by the following:

— The Configuration Control Status Indicator, CC_STATUS_1, which records whether any resources
under the control of the CC_1 function are active or inactive, with consequences as defined in 7.5.1.

— The Head of Bus Operation Indicator, HOB_OPERATION_1, which records which Head of Bus
functions have been activated by the CC_1 function, as defined in 7.5.2.

— The 125 
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s timing source to be used by the Physical Layer at the node. The specified source is sent as
the source parameter in a Ph-TIMING-SOURCE request at Ph-SAP_A. (See 4.4.)

— The DSGS, HOBS, and ETSS values being written to Bus A by the DQDB Layer Management Pro-
tocol Entity on behalf of the CC_1 function. This shall be done before the DSGS, HOBS, and ETSS
are operated on for any requirements of the CC_2 function at the node. (Subclause 10.2 defines
which values of DSGS, HOBS, and ETSS shall be used if the output column contains the value
Relay.)

 

10.3 MID Page Allocation protocol

 

The MID Page Allocation protocol is used to communicate information between the DQDB Layer Manage-
ment Protocol Entities of nodes to support the operation of the MID Page Allocation (MPA) function,
described in 5.4.4. The MPA function controls the allocation of Message Identifiers (MIDs) to nodes along
the Dual Bus. The unit of allocation of MIDs is an MID page of one MID value. The information required to
support the MPA protocol is carried in the MID Page Allocation Field (MPAF) of the DQDB Layer Manage-
ment Information field, described in 10.1.3. 

The MPA protocol operates by logically associating an MID page value with each MPAF and allowing
nodes to deterministically arbitrate for allocation of this MID page value. The MPAF consists of three sub-
fields: the Page Reservation Subfield, the Page Counter Modulus Subfield, and the Page Counter Control
Subfield. The Page Counter Control (PCC) Subfield is used to control the MID page value that will be logi-
cally associated with the Page Reservation (PR) Subfield in the next MPAF received at the node. The PR
subfield is used to indicate whether the associated MID page value is reserved or not reserved for use by a
node. The Page Counter Modulus (PCM) Subfield is used as an additional check that all nodes are associat-
ing the correct MID page value with each MPAF.

The MPA protocol is a two-pass protocol, with MID page values being obtained on Bus B and then main-
tained on Bus A. This process is illustrated in figure 10-9. 
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The MPAF values are generated by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity at the node that contains
the active Head of Bus A function. 

— The PCC subfield is generated so that all nodes associate the same MID page value with a given PR
subfield. The PCC subfield is generated based on the value of a page counter at the head of Bus A
(PAGE_CNTR_HOB, see 7.2.4) under the control of the Page Counter State Machine (PCSM) for
the head of Bus A, as described in 10.3.1. 

— The PR subfield is generated so that the RESERVED_MID_PAGES (see 7.3.4) number of MID page
values that have been reserved for centralized allocation are not available for claiming by nodes on
the subnetwork. The PR subfield is generated based on the value of the PAGE_CNTR_HOBA under
control of the Page Reservation State Machine for the head of Bus A, as described in 10.3.2. 

— The PCM subfield is generated so that a node can check that the MID page value associated by the
node with a PR subfield matches the value associated with the PR subfield by the Head of Bus A
function. The PCM subfield is generated at the head of Bus A, as described in 10.3.3.

The MPAF passes along Bus A and is operated on by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity of all
nodes on the subnetwork. The PCC and PCM subfields are used by the PCSM for Bus A to control the value
of the page counter for Bus A (PAGE_CNTR_A, see 7.2.4). The operation of the PCSM is described in
10.3.4. The PR subfield may be used by the Keep Page State Machine (KPSM) at a node to keep or release
the MID page value associated with the current value of PAGE_CNTR_A. The operation of the Keep Page
State Machine (KPSM) is described in 10.3.5.

Each MPAF value received at the end of Bus A is echoed unchanged in the next MPAF generated for Bus B
by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity at the node that contains the active Head of Bus B func-
tion. 

The MPAF then passes along Bus B and is operated on again by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol
Entity of all nodes on the subnetwork. The PCC and PCM subfields are used by the PCSM for Bus B to con-
trol the value of the page counter for Bus B (PAGE_CNTR_B, see 7.2.4). The operation of the PCSM is
described in 10.3.4. The PR subfield may be used by the Get Page State Machine (GPSM) at a node to obtain
the allocation of the MID page value associated with the current value of PAGE_CNTR_B. The operation of
the GPSM is described in 10.3.6.

Figure 10-9—MID Page Allocation protocol information flow
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The MPAF values received at the end of Bus B are discarded by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol
Entity at the node that contains the active Head of Bus A function. 

 

10.3.1 Page Counter State Machine (PCSM) for head of Bus A

 

The PCC subfield is normally set by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity at the node with the

 

active Head of Bus A function to INCREMENT. After every (MAX_PAGE – MIN_PAGE) = (2

 

10 

 

– 2)
INCREMENTs, the PCC subfield should be set to RESET, unless MPA operation has been disabled due to
the subnetwork undergoing a configuration change affecting the location of a Head of Bus function or by a
DQDB Layer Management Interface operation. The PCSM for head of Bus A, defined in figure 10-10, main-
tains the value of the PAGE_CNTR_HOBA (see 7.2.4) to determine the value of PCC subfield to be gener-
ated upon receipt of an EMPTY PCC subfield. The PCSM for head of Bus A shall be automatically disabled
upon power-up of the node containing the Default Slot Generator. 

 

Operation of the PCSM for head of Bus A

 

State PCHA1: Enabled

 

The MPA function is enabled when the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity at the node with the
active Head of Bus A function is both sending a HOBS value of STABLE on Bus A and receiving a HOBS
value of STABLE from Bus B. Once operation of the MPA function is enabled, the PCSM for head of Bus A

Figure 10-10—Page Counter State Machine (for head of Bus A)
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remains in the Enabled state unless MPA operation is disabled. The value of PAGE_CNTR_HOBA is main-
tained by Transitions 11a and 11b.

 

Transition 11a

 

If PAGE_CNTR_HOBA is less than MAX_PAGE = (2

 

10 

 

– 1) then, upon receipt in a Ph-DATA indication of
an EMPTY DQDB_MANAGEMENT octet for which the TYPE bit is to be set to 1, the DQDB Layer Man-
agement Protocol Entity shall set the PCC subfield to INCREMENT and the PCSM for head of Bus A shall
increment PAGE_CNTR_HOBA by one.

 

Transition 11b

 

If PAGE_CNTR_HOBA is equal to MAX_PAGE = (2

 

10 

 

– 1) then, upon receipt in a Ph-DATA indication of
an EMPTY DQDB_MANAGEMENT octet for which the TYPE bit is to be set to 1, the DQDB Layer Man-
agement Protocol Entity shall set the PCC subfield to RESET and the PCSM for head of Bus A shall set
PAGE_CNTR_HOBA to MIN_PAGE = 1.

 

Transition 12

 

If operation of the MID Page Allocation function is disabled, then, upon receipt in a Ph-DATA indication of
an EMPTY DQDB_MANAGEMENT octet for which the TYPE bit is to be set to 1, the DQDB Layer Man-
agement Protocol Entity shall set the PCC subfield to RESET and the PCSM for head of Bus A shall set
PAGE_CNTR_HOBA to zero. The PCSM for head of Bus A shall then enter the Disabled state. 

 

State PCHA2: Disabled

 

The PCSM for head of Bus A enters the Disabled state upon power-up or when operation of the MPA func-
tion is disabled. The MPA function is disabled if the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity at the node
with the active Head of Bus A function starts to either send on Bus A or receive from Bus B a HOBS value
of WAITING. MPA may be disabled via the DQDB Layer Management Interface. 

 

Transition 21

 

If operation of the MID Page Allocation function is enabled, then, upon receipt in a Ph-DATA indication of
an EMPTY DQDB_MANAGEMENT octet for which the TYPE bit is to be set to 1, the DQDB Layer Man-
agement Protocol Entity shall set the PCC subfield to RESET and the PCSM for head of Bus A shall set
PAGE_CNTR_HOBA to MIN_PAGE = 1. The PCSM for head of Bus A shall then enter the Enabled state.

 

Transition 22

 

In the Disabled state, upon receipt in a Ph-DATA indication of an EMPTY DQDB_MANAGEMENT octet
for which the TYPE bit is to be set to 1, the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity shall set the PCC
subfield to INCREMENT.

 

10.3.2 Page reservation State Machine for head of Bus A

 

Upon receipt in a Ph-DATA indication of an EMPTY DQDB_MANAGEMENT octet for which the TYPE
bit is to be set to 1, the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity at the node with the active head of Bus A
function shall generate the PR subfield according to the rules described below, which depend on the relative
value of the page counter for head of Bus A, PAGE_CNTR_HOBA (see 7.2.4), and the
RESERVED_MID_PAGES system parameter (see 7.3.4):

a) If the current value of the PAGE_CNTR_HOBA is less than or equal to the value of
RESERVED_MID_PAGES, then the PR subfield shall be generated with a value of RESERVED.
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b) If the current value of the PAGE_CNTR_HOBA is greater than the value of
RESERVED_MID_PAGES, then the PR subfield shall be generated with a value of
NOT_RESERVED.

The default value of RESERVED_MID_PAGES upon power-up of the node containing the active Head of
Bus A function is zero.

Note that the value of PAGE_CNTR_HOBA used for the comparison is the value upon receipt of the PR
subfield, i.e., before the counter is changed as a result of the actions described in 10.3.1.

Note also that if the MID Page Allocation function is disabled, according to 10.3.1, then the PR subfield
shall be generated with the value of RESERVED, as the value of PAGE_CNTR_HOBA is zero, which is
always less than or equal to RESERVED_MID_PAGES. (Note that the MID page value of zero is always
reserved, as defined in 6.5.2.1.3.)

 

10.3.3 Page Counter Modulus Operation for head of Bus A

 

Upon receipt in a Ph-DATA indication of an EMPTY DQDB_MANAGEMENT octet for which the TYPE
bit is to be set to 1, the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity at the node with the active Head of Bus A
function shall generate the PCM subfield according to the formula below, which depends on the value of the
page counter for head of Bus A, PAGE_CNTR_HOBA (see 7.2.4):

PCM_value = (value of PAGE_CNTR_HOBA)(mod 4)

As a typical implementation, the PCM subfield value is set to match the two least significant bits of
PAGE_CNTR_HOBA. 

Note that the value of PAGE_CNTR_HOBA used is the value upon receipt of the PCM subfield, i.e., before
the counter is changed as a result of the actions described in 10.3.1.

Note also that if the MID Page Allocation function is disabled, according to 10.3.1, then the PCM subfield
shall be generated with the value of 00, as the value of PAGE_CNTR_HOBA is zero.

 

10.3.4 Page Counter State Machine (PCSM) for Bus A or Bus B

 

There is a separate instance of the Page Counter State Machine for each Bus x (PCSM_x) (x = A or B). Each
PCSM_x uses the PCC subfield received in an MPAF from Bus x to control the associated page counter for
Bus x (PAGE_CNTR_x, see 7.2.4) and uses both the PCC subfield and the PCM subfield to ensure that
PAGE_CNTR_x cycles correctly through the MID page range from MIN_PAGE = 1 to MAX_PAGE = (2

 

10

 

– 1). After the operation indicated by the PCC subfield has been performed, the value of PAGE_CNTR_x
indicates the MID page value to be associated with the PR subfield of the next MPAF received on Bus x.

The value of the counter PAGE_CNTR_A is used by the KPSM (see 10.3.5) when it operates on the PR sub-
field in an MPAF received on Bus A. Upon receipt of an MPAF on Bus A, any KPSM operation on the PR
subfield and PCSM operation of the PCM subfield shall be completed before the value of PAGE_CNTR_A
is modified by the value of the PCC subfield. The KPSM may only use the value of PAGE_CNTR_A when
it is greater than zero.

The value of the counter PAGE_CNTR_B is used by the GPSM (see 10.3.6) when it operates on the PR sub-
field in an MPAF received on Bus B. Upon receipt of an MPAF on Bus B, any GPSM operation on the PR
subfield and PCSM operation of the PCM subfield shall be completed before the value of PAGE_CNTR_B
is modified by the value of the PCC subfield. The GPSM may only use the value of PAGE_CNTR_B when
it is greater than zero.
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The operation of an instance of the PCSM for Bus x (x = A or B) is defined in figure 10-11. The PCC sub-
field may be received from a bus with any one of the values RESET (01), INCREMENT (10), or ERROR
(00 or 11) described in 10.1.3.3.

 

Operation of the PCSM

 

The PCSM_x has three states: the Below state, when PAGE_CNTR_x is less than MAX_PAGE; the Equal
state, when PAGE_CNTR_x is equal to MAX_PAGE; and the Idle state, when MID Page Allocation has
been disabled at the head of Bus A, when an invalid sequence of PCC subfields has been received, or when
the node has been powered up. In all states the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity shall forward the
PCC subfield and the PCM subfield without modification.

Figure 10-11—Page Counter State Machine for Bus x (PCSM_x)
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At power-up, the PCSM_x shall be in the Idle state. During normal operation, the PCSM_x should remain in
the Below and Equal states. 

Transitions in the PCSM_x only occur upon receipt of a PCC or PCM subfield. Any changes in the
PAGE_CNTR_x caused by a transition in the PCSM_x shall be used by the KPSM (x = A) or GPSM (x = B)
for operating on the PR subfield in the next MPAF. Similarly, any changes in the PAGE_CNTR_x shall be
used for checking the value of the PCM subfield in the next MPAF.

 

State PCx1: Below

 

The PCSM remains in the Below state while MID Page Allocation is enabled, and while PAGE_CNTR_x
remains less than MAX_PAGE and synchronized to the correct MID page value. The value of PAGE_CN-
TR_x is maintained by actions in Transitions 11 and 12. 

 

Transition 13

 

Upon receipt of an MPAF from Bus x for which the value of the PCM subfield does not match the modulo 4
value of the PAGE_CNTR_x counter, or which contains a PCC subfield set to RESET, PAGE_CNTR_x
shall be set to zero and the PCSM_x shall enter the Idle state.

 

Transitions 11 and 12

 

Upon receipt of an MPAF from Bus x for which the value of the PCM subfield matches the modulo 4 value
of the PAGE_CNTR_x counter, and which contains a PCC subfield set to either INCREMENT or ERROR,
the value of PAGE_CNTR_x shall be incremented by one. Then,

 

Transition 11

 

If the incremented value of PAGE_CNTR_x remains less than MAX_PAGE = (2

 

10 

 

– 1), the PCSM_x
remains in the Below state.

 

Transition 12

 

If the incremented value of PAGE_CNTR_x is equal to MAX_PAGE = (2

 

10 

 

– 1), the PCSM_x enters
the Equal state.

 

State PCx2: Equal

 

The PCSM_x enters the Equal state when the value of PAGE_CNTR_x equals MAX_PAGE. The PCSM_x
makes a transition from the Equal state upon receipt of the next MPAF from Bus x. 

 

Transitions 21 and 23

 

Upon receipt of the next MPAF from Bus x, the PCSM_x shall make one of the following two transitions: 

 

Transition 21

 

If the value of the PCM subfield matches the modulo 4 value of the PAGE_CNTR_x counter and the
PCC subfield is set to RESET, the value of PAGE_CNTR_x shall be reset to MIN_PAGE = 1 and the
PCSM_x shall enter the Below state.
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Transition 23

 

If the value of the PCM subfield does not match the modulo 4 value of the PAGE_CNTR_x counter, or
the PCC subfield is set to INCREMENT or ERROR, PAGE_CNTR_x shall be set to zero and the
PCSM_x shall enter the Idle state.

 

State PCx3: Idle

 

The PCSM_x enters the Idle state at power-up and thereafter does not enter the Idle state during normal
operation. The Idle state is only entered after power-up when the PCSM_x loses synchronism with the PCC
subfields generated by the DQDB Layer Management Entity at the node with the active Head of Bus A func-
tion, or when the node with the active Head of Bus A function has been instructed to disable operation of the
MPA function. The PCSM_x returns to the Below state upon Transition 31.

 

Transitions 31 and 33

 

Upon receipt of a PCC subfield from Bus x, the PCSM_x makes one of the following two transitions:

 

Transition 31

 

If the PCC subfield is set to RESET, PAGE_CNTR_x shall be reset to MIN_PAGE = 1 and the
PCSM_x shall enter the Below state.

 

Transition 33

 

If the PCC subfield is set to INCREMENT or ERROR, the PCSM_x shall remain in the Idle state.

 

10.3.5 Keep Page State Machine (KPSM)

 

The node maintains a list of MID page values that are currently available for use by the MAC Convergence
Function block by the set of operations described in 5.4.4.2.1. The KPSM, defined below, controls the MID
Page Allocation protocol operation of keeping an MID page value currently in the node MID page list.

The KPSM operates on PR subfields in MPAFs received on Bus A. The counter PAGE_CNTR_A, controlled
by the PCSM for Bus A (PCSM_A), is used by the KPSM when it operates on a PR subfield. Upon receipt of
an MPAF on Bus A, any KPSM operation on the PR subfield shall be completed before the value of
PAGE_CNTR_A is modified by the PCSM_A using the value of the PCC subfield. The KPSM may only use
the value of PAGE_CNTR_A when it is greater than zero.

The PR subfield may be received from Bus A with any one of the values NOT_RESERVED (00),
RESERVED (11), or ERROR (01 or 10) described in 10.1.3.1.

 

Operation of the KPSM

 

If the PAGE_CNTR_A has a value of zero, then, upon receipt of a PR subfield from Bus A, the DQDB Layer
Management Protocol Entity shall forward the PR subfield without modification.

If the PAGE_CNTR_A has a value greater than zero, then, upon receipt of a PR subfield from Bus A, the
KPSM shall compare the value of PAGE_CNTR_A with the list of node MID page values. Then,

a) If the value of PAGE_CNTR_A is not in the list of node MID page values, the DQDB Layer Man-
agement Protocol Entity shall forward the PR subfield without modification.

b) If the value of PAGE_CNTR_A is in the list of node MID page values, the KPSM shall examine the
value in the PR subfield. Then,
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1) If the PR subfield value is NOT_RESERVED or ERROR, the DQDB Layer Management Pro-
tocol Entity shall forward the PR subfield with a value of RESERVED.

2) If the PR subfield value is RESERVED, then,

i) The KPSM shall generate an LM-EVENT notify (MID_PAGE_LOST) with the
mid_page_id parameter set to the value of PAGE_CNTR_A.

ii) The DQDB Layer Management Entity shall delete the value of PAGE_CNTR_A from the
node MID page list.

iii) The DQDB Layer Management Entity shall inform the MAC Convergence Function
block that this MID page value may no longer be used.

 

10.3.6 Get Page State Machine (GPSM)

 

The node maintains a list of MID page values that are currently available for use by the MAC Convergence
Function block by the set of operations described in 5.4.4.2.1. The node also maintains a transmit sequence
number counter (TX_SEQUENCE_NUM, see 7.2.6) for each combination of MID value included in the set
represented by the MID page list and VCI value that the node is programmed to receive on behalf of the
MCF block. The GPSM, defined in figure 10-12, controls the MID Page Allocation protocol operation of
obtaining the allocation of a new MID page value.

The GPSM operates on PR subfields in MPAFs received on Bus B. The counter PAGE_CNTR_B, controlled
by the PCSM for Bus B (PCSM_B), is used by the GPSM when it operates on a PR subfield. Upon receipt of
an MPAF on Bus B, any GPSM operation on the PR subfield shall be completed before the value of
PAGE_CNTR_B is modified by the PCSM_B using the value of the PCC subfield. The GPSM may only use
the value of PAGE_CNTR_B when it is greater than zero.

The PR subfield may be received from Bus B with any one of the values NOT_RESERVED (00),
RESERVED (11), or ERROR (01 or 10) described in 10.1.3.1.

 

Operation of the GPSM

 

The GPSM can be in one of two states: Idle or Getting.

The GPSM shall start in the Idle state at power-up and remain there until the node needs to obtain the alloca-
tion of an MID page value. In this case, provided the number of MID page values in the node MID page list
is less than the maximum number that the node can obtain, MAX_MID_PAGES (see 7.3.5), the GPSM
enters the Getting state and remains there until it obtains the allocation of a page of MIDs. 

 

State GP1: Idle

 

The GPSM remains in the Idle state until it receives an LM-ACTION invoke (MID_PAGE_GET), request-
ing the allocation of a page of MIDs. 

 

Transition 11

 

Upon receipt of a PR subfield on Bus B, the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity shall forward the PR
subfield without modification.

 

Transition 12

 

Upon receipt of an LM-ACTION invoke (MID_PAGE_GET), the GPSM shall enter the Getting state, pro-
vided that the number of MID pages in the node MID page list is less than MAX_MID_PAGES.
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State GP2: Getting

 

In the Getting state, the GPSM shall operate on the PR subfields received from Bus B. The GPSM shall
remain in the Getting state until, with value of PAGE_CNTR_B greater than zero, the GPSM detects a PR
subfield set to NOT_RESERVED on Bus B. 

 

Transitions 21 and 22a

 

If the value of PAGE_CNTR_B is greater than zero, then, upon receipt of a PR subfield from Bus B, the
GPSM shall examine the value in the PR subfield. Then,

 

Transition 22a

 

If the PR subfield value is RESERVED or ERROR, the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity
shall forward the PR subfield without modification and the GPSM shall remain in the Getting state.

 

Transition 21

 

If the PR subfield value is NOT_RESERVED, then,

Figure 10-12—Get Page State Machine (GPSM)
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a) The DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity shall forward the PR subfield with a value of
RESERVED.

b) The GPSM shall generate an LM-ACTION reply (MID_PAGE_GET) with SUCCESSFUL sta-
tus and with the mid_page_id parameter set to the value of PAGE_CNTR_B.

c) The DQDB Layer Management Entity shall add the value of PAGE_CNTR_B to the node MID
page list.

d) The DQDB Layer Management Entity shall inform the MAC Convergence Function block that
this MID page value may be used.

e) The MAC Convergence Function block shall initialize to zero each TX_SEQUENCE_NUM
associated with each combination of MID value in the MID page, and VCI value that the node
is programmed to receive on behalf of the MCF block.

 

Transition 22b

 

If the value of PAGE_CNTR_B equals zero, then upon receipt of a PR subfield from Bus B, the DQDB
Layer Management Protocol Entity shall forward the PR subfield without modification and the GPSM shall
remain in the Getting state.
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11. Physical Layer principles of operation

 

11.1 Architectural considerations

 

The DQDB Layer uses the services of the Physical Layer defined in clause 4. Different Physical Layers are
defined as part of this part of ISO/IEC 8802. Each consists of two protocol functions as follows:

a) A transmission system function defines the characteristics of, and method of attachment to, the
transmission link between DQDB nodes. The interface to the transmission system meets with an
existing transmission system standard.

b) A Physical Layer convergence function adapts the capabilities of the transmission system into the
Physical Layer service. This function is supported by the Physical Layer Convergence Procedure
(PLCP), which defines a method of mapping the DQDB Layer timing information, slot octets, and
management information octets into a format that is suitable for transfer by the associated transmis-
sion system. 

Each different transmission system requires the definition of a unique PLCP. If the transmission system
already provides the defined Physical Layer service, the Physical Layer convergence function is null.

Due to the diversity of Physical Layer standards, this clause defines a set of principles of operation rather
than a set of definitive rules to be followed by all PLCPs. Any function that is defined in this clause must be
supported by an appropriate mechanism in each PLCP.

 

11.2 Node configuration

 

This part of ISO/IEC 8802 recognizes that implementations may package a number of DQDB nodes sharing
common power, management, and control functions into a cluster. In this case the Physical Layer within the
cluster may be proprietary. The Physical Layer functions specified in this clause pertaining to node mainte-
nance should apply to a single isolated node and to a cluster.

 

11.3 Duplex operation of the transmission link

 

The transmission link between adjacent nodes must be able to support transfer of DQDB Layer timing infor-
mation, slot octets, and management information octets in both directions simultaneously, so that a complete
Dual Bus is operating between the nodes. 

The number of parallel transmission paths in the link is dependent upon implementation choices and possi-
bly upon administration requirements. However, the slot rate must be the same for both directions, because
stable operation of the Distributed Queue requires that the frequency of Request bits on each bus be equal to
or greater than the frequency of empty slots on the other bus. Since the number of Request bits at each prior-
ity level is equal to the number of slots, then the slot rates must be the same on the two buses.

 

58

 

The ability of a transmission link to support or not support communication in both directions is indicated to
the DQDB Layer by the status parameter in Ph-STATUS indication primitives generated at the Physical
Layer service access point associated with the transmission link. (See 4.6.) Each PLCP will include a defini-
tion of the conditions under which a transmission link is declared up or down. (See also 11.5.3 and 11.5.4.)
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 The mechanism that would cause instability in the Distributed Queue for the case of unequal slot rates is described in annex D.
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11.3.1 Physical Layer Connection State Machine (PLCSM)

 

In order to determine the status of a transmission link, the PLCP 

 

may

 

 support the PLCSM. The PLCSM is a

 

recommended procedure

 

, and it is not mandatory for a PLCP to support the PLCSM, provided the required
function can be supported in an alternative manner. 

For PLCPs which support the PLCSM, there is one PLCSM for each transmission link at the node. The
PLCSMs are functionally located in the Physical Layer Management Entity. The Physical Layer Manage-
ment Entities at the two ends of a transmission link communicate via a Physical Layer Management Proto-
col. The information to support this protocol is carried in the Link Status Signal (LSS), which is defined in
abstract form in 11.3.2. The concrete encoding of the LSS by a PLCP is specified in the clause where that
PLCP is defined (see, for example, clause 13). 

The PLCSM is specified in tabular form in table 11-1. This table specifies the complete set of input conditions 
which can occur, and gives the output condition for each input condition. 

The inputs to table 11-1 are as follows:

a) The LSS received from the incoming direction of the transmission link; and

b) the PLCSM Control from the Physical Layer Management Interface. This has the value of either
NORMAL or FORCE_DOWN. (See 11.6.1.)

The outputs from table 11-1 are as follows:

a) The LSS to be transmitted on the outgoing direction of the transmission link; and

b) The status parameter which is passed to the DQDB Layer via a Ph-STATUS indication. This has the
value of either UP or DOWN.

The PLCSM is also specified in figure 11-1 in the form of a state machine using the representation described
in 1.7.2. Input conditions are listed above the transition arrow and output conditions are listed below the
transition arrow. Any output condition that is enclosed in braces describes a flag that does not change as a
result of the transition.

The specification of the PLCSM in table 11-1 and figure 11-1 are equivalent. In the case of conflict between
table 11-1 and figure 11-1, the table shall take precedence.

 

Table 11-1—Physical Layer Connection State Machine (PLCSM)

 

Input Output

Incoming LSS PLCSM control Outgoing LSS Status

 

connected NORMAL connected UP

-- NORMAL rx_link_dn DOWN

rx_link_dn NORMAL rx_link_up DOWN

rx_link_up NORMAL connected UP

X FORCE_DOWN rx_link_dn DOWN

 

KEY: -- = No input (link failed)
X = Don’t care
Status = Passed as parameter in Ph-STATUS indication
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Figure 11-1—Physical Layer Connection State Machine
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The PLCSM may be forced by the PLCSM Control input at the Physical Layer Management Interface into a
state where the PLCSM protocol entity signals that the incoming link is down, even if the link is actually up
as indicated by receipt of LSS = (connected) or (rx_link_up). Forcing a link down might be done for testing
or maintenance purposes, or to allow controlled insertion of a node. 

When the local node is forcing the link down, then this node is sending LSS = rx_link_dn. Receipt of LSS =
rx_link_up at the local node confirms that the remote node now considers the link down. However, confir-
mation cannot be received unless the link is in fully operable condition. If it is not, then receipt of LSS =
rx_link_dn by the local node indicates that the link outgoing from the local node is down, whereas receipt of
no LSS by the local node indicates that the incoming link is down. 

 

11.3.2 Link Status Signal (LSS)

 

The LSS is used to communicate information about the status of a transmission link between the two peer
Physical Layer Management Entities. The LSS is defined in abstract form in table 11-2. The concrete encod-
ing of the LSS for a PLCP is specified in the clause where the PLCP is defined. 

 

11.4 Node synchronization

 

The Physical Layer is responsible for the following:

a) The PLCP shall delineate slots and recognize the management information octets.
b) The Physical Layer shall propagate the DQDB Layer timing along the bus.
c) The PLCP shall limit jitter to levels acceptable to the transmission system. 

Each PLCP clause should define the tolerance allowed on the node clock that is used to provide 125 

 

µ

 

s tim-
ing in the absence of an external timing source.

 

11.5 Physical Layer Maintenance functions

 

11.5.1 Fault detection within nodes

 

The Physical Layer subsystem at a node shall monitor octets passing into and out of the local DQDB Layer
subsystem of the node whenever it is inserted into the subnetwork. This monitoring shall establish that the
node is operating in accordance with the requirements of 4.3, which specifies the relationship between octets
passed in Ph-DATA indication primitives, and octets received in Ph-DATA request primitives. 

 

11.5.2 Node isolation

 

A node is isolated from the subnetwork when its ability to write onto the buses is disabled or bypassed. Node
bypass could be provided via a number of techniques, including the following:

 

Table 11-2—Abstract encoding of LSS

 

LSS name Link status

 

connected
Received link connected: 
Operating in full duplex mode

rx_link_dn
Received link down, no input or 
PLCSM control = FORCE_DOWN

rx_link_up Received link up
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a) Physical bypass using passive techniques, such as a passive optical bypass switch.
b) Physical bypass using active techniques, which require termination and regeneration of the transmis-

sion system. In order to minimize reconfiguration in this case, the PLCP shall maintain the same
regeneration function during node isolation as when the node is in service.

c) Isolation of the access control functions of the node.

Each PLCP shall specify a bypass function. The Physical Layer could use the bypass function to isolate a
node from the subnetwork in the following conditions:

a) When the node is powered down (which could correspond to a) or c) above), unless power is pro-
vided to the Physical Layer to directly connect the two transmission links at the node (which could
correspond to b) above);

b) When powered-up, until the node is synchronized to the subnetwork (which could correspond to b)
above);

c) When the Physical Layer determines that the access control functions for that node are corrupting
the subnetwork (which could correspond to c) above); or

d) When the Physical Layer Management Entity forces isolation.

 

11.5.3 Fault detection on transmission links

 

The Physical Layer shall monitor the error performance of the incoming transmission link to establish that
the transmission system is providing an acceptable grade of service. The error thresholds at which the status
of a link is declared to have changed depend upon the transmission system and medium used, the network
requirements, and the nature of the PLCP. The thresholds for each situation shall be defined as parameters
passed to the Physical Layer Management Entity.

 

11.5.4 Nodes not supporting Head of Bus functions

 

If a node detects an incoming transmission link failure on Bus x (x = A or B), and the node does not support
Head of Bus functions, then the node shall signal this fact to the next node downstream on Bus x. This signal
is described in more detail in each PLCP clause. (This function is intended to allow network management
functions to isolate the transmission link that has actually failed.)

As well as generating a Ph-STATUS indication (DOWN) at the Ph-SAP corresponding to the failed link, the
Physical Layer also generates a Ph-STATUS indication (DOWN) at the other Ph-SAP of the node.

A node that receives the indication that there is no upstream Head of Bus capability shall behave as if the
incoming transmission link had failed, and take appropriate action, depending on whether or not the node
has Head of Bus capability.

In summary, all PLCP definitions shall support a mechanism for differentiating between failure of a link due
to conditions defined in 11.5.3 and failure due to lack of upstream Head of Bus capability. The signaling of
lack of Head of Bus capability could take the form of an unframed PLCP “Jam” signal (for example, see
13.4).

 

11.6 Physical Layer facilities

 

11.6.1 Physical Layer Connection State Machine (PLCSM) Control Flag

 

If a PLCP definition supports the PLCSM defined in 11.3.1, the PLCP requires two PLCSM Control Flags at
each node: one for each transmission link at the node. Each PLCSM Control Flag is used to control the oper-
ation of the PLCSM related to the transmission link. The PLCSM Control Flag shall contain one of these
values:
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NORMAL
FORCE_DOWN

The value NORMAL directs the PLCSM to operate normally. The value FORCE_DOWN is used to direct
the PLCSM to signal to the peer Physical Layer Management Entity that the transmission link has a status of
DOWN.

 

59

 

11.6.2 Head of Bus Capable Flag (HOB_CAPABLE)

 

The Head of Bus Capable Flag (HOB_CAPABLE) is used by the Physical Layer to determine the action to
take when one of the transmission links at the node is determined to have a status of DOWN. The HOB_CA-
PABLE Flag shall contain one of these values:

YES
NO

The value YES indicates that the node is capable of performing Head of Bus functions. The value NO indi-
cates that the node is not capable of performing Head of Bus functions. 
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 This might be done for testing or maintenance purposes, or to allow controlled insertion of a node.
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12. Physical Layer Convergence Procedure (PLCP) for DS1-based systems

 

This clause has not yet been approved as an International Standard, but will be incorporated at a later date.

 

60

 

60

 

The current text of this PLCP can be found in IEEE Std 802.6c-1993.
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13. PLCP for DS3-based systems

 

13.1 Overview

 

This clause provides a convergence procedure in which the DQDB Layer is mapped into a standard DS3
transmission system. An additional application, intended primarily for applications within a single building
or campus environment, which uses the same 12 slot per 125 

 

µ

 

s PLCP frame format, denoted SDS3, will be
described in a future addition to this part of ISO/IEC 8802. This latter application provides the capability to
map directly into a fiber optic transmission system with the same effective data rate. A single DQDB subnet-
work may thus contain nodes with a mixture of DS3 and SDS3 transmission systems interfaces.

The DS3 PLCP makes use of the optional status parameter in Ph-DATA indication primitives. (See 4.2.)
Hence, the status parameter is mandatory for the service provided by the DS3 PLCP.

 

13.1.1 DS3 relationship to the PLCP

 

The rate, format, electrical characteristics, and other attributes of the unchannelized DS3 signal are defined
in ANSI T1.102 and ANSI T1.107. The use of the DS3 overhead bits (i.e., F, M, P, X, and C bits) is defined
in ANSI T1.107. This part of ISO/IEC 8802 does not preclude or endorse any C-bit application (i.e.,
SYNTRAN or C-bit Parity). The implementer, however, is warned of possible interworking problems for
nodes using differing C-bit applications.

The DS3 signal has a nominal line rate of 44.736 Mbit/s and a frame duration that is nominally 106.4 

 

µ

 

s.
The DS3 signal consists of 699 octets (5592 bits or 1398 nibbles) per 125 

 

µ

 

s time period. One bit in 85 is

 

used for DS3 overhead functions providing a nominal information payload rate of 44.210 Mbit/s (84/85 

 

×

 

44.736 Mbit/s) and leaving approximately 690.78 octets (5526.2 bits or 1381.6 nibbles) available for use by
the DS3 PLCP. The DS3 information payload shall be 

 

nibble aligned

 

 (i.e., a nibble boundary shall follow
each DS3 overhead bit).

 

13.1.2 SDS3 fiber extension of simplified DS3 signal transmission system relationship to 
the PLCP

 

The attributes of the underlying transmission system for the SDS3 application will be described in a future
addition to this part of ISO/IEC 8802.
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13.2 The PLCP frame format

 

The PLCP frame format consists of 12 rows by 57 octets with the last row containing a trailer of either 13 or
14 nibbles. The PLCP frame has a nominal duration of 125 

 

µ

 

s.

The PLCP frame format is asynchronously mapped into the DS3 information payload or SDS3 signal using
a nibble stuffing technique. A nibble-stuffing opportunity occurs once every 375 

 

µ

 

s to maintain a nominal
frame repetition rate of 125 

 

µ

 

s. Since the DS3 PLCP frame duration is 125 

 

µ

 

s and the nibble-stuffing oppor-
tunity occurs once every 375 

 

µ

 

s, the DS3 PLCP frame contains a cycle/stuff counter to indicate the phase of
the 375 

 

µ

 

s cycle. Within the stuffing opportunity cycle, there are three PLCP frames. The first frame in the
cycle contains a trailer of 13 nibbles, the second frame in the cycle contains a trailer of 14 nibbles, and the
third frame in the cycle contains either 13 or 14 nibbles, depending on whether a nibble stuff has occurred.
The stuffing opportunity cycle is controlled by the cycle/stuff counter, which is explained further in 13.3.3.5.
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 SDS3 Transmission System Coding Specifications and SDS3 Transmission System Fiber Optic Specifications will be described in
subsequent additions to this International Standard.
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The PLCP delivers 12 DQDB slots every 125 

 

µ

 

s interval to the DQDB Layer. The first three columns of the
PLCP frame format are used for framing. The fourth column is used to carry PLCP Path Overhead octets.

The complete frame structure is shown in figure 13-1. Each row of bits in the PLCP frame format illustrated
in figure 13-1 shall be transmitted in order, from left to right, top to bottom.

 

13.3 PLCP field definitions

 

(Refer to figure 13-1.) See 6.1 for ordering principles of fields. The values of fields are described as bit pat-
terns. The left-most bit of each octet is the most significant.

 

13.3.1 Framing octets (A1, A2)

 

The first two columns (A1, A2) are used to provide slot delineation. The encoding of the A1 and A2 octets is
shown in table 13-1.

 

NOTE—Alternatively, slot delineation can be provided by using the Header Check Sequence (HCS) (see 14.3, 15.3, and
16.3). Since the PLCP for DS3-based systems was originally created by a different standards body than the other PLCPs,
this possibility was not included, although it is also technically feasible in this case.

 

←

 

1

 

→ ←

 

1

 

→ ←

 

1

 

→ ←

 

1

 

→ ←

 

53 octets

 

→

 

A1 A2 P11 Z6 First DQDB slot

 

A1 A2 P10 Z5 DQDB slot

A1 A2 P9 Z4 DQDB slot

A1 A2 P8 Z3 DQDB slot

A1 A2 P7 Z2 DQDB slot

A1 A2 P6 Z1 DQDB slot

A1 A2 P5 F1 DQDB slot

A1 A2 P4 B1 DQDB slot

A1 A2 P3 G1 DQDB slot

A1 A2 P2 M2 DQDB slot

A1 A2 P1 M1 DQDB slot 13–14 nibbles

A1 A2 P0 C1 Last DQDB slot

125 

 

µ

 

s

KEY: A1 = Framing octet (11110110)
A2 = Framing octet (00101000)
P11 – P0 = Path Overhead Identifier octets

PLCP Path Overhead octets:

Z6 – Z1 = Growth octets
F1 = PLCP Path user channel
B1 = BIP-8
G1 = PLCP Path status
M2 – M1 = DQDB Layer Management Information octets
C1 = Cycle/stuff counter

 

Figure 13-1—The DS3 PLCP frame format
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These codes are the same pattern as used in the Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) CCITT Recommen-
dations G.707, G.708, and G.709. See 13.6 for PLCP framing requirements.

 

13.3.2 Path Overhead Identifier (P11–P0)

 

The third column (P11–P0) identifies the PLCP Overhead octets contained in the fourth column of figure 13-
1. Figure 13-2 shows the format of the Path Overhead Identifier (POI) octet. The left-most 6 bits of these
octets provide numbering of the 12 rows. The reserved bit shall be set to (0). The parity bit provides odd par-
ity over this field.

Table 13-2 defines the codes for P11–P0, which shall be generated by the PLCP at each node. All other
codes are invalid. See 13.6 for PLCP framing requirements.

 

Table 13-1—A1 and A2 codes

 

A1 A2

 

11110110 00101000

 

Table 13-2—POI codes

 

P11 001011 0 0

P10 001010 0 1

P9 001001 0 1

P8 001000 0 0

P7 000111 0 0

P6 000110 0 1

P5 000101 0 1

P4 000100 0 0

P3 000011 0 1

P2 000010 0 0

P1 000001 0 0

P0 000000 0 1

Reserved
Parity

6 bits 1 bit 1 bit

Figure 13-2—POI octet

ReservedPath Overhead Label
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13.3.3 PLCP Path Overhead octets

 

The PLCP Path is defined between two adjacent peer PLCP entities. The F1, B1, G1, and C1 PLCP Path
Overhead octets are related to PLCP operation and shall be terminated/generated at each PLCP on the sub-
network. The M1 and M2 octets are provided for the transport of DQDB Layer Management Information
octets and shall not be processed by the PLCP Sublayer.

 

13.3.3.1 PLCP Path user channel (F1)

 

The F1 octet is the user channel, which is allocated for user communication purposes between adjacent
PLCPs. The use of this octet in DQDB subnetworks is for further study.

 

62

 

 The default code for this octet
shall be (00000000).

 

13.3.3.2 Bit Interleaved Parity-8 (B1)

 

One octet is allocated for PLCP Path error monitoring. This function shall be a Bit Interleaved Parity-8
(BIP-8) code using even parity. The PLCP Path BIP-8 is calculated over the 12 

 

×

 

 54 octet structure (columns
4 to 57, PLCP Path Overhead octets and DQDB slot octets) of the previous PLCP frame and inserted into the
B1 octet of the current PLCP frame.

A BIP-8 is an 8-bit code in which the first bit of the BIP-8 code represents even parity calculated over the
first bit of each octet in the 12 

 

×

 

 54 octet structure, the second bit of the BIP-8 code calculates even parity
over the second bit of each octet in the 12 

 

×

 

 54 octet structure, etc. Therefore, the BIP-8 code provides for 8
separate even parity codes covering the corresponding bit of each octet in the 12 

 

×

 

 54 octet structure.

 

13.3.3.3 PLCP Path status (G1)

 

The G1 octet is allocated to convey the received PLCP status and performance back to the transmitting
PLCP. This octet permits the status and performance of the full duplex PLCP Path to be monitored at either
PLCP entity. See figure 13-3 for an illustration of the G1 octet.

The first four bits of the G1 octet are the Far End Block Error (FEBE) code, which should be used to convey
the count of interleaved-bit blocks that have been detected to be in error by the PLCP BIP-8 code in the pre-
ceding frame. If implemented, this count shall have nine legal codes, namely zero (0000) to eight (1000)
errors. If not implemented, the code shall be (1111). The remaining six possible codes (1001 through 1110)
would have been a result of an error condition and shall be interpreted as zero errors.  

The fifth bit is used for the Yellow Signal. The Yellow Signal alerts the transmitting PLCP that a received
failure indication has been declared along the PLCP Path. When an incoming failure (i.e., PLCP Loss-Of-
Frame) is detected on Bus x (x = A or B) that persists for 2.5 

 

±

 

 0.5 s, a Yellow Signal may be generated on
Bus y (y = B or A) by setting the fifth bit of the G1 octet to one (1). The Yellow Signal shall be detected by a
one (1) in the fifth bit of the G1 octet for ten consecutive frames. When the incoming failure has ceased for
15 

 

±

 

 5 s, a Yellow Signal is removed from Bus y by setting the fifth bit of the G1 octet to zero (0). Removal
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 One possible application is for assisting maintenance personnel.

Link Status Signal (LSS)

4 bits 1 bit 3 bits

Figure 13-3—PLCP Path status (G1)

Yellow SignalFar End Block Error (FEBE)
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of the Yellow Signal shall be detected by a zero (0) in the fifth bit of the G1 octet for ten consecutive frames.
If not implemented, the default code for the Yellow Signal shall be (0).

The remaining three bits shall be used for the Link Status Signal (LSS) code as described in 11.3.2. The LSS
is used to communicate information about the status of the transmission link between the two adjacent PLCP
entities. This information is conveyed only between these two entities.

The LSS codes for the G1 octet are shown in table 13-3. All other codes are invalid and shall be ignored by
the receiver.

 

13.3.3.4 DQDB Layer Management Information octets (M2, M1)

 

The octets M1 and M2 carry the DQDB Layer Management Information octets, which are described in 10.1.
The DQDB Layer Management Information octets shall be generated at the head of a bus as described in
4.2, and shall be operated on by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity as described in 5.4.3.3, 10.2,
and 10.3. There need be no correlation between TYPE = 0 or 1 octets and the M1 or M2 octets.

 

13.3.3.5 Cycle/stuff counter (C1)

 

The C1 octet provides a stuffing opportunity cycle indicator for the PLCP frames. C1 shall be used as an
indication of the phase of the 375 

 

µ

 

s stuffing opportunity cycle and shall be used as a stuff indicator. Thus,
the C1 octet indicates the PLCP frame in which a nibble-stuffing opportunity shall occur.

The first PLCP frame in this cycle shall contain 13 nibbles, the second frame shall contain 14 nibbles, and
the third frame in the cycle shall provide for an opportunity to nibble stuff. The C1 octet shall indicate
whether the third frame in the cycle has or has not been stuffed. Each PLCP entity on the subnetwork shall
be 

 

frame cycle aligned

 

 (i.e., the phase of the incoming frame in the cycle shall be the same as the phase of
the outgoing frame in the cycle).

The HOB shall generate the frame phase of the cycle. The External Timing Source shall nibble stuff given
the opportunity to stuff in order to provide for a nominal 125 

 

µ

 

s time period. When the HOB is using its own
local clock to generate the timing information, the HOB shall nibble stuff every other opportunity. The
encoding of this octet is shown in table 13-4.

 

13.3.3.6 Growth octets (Z6–Z1)

 

The octets Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4, Z5, and Z6 are reserved for future standardization. The PLCP shall encode these
octets to the default code of (00000000).

 

13.3.4 Trailer nibbles

 

Each of the 13 or 14 nibbles in the trailer shall be encoded as (1100).

 

Table 13-3—LSS codes

 

LSS code LSS name Link status

 

000 connected Received link connected

011 rx_link_dn
Received link down, no 
input or FORCE_DOWN

110 rx_link_up Received link up
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13.4 PLCP behavior during faults

 

There are three types of conditions that directly influence the operation of the PLCP: transmission system
faults, PLCP faults, and DQDB Layer out-of-service. The PLCP shall not differentiate between transmission
system faults and PLCP faults. Therefore, all transmission system faults shall force the PLCP Out-Of-
Frame.

When the PLCP declares a PLCP Out-Of-Frame condition (see 13.6), it shall start the Timer_P_x (x = A or
B). This timer (Timer_P_x) shall be set to 1 ms 

 

±

 

 10 

 

µ

 

s. The PLCP shall send to the DQDB Layer Ph-DATA
indication octets marked as INVALID at Ph-SAP_x. The PLCP shall generate a Jam signal on Bus x. The
Jam signal is defined as an unframed continuous bit pattern contained within the framed DS3 information
payload or SDS3 signal. The bit pattern will be a repeating (1100) sequence (starting with a one–one (11)
after each DS3 overhead bit for the DS3 application). 

If the PLCP detects the Jam signal for at least 12 

 

µ

 

s, the PLCP shall reset and start the Timer_P_x. The
PLCP shall continue to send the Jam signal on Bus x and shall send to the DQDB Layer Ph-DATA indication
octets marked as INVALID at Ph-SAP_x.

— If the PLCP enters the In-Frame state before the timer, Timer_P_x, expires, the timer shall be
stopped. The PLCP shall send to the DQDB Layer Ph-DATA indication octets marked as VALID at
Ph-SAP_x. The PLCP shall resume its normal operation of processing/generating PLCP framing and
PLCP Path Overhead octets and of performing its local stuffing.

— If the timer expires before the detection of valid PLCP framing octets, the PLCP Sublayer shall enter
the Loss-Of-Frame state and shall send to the DQDB Layer a Ph-STATUS indication equal to
DOWN at Ph-SAP_x. The PLCP shall transmit on Bus y (y = B or A) an LSS equal to rx_link_dn.

• If the DQDB Layer is capable of becoming HOB (i.e., HOB_CAPABLE Flag is set to YES; see
11.6.2), then when the DQDB Layer receives the Ph-STATUS indication equal to DOWN at the
Ph-SAP_x, the DQDB Layer shall start the Head of Bus Arbitration Timer, Timer_H_w (w = 1 or
2), as defined in 7.1.2, and shall send the HOBS value of WAITING, as defined in 10.2.3.4, on
Bus x. Thus, the PLCP shall generate a valid PLCP frame with the appropriate PLCP framing
octets and PLCP Path Overhead octets and shall perform the cycle/stuffing mechanism. 

• If the DQDB Layer is not capable of becoming HOB (i.e., the HOB_CAPABLE Flag is set to
NO; see 11.6.2), the PLCP Layer shall continue to generate the Jam signal on Bus x. 

 

13.5 PLCP behavior during DQDB Layer out-of-service

 

The Physical Layer subsystem of a DQDB node connected to a DS3-based transmission system shall always
be powered up in normal operation. However, if for some reason the Physical Layer subsystem of a DQDB
node is powered down, the stations downstream and upstream of this node would immediately detect this
condition as a transmission system fault and the DQDB subnetwork would begin the fault detection process,
as defined in 13.4, to reconfigure around the powered-down node.

 

Table 13-4—Cycle/stuff counter codes

 

C1 code Frame phase of cycle Trailer length

 

11111111 1 13

00000000 2 14

01100110 3 (no stuff) 13

10011001 3 (stuff) 14
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The DQDB Layer shall have the ability of going in and out of service without interrupting the operation of
the Physical Layer. When the DQDB Layer goes out of service, the PLCP, as well as the transmission sys-
tem, shall continue normal operation (i.e, perform the stuffing mechanism and process/generate the PLCP
Path Overhead octets). The DQDB Layer Management Information octets (M1 and M2) shall be relayed
unmodified through the PLCP.

 

13.6 PLCP framing

 

The transition diagram for the PLCP Framing State Machine is defined in figure 13-4. Each DQDB node has
two PLCP Framing State Machines, one at the receiver for each bus.

 

PLCP Framing transition diagram

 

The state machine can be in one of four states: In-Frame (INF3), Out-Of-Frame (OOF1a), Out-Of-
Frame_Jam (OOF_J1b), and Loss-Of-Frame (LOF2). The state machine is powered up in the Loss-Of-
Frame (LOF2) state.

 

State OOF1a: Out-Of-Frame

 

When entering this state, the PLCP Out-Of-Frame timer, Timer_P_x, shall be started, and the PLCP shall
start generating the Jam signal on Bus x. However, if the node contains an HOB_OPERATION value of
HEAD_OF_BUS_x (see 7.5.2), the PLCP shall continue to generate a framed PLCP signal on Bus x. The
PLCP shall remain in this state until the Timer_P_x expires, the Jam signal is detected on Bus x, or until

INF3:In-Frame LOF2:Loss-Of-Frame

Power-Up: All nodes

Two (2) valid consecutive A1 and A2 octet pairs with valid POI octets
(23)

OOF1a:Out-Of-Frame

Errored A1 and Errored A2
octets or two (2) consecutive
invalid POI octets

Timer_P_x expires
(1a3) (1a2)

OOF_J1b:Out-Of-Frame_Jam

Detect Jam
signal

Timer_P_x
expires

(31a)
Start Timer_P_x

One (1) valid A1 and A2 octet pair with valid POI octet

Stop Timer_P_x

(1b3)

(1b2)

Two (2) valid consecutive A1 and A2
octet pairs with valid POI octets

(1a1b)

Stop Timer_P_x

Reset and start
Timer_P_x

Figure 13-4—PLCP Framing State Machine transition diagram
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valid framing is found. The PLCP shall send to the DQDB Layer Ph-DATA indication octets marked as
INVALID at Ph-SAP_x.

 

Transition 1a3

 

If the PLCP detects two consecutive valid A1 and A2 octet pairs with two consecutive valid and sequential
Path Overhead Identifier (POI) octets, then the state machine shall enter the INF3 state. The PLCP shall stop
and reset the timer, Timer_P_x.

 

Transition 1a2

 

If the Timer_P_x expires, then the state machine shall enter the LOF2 state.

 

Transition 1a1b

 

If the PLCP detects a Jam signal for at least 12 

 

µ

 

s, then the state machine shall enter the OOF_J1b state. The
PLCP shall reset and start the timer, Timer_P_x.

 

State OOF_J1b: Out-Of-Frame_Jam

 

The PLCP shall remain in this state until the Timer_P_x expires or until valid framing is found. The PLCP
shall send to the DQDB Layer Ph-DATA indication octets marked as INVALID at Ph-SAP_x. The PLCP
shall continue to generate the Jam signal. However, if the node contains an HOB_OPERATION value of
HEAD_OF_BUS_x, then the PLCP shall continue to generate a framed PLCP signal.

 

Transition 1b2

 

If the Timer_P_x expires, then the state machine shall enter the LOF2 state.

 

Transition 1b3

 

If the PLCP detects one valid A1 and A2 octet pair with a valid POI octet, then the state machine shall enter
the INF3 state. The PLCP shall stop and reset the timer, Timer_P_x.

 

State LOF2: Loss-Of-Frame

 

When entering this state, the PLCP shall transmit on Bus y an LSS equal to rx_link_dn and shall send to the
DQDB Layer a Ph-STATUS indication equal to DOWN at Ph-SAP_x. If the HOB_CAPABLE Flag is set to
YES, the PLCP shall generate a framed PLCP signal on Bus x starting with an A1 and A2 framing pattern
sequence. If the HOB_CAPABLE Flag is set to NO, the PLCP shall generate the Jam signal on Bus x. The
PLCP shall remain in this state until valid PLCP framing is found.

 

Transition 23

 

If the PLCP detects two consecutive valid A1 and A2 octet pairs with two consecutive valid and sequential
POI octets, then the state machine shall enter the INF3 state. The PLCP shall send to the DQDB Layer a Ph-
STATUS indication equal to UP at Ph-SAP_x.

 

State INF3: In-Frame

 

The PLCP shall process/generate PLCP framing octets, POI octets, and PLCP Path Overhead octets as in
normal operations and shall perform the stuffing mechanism. When the PLCP enters this state, it shall
always begin transmission of the PLCP frame on Bus x with an A1 and A2 framing pattern sequence, and the
PLCP shall send to the DQDB Layer Ph-DATA indication octets of type DQDB_MANAGEMENT (M2 and
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M1 octets) marked as INVALID at Ph-SAP_x until the PLCP detects the P11 octet. After the PLCP has
detected the P11 octet, the PLCP shall send to the DQDB Layer Ph-DATA indications of type
DQDB_MANAGEMENT marked as VALID at Ph-SAP_x. The PLCP shall remain in this state until errored
A1 and errored A2 octets or two consecutive invalid or nonsequential POI octets are detected.

 

Transition 31a

 

If the PLCP detects one or more errors in the A1 octet, and one or more errors in the A2 octet of an A1 and
A2 octet framing pair or two consecutive invalid or nonsequential POI octets, then the state machine shall
enter the OOF1a state. The PLCP shall start the Timer_P_x.

 

13.6.1 LSS operations table

 

The operations table for the LSS is defined in table 13-5. The operations table determines the status of the
transmission link according to the state of the PLCP Framing State Machine, the incoming LSS, and the
Physical Layer Connection State Machine (PLCSM) control. This table supplements table 11-1. Additional
states from table 11-1, corresponding to rows 4–6, are highlighted in boldface font. 

If a DQDB node with HOB_CAPABLE Flag set to NO receives an LSS code equal to rx_link_dn on Bus x,
then the PLCP shall transmit on Bus x an LSS code equal to rx_link_dn, irrespective of the incoming LSS
code on Bus y. This node adjacent to a failure would, therefore, be isolated from the DQDB subnetwork.

 

13.6.2 Physical Layer Frame Timing operations table

 

The Physical Layer frame timing operations table, table 13-6, determines whether an unframed Jam signal or
a framed PLCP signal shall be transmitted on Bus x (x = A or B) and which 125 

 

µ

 

s timing shall be used in
the latter case to generate the framed PLCP signal. The transmission on Bus x is dependent on three inputs:

a) The state of the PLCP Framing State Machine for both incoming buses (see figure 13-4).
b) The Timing Source and HOB_OPERATION_z (z = 1, 2, or Default) outputs from the CC_z opera-

tions tables in the DQDB Layer, defined in tables 10-10b), 10-11, and 10-12, respectively.
c) The value of the HOB_CAPABLE Flag, defined in 11.6.2.

This table supplements the Timing Source information of tables 10-10b), 10-11, and 10-12.

 

Table 13-5—LSS operations table

 

INPUT OUTPUT

PLCP Frame 
State

PLCSM 
Control

Incoming
LSS

Detect 
Jam Ph-STATUS Outgoing LSS

 

INF3 NORMAL Connected X UP connected

INF3 NORMAL rx_link_up X UP connected

INF3 NORMAL rx_link_dn X DOWN rx_link_up

 

OOF1a/OOF_J1b NORMAL X X no change rx_link_up

LOF2 NORMAL X NO DOWN rx_link_dn

LOF2 NORMAL X YES DOWN rx_link_up

 

X FORCE_DN X X DOWN rx_link_dn

KEY: X = Don’t care
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Table 13-6—Physical Layer Frame Timing operations supplementary table

 

INPUT OUTPUT

Bus x 
PLCP Frame 

State

HOB
OPERATION_z

HOB_CAPABLE 
Flag

Bus x Tx 
Frame

125 

 

µ

 

s 
Timing

 

OOF1a/
OOF_J1b

not HEAD_ 
OF_BUS_x

X Jam N/A

OOF1a/
OOF_J1b

HEAD_OF_
BUS_x

YES PLCP signal
NODE_CLOCK or 

EXTERNAL_
CLOCK (note 1)

LOF2
not HEAD_
OF_BUS_x NO Jam N/A

LOF2 X YES PLCP signal
NODE_CLOCK 
or EXTERNAL_
CLOCK (note 1)

KEY: X = Don’t care
N/A = Not applicable

NOTES

1—Selection between NODE_CLOCK and EXTERNAL_CLOCK is determined by tables 10-10b), 10-11, and
10-12 when the Bus x PLCP Frame State is OOF1a, OOF_J1b, or LOF2.

2—The HOB_OPERATION_z column refers to the value of HOB_OPERATION for the CC_z associated with
Ph-SAP_x at the node.
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14. PLCP for CCITT Recommendation G.703 (2.048 Mbit/s)

 

14.1 Overview

 

This clause provides a convergence procedure in which the DQDB Layer is mapped into a standard trans-
mission system according to CCITT Recommendations G.704 and G.703 operating at 2.048 Mbit/s as used
in public networks. Beyond the provisions of CCITT Recommendations G.704 and G.703, a 2.375 ms fram-
ing period shall be provided to support transportation of full DQDB slots.

 

NOTE—The CCITT Recommendation G.704 structure itself provides a 125 

 

µ

 

s frame and Physical Layer management
information.

 

The E1 PLCP

 

63

 

 makes use of the optional status parameter in Ph-DATA indication primitives. (See 4.2.)
Hence, the status parameter is mandatory for the service provided by the E1 PLCP.

 

14.1.1 E1 relationship to the PLCP

 

The rate, format, electrical characteristics, and other attributes of the E1 signal shall be as defined in CCITT
Recommendations G.704 and G.703. The first and 17th octet (time slots 0 and 16) of each CCITT Recom-
mendation G.704 frame shall not be used for the PLCP. They are left for E1 synchronization (i.e., frame
alignment) and overhead bits compatible with existing equipment. 

Therefore, the net bit rate available to the PLCP is 1.920 Mbit/s. The CCITT Recommendation G.704 nomi-
nal frame rate is 8 kHz.

 

NOTE—The PLCP shall provide sufficient buffering or other provisions to accommodate the “jump” resulting from the
passing of the 2 unavailable octets.

 

The 2.375 ms PLCP frame shall be aligned with the 125 

 

µ

 

s (8 kHz) frame of the transmission system.
Therefore, every second 2.375 ms frame starts with a synchronization octet of an E1 frame.
Nineteen CCITT Recommendation G.704 frames are contained in one PLCP frame of 2.375 ms. In such a
PLCP frame of 608 octets, 570 octets are available to the PLCP.

 

14.2 The PLCP frame format

 

A frame duration of 2.375 ms is chosen to allow efficient mapping of DQDB slots into the E1 frames based
on octets. Four octets shall be added to each DQDB slot of 53 octets to provide framing and overhead func-
tions so that each row contains 57 octets. (The first three octets are used for framing. The fourth octet is used
to carry PLCP Path Overhead octets.) Ten of these 57 octet rows are placed into one 2.375 ms frame. No
trailing octets are provided. (They are not needed as the CCITT Recommendation G.704 systems are syn-
chronous.)

The complete frame structure is shown in figure 14-1. Each row of bits in the PLCP frame format illustrated
in figure 14-11 shall be transmitted in order, from left to right, top to bottom.

 

14.3 PLCP field definitions

 

(Refer to figure 14-1.) See 6.1 for ordering principles of fields. The values of fields are described as bit pat-
terns. The left-most bit of each octet is the most significant.
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The designation E1 is used for a 2.048 Mbit/s transmission system according to CCITT Recommendations G.703 and G.704. It is the
first level of the plesiochronous digital hierarchy.
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14.3.1 Framing octets (A1, A2)

 

The first two columns (A1, A2) may be used to provide slot delineation. The encoding of the A1 and A2
octets is shown in table 14-1. 

These codes are the same pattern as used in the Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) CCITT Recommen-
dations G.707, G.708, and G.709. See 14.6 for PLCP framing requirements.

Alternatively, slot delineation based on the Header Check Sequence (HCS) of the DQDB header may be
used.

 

←

 

1

 

→ ←

 

1

 

→ ←

 

1

 

→ ←

 

1

 

→ ←

 

53 octets

 

→

 

A1 A2 P9 Z4 First DQDB slot

A1 A2 P8 Z3 DQDB slot

A1 A2 P7 Z2 DQDB slot

A1 A2 P6 Z1 DQDB slot

A1 A2 P5 F1 DQDB slot

A1 A2 P4 B1 DQDB slot

A1 A2 P3 G1 DQDB slot

A1 A2 P2 M2 DQDB slot

A1 A2 P1 M1 DQDB slot

A1 A2 P0 C1 Last DQDB slot

2.375 ms

KEY: A1 = Framing octet (11110110)
A2 = Framing octet (00101000)
P9 – P0 = Path Overhead Identifier octets

PLCP Path Overhead octets:

Z4 – Z1 = Growth octets
F1 = PLCP Path user channel
B1 = BIP-8
G1 = PLCP Path status
M2 – M1 = DQDB Layer Management Information octets
C1 = Stuff counter

 

Figure 14-1—The PLCP frame format

Table 14-1—A1 and A2 codes

 

A1 A2

 

11110110 00101000
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14.3.2 Path Overhead Identifier (P9–P0)

 

The third column (P9–P0) identifies the PLCP Overhead octets contained in the fourth column of
figure 14-1. Figure 14-2 shows the format of the Path Overhead Identifier (POI) octet. The left-most 6 bits of
these octets provide numbering of the 10 rows. The reserved bit shall be set to (0). The parity bit provides
odd parity over this field.

Table 14-2 defines the codes for P9–P0, which shall be generated by the PLCP at each node. All other codes
are invalid. A code shall also be considered invalid if the parity bit contained in the LSB is not correct. The
response to invalid codes is described in 14.6.

 

14.3.3 PLCP Path Overhead octets

 

The PLCP Path is defined between two adjacent peer PLCP entities. The F1, B1, G1 and C1 PLCP Path
Overhead octets are related to PLCP operation and shall be terminated/generated at each PLCP on the sub-
network. The M1 and M2 octets are provided for the transport of DQDB Layer Management Information
octets and shall not be processed by the PLCP Sublayer.

 

14.3.3.1 PLCP Path user channel (F1)

 

The F1 octet is the user channel, which is allocated for user communication purposes between adjacent
PLCPs. The use of this octet in DQDB subnetworks is for further study.

 

64

 

 The default code for this octet
shall be (00000000).

 

64

 

One possible application is for assisting maintenance personnel.

 

Table 14-2—E1 POI codes

 

P9 001001 0 1

P8 001000 0 0

P7 000111 0 0

P6 000110 0 1

P5 000101 0 1

P4 000100 0 0

P3 000011 0 1

P2 000010 0 0

P1 000001 0 0

P0 000000 0 1

Reserved
Parity

6 bits 1 bit 1 bit

Figure 14-2—POI octet

ReservedPath Overhead Label
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14.3.3.2 Bit Interleaved Parity-8 (B1)

 

One octet is allocated for PLCP Path error monitoring. This function shall be a Bit Interleaved Parity-8
(BIP-8) code using even parity. The PLCP Path BIP-8 is calculated over the 10 

 

×

 

 54 octet structure (columns
4 to 57, 1 PLCP Path Overhead octet and 53 DQDB slot octets per row) of the previous PLCP frame and
inserted into the B1 octet of the current PLCP frame.

A BIP-8 is an 8-bit code in which the first bit of the BIP-8 code represents even parity calculated over the
first bit of each octet in the 10 

 

×

 

 54 octet structure, the second bit represents even parity over the second bit
of each octet in the 10 

 

×

 

 54 octet structure, etc. Therefore, the BIP-8 code provides for 8 separate even parity
codes covering the corresponding bit of each octet in the 10 

 

×

 

 54 octet structure.

 

14.3.3.3 PLCP Path status (G1)

 

The G1 octet is allocated to convey the received PLCP status and performance back to the transmitting
PLCP. This octet permits the status and performance of the full duplex PLCP path to be monitored at either
PLCP entity. Figure 14-3 depicts the G1 octet.

The first four bits of the G1 octet are the Far End Block Error (FEBE) code, which should be used to convey
the count of interleaved-bit blocks that have been detected to be in error by the BIP-8 code in the preceding
frame. If implemented, this count shall have nine legal codes namely zero (0000) to eight (1000) errors. If
not implemented, the code shall be (1111). The remaining six possible codes (1001 through 1110) would
have been the result of an error condition and shall be interpreted as zero errors. 

The fifth bit may be used for the Alarm Signal (AS). The AS alerts the transmitting PLCP that a received
failure indication has been declared along the PLCP Path. When an incoming failure (i.e., PLCP Loss-Of-
Frame) is detected on Bus x (x = A or B) that persists for 2.5 

 

±

 

 0.5 s, an AS shall be generated on Bus y (y =
B or A) by setting the fifth bit of the G1 octet to one (1). The AS shall be detected by a one (1) in the fifth bit
of the G1 octet for ten consecutive frames. When the incoming failure has ceased for 15 

 

±

 

 5 s, the AS shall
be removed from Bus y by setting the fifth bit of the G1 octet to zero (0). Removal of the AS shall be
detected by a zero (0) in the fifth bit of the G1 octet for ten consecutive frames. If the AS is not implemented,
the default code for the AS shall be (0).

The remaining three bits shall be used for the Link Status Signal (LSS) as described in 11.3.2. The LSS is
used to communicate information about the status of the transmission link between two adjacent PLCP enti-
ties. This information is conveyed only between these two entities.

The LSS codes for the G1 octet are shown in table 14-3. All other codes are invalid and shall be ignored by
the receiver.

 

14.3.3.4 DQDB Layer Management Information octets (M2, M1)

 

The octets M1 and M2 carry the DQDB Layer Management Information octets, which are described in 10.1.
The DQDB Layer Management Information octets shall be generated at the head of bus as described in 4.2,

Link Status Signal (LSS)

4 bits 1 bit 3 bits

Figure 14-3—PLCP Path status (G1)

Alarm Signal (AS)Far End Block Error (FEBE)
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and shall be operated on by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity as described in 5.4.3.3, 10.2, and
10.3. There need be no correlation between TYPE = 0 or 1 octets and the M1 and M2 octets.

 

14.3.3.5 Stuff counter (C1)

 

The C1 octet provides a stuffing indicator for the PLCP frames. It is not used for the E1 PLCP and shall be
encoded to the default code of (00000000).

 

14.3.3.6 Growth octets (Z4–Z1)

 

The octets Z1, Z2, Z3, and Z4 are reserved for future standardization. The PLCP shall encode these octets to
the default code of (00000000).

 

14.3.4 Trailer octets

 

There are no trailer octets for the E1 PLCP.

 

14.4 PLCP behavior during faults

 

There are three types of conditions that directly influence the operation of the PLCP: transmission system
faults, PLCP faults, and DQDB Layer out-of-service. The PLCP shall not differentiate between transmission
system faults and PLCP faults. Therefore, all transmission system faults shall force the PLCP Out-Of-
Frame.

When the PLCP declares a PLCP Out-Of-Frame condition (see 14.6), it shall start the Timer_P_x (x = A or
B). This timer (Timer_P_x) shall be set to 19 ms 

 

±

 

 0.2 ms. The PLCP shall send to the DQDB Layer Ph-
DATA indication octets marked as INVALID at Ph-SAP_x. The PLCP shall generate a Jam signal on Bus x.
The Jam signal is defined as an unframed continuous bit pattern contained within the framed E1 information
payload. The bit pattern shall be a repeating (1100) sequence (starting with a one–one (11) after each E1 syn-
chronization octet for the E1 application).

 

NOTE—The Jam signal is not needed in point-to-point configurations. It shall, however, be generated in any
configuration.

 

If the PLCP detects the Jam signal for at least 270 

 

µ

 

s, the PLCP shall reset and start the Timer_P_x. The
PLCP shall continue to send the Jam signal on Bus x and shall send to the DQDB Layer Ph-DATA indication
octets marked as INVALID at Ph-SAP_x.

— If the PLCP enters the In-Frame state before the timer, Timer_P_x, expires, the timer shall be
stopped. The PLCP shall send to the DQDB Layer Ph-DATA indication octets marked as VALID at
Ph-SAP_x. The PLCP shall resume its normal operation of processing/generating PLCP framing and
PLCP Path Overhead octets.

 

Table 14-3—LSS codes

 

LSS code LSS name Link status

 

000 connected Received link connected

011 rx_link_dn
Received link down, no 
input or FORCE_DOWN

110 rx_link_up Received link up
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— If the timer expires before the detection of valid PLCP framing octets, the PLCP Sublayer shall enter
the Loss-Of-Frame state and shall send to the DQDB Layer a Ph-STATUS indication equal to
DOWN at Ph-SAP_x. The PLCP shall transmit on Bus y (y = B or A) an LSS equal to rx_link_dn.
• If the DQDB Layer is capable of becoming HOB (i.e., the HOB_CAPABLE Flag is set to YES),

then when the DQDB Layer receives the Ph-STATUS indication equal to DOWN at the Ph-
SAP_x, the DQDB Layer shall start the Head of Bus Arbitration Timer, Timer_H_w (w = 1 or 2),
as defined in 7.1.2, and shall send the HOBS value of WAITING, as defined in 10.2.3.4, on Bus x.
Thus the PLCP shall generate a valid PLCP frame with the appropriate PLCP framing octets and
PLCP Path Overhead octets.

• If the DQDB Layer is not capable of becoming HOB (i.e., the HOB_CAPABLE Flag is set to
NO), the PLCP Layer shall continue to generate the Jam signal on Bus x.

 

14.5 PLCP behavior during DQDB Layer out-of-service

 

The Physical Layer subsystem of a DQDB node connected to an E1-based transmission system shall always
be powered up in normal operation. However, if for some reason the Physical Layer subsystem of a DQDB
node is powered down, the stations downstream and upstream of this node can quickly detect this condition
as a transmission system fault and the DQDB subnetwork would begin the fault detection process, as defined
in 14.4, to reconfigure around the powered-down node.

The DQDB Layer shall have the ability of going in and out of service without interrupting the operation of
the Physical Layer. When the DQDB Layer goes out-of-service the PLCP, as well as transmission system,
shall continue normal operation (i.e., process/generate the PLCP Path Overhead octets). The DQDB Layer
Management Information octets (M1 and M2) shall be relayed unmodified through the PLCP.

 

14.6 PLCP framing

 

The transition diagram for the PLCP Framing State Machine is defined in figure 14-4. Each DQDB node has
two PLCP Framing State Machines, one at the receiver for each bus.

 

PLCP Framing transition diagram

 

The state machine can be in one of four states: In_Frame (INF3), Out-Of-Frame (OOF1a), Out-Of-
Frame_Jam (OOF_J1b), and Loss-Of-Frame (LOF2). The state machine is powered up in the Loss-of-Frame
(LOF2) state.

 

State OOF1a: Out-Of-Frame

 

When entering this state, the PLCP Out-Of-Frame timer, Timer_P_x, shall be started, and the PLCP shall
start generating the Jam signal on Bus x. However, if the node contains an HOB_OPERATION value of
HEAD_OF_BUS_x (see 7.5.2), the PLCP shall continue to generate a framed PLCP signal on Bus x. The
PLCP shall remain in this state until the Timer_P_x expires or until valid framing is found. The PLCP shall
send to the DQDB Layer Ph-DATA indication octets marked as INVALID at Ph-SAP_x.

 

Transition 1a3

 

If the PLCP detects two consecutive valid A1 and A2 octet pairs with two consecutive valid and sequential
Path Overhead Identifier (POI) octets, then the state machine shall enter the INF3 state. The PLCP shall stop
and reset the timer, Timer_P_x.

 

Transition 1a2

 

If the Timer_P_x expires, then the state machine shall enter the LOF2 state.
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Transition 1a1b

 

If the PLCP detects a Jam signal for at least 270 

 

µ

 

s, then the state machine shall enter the OOF_J1b state.
The PLCP shall reset and start the timer, Timer_P_x.

 

State OOF_J1b: Out-Of-Frame_Jam

 

The PLCP shall remain in this state until the Timer_P_x expires or until valid framing is found. The PLCP
shall send to the DQDB Layer Ph-DATA indication octets marked as INVALID at Ph-SAP_x. The PLCP
shall continue to generate the Jam signal. However, if the node contains an HOB_OPERATION value of
HEAD_OF_BUS_x, then the PLCP shall continue to generate a framed PLCP signal.

 

Transition 1b2

 

If the Timer_P_x expires, then the state machine shall enter the LOF2 state.

 

Transition 1b3

 

If the PLCP detects one valid A1 and A2 octet pair with a valid POI octet, then the state machine shall enter
the INF3 state. The PLCP shall stop and reset the timer, Timer_P_x.

 

State LOF2: Loss-Of-Frame

 

When entering this state, the PLCP shall transmit on Bus y an LSS equal to rx_link_dn and shall send to the
DQDB Layer a Ph-STATUS indication equal to DOWN at Ph-SAP_x. If the HOB_CAPABLE Flag is set to

INF3:In-Frame LOF2:Loss-Of-Frame

Power-Up: All nodes

Two (2) valid consecutive A1 and A2 octet pairs with valid POI octets
(23)

OOF1a:Out-Of-Frame

Errored A1 and Errored A2
octets or two (2) consecutive
invalid POI octets

Timer_P_x expires
(1a3) (1a2)

OOF_J1b:Out-Of-Frame_Jam

Detect Jam
signal

Timer_P_x
expires

(31a)
Start Timer_P_x

One (1) valid A1 and A2 octet pair with valid POI octet

Stop Timer_P_x

(1b3)

(1b2)

Two (2) valid consecutive A1 and A2
octet pairs with valid POI octets

(1a1b)

Stop Timer_P_x

Reset and start
Timer_P_x

Figure 14-4—PLCP Framing State Machine transition diagram
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YES, the PLCP shall generate a framed PLCP signal on Bus x starting with an A1 and A2 framing pattern
sequence. If the HOB_CAPABLE Flag is set to NO, the PLCP shall generate the Jam signal on Bus x. The
PLCP shall remain in this state until valid PLCP framing is found.

 

Transition 23

 

If the PLCP detects two consecutive valid A1 and A2 octet pairs with two consecutive valid and sequential
POI octets, then the state machine shall enter the INF3 state. The PLCP shall send to the DQDB Layer a Ph-
STATUS indication equal to UP at Ph-SAP_x.

 

State INF3: In-Frame

 

The PLCP shall process/generate PLCP framing octets, POI octets, and PLCP Path Overhead octets as in
normal operations. When the PLCP enters this state, it shall always begin transmission of the PLCP frame
on Bus x with an A1 and A2 framing pattern sequence, and the PLCP shall send to the DQDB Layer Ph-
DATA indication octets of type DQDB_MANAGEMENT (M2 and M1 octets) marked as INVALID at Ph-
SAP_x until the PLCP detects the P9 octet. After the PLCP has detected the P9 octet, the PLCP shall send to
the DQDB Layer Ph-DATA indications of type DQDB_MANAGEMENT marked as VALID at Ph-SAP_x.
The PLCP shall remain in this state until errored A1 and errored A2 octets or two consecutive invalid or non-
sequential POI octets are detected.

 

Transition 31a

 

If the PLCP detects one or more errors in the A1 octet, and one or more errors in the A2 octet of an A1 and
A2 octet framing pair or two consecutive invalid or nonsequential POI octets, then the state machine shall
enter the OOF1a state. The PLCP shall start the Timer_P_x.

 

14.6.1 LSS operations table

 

The operations table for the LSS is defined in table 14-4. The operations table determines the status of the
transmission link according to the state of the PLCP Framing State Machine, the incoming LSS, and the
Physical Layer Connection State Machine (PLCSM) control. This table supplements table 11-1. Additional
states from table 11-1, corresponding to rows 4 to 6, are highlighted in boldface font.

 

Table 14-4—LSS operations table

 

INPUT OUTPUT

PLCP Frame 
State

PLCSM 
Control

Incoming
LSS

Detect 
Jam Ph-STATUS Outgoing LSS

 

INF3 NORMAL Connected X UP connected

INF3 NORMAL rx_link_up X UP connected

INF3 NORMAL rx_link_dn X DOWN rx_link_up

 

OOF1a/OOF_J1b NORMAL X X no change rx_link_up

LOF2 NORMAL X NO DOWN rx_link_dn

LOF2 NORMAL X YES DOWN rx_link_up

 

X FORCE_DN X X DOWN rx_link_dn

KEY: X = Don’t care
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If a DQDB node with HOB_CAPABLE Flag set to NO receives an LSS code equal to rx_link_dn on Bus x,
then the PLCP shall transmit on Bus x an LSS code equal to rx_link_dn, irrespective of the incoming LSS
code on Bus y. This node adjacent to a failure would, therefore, be isolated from the DQDB subnetwork.

 

14.6.2 Physical Layer Frame Timing operations table

 

The Physical Layer Frame Timing operations table, table 14-5, determines whether an unframed Jam signal
or a framed PLCP signal will be transmitted on Bus x (x = A or B) and which 125 

 

µ

 

s timing shall be used in
the latter case to generate the framed PLCP signal. The transmission on Bus x is dependent on three inputs:

a) The state of the PLCP Framing State Machine for both incoming buses (see figure 14-4).
b) The Timing Source and HOB_OPERATION_ z (z = 1, 2, or Default) outputs from the CC_z opera-

tions tables in the DQDB Layer, defined in tables 10-10b), 10-11, and 10-12, respectively.
c) The value of the HOB_CAPABLE Flag, defined in 11.6.2.

This table supplements the Timing Source information of tables 10-10b), 10-11, and 10-12.

 

Table 14-5—Physical Layer Frame Timing operations supplementary table

 

INPUT OUTPUT

Bus x 
PLCP Frame 

State

HOB
OPERATION_z

HOB_CAPABLE 
Flag

Bus x Tx 
Frame

125 

 

µ

 

s 
Timing

 

OOF1a/
OOF_J1b

not HEAD_ 
OF_BUS_x X Jam N/A

OOF1a/
OOF_J1b

HEAD_OF_
BUS_x

YES PLCP signal
NODE_CLOCK or 

EXTERNAL_
CLOCK (note 1)

LOF2
not HEAD_
OF_BUS_x

NO Jam N/A

LOF2 X YES PLCP signal
NODE_CLOCK 
or EXTERNAL_
CLOCK (note 1)

KEY: X = Don’t care
N/A = Not applicable

NOTES

1—Selection between NODE_CLOCK and EXTERNAL_CLOCK is determined by tables 10-10b), 10-11, and
10-12 when the Bus x PLCP Frame State is OOF1a, OOF_J1b, or LOF2.

2—The HOB_OPERATION_z column refers to the value of HOB_OPERATION for the CC_z associated with
Ph-SAP_x at the node.
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15. PLCP for CCITT Recommendations G.751 and G.703 (34.368 Mbit/s)

 

15.1 Overview

 

This clause provides a convergence procedure in which the DQDB Layer is mapped into a standard trans-
mission system according to CCITT Recommendations G.751 and G.703 operating at 34.368 Mbit/s as used
in public networks. Beyond the provisions of CCITT Recommendations G.751 and G.703, a 125 

 

µ

 

s framing
period shall be provided to support 

 

n 

 

× 64 

 

kbit/s channels based on octets.

The E3 PLCP

 

63

 

 makes use of the optional status parameter in Ph-DATA indication primitives. (See 4.2.)
Hence, the status parameter is mandatory for the service provided by the E3 PLCP.

 

15.1.1 E3 relationship to the PLCP

 

The rate, format, electrical characteristics and other attributes of the E3 signal shall be as defined in CCITT
Recommendations G.751 and G.703. The first 2 octets of each CCITT Recommendation G.751 frame shall
not be used for the PLCP. They are left for E3 synchronization (i.e., frame alignment) and overhead bits
compatible with existing equipment.

 

NOTES

1—Only 12 bits of the first two octets are used for the Synchronization Pattern, Alarm Indication to the Remote End (A)
and National Use (N). The remaining 4 bits shall be set to (1100). Thus the two octets will be (1111010000 A N 1100).
The “sliding” of the two octets through the 125 

 

µ

 

s frame shall be done via full octets.

 

Thus the net bit rate available to the PLCP is 34.010 Mbit/s. The nominal frame rate is 22.375 kHz.

 

2—The PLCP shall provide sufficient buffering or other provisions to accommodate the “jump” resulting from the skip-
ping of the 2 unavailable octets.

 

The 125 

 

µ

 

s frame is not in any way aligned with the 44.6927 

 

µ

 

s (22.375 kHz) frame of the transmission sys-
tem. The E3 payload slots are only octet aligned to the E3 overhead octets.

 

15.2 The PLCP frame format

 

A PLCP frame duration of 125 

 

µ

 

s is chosen to easily accommodate 

 

n 

 

× 64 

 

kbit/s channels based on octets.
Four octets shall be added to each DQDB slot of 53 octets to provide framing and overhead functions so that
each row contains 57 octets. (The first three octets are used for framing. The fourth octet is used to carry
PLCP Path Overhead octets.) Nine of these 57 rows are placed into one 125 

 

µ

 

s PLCP frame. Eighteen to 20
octets (nominal) shall be left as a trailer depending on whether 2 or 3 E3 overhead double octets occurred
during the 125 

 

µ

 

s frame.

The complete frame structure is shown in figure 15-1. Each row of bits in the PLCP frame format illustrated
in figure 15-1 shall be transmitted in order, from left to right, top to bottom.

 

15.3 PLCP field definitions

 

(Refer to figure 15-1.) See 6-1 for ordering principles of fields. The values of fields are described as bit pat-
terns. The left-most bit of each octet is the most significant.

 

63

 

The designation E3 is used for a 34.368 Mbit/s transmission system according to CCITT Recommendation G.751. It is the third level
of the plesiochronous digital hierarchy.
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15.3.1 Framing octets (A1, A2)

 

The first two columns (A1, A2) may be used to provide slot delineation. The encoding of the A1 and A2
octets is shown in table 15-1. 

These codes are the same patterns as used in the Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) CCITT Recommen-
dations G.707, G.708, and G.709. See 15.6 for PLCP framing requirements.

Alternatively, slot delineation based on the Header Check Sequence (HCS) of the DQDB segment header
may be used. 

 

15.3.2 Path Overhead Identifier (P8–P0)

 

The third column (P8–P0) identifies the PLCP Overhead octets contained in the fourth column of
figure 15-1. Figure 15-2 shows the format of the Path Overhead Identifier (POI) octet. The left-most 6 bits of
these octets provide numbering of the 9 rows. The reserved bit shall be set to (0). The parity bit provides odd
parity over this field.

 

←

 

1

 

→ ←

 

1

 

→ ←

 

1

 

→ ←

 

1

 

→ ←

 

53 octets

 

→

 

A1 A2 P8 Z3 First DQDB slot

A1 A2 P7 Z2 DQDB slot

A1 A2 P6 Z1 DQDB slot

A1 A2 P5 F1 DQDB slot

A1 A2 P4 B1 DQDB slot

A1 A2 P3 G1 DQDB slot

A1 A2 P2 M2 DQDB slot

A1 A2 P1 M1 DQDB slot 18–20 octets

A1 A2 P0 C1 Last DQDB slot Trailer

125 

 

µ

 

s

KEY: A1 = Framing octet (11110110)
A2 = Framing octet (00101000)
P8 – P0 = Path Overhead Identifier octets

PLCP Path Overhead octets:

Z3 – Z1 = Growth octets
F1 = PLCP Path user channel
B1 = BIP-8
G1 = PLCP Path status
M2 – M1 = DQDB Layer Management Information octets
C1 = Stuff counter

 

Figure 15-1—The E3 PLCP frame format

Table 15-1—A1 and A2 codes

 

A1 A2

 

11110110 00101000
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Table 15-2 defines the codes for P8–P0, which shall be generated by the PLCP at each node. All other codes
are invalid. A code shall also be considered invalid if the parity bit is not correct. The response to invalid
codes is described in 15.6.

 

15.3.3 PLCP Path Overhead octets

 

The PLCP Path is defined between two adjacent peer PLCP entities. The F1, B1, G1, and C1 PLCP Path
Overhead octets are related to PLCP operation and shall be terminated/generated at each PLCP on the sub-
network. The M1 and M2 octets are provided for the transport of DQDB Layer Management Information
octets and shall not be processed by the PLCP Sublayer.

 

15.3.3.1 PLCP Path user channel (F1)

 

The F1 octet is the user channel, which is allocated for user communication purposes between adjacent
PLCPs. The use of this octet in DQDB subnetworks is under study.

 

64

 

 The default code for this octet shall be
(00000000).

 

15.3.3.2 Bit Interleaved Parity-8 (B1)

 

One octet is allocated for PLCP Path error monitoring. This function shall be a Bit Interleaved Parity-8
(BIP-8) code using even parity. The PLCP Path BIP-8 is calculated over the 9 

 

× 54 

 

octet structure (columns
4 to 57, 1 PLCP Path Overhead octet and 53 DQDB slot octets per row) of the previous PLCP frame and
inserted into the B1 octet of the current PLCP frame.

 

64

 

One possible application is for assisting maintenance personnel.

 

Table 15-2—POI codes

 

P8 001000 0 0

P7 000111 0 0

P6 000110 0 1

P5 000101 0 1

P4 000100 0 0

P3 000011 0 1

P2 000010 0 0

P1 000001 0 0

P0 000000 0 1

Reserved
Parity

6 bits 1 bit 1 bit

Figure 15-2—POI octet

ReservedPath Overhead Label
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A BIP-8 is an 8-bit code in which the first bit of the BIP-8 code represents even parity calculated over the
first bit of each octet in the 9 

 

×

 

 54 octet structure, the second bit represents even parity over the second bit of
each octet in the 9 

 

×

 

 54 octet structure, etc. Therefore, the BIP-8 code provides for 8 separate even parity
codes covering the corresponding bit of each octet in the 9 

 

×

 

 54 octet structure.

 

15.3.3.3 PLCP Path status (G1)

 

The G1 octet is allocated to convey the received PLCP status and performance back to the transmitting
PLCP. This octet permits the status and performance of the full duplex PLCP Path to be monitored at either
PLCP entity. Figure 15-3 depicts the G1 octet.

The first four bits of the G1 octet are the Far End Block Error (FEBE) code, which should be used to convey
the count of interleaved-bit blocks that have been detected to be in error by the PLCP BIP-8 code in the pre-
ceding frame. If implemented, this count shall have nine legal codes, namely zero (0000) to eight (1000)
errors. If not implemented, the code shall be (1111). The remaining six possible codes (1001 through 1110)
would have been the result of an error condition and shall be interpreted as zero errors. 

The fifth bit may be used for the Alarm Signal (AS). The AS alerts the transmitting PLCP that a received
failure indication has been declared along the PLCP Path. When an incoming failure (i.e., PLCP Loss-Of-
Frame) is detected on Bus x (x = A or B) that persists for 2.5 

 

±

 

 0.5 s, an AS shall be generated on Bus y (y =
B or A) by setting the fifth bit of the G1 octet to one (1). The AS shall be detected by a one (1) in the fifth bit
of the G1 octet for ten consecutive frames. When the incoming failure has ceased for 15 

 

±

 

 5 s, the AS shall
be removed from Bus y by setting the fifth bit of the G1 octet to zero (0). Removal of the AS shall be
detected by a zero (0) in the fifth bit of the G1 octet for ten consecutive frames. If the AS is not implemented,
the default code for the AS shall be (0).

The remaining three bits shall be used for the Link Status Signal (LSS) as described in 11.3.2. The LSS is
used to communicate information about the status of the transmission link between two adjacent PLCP enti-
ties. This information is conveyed only between these two entities.

The LSS codes for the G1 octet are shown in table 15-3. All other codes are invalid and shall be ignored by
the receiver.

 

Table 15-3—LSS codes

 

LSS code LSS name Link status

 

000 connected Received link connected

011 rx_link_dn Received link down, no 
input or FORCE_DOWN

110 rx_link_up Received link up

Figure 15-3—PLCP Path status (G1)

Link Status Signal (LSS)

4 bits 1 bit 3 bits

Alarm Signal (AS)Far End Block Error (FEBE)
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15.3.3.4 DQDB Layer Management Information octets (M2, M1)

 

The octets M1 and M2 carry the DQDB Layer Management Information octets, which are described in 10.1.
The DQDB Layer Management Information octets shall be generated at the head of bus as described in 4.2,
and shall be operated on by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity, as described in 5.4.3.3, 10.2, and
10.3. There need be no correlation between TYPE = 0 or 1 octets and the M1 and M2 octets.

 

15.3.3.5 Stuff counter (octet C1)

 

The C1 octet shall provide a stuffing indicator for the PLCP frames. The C1 octet indicates the PLCP frame
in which an octet-stuffing shall occur and contains the number of trailer octets transmitted (17–21).

The External Timing Source shall octet stuff given the opportunity to stuff in order to provide for a nominal
125 

 

µ

 

s time period by adding/deleting one (1) trailer octet. When the HOB is using its own local clock gen-
erator to generate the timing information, no stuffing shall be used. The encoding of this octet is shown in
table 15-4.

The C1 codes have been chosen to provide error correction capability for 1 bit error and 2 adjacent bit errors

 

and error detection capability for 3 random bit errors using the Abramson code: (

 

x

 

3

 

 + 

 

x

 

 + 1)(

 

x

 

 + 1).

The left-most 3 bits contain the numbering, the middle 4 bits provide the protection code, and the right-most
bit is not used in the coding process. C1 evaluation shall always use the error correction mode.

 

15.3.3.6 Growth octets (Z3–Z1)

 

The octets Z1, Z2, and Z3 are reserved for future standardization. The PLCP shall encode these octets to the
default code of (00000000).

 

15.3.4 Trailer octets 

 

Each of the 17 to 21 trailer octets shall be encoded as (11001100).

 

15.4 PLCP behavior during faults

 

There are three types of conditions that directly influence the operation of the PLCP: transmission system
faults, PLCP faults, and DQDB Layer out-of-service. The PLCP shall not differentiate between transmission
system faults and PLCP faults. Thus all transmission system faults shall force the PLCP Out-Of-Frame.

When the PLCP declares a PLCP Out-Of-Frame condition (see 15.6), it shall start the Timer_P_x (x = A or
B). This timer (Timer_P_x) shall be set to 1 ms 

 

±

 

 10 

 

µ

 

s. The PLCP shall send to the DQDB Layer Ph-DATA
indication octets marked as INVALID at Ph-SAP_x. The PLCP shall generate a Jam signal on Bus x. The

 

Table 15-4—E3 stuff counter codes

 

17 001 1101 1

18 010 0111 1

19 011 1010 1

20 100 1110 1

21 101 0011 1
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Jam signal is defined as an unframed continuous bit pattern contained within the framed E3 information pay-
load. The bit pattern shall be a repeating (1100) sequence (starting with a one–one (11) after each E3 syn-
chronization double octet for the E3 application).

 

NOTE—The Jam signal is not needed in point-to-point configurations. It shall, however, be generated in any
configuration.

 

If the PLCP detects the Jam signal for at least 20 

 

µ

 

s, the PLCP shall reset and start the Timer_P_x. The
PLCP shall continue to send the Jam signal on Bus x and shall send to the DQDB Layer Ph-DATA indication
octets marked as INVALID at Ph-SAP_x.

— If the PLCP enters the In-Frame state before the timer, Timer_P_x, expires, the timer shall be
stopped. The PLCP shall send to the DQDB Layer Ph-DATA indication octets marked as VALID at
Ph-SAP_x. The PLCP shall resume its normal operation of processing/generating PLCP framing and
PLCP Path Overhead octets and of performing its local stuffing.

— If the timer expires before the detection of valid PLCP framing octets, the PLCP Sublayer shall enter
the Loss-Of-Frame state and shall send to the DQDB Layer a Ph-STATUS indication equal to
DOWN at Ph-SAP_x. The PLCP shall transmit on Bus y (y = B or A) an LSS equal to rx_link_dn.
• If the DQDB Layer is capable of becoming HOB (i.e., the HOB_CAPABLE Flag is set to YES),

then when the DQDB Layer receives the Ph-STATUS indication equal to DOWN at the Ph-
SAP_x, the DQDB Layer shall start the Head of Bus Arbitration Timer, Timer_H_w (w = 1 or 2),
as defined in 7.1.2, and shall send the HOBS value of WAITING, as defined in 10.2.3.4, on Bus x.
Thus the PLCP shall generate a valid PLCP frame with the appropriate PLCP framing octets and
PLCP Path Overhead octets and shall perform the stuffing mechanism.

• If the DQDB Layer is not capable of becoming HOB (i.e., the HOB_CAPABLE Flag is set to
NO; see 11.6.2), the PLCP Layer shall continue to generate the Jam signal on Bus x.

 

15.5 PLCP behavior during DQDB Layer out-of-service

 

The Physical Layer subsystem of a DQDB node connected to an E3-based transmission system shall always
be powered up in normal operation. However, if for some reason the Physical Layer subsystem of a DQDB
node is powered down, the stations downstream and upstream of this node can quickly detect this condition
as a transmission system fault and the DQDB subnetwork would begin the fault detection process, as defined
in 15.4, to reconfigure around the powered-down node.

The DQDB Layer shall have the ability of going in and out of service without interrupting the operation of
the Physical Layer. When the DQDB Layer goes out of service, the PLCP, as well as the transmission sys-
tem, shall continue normal operation (i.e., perform the stuffing mechanism and process/generate the PLCP
Path Overhead octets). The DQDB Layer Management Information octets (M1 and M2) shall be relayed
unmodified through the PLCP.

 

15.6 PLCP framing

 

The transition diagram for PLCP Framing State Machine is defined in figure 15-4. Each DQDB node has
two PLCP Framing State Machines, one at the receiver for each bus.

 

PLCP Framing transition diagram

 

The state machine can be in one of four states: In-Frame (INF3), Out-Of-Frame (OOF1a), Out-Of-
Frame_Jam (OOF_J1b), and Loss-Of-Frame (LOF2). The state machine shall be powered up in the Loss-Of-
Frame (LOF2) state.
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State OOF1a: Out-Of-Frame

 

When entering this state, the PLCP Out-Of-Frame timer, Timer_P_x, shall be started, and the PLCP shall
start generating the Jam signal on Bus x. However, if the node contains an HOB_OPERATION value of
HEAD_OF_BUS_x (see 7.5.2), the PLCP shall continue to generate a framed PLCP signal on Bus x. The
PLCP shall remain in this state until the Timer_P_x expires or until valid framing is found. The PLCP shall
send to the DQDB Layer Ph-DATA indication octets marked as INVALID at Ph-SAP_x.

 

Transition 1a3

 

If the PLCP detects two consecutive valid A1 and A2 octet pairs with two consecutive valid and sequential
Path Overhead Identifier (POI) octets, then the state machine shall enter the INF3 state. The PLCP shall stop
and reset the timer, Timer_P_x.

 

Transition 1a2

 

If the Timer_P_x expires, then the state machine shall enter the LOF2 state.

 

Transition 1a1b

 

If the PLCP detects a Jam signal for at least 16 

 

µ

 

s, then the state machine shall enter the OOF_J1b state. The
PLCP shall reset and start the timer, Timer_P_x.

INF3:In-Frame LOF2:Loss-Of-Frame

Power-Up: All nodes

Two (2) valid consecutive A1 and A2 octet pairs with valid POI octets
(23)

OOF1a:Out-Of-Frame

Errored A1 and Errored A2
octets or two (2) consecutive
invalid POI octets

Timer_P_x expires
(1a3) (1a2)

OOF_J1b:Out-Of-Frame_Jam

Detect Jam
signal

Timer_P_x
expires

(31a)
Start Timer_P_x

One (1) valid A1 and A2 octet pair with valid POI octet

Stop Timer_P_x

(1b3)

(1b2)

Two (2) valid consecutive A1 and A2
octet pairs with valid POI octets

(1a1b)

Stop Timer_P_x

Reset and start
Timer_P_x

Figure 15-4—PLCP Framing State Machine transition diagram
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State OOF_J1b: Out-Of-Frame_Jam

 

The PLCP shall remain in this state until the Timer_P_x expires or until valid framing is found. The PLCP
shall send to the DQDB Layer Ph-DATA indication octets marked as INVALID at Ph-SAP_x. The PLCP
shall continue to generate the Jam signal. However, if the node contains an HOB_OPERATION value of
HEAD_OF_BUS_x, then the PLCP shall continue to generate a framed PLCP signal.

 

Transition 1b2

 

If the Timer_P_x expires, then the state machine shall enter the LOF2 state.

 

Transition 1b3

 

If the PLCP detects one valid A1 and A2 octet pair with a valid POI octet, then the state machine shall enter
the INF3 state. The PLCP shall stop and reset the timer, Timer_P_x.

 

State LOF2: Loss-Of-Frame

 

When entering this state, the PLCP shall transmit on Bus y an LSS equal to rx_link_dn and shall send to the
DQDB Layer a Ph-STATUS indication equal to DOWN at Ph-SAP_x. If the HOB_CAPABLE Flag is set to
YES, the PLCP shall generate a framed PLCP signal on Bus x starting with an A1 and A2 framing pattern
sequence. If the HOB_CAPABLE Flag is set to NO, the PLCP shall generate the Jam signal on Bus x. The
PLCP shall remain in this state until valid PLCP framing is found.

 

Transition 23

 

If the PLCP detects two consecutive valid A1 and A2 octet pairs with two consecutive valid and sequential
POI octets, then the state machine shall enter the INF3 state. The PLCP shall send to the DQDB Layer a Ph-
STATUS indication equal to UP at Ph-SAP_x.

 

State INF3: In-Frame

 

The PLCP shall process/generate PLCP framing octets, POI octets, and PLCP Path Overhead octets as in
normal operations and shall perform the stuffing mechanism. When the PLCP enters this state, it shall
always begin transmission of the PLCP frame on Bus x with an A1 and A2 framing pattern sequence, and the
PLCP shall send to the DQDB Layer Ph-DATA indications of type DQDB_MANAGEMENT (M2 and M1
octets) marked as INVALID at Ph-SAP_x until the PLCP detects the P8 octet. After the PLCP has detected
the P8 octet, the PLCP shall send to the DQDB Layer Ph-DATA indications of type
DQDB_MANAGEMENT marked as VALID at Ph-SAP_x. The PLCP shall remain in this state until errored
A1 and errored A2 octets or two consecutive invalid or nonsequential POI octets are detected.

 

Transition 31a

 

If the PLCP detects one or more errors in the A1 octet and one or more errors in the A2 octet of an A1 and
A2 octet framing pair or two consecutive invalid or nonsequential POI octets, then the state machine shall
enter the OOF1a state. The PLCP shall start the Timer_P_x.

 

15.6.1 LSS operations table

 

The operations table for the LSS is defined in table 15-5. The operations table determines the status of the
transmission link according to the state of the PLCP Framing State Machine, the incoming LSS, and the
Physical Layer Connection State Machine (PLCSM) control. This table supplements table 11-1. Additional
states from table 11-1, corresponding to rows 4 to 6, are highlighted in boldface font.
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If a DQDB node with HOB_CAPABLE Flag set to NO receives an LSS code equal to rx_link_dn on Bus x,
then the PLCP shall transmit on Bus x an LSS code equal to rx_link_dn, irrespective of the incoming LSS
code on Bus y. This node adjacent to a failure would, therefore, be isolated from the DQDB subnetwork.

 

15.6.2 Physical Layer Frame TIming operations table

 

The Physical Layer Frame Timing operations table, table 15-6, determines whether an unframed Jam signal
or a framed PLCP signal shall be transmitted on Bus x (x = A or B) and which 125 

 

µ

 

s timing shall be used in
the latter case to generate the framed PLCP signal. The transmission on Bus x is dependent on three inputs:

a) The state of the PLCP Framing State Machine for both incoming buses (see figure 15-4).
b) The Timing Source and HOB_OPERATION_z (z = 1, 2, or Default) outputs from the CC_z opera-

tions tables in the DQDB Layer, defined in tables 10-10b), 10-11, and 10-12, respectively.
c) The value of the HOB_CAPABLE Flag, defined in 11.6.2.

This table supplements the Timing Source information of tables 10-10(b), 10-11, and 10-12.

 

Table 15-5—LSS operations table

 

INPUT OUTPUT

PLCP Frame 
State

PLCSM 
Control

Incoming
LSS

Detect 
Jam Ph-STATUS Outgoing LSS

 

INF3 NORMAL Connected X UP connected

INF3 NORMAL rx_link_up X UP connected

INF3 NORMAL rx_link_dn X DOWN rx_link_up

 

OOF1a/OOF_J1b NORMAL X X no change rx_link_up

LOF2 NORMAL X NO DOWN rx_link_dn

LOF2 NORMAL X YES DOWN rx_link_up

 

X FORCE_DN X X DOWN rx_link_dn

KEY: X = Don’t care
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Table 15-6—Physical Layer Frame Timing operations supplementary table

 

INPUT OUTPUT

Bus x 
PLCP Frame 

State

HOB
OPERATION_z

HOB_CAPABLE 
Flag

Bus x Tx 
Frame

125 

 

µ

 

s 
Timing

 

OOF1a/
OOF_J1b

not HEAD_ 
OF_BUS_x

X Jam N/A

OOF1a/
OOF_J1b

HEAD_OF_
BUS_x

YES PLCP signal
NODE_CLOCK or 

EXTERNAL_
CLOCK (note 1)

LOF2
not HEAD_
OF_BUS_x NO Jam N/A

LOF2 X YES PLCP signal
NODE_CLOCK 
or EXTERNAL_
CLOCK (note 1)

KEY: X = Don’t care
N/A = Not applicable

NOTES

1—Selection between NODE_CLOCK and EXTERNAL_CLOCK is determined by tables 10-10b), 10-11, and
10-12 when the Bus x PLCP Frame State is OOF1a, OOF_J1b, or LOF2.

2—The HOB_OPERATION_z column refers to the value of HOB_OPERATION for the CC_z associated with
Ph-SAP_x at the node.
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16. PLCP for CCITT Recommendations G.751 and G.703 (139.264 Mbit/s)

 

16.1 Overview

 

This clause provides a convergence procedure in which the DQDB Layer is mapped into a standard trans-
mission system according to CCITT Recommendations G.751 and G.703 operating at 139.264 Mbit/s as
used in public networks. Beyond the provisions of CCITT Recommendations G.751 and G.703, a 125 

 

µ

 

s

 

framing period is provided to support 

 

n

 

 

 

×

 

 64 kbit/s channels based on octets.

The E4 PLCP

 

67

 

 makes use of the optional status parameter in Ph-DATA indication primitives. (See 4.2.)
Hence, the status parameter is mandatory for the service provided by the E4 PLCP.

 

16.1.1 E4 relationship to the PLCP

 

The rate, format, electrical characteristics, and other attributes of the E4 signal shall be as defined in CCITT
Recommendations G.751 and G.703. The first 2 octets of each CCITT Recommendation G.751 frame shall
not be used for the PLCP. They are left for E4 synchronization (i.e., frame alignment) and overhead bits
compatible with existing equipment.

 

NOTES

1—The coding of the two octets shall be (111110100000 A NNN), where A means the Alarm Indication to the remote
end bit and NNN are three bits reserved for National Use. The “sliding” of the 2 octets through the 125 

 

µ

 

s frame shall be
done via full octets.

 

Thus the net bit rate available to the PLCP is 138.503 Mbit/s. The nominal frame rate is 47.563 kHz.

 

2—The PLCP shall provide sufficient buffering or other provisions to accommodate the “jump” resulting from the skip-
ping of the 2 unavailable octets.

 

The 125 

 

µ

 

s frame is not in any way aligned with the 21.0247 

 

µ

 

s (47.563 kHz) frame of the transmission sys-
tem. The E4 payload slots are only octet aligned to the E4 overhead octets.

 

16.2 The PLCP frame format

 

A frame duration of 125 

 

µ

 

s is chosen to easily accommodate 

 

n

 

 

 

×

 

 64 kbit/s channels based on octets. Four
octets shall be added to each DQDB slot of 53 octets to provide framing and overhead functions so that each
row contains 57 octets. (The first three octets are used for framing. The fourth octet is used to carry PLCP
Path Overhead octets.) Thirty-seven of these 57 rows are placed into one 125 

 

µ

 

s PLCP frame. Fifty-five to
57 octets (nominal) shall be left as a trailer depending on whether 5 or 6 E4 overhead double octets occurred
during the 125 

 

µ

 

s frame.

The complete frame structure is shown in figure 16-1. Each row of bits in the PLCP frame format illustrated
in figure 16-1 shall be transmitted in order, from left to right, top to bottom.

 

16.3 PLCP field definitions

 

(Refer to figure 16-1.) See 6.1 for ordering principles of fields. The values of fields are described as bit pat-
terns. The left-most bit of each octet is the most significant.

 

67

 

The designation E4 is used for a 139.264 Mbit/s transmission system according to CCITT Recommendation G.751. It is the fourth
level of the plesiochronous digital hierarchy.
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16.3.1 Framing octets (A1, A2)

 

The first two columns (A1, A2) may be used to provide slot delineation. The encoding of the A1 and A2
octets is shown in table 16-1. 

These codes are the same patterns as used in the Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) CCITT Recommen-
dations G.707, G.708, and G.709. See 16.6 for PLCP framing requirements. 

Alternatively, slot delineation based on the Header Check Sequence (HCS) of the DQDB header may be
used. 

 

16.3.2 Path Overhead Identifier (P36–P0)

 

The third column (P36–P0) identifies the PLCP Overhead octets contained in the fourth column of
figure 16-1. Figure 16-2 shows the format of the Path Overhead Identifier (POI) octet. The left-most 6 bits of
these octets provide numbering of the 37 rows. The reserved bit shall be set to (0). The parity bit provides
odd parity over this field.

 

←

 

1

 

→ ←

 

1

 

→ ←

 

1

 

→ ←

 

1

 

→ ←

 

53 octets

 

→

 

A1 A2 P36 Z31 First DQDB slot

A1 A2 P35 Z30 DQDB slot

• • • •

• • • •

A1 A2 P6 Z1 DQDB slot

A1 A2 P5 F1 DQDB slot

A1 A2 P4 B1 DQDB slot

A1 A2 P3 G1 DQDB slot

A1 A2 P2 M2 DQDB slot

A1 A2 P1 M1 DQDB slot 55–57 octets

A1 A2 P0 C1 Last DQDB slot Trailer

125 

 

µ

 

s

KEY: A1 = Framing octet (11110110)
A2 = Framing octet (00101000)
P8 – P0 = Path Overhead Identifier octets

PLCP Path Overhead octets:

Z3 – Z1 = Growth octets
F1 = PLCP Path user channel
B1 = BIP-8
G1 = PLCP Path status
M2 – M1 = DQDB Layer Management Information octets
C1 = Stuff counter

 

Figure 16-1—The E4 PLCP frame format

Table 16-1—A1 and A2 codes

 

A1 A2

 

11110110 00101000
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Table 16-2 defines the codes for P36–P0, which shall be generated by the PLCP at each node. All other
codes are invalid. A code shall also be considered invalid if the parity bit contained in the LSB is not correct.
The response to invalid codes is described in 16.6.

 

16.3.3 PLCP Path Overhead octets

 

The PLCP Path is defined between two adjacent peer PLCP entities. The F1, B1, G1 and C1 PLCP Path
Overhead octets are related to PLCP operation and shall be terminated/generated at each PLCP on the sub-
network. The M1 and M2 octets are provided for the transport of DQDB Layer Management Information
octets and shall not be processed by the PLCP Sublayer.

 

16.3.3.1 PLCP Path user channel (F1)

 

The F1 octet is the user channel, which is allocated for user communication purposes between adjacent
PLCPs. The use of this octet in DQDB subnetworks is for further study.

 

68

 

 The default code for this octet
shall be (00000000).

 

16.3.3.2 Bit Interleaved Parity-8 (B1)

 

One octet is allocated for PLCP Path error monitoring. This function shall be a Bit Interleaved Parity-8
(BIP-8) code using even parity. The PLCP Path BIP-8 is calculated over the 37 

 

×

 

 54 octet structure (columns

 

68

 

One possible application is for assisting maintenance personnel.

 

Table 16-2—POI codes

 

P36 100100 0 1

P35 100011 0 0

•

•

P7 000111 0 0

P6 000110 0 1

P5 000101 0 1

P4 000100 0 0

P3 000011 0 1

P2 000010 0 0

P1 000001 0 0

P0 000000 0 1

Reserved
Parity

6 bits 1 bit 1 bit

Figure 16-2—POI octet

ReservedPath Overhead Label
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4 to 57, 1 PLCP Path Overhead octet and 53 DQDB slot octets per row) of the previous PLCP frame and
inserted into the B1 octet of the current PLCP frame.

A BIP-8 is an 8-bit code in which the first bit of the BIP-8 code represents even parity calculated over the
first bit of each octet in the 37 

 

×

 

 54 octet structure, the second bit represents even parity over the second bit
of each octet in the 37 

 

×

 

 54 octet structure, etc. Therefore, the BIP-8 code provides for 8 separate even parity
codes covering the corresponding bit of each octet in the 37 

 

×

 

 54 octet structure.

 

16.3.3.3 PLCP Path status (G1)

 

The G1 octet is allocated to convey the received PLCP status and performance back to the transmitting
PLCP. This octet permits the status and performance of the full duplex PLCP Path to be monitored at either
PLCP entity. Figure 16-3 depicts the G1 octet.

The first four bits of the G1 octet are the Far End Block Error (FEBE) code, which should be used to convey
the count of interleaved-bit blocks that have been detected to be in error by the PLCP BIP-8 code in the pre-
ceding frame. If implemented, this count shall have nine legal codes, namely zero (0000) to eight (1000)
errors. If not implemented, the code shall be (1111). The remaining six possible codes (1001 through 1110)
would have been the result of an error condition and shall be interpreted as zero errors. 

The fifth bit may be used for the Alarm Signal (AS). The AS alerts the transmitting PLCP that a received
failure indication has been declared along the PLCP Path. When an incoming failure (i.e., PLCP Loss-Of-
Frame) is detected on Bus x (x = A or B) that persists for 2.5 

 

±

 

 0.5 s, an AS shall be generated on Bus y (y =
B or A) by setting the fifth bit of the G1 octet to one (1). The AS shall be detected by a one (1) in the fifth bit
of the G1 octet for ten consecutive frames. When the incoming failure has ceased for 15 

 

±

 

 5 s, the AS shall
be removed from Bus y by setting the fifth bit of the G1 octet to zero (0). Removal of the AS shall be
detected by a zero (0) in the fifth bit of the G1 octet for ten consecutive frames. If the AS is not implemented,
the default code for the AS shall be (0).

The remaining three bits are used for the Link Status Signal (LSS) code as described in 11.3.2. The LSS
shall be used to communicate information about the status of the transmission link between two adjacent
PLCP entities. This information shall be conveyed only between these two entities.

The LSS codes for the G1 octet are shown in table 16-3. All other codes shall be invalid and shall be ignored
by the receiver.

 

Table 16-3—LSS codes

 

LSS code LSS name Link status

 

000 connected Received link connected

011 rx_link_dn
Received link down, no 
input or FORCE_DOWN

110 rx_link_up Received link up

Link Status Signal (LSS)

4 bits 1 bit 3 bits

Figure 16-3—PLCP Path status (G1)

Alarm Signal (AS)Far End Block Error (FEBE)
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16.3.3.4 DQDB Layer Management Information octets (M1, M2)

 

The octets M1 and M2 carry the DQDB Layer Management Information octets, which are described in 10.1.
The DQDB Layer Management Information octets shall be generated at the head of bus as described in 4.2,
and shall be operated on by the DQDB Layer Management protocol entity as described in 5.4.3.3, 10.2, and
10.3. There need be no correlation between TYPE = 0 or 1 octets and the M1 and M2 octets.

 

16.3.3.5 Stuff counter (C1)

 

The C1 octet shall provide a stuffing indicator for the PLCP frames. The C1 octet shall indicate the PLCP
frame in which an octet-stuffing shall occur and contains the number of trailer octets transmitted (54 to 58). 

The External Timing Source shall octet stuff given the opportunity to stuff in order to provide for a nominal
125 

 

µ

 

s time period by adding/deleting one (1) trailer octet. When the HOB is using its own local clock gen-
erator to generate the timing information, no stuffing shall be used. The encoding of this octet is shown in
table 16-4.

The C1 codes have been chosen to provide error correction capability for 1 bit error and 2 adjacent bit errors
and error detection capability for 3 random bit errors using the Abramson code: (

 

x

 

3

 

 + 

 

x

 

 + 1)(

 

x

 

 + 1).

The left-most 3 bits contain the numbering, the middle 4 bits provide the protection code, and the right-most
bit is not used in the coding process. C1 evaluation shall always use the error correction mode.

 

16.3.3.6 Growth octets (Z31–Z1)

 

The octets Z31–Z1 are reserved for future standardization. The PLCP shall encode these octets to the default
code of (00000000).

 

16.3.4 Trailer octets

 

Each of the 54 to 58 trailer octets shall be encoded as (11001100).

 

16.4 PLCP behavior during faults

 

There are three types of conditions that directly influence the operation of the PLCP: transmission system
faults, PLCP faults, and DQDB Layer out-of-service. The PLCP shall not differentiate between transmission
system faults and PLCP faults. Therefore, all transmission system faults shall force the PLCP Out-Of-
Frame.

When the PLCP declares a PLCP Out-Of-Frame condition (see 16.6), it shall start the Timer_P_x (x = A or
B). This timer (Timer_P_x) shall be set to 1 ms 

 

±

 

 10

 

µ

 

s. The PLCP shall send to the DQDB Layer Ph-DATA

 

Table 16-4—E3 stuff counter codes

 

54 001 1101 1

55 010 0111 1

56 011 1010 1

57 100 1110 1

58 101 0011 1
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indication octets marked as INVALID at Ph-SAP_x. The PLCP shall generate a Jam signal on Bus x. The
Jam signal is defined as an unframed continuous bit pattern contained within the framed E4 information pay-
load. The bit pattern shall be a repeating (1100) sequence (starting with a one–one (11) after each E4 syn-
chronization double octet for the E4 application).

 

NOTE—The Jam signal is not needed in point-to-point configurations. It shall, however, be generated in any
configuration.

 

If the PLCP detects the Jam signal for at least 8 

 

µ

 

s, the PLCP shall reset and start the Timer_P_x. The PLCP
shall continue to send the Jam signal on Bus x and shall send to the DQDB Layer Ph-DATA indication octets
marked as INVALID at Ph-SAP_x.

— If the PLCP enters the In-Frame state before the timer, Timer_P_x, expires, the timer shall be
stopped. The PLCP shall send to the DQDB Layer Ph-DATA indication octets marked as VALID at
Ph-SAP_x. The PLCP shall resume its normal operation of processing/generating PLCP framing and
PLCP Path Overhead octets and of performing its local stuffing.

— If the timer expires before the detection of valid PLCP framing octets, the PLCP Sublayer shall enter
the Loss-Of-Frame state and shall send to the DQDB Layer a Ph-STATUS indication equal to
DOWN at Ph-SAP_x. The PLCP shall transmit on Bus y (y = B or A) an LSS equal to rx_link_dn.
• If the DQDB Layer is capable of becoming HOB (i.e., the HOB_CAPABLE Flag is set to YES),

then when the DQDB Layer receives the Ph-STATUS indication equal to DOWN at the Ph-
SAP_x, the DQDB Layer shall start the Head of Bus Arbitration Timer, Timer_H_w (w = 1 or 2),
as defined in 7.1.2, and shall send the HOBS value of WAITING, as defined in 10.2.3.4, on Bus x.
Thus the PLCP shall generate a valid PLCP frame with the appropriate PLCP framing octets and
PLCP Path Overhead octets and shall perform the stuffing mechanism.

• If the DQDB Layer is not capable of becoming HOB (i.e., the HOB_CAPABLE Flag is set to
NO; see 11.6.2), the PLCP Layer shall continue to generate the Jam signal on Bus x.

 

16.5 PLCP behavior during DQDB Layer out-of-service

 

The Physical Layer subsystem of a DQDB node connected to an E4-based transmission system shall always
be powered up in normal operation. However, if for some reason the Physical Layer subsystem of a DQDB
node is powered down, the stations downstream and upstream of this node would immediately detect this
condition as a transmission system fault and the DQDB subnetwork would begin the fault detection process,
as defined in 16.4, to reconfigure around the powered-down node.

The DQDB Layer shall have the ability of going in and out of service without interrupting the operation of
the Physical Layer. When the DQDB Layer goes out-of-service, the PLCP, as well as the transmission sys-
tem, shall continue normal operation (i.e., perform the stuffing mechanism and process/generate the PLCP
Path Overhead octets). The DQDB Layer Management Information octets (M1 and M2) shall be relayed
unmodified through the PLCP.

 

16.6 PLCP framing

 

The transition diagram for the PLCP Framing State Machine is defined in figure 16-4. Each DQDB node has
two PLCP Framing State Machines, one at the receiver for each bus.

 

PLCP Framing transition diagram

 

The state machine can be in one of four states: In-Frame (INF3), Out-Of-Frame (OOF1a), Out-Of-
Frame_Jam (OOF_J1b), and Loss-Of-Frame (LOF2). The state machine is powered up in the Loss-Of-
Frame (LOF2) state.
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State OOF1a: Out-Of-Frame

 

When entering this state, the PLCP Out-Of-Frame timer, Timer_P_x, shall be started, and the PLCP shall
start generating the Jam signal on Bus x. However, if the node contains an HOB_OPERATION value of
HEAD_OF_BUS_x (see 7.5.2), the PLCP shall continue to generate a framed PLCP signal on Bus x. The
PLCP shall remain in this state until the Timer_P_x expires, the Jam signal is detected on Bus x, or until
valid framing is found. The PLCP shall send to the DQDB Layer Ph-DATA indication octets marked as
INVALID at Ph-SAP_x.

 

Transition 1a3

 

If the PLCP detects two consecutive valid A1 and A2 octet pairs with two consecutive valid and sequential
Path Overhead Identifier (POI) octets, then the state machine shall enter the INF3 state. The PLCP shall stop
and reset the timer, Timer_P_x.

 

Transition 1a2

 

If the Timer_P_x expires, then the state machine shall enter the LOF2 state.

 

Transition 1a1b

 

If the PLCP detects a Jam signal for at least 8 

 

µ

 

s, then the state machine shall enter the OOF_J1b state. The
PLCP shall reset and start the timer, Timer_P_x.

INF3:In-Frame LOF2:Loss-Of-Frame

Power-Up: All nodes

Two (2) valid consecutive A1 and A2 octet pairs with valid POI octets
(23)

OOF1a:Out-Of-Frame

Errored A1 and Errored A2
octets or two (2) consecutive
invalid POI octets

Timer_P_x expires
(1a3) (1a2)

OOF_J1b:Out-Of-Frame_Jam

Detect Jam
signal

Timer_P_x
expires

(31a)
Start Timer_P_x

One (1) valid A1 and A2 octet pair with valid POI octet

Stop Timer_P_x

(1b3)

(1b2)

Two (2) valid consecutive A1 and A2
octet pairs with valid POI octets

(1a1b)

Stop Timer_P_x

Reset and start
Timer_P_x

Figure 16-4—PLCP Framing State Machine transition diagram
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State OOF_J1b: Out-Of-Frame_Jam

 

The PLCP shall remain in this state until the Timer_P_x expires or until valid framing is found. The PLCP
shall send to the DQDB Layer Ph-DATA indication octets marked as INVALID at Ph-SAP_x. The PLCP
shall continue to generate the Jam signal. However, if the node contains a HOB_OPERATION value of
HEAD_OF_BUS_x, then the PLCP shall continue to generate a framed PLCP signal.

 

Transition 1b2

 

If the Timer_P_x expires, then the state machine shall enter the LOF2 state.

 

Transition 1b3

 

If the PLCP detects one valid A1 and A2 octet pair with a valid POI octet, then the state machine shall enter
the INF3 state. The PLCP shall stop and reset the timer, Timer_P_x.

 

State LOF2: Loss-Of-Frame

 

When entering this state, the PLCP shall transmit on Bus y an LSS equal to rx_link_dn and shall send to the
DQDB Layer a Ph-STATUS indication equal to DOWN at Ph-SAP_x. If the HOB_CAPABLE Flag is set to
YES, the PLCP shall generate a framed PLCP signal on Bus x starting with an A1 and A2 framing pattern
sequence. If the HOB_CAPABLE Flag is set to NO, the PLCP shall generate the Jam signal on Bus x. The
PLCP shall remain in this state until valid PLCP framing is found.

 

Transition 23

 

If the PLCP detects two consecutive valid A1 and A2 octet pairs with two consecutive valid and sequential
POI octets, then the state machine shall enter the INF3 state. The PLCP shall send to the DQDB Layer a Ph-
STATUS indication equal to UP at Ph-SAP_x.

 

State INF3: In-Frame

 

The PLCP shall process/generate PLCP framing octets, POI octets, and PLCP Path Overhead octets as in
normal operations and shall perform the stuffing mechanism. When the PLCP enters this state, it shall
always begin transmission of the PLCP frame on Bus x with an A1 and A2 framing pattern sequence, and the
PLCP shall send to the DQDB Layer Ph-DATA indications of type DQDB_MANAGEMENT (M2 and M1
octets) marked as INVALID at Ph-SAP_x until the PLCP detects the P36 octet. After the PLCP has detected
the P36 octet, the PLCP shall send to the DQDB Layer Ph-DATA indications of type
DQDB_MANAGEMENT marked as VALID at Ph-SAP_x. The PLCP shall remain in this state until errored
A1 and errored A2 octets or two consecutive invalid or nonsequential POI octets are detected.

 

Transition 31a

 

If the PLCP detects one or more errors in the A1 octet, and one or more errors in the A2 octet of an A1 and
A2 octet framing pair or two consecutive invalid or nonsequential POI octets, then the state machine shall
enter the OOF1a state. The PLCP shall start the Timer_P_x.

 

16.6.1 LSS operations table

 

The operations table for the LSS is defined in table 16-5. The operations table determines the status of the
transmission link according to the state of the PLCP Framing State Machine, the incoming LSS, and the
Physical Layer Connection State Machine (PLCSM) control. This table supplements table 11-1. Additional
states from table 11-1, corresponding to rows 4 to 6, are highlighted in boldface font.
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If a DQDB node with HOB_CAPABLE Flag set to NO receives an LSS code equal to rx_link_dn on Bus x,
then the PLCP shall transmit on Bus x an LSS code equal to rx_link_dn, irrespective of the incoming LSS
code on Bus y. This node adjacent to a failure would, therefore, be isolated from the DQDB subnetwork.

 

16.6.2 Physical Layer Frame Timing operations table

 

The Physical Layer Frame Timing operations table, table 16-6, determines whether an unframed Jam signal
or a framed PLCP signal will be transmitted on Bus x (x = A or B) and which 125 

 

µ

 

s timing will be used to
generate the framed PLCP signal. The transmission on Bus x is dependent on three inputs:

 

Table 16-5—LSS operations table

 

INPUT OUTPUT

PLCP Frame 
State

PLCSM 
Control

Incoming
LSS

Detect 
Jam Ph-STATUS Outgoing LSS

 

INF3 NORMAL Connected X UP connected

INF3 NORMAL rx_link_up X UP connected

INF3 NORMAL rx_link_dn X DOWN rx_link_up

 

OOF1a/OOF_J1b NORMAL X X no change rx_link_up

LOF2 NORMAL X NO DOWN rx_link_dn

LOF2 NORMAL X YES DOWN rx_link_up

 

X FORCE_DN X X DOWN rx_link_dn

KEY: X = Don’t care

 

Table 16-6—Physical Layer Frame Timing operations supplementary table

 

INPUT OUTPUT

Bus x 
PLCP Frame 

State

HOB
OPERATION_z

HOB_CAPABLE 
Flag

Bus x Tx 
Frame

125 

 

µ

 

s 
Timing

 

OOF1a/
OOF_J1b

not HEAD_ 
OF_BUS_x X Jam N/A

OOF1a/
OOF_J1b

HEAD_OF_
BUS_x

YES PLCP signal
NODE_CLOCK or 

EXTERNAL_
CLOCK (note 1)

LOF2
not HEAD_
OF_BUS_x

NO Jam N/A

LOF2 X YES PLCP signal
NODE_CLOCK 
or EXTERNAL_
CLOCK (note 1)

KEY: X = Don’t care
N/A = Not applicable

NOTES

1—Selection between NODE_CLOCK and EXTERNAL_CLOCK is determined by tables 10-10b), 10-11, and
10-12 when the Bus x PLCP Frame State is OOF1a, OOF_J1b, or LOF2.
2—The HOB_OPERATION_z column refers to the value of HOB_OPERATION for the CC_z associated with
Ph-SAP_x at the node.
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a) The state of the PLCP Framing State Machine for both incoming buses (see figure 16-4).
b) The Timing Source and HOB_OPERATION_z (z = 1, 2, or Default) outputs from the CC_z opera-

tions tables in the DQDB Layer, defined in tables 10-10b), 10-11, and 10-12, respectively.
c) The value of the HOB_CAPABLE Flag, defined in 11.6.2.

This table supplements the Timing Source information of tables 10-10b), 10-11, and 10-12.
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17. PLCP for CCITT Recommendations G.707, G.708, and G.709 SDH-based 
systems (155.520 Mbit/s)

 

17.1 Overview

 

This clause defines a convergence procedure for transfer of DQDB slots using the Synchronous Digital Hier-
archy (SDH) at a 155.520 Mbit/s physical medium rate. The rates, formats, and other attributes of SDH are
defined in CCITT Recommendations G.707, G.708, and G.709. DQDB slots are mapped into VC-4 virtual
containers, and the VC-4s are transported using Synchronous Transport Modules.

 

69

 

17.1.1 SDH relationship to the PLCP

 

A mapping of Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) cells into VC-4 can be found in CCITT Recommenda-
tion I.432. As ATM cells and DQDB slots are identical in length (53 octets) and nearly identical in format,
the mapping of DQDB slots into VC-4 is identical to the ATM cell mapping into VC-4 except for the follow-
ing matters:

— The use of the User Channel (F2) and Growth (Z3) octets for carrying DQDB Layer Management
Information octets (M1 and M2).

— The use of Reserve bit positions in the Multiframe Indicator (H4) octet for providing the Link Status
Signal (LSS).

— The use of VC-4 for propagating the DQDB Layer 125 

 

µ

 

s timing along the DQDB buses.
— The optional use of either 6 bit positions in the Multiframe Indicator (H4), or the Header Check

Sequence (HCS) method for providing slot boundary indication. The HCS method for slot delinea-
tion is identical to the Header Error Control (HEC) method for ATM cell delineation described in
CCITT Recommendation I.432, 4.5.1.1, except for the fact that the HCS is calculated over 3 octets of
the DQDB slot header, whereas the ATM HEC is calculated over 4 octets of the ATM cell header.

CCITT Recommendations G.707, G.708, and G.709 shall be the normative references for providing an
SDH-based Physical Layer for DQDB, with the above modifications. Descriptions of SDH Path Overhead
(POH) field definitions in this clause other than the M1–M2 and H4 fields are included for clarity and com-
pleteness only.

The SDH PLCP makes use of the optional status parameter in Ph-DATA indication primitives (see 4.2).
Hence, the status parameter is mandatory for the service provided by the SDH PLCP.

 

17.2 The PLCP frame format

 

The PLCP frame format is a virtual container VC-4 that consists of 9 rows by 261 octets. The VC-4 has a
nominal duration of 125 

 

µ

 

s. The VC-4 frame rate shall provide the 125 

 

µ

 

s timing information. The VC-4
frames are transported between peer PLCPs by the SDH transmission system.

DQDB slots are mapped into the VC-4 as illustrated in figure 17-1. The VC-4 consists of one column (nine
octets) of POH plus a 9 row by 260 column payload capacity.

The DQDB slots are located horizontally (by row) in the VC-4 payload capacity with the slot boundaries
aligned with the VC-4 octet boundaries. Because the VC-4 payload capacity (2340 octets) is not an integer
multiple of the DQDB slot length (53 octets), a slot is allowed to cross the VC-4 boundary. Slot boundary

 

69

 

The PLCP mapping described in this clause applies to both the SDH STM-1 rate signals and the ANSI SONET STS-3c rate signals.
The primary reference, however, is the SDH STM-1 mapping. The PLCP mapping for the ANSI SONET STS-3c rate signal uses the
STS-3c Synchronous Payload Envelope (SPE) as the equivalent of the SDH VC-4.
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indication shall be provided using the Header Check Sequence (HCS) method or on a 125 

 

µ

 

s basis by use of
the POH H4 octet.

The slot format is illustrated in figure 17-2. The segment payload of 48 octets shall be scrambled before VC-
4 framing. The scrambler operates for the duration of the 48-octet segment payload. Operation is suspended
and the scrambler state is retained at all other times. A self-synchronous scrambler with generator polyno-
mial 

 

x

 

43

 

 + 1 shall be used. In the reverse operation, following termination of the VC-4 signal and slot delin-
eation, the segment payload shall be descrambled. The descrambler operates for the duration of the assumed
segment payload according to the derived segment delineation (see 17.6.1.1). Operation is suspended and
the descrambler state is retained at all other times.

At the transmitting PLCP, an 8-bit pattern shall be added (modulo 2) to the HCS field of the segment head-
ers. At the receiving PLCP, the same bit pattern shall be subtracted (equal to add modulo 2) from the HCS
field of the assumed segment headers. The bit pattern shall be (01010101).

J1

B3

C2

G1

M1

H4

M2

Z4

Z5

261 octets

• • •

• • •

VC-4

53 octets

DQDB slot
VC-4 Path Overhead

Figure 17-1—SDH VC-4 PLCP mapping

9 rows

HCS • • •

5-octet ACF + segment header 48-octet segment payload

3 octets covered
by HCS

Figure 17-2—DQDB slot format
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17.3 PLCP Path Overhead (POH) field definitions

 

The first column of the VC-4 contains the POH octets. The following subclauses describe each of the VC-4
POH octets and their functions. As previously noted, these descriptions are consistent with CCITT Recom-
mendation G.709 except for the use of the User Channel (F2), Growth (Z3), and Multiframe Indicator (H4)
octets. Values of octets are described as bit patterns. The left-most bit of each octet is the most significant.

The PLCP Path is defined between two adjacent peer PLCP entities. All POH octets other than M1 and M2
are related to PLCP operation and are terminated/generated at each PLCP on the subnetwork. The M1 and
M2 octets are provided for the transport of DQDB Layer Management Information octets and shall not be
processed by the PLCP.

 

17.3.1 Path trace (J1)

 

The J1 octet is used to repetitively transmit a 64-octet, fixed length string so that a receiving PLCP can ver-
ify its continued connection to the intended transmitter PLCP.

 

17.3.2 Bit Interleaved Parity-8 (B3)

 

The B3 octet is allocated for PLCP Path error monitoring. This function shall be a Bit Interleaved Parity-8
(BIP-8) code using even parity. The PLCP Path BIP-8 is calculated over all bits of the previous VC-4. The
computed BIP-8 is placed in the B3 octet of the current VC-4. The BIP-8 is calculated after the PLCP scram-
bling of the segment payload.

A BIP-8 is an 8-bit code in which the first bit of the BIP-8 code calculates even parity over the first bit of
each octet in the VC-4, the second bit of the BIP-8 code calculates even parity over the second bit of each
octet in the VC-4, etc. Therefore, the BIP-8 code provides for 8 separate even parity codes covering the cor-
responding bit of each octet in the VC-4.

 

17.3.3 Signal label (C2)

 

The C2 octet is allocated to indicate the construction of the VC-4 payload. The value of this octet shall be set
to code (14)

 

HEX

 

, which indicates an IEEE 802.6 payload and overhead structure.

 

17.3.4 Path status (G1)

 

The G1 octet is allocated to convey the received PLCP status and performance to the transmitting PLCP.
This octet permits the status and performance of the full duplex PLCP Path to be monitored at either PLCP
entity. Figure 17-3 depicts the G1 octet.

The four most significant bits of the G1 octet are the Far End Block Error (FEBE) code, which shall be used
to convey the count of interleaved-bit blocks that have been detected to be in error by the PLCP BIP-8 code
in the preceding VC-4. This count has nine legal values, namely zero (0000) to eight (1000) errors. The
remaining seven possible codes (1001 through 1111) shall be interpreted as zero errors.

Reserved

4 bits 1 bit 3 bits

Figure 17-3—PLCP Path status (G1) coding

Far End
Far End Block Error (FEBE) Receive

Failure (FERF)
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The fifth bit is the Far End Receive Failure (FERF) signal. The FERF alerts the transmitting PLCP that a
received failure indication has been declared along the PLCP Path. When an incoming failure (i.e., the
Framing State Machine in Loss-Of-Frame or Loss-Of-Slot-Delineation states (see 17.6.1.2) is detected on
Bus x (x = A or B) that persists for 2.5 

 

±

 

 0.5 s, a FERF shall be generated on Bus y (y = B or A) by setting
the fifth bit of the G1 octet to one (1). FERF shall be detected by a one (1) in the fifth bit of the G1 octet for
ten consecutive VC-4s. When the incoming failure has ceased for 15 

 

±

 

 5 s, FERF shall be removed from Bus
y by setting the fifth bit of the G1 octet to zero (0). Removal of FERF is detected by a zero (0) in the fifth bit
of the G1 octet for ten consecutive VC-4s.

The remaining three least significant bits are reserved for future standardization. The transmitting PLCP
shall encode these bits to the default code of (000). The receiver PLCP shall be capable of ignoring the val-
ues contained in these bits.

 

17.3.5 Multiframe Indicator (H4)

 

The H4 octet is the Multiframe Indicator for payloads. The coding of the H4 octet is illustrated in
figure 17-4.

The two most significant bits are used for the Link Status Signal (LSS) as described in 11.3.2. The LSS is
used to communicate information about the status of the transmission link between two adjacent PLCP
entities.

The LSS codes for the H4 octet are shown in table 17-1.

The six least significant bits of the H4 octet form the slot offset indicator. The slot offset indicator shall con-
tain a binary number indicating the offset in octets between the H4 octet and the first slot boundary follow-
ing the H4 octet. The valid range of the slot offset indicator value shall be 0 to 52.

 

17.3.6 DQDB Layer Management Information octets (M2, M1)

 

The octets M1 and M2 carry the DQDB Layer Management Information octets, which are described in 10.1.
The DQDB Layer Management Information octets are generated at the head of a bus as described in 4.2, and
are operated on by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity as described in 5.4.3.3, 10.2, and 10.3.
There need be no correlation between TYPE = 0 or 1 octets and the M1 or M2 octets.

 

Table 17-1—LSS codes

 

LSS code LSS name Link status

 

00 connected Received link connected

11 rx_link_dn Received link down, no 
input or FORCE_DOWN

01 rx_link_up Received link up

10 hob_incapable
Lack of upstream head of 
bus capability

6 bits2 bits

Figure 17-4—Multiframe Indicator (H4) coding

Link Status Signal (LSS) Slot offset indicator
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17.3.7 Growth octets

 

The Z4 and Z5 octets are reserved for future standardization. The transmitter PLCP shall encode these octets
to the default code of (00000000). The receiver PLCP shall be capable of ignoring the values contained in
these octets.

 

17.4 PLCP behavior during faults

 

There are two types of conditions that directly influence the operation of the PLCP: DQDB Layer out-of-ser-
vice and faults introduced by the PLCP or the SDH transmission system. Faults shall force the PLCP Out-
Of-Frame or Out-Of-Slot-Delineation (see 17.6.1.2).

The Out-Of-Frame state is entered when a Loss-Of-Pointer or Alarm Indication Signal is declared by the
SDH transmission system Pointer Interpretation State Machine (see CCITT Recommendation G.783, annex
B). The Out-Of-Slot-Delineation state is entered when lost slot synchronism is declared by the Slot Delinea-
tion State Machine (see 17.6.1.1).

When the PLCP declares a Out-Of-Frame or Out-Of-Slot-Delineation condition, it shall start the Timer_P_x
(x = A or B). This timer (Timer_P_x) shall be set to 1 ms 

 

±

 

 10 

 

µ

 

s. The PLCP shall send to the DQDB Layer
Ph-DATA indication octets marked as INVALID at Ph-SAP_x. This will lead to the transmission of void
slots on Bus x (see 17.6.2).

— If the PLCP enters the In-Slot-Delineation state before the timer, Timer_P_x, expires, the timer shall
be stopped. The PLCP shall send to the DQDB Layer Ph-DATA indication octets marked as VALID
at Ph-SAP_x. The PLCP shall resume its normal operation of processing and generating VC-4s, i.e.,
process/generate POH octets, perform the mapping of DQDB slots and DQDB Layer Management
Information octets into and out of the VC-4s, scramble/descramble segment payloads, and add/sub-
tract the (01010101) bit pattern to/from the HCS field.

— If the timer expires before the SDH transmission system Pointer Interpretation State Machine
declares Normal Pointer or before slot synchronism is declared by the Slot Delineation State
Machine (see 17.6.1.1), then the PLCP shall enter the Loss-Of-Frame state or Loss-Of-Slot-
Delineation state, respectively. The PLCP shall send to the DQDB Layer a Ph-STATUS indication
equal to DOWN at Ph-SAP_x. The PLCP shall transmit on Bus y (y = B or A) an LSS equal to
rx_link_dn (see 17.6.3).
• If the DQDB Layer is capable of becoming head of bus (i.e., the HOB_CAPABLE Flag is set to

YES; see 11.6.2), then when the DQDB Layer receives the Ph-STATUS indication equal to
DOWN at Ph-SAP_x, the DQDB Layer shall start the Head of Bus Arbitration Timer,
Timer_H_w (w = 1 or 2), as defined in 7.1.2, and shall send the HOBS value of WAITING, as
defined in 10.2.3.4, on Bus x. Thus the PLCP shall generate EMPTY octets of type
SLOT_START, SLOT_DATA, and DQDB_MANAGEMENT marked as VALID at Ph-SAP_x.
Octets received at Ph-SAP_y from the DQDB Layer are transmitted on Bus x.

• If the DQDB Layer is not capable of becoming head of bus (i.e., HOB_CAPABLE Flag is set to
NO; see 11.6.2), then the PLCP shall transmit on Bus x an LSS code equal to hob_incapable irre-
spective of the incoming LSS code on Bus y (see 17.6.3).

 

17.5 PLCP behavior during DQDB Layer out-of-service

 

The Physical Layer subsystem of a DQDB node connected to an SDH transmission system shall always be
powered up in normal operation. If for some reason, however, the Physical Layer subsystem of a DQDB
node is powered down, the nodes downstream and upstream of this node would immediately detect this con-
dition as a transmission system fault and the DQDB subnetwork would begin the fault detection process to
reconfigure around the powered-down node.
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The PLCP shall have the ability to bypass the DQDB Layer when the DQDB Layer is out of service. The
PLCP can use this bypass function to isolate the DQDB node from the subnetwork when the conditions in
11.5.2 are met. When the PLCP bypasses the DQDB Layer, the PLCP, as well as the SDH transmission sys-
tem, shall continue normal operation (i.e., process/generate the PLCP POH octets etc.). The DQDB slot
octets and DQDB Layer Management Information octets (M1 and M2) shall be relayed unmodified through
the PLCP. The PLCP shall assume EITHER_BUS as the clock source request.

 

17.6 PLCP operation

 

17.6.1 Receiver operation

 

The PLCP has a receiver function for each bus. In the following, the Bus x (x = A or B) receiver function is
described.

 

17.6.1.1 Slot delineation

 

Slot delineation shall be achieved using either the H4 octet slot offset indicator method as described in
17.6.1.1.1, or the Header Check Sequence (HCS) method as described in 17.6.1.1.2.

 

17.6.1.1.1 The H4 octet slot offset indicator method

 

When using the H4 octet slot offset indicator method, the H4 slot offset indicator value provides slot bound-
ary indication (see 17.3.5). As the VC-4 payload capacity (2340 octets) is not an integer multiple of the
DQDB slot length (53 octets), the received H4 slot offset indicator value in two consecutive VC-4s shall be
expected to increase by 45 modulo 53. An H4 slot offset indicator value out of range shall be regarded as an
unexpected slot offset indicator value.

The transition diagram for the H4 Slot Delineation State Machine is defined in figure 17-5. If the H4 octet
slot offset indicator method is used, then each DQDB node has two PLCP H4 Slot Delineation State
Machines, one at the receiver for each bus.

H4_S1:Sync H4_NS2:No-Sync

one expected H4

Declare Slot_Sync_Found
(21)

two unexpected H4

Declare Slot_Sync_Lost
(12)

Power-up

Figure 17-5—H4 Slot Delineation State Machine transition diagram
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The H4 Slot Delineation State Machine can be in one of two states: Sync (H4_S1) and No-Sync (H4_NS2).
The state machine is powered up in the No-Sync (H4_NS2) state.

 

State H4_S1: Sync

 

In this state, the expected slot offset indicator value is calculated by adding 45 modulo 53 to the previously
received H4 slot offset indicator value. If the received H4 slot offset indicator value matches the expected
H4 slot offset indicator value, this value is used. If a VC-4 is received with an unexpected slot offset indica-
tor value, the Bus x (x = A or B) receiver function shall use the expected slot offset indicator value. If the
slot offset indicator value of the next received VC-4 matches the expected slot offset indicator value calcu-
lated from either of the two previous received slot offset indicator values, this value shall be used.

 

Transition 12

 

If the slot offset indicator value of the received VC-4 does not match the expected slot offset indicator value
calculated from either of the two previous received slot offset indicator values, the state machine shall enter
the H4_NS2 state. The H4 Slot Delineation State Machine shall declare a Slot_Sync_Lost event to the fram-
ing state machine described in 17.6.1.2.

 

State H4_NS2: No-Sync

 

In this state, the expected slot offset indicator value is calculated by adding 45 modulo 53 to the previously
received H4 slot offset indicator value.

 

Transition 21

 

If the slot offset indicator value of the received VC-4 matches the expected slot offset indicator value calcu-
lated from the previous received slot offset indicator value, the state machine shall enter the H4_S1 state.
The H4 Slot Delineation State Machine shall declare a Slot_Sync_Found event to the Framing State
Machine described in 17.6.1.2.

 

17.6.1.1.2 The HCS method

 

When using the HCS method, slot boundaries are derived within the VC-4 payload using the correlation
between the 3 slot header octets that are protected by the HCS, and the slot header HCS octet itself (see fig-
ure 17-2). The HCS is a Cyclic Redundancy Check (CRC) with generating polynomial 

 

x

 

8

 

 + 
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2

 

 +
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 + 1.

The transition diagram for the HCS Slot Delineation State Machine is defined in figure 17-6. If the HCS
method is used, then each DQDB node has two PLCP HCS Slot Delineation State Machines, one at the
receiver for each bus. 

The HCS Slot Delineation State Machine can be in one of three states: Sync (HCS_S1), Presync (HCS_P2),
and Hunt (HCS_H3). The state machine shall be powered up in the Hunt (HCS_H3) state.

Values of ALPHA=7 and DELTA=6 in suggested in 4.5.1.1 of CCITT Recommendation I.432.

 

State HCS_S1: Sync

 

In this state, the Bus x receiver function checks the HCS coding law slot by slot.
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Transition 13

 

If the HCS coding law is recognized incorrectly ALPHA times consecutively, then the state machine shall
enter the HCS_H3 state. The state machine shall declare a Slot_Sync_Lost event to the Framing State
Machine described in 17.6.1.2.

 

State HCS_P2: Presync

 

In this state, the Bus x receiver function checks the HCS coding law slot by slot.

 

Transition 23

 

If the HCS coding law is recognized incorrectly, then the state machine shall enter the HCS_H3 state.

 

Transition 21

 

If the HCS coding law is recognized correctly DELTA times consecutively, then the state machine shall
enter the HCS_S1 state. The state machine shall declare a Slot_Sync_Found event to the framing state
machine described in 17.6.1.2.

 

State HCS_H3: Hunt

 

In this state, the Bus x receiver function checks the HCS coding law octet by octet.

 

Transition 32

 

If the HCS coding law is recognized correctly, then the state machine shall enter the HCS_P2 state.

 

17.6.1.2 Framing State Machine

 

The transition diagram for the Framing State Machine is defined in figure 17-7. Each DQDB node has two
Framing State Machines, one at the receiver for each bus. In the following, the Framing State Machine at the
receiver for Bus x (x = A or B) is described. References are made to the Loss-Of-Pointer, Alarm Indication

HCS_S1:Sync HCS_H3:Hunt

ALPHA consecutive incorrect HCS

Declare Slot_Sync_Lost
(13)

HCS_P2:Presync

incorrect HCS

correct HCS
DELTA consecutive

correct HCS

Declare Slot_Sync_Found

(21)

(23)

(32)

Power-up

Figure 17-6—HCS Slot Delineation State Machine transition diagram
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Signal, and Normal Pointer states of the SDH transmission system Pointer Interpretation State Machine (see
CCITT Recommendation G.783, annex B).

The state machine may be in one of five states: In-Slot-Delineation (INSD1), Out-Of-Slot-Delineation
(OOSD2), Out-Of-Frame (OOF3), Loss-Of-Slot-Delineation (LOSD4), and Loss-Of-Frame (LOF5). The
state machine shall be powered up in the Loss-Of-Frame (LOF5) state.

 

State INSD1: In-Slot-Delineation

 

In this state, the Bus x (x = A or B) receiver function shall process VC-4s, i.e., process POH octets, perform
the mapping of DQDB slots and DQDB Layer Management Information octets out of the VC-4s, subtract
the (01010101) bit pattern from the HCS field of slot headers, and descramble segment payloads. The Bus x
receiver function shall send to the DQDB Layer Ph-DATA indication octets of types SLOT_START,
SLOT_DATA, and DQDB_MANAGEMENT marked as VALID at Ph-SAP_x.

 

Transition 12

 

If a Slot_Sync_Lost event is declared by the Slot Delineation Machine (see 17.6.1.1), then the state machine
shall enter the OOSD2 state. The Bus x receiver function shall start the Timer_P_x.

 

Transition 13

 

If a Loss-Of-Pointer or Alarm Indication Signal is declared by the SDH transmission system, then the state
machine shall enter the OOF3 state. The Bus x receiver function shall start the Timer_P_x.

INSD1:In-Slot-Delineation
LOSD4:Loss-Of-Slot-

LOF5:Loss-Of-Frame

Slot_Sync_Found declared
(41)

Normal Pointer
(54)

OOSD2:Out-Of-Slot-Delineation

Timer_P_x expires
(24)

Loss-Of-Pointer or Alarm
Indication Signal

(45)Slot_Sync_Lost

(12)
Start Timer_P_x OOF3:Out-Of-Frame

Timer_P_x expires
(35)

Loss-Of-Pointer or Alarm
Indication Signal

(23)Slot_Sync_Found

(21)
Stop Timer_P_x

Normal Pointer
(32)

Loss-Of-Pointer or Alarm Indication Signal

Start Timer_P_x
(13)

Power-up

Figure 17-7—Framing State Machine transition diagram

declared

declared

Delineation
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State OOSD2: Out-Of-Slot-Delineation

 

The Bus x (x = A or B) receiver function shall send to the DQDB Layer Ph-DATA indication octets marked
as INVALID, except for octets of type DQDB_MANAGEMENT (M1 and M2) marked as VALID, at Ph-
SAP_x. This will lead to the transmission of Void slots on Bus x (see 17.6.2).

 

Transition 21

 

If a Slot_Sync_Found event is declared by the Slot Delineation State Machine (see 17.6.1.1), then the state
machine shall enter the INSD1 state. The Bus x receiver function shall stop and reset the timer, Timer_P_x.

 

Transition 23

 

If a Loss-Of-Pointer or Alarm Indication Signal is declared by the SDH transmission system, then the state
machine shall enter the OOF3 state. The timer, Timer_P_x, shall remain active.

 

Transition 24

 

If the Timer_P_x expires, then the state machine shall enter the LOSD4 state. 

 

State OOF3: Out-Of-Frame

 

The Bus x receiver function shall send to the DQDB Layer Ph-DATA indication octets marked as INVALID
at Ph-SAP_x. This will lead to the transmission of Void slots on Bus x (see 17.6.2).

 

Transition 32

 

If Normal Pointer is declared by the SDH transmission system, then the state machine shall enter the
OOSD2 state. The timer, Timer_P_x, shall remain active.

 

Transition 35

 

If the Timer_P_x expires, then the state machine shall enter the LOF5 state.

 

State LOSD4: Loss_Of-Slot-Delineation

 

When entering this state, the Bus x (x = A or B) receiver function shall send to the DQDB Layer a Ph-
STATUS indication equal to DOWN at Ph-SAP_x. If the HOB_CAPABLE Flag is set to YES, the Bus x
receiver function shall send to the DQDB Layer EMPTY Ph-DATA indication octets of types
SLOT_START, SLOT_DATA, and DQDB_MANAGEMENT marked as VALID at Ph-SAP_x. If the
HOB_CAPABLE Flag is set to NO, the Bus x receiver function shall send to the DQDB Layer Ph-DATA
indication octets marked as INVALID at Ph-SAP_x. This will lead to the transmission of Void slots on Bus x
(see 17.6.2). Furthermore, the PLCP shall transmit on Bus x an LSS code equal to hob_incapable, irrespec-
tive of the incoming LSS code on Bus y.

 

Transition 41

 

If a Slot_Sync_Found event is declared by the Slot Delineation Machine (see 17.6.1.1), then the state
machine shall enter the INSD1 state.

 

Transition 45

 

If a Loss-Of-Pointer or Alarm Indication Signal is declared by the SDH transmission system, then the state
machine shall enter the LOF5 state.
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State LOF5: Loss-Of-Frame

 

When entering this state, the Bus x (x = A or B) receiver function shall send to the DQDB Layer a Ph-
STATUS indication equal to DOWN at Ph-SAP_x. If the HOB_CAPABLE Flag is set to YES, the Bus x
receiver function shall send to the DQDB Layer EMPTY Ph-DATA indication octets of types
SLOT_START, SLOT_DATA, and DQDB_MANAGEMENT marked as VALID at Ph-SAP_x. If the
HOB_CAPABLE Flag is set to NO, the Bus x receiver function shall send to the DQDB Layer Ph-DATA
indication octets marked as INVALID at Ph-SAP_x. This will lead to the transmission of Void slots on Bus x
(see 17.6.2). Furthermore, the PLCP shall transmit on Bus x an LSS code equal to hob_incapable, irrespec-
tive of the incoming LSS code on Bus y.

 

Transition 54

 

If Normal Pointer is declared by the SDH transmission system, then the state machine shall enter the LOSD4
state.

 

17.6.2 Transmitter operation

 

The PLCP has a transmitter function for each bus. In the following, the Bus x (x = A or B) transmitter func-
tion will be described.

The Bus x transmitter function shall continuously generate VC-4s, i.e., generate POH octets, and perform
the mapping of DQDB slots and DQDB Layer Management Information octets received from Ph-SAP_y (y
= B or A) into VC-4s. The VC-4s shall be generated at the rate of the selected 125 

 

µ

 

s timing mark (see
17.6.4).

Octets received from the DQDB Layer at Ph-SAP_y of type DQDB_MANAGEMENT shall be transmitted
in the M1 and M2 POH octets on Bus x.

Octets received from the DQDB Layer at Ph-SAP_y of type SLOT_START and SLOT_DATA shall be
transmitted on Bus x. Slots shall be mapped into the VC-4 payload as described in 17.2.

Continuous octets marked as INVALID or no octets received from the DQDB Layer at Ph-SAP_y shall
cause Void slots to be transmitted on Bus x. A Void slot is defined as 53 octets each with the default code of
(00000000). Slots shall be mapped into the VC-4 payload as described in 17.2.

The H4 slot offset indicator shall provide slot boundary information, and the PLCP shall add the (01010101)
bit pattern to the HCS field and scramble segment payloads.

 

17.6.3 LSS operations table

 

The operations table for the LSS is defined in table 17-2. The operations table determines the status of the
transmission link according to the state of the Framing State Machine, the incoming LSS, and the Physical
Layer Connection State Machine (PLCSM) control. This table supplements table 11-1. Additional states
from table 11-1, corresponding to rows 4 and 5, are highlighted in boldface font.

If a DQDB node with HOB_CAPABLE Flag set to NO declares a Ph-STATUS indication equal to DOWN at
Ph-SAP_x, then the PLCP shall transmit on Bus x an LSS code equal to hob_incapable, irrespective of the
incoming LSS code on Bus y. This node adjacent to a failure would, therefore, be isolated from the DQDB
subnetwork.
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17.6.4 Physical Layer Frame Timing operations table

 

The Physical Layer Frame Timing operations table, table 17-3, determines which 125 

 

µ

 

s timing shall be
used when the timing source used so far is no longer available. The 125 

 

µ

 

s timing is dependent on three
inputs:

a) The state of the Framing State Machine at the receiver for Bus A (see figure 17-7).
b) The state of the Framing State Machine at the receiver for Bus B.
c) The Timing Source Request outputs from the CC_z (z = 1, 2, or Default) operations tables in the

DQDB Layer, defined in tables 10-12, 10-11, and 10-10b), respectively.

This table supplements the TIming Source information of tables 10-10b), 10-11, and 10-12.

 

Table 17-2—LSS operations table

 

INPUT OUTPUT

PLCP Frame 
State

PLCSM 
Control

Incoming
LSS at Bus x

Ph-STATUS 
at Ph-SAP_x

Outgoing LSS 
at Bus y

 

INSD1 NORMAL Connected UP connected

INSD1 NORMAL rx_link_up UP connected

INSD1 NORMAL rx_link_dn/
hob_incapable

DOWN rx_link_up

 

OOSD2/OOF3 NORMAL X no change rx_link_up

LOSD4/LOF5 NORMAL X DOWN rx_link_dn

 

X FORCE_DN X DOWN rx_link_dn

KEY: X = Don’t care

 

Table 17-3—Physical Layer Frame Timing operations supplementary table

 

INPUT OUTPUT

Ph-TIMING-SOURCE request
Receiver Bus A
Framing State
Machine state

Receiver Bus B
Framing State
Machine state

125 

 

µ

 

s Timing

 

EXTERNAL_CLOCK X X EXTERNAL_CLOCK

NODE_CLOCK X X NODE_CLOCK

BUS_A or EITHER_BUS
currently using BUS_A

INSD1/OOSD2/
LOSD4 X BUS_A

BUS_A or EITHER_BUS
currently using BUS_A OOF3/LO5 X

NODE_CLOCK or 
EXTERNAL_CLOCK (note 1)

BUS_B or EITHER_BUS
currently using BUS_B X

INSD1/OO2D2/
LOSD4 BUS_B

BUS_B or EITHER_BUS
currently using BUS_B X OOF3/LO5

NODE_CLOCK or 
EXTERNAL_CLOCK (note 1)

KEY: X = Don’t care

NOTE—Selection between NODE_CLOCK and EXTERNAL_CLOCK is determined by tables 10-10b), 10-11,
and 10-12.
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Annex A

 

1

 

Protocol Implementation Conformance Statement (PICS) 
proforma

 

(normative) 

 

A.1 Introduction

 

The supplier of a protocol implementation that is claimed to conform to ISO/IEC 8802-6 : 1994 [ANSI/
IEEE Std 802.6, 1994 Edition] shall complete the following Protocol Implementation Conformance State-
ment (PICS) proforma.

A completed PICS proforma is the PICS for the implementation in question. The PICS is a statement of
which capabilities and options of the protocol have been implemented. The PICS can have a number of uses,
including use

— By the protocol implementor, as a checklist to reduce the risk of failure to conform to the standard
through oversight

— By the supplier and acquirer, or potential acquirer, of the implementation, as a detailed indication of
the capabilities of the implementation, stated relative to the common basis for understanding pro-
vided by the standard PICS proforma

— By the user, or potential user, of the implementation, as a basis for initial checking the possibility of
interworking with another implementation (note that, while interworking can never be guaranteed,
failure to interwork can often be predicted from incompatible PICS proformas)

— By a protocol tester, as the basis for selecting appropriate tests against which to assess the claim for
conformance of the implementation

 

A.2 Instructions for completing the PICS proforma

 

A.2.1 Status symbols

 

In this PICS proforma, the following abbreviations are used in defining the status type of a feature, parame-
ter, or capability:

M = mandatory field/function
O = optional field/function
O.<n> = optional field/function, but support of at least one of the group of options labeled by the

same numeral <n> is required
C = conditional
N/A = not applicable
PR = prohibited

 

1

 

Copyright release for PICS proformas: 

 

Users of this standard may freely reproduce the PICS proforma in this annex so that it can be
used for its intended purpose and may further publish the completed PICS.
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A.2.2 Other symbols

 

When used in the column labeled Value, the following symbols are used:

xx–yy = from number xx to number yy inclusive

 

A.2.3 General structure of the PICS proforma

 

The first part of the PICS proforma, Implementation Identification and Protocol Summary, is to be com-
pleted as indicated with the information necessary to identify fully both the supplier and the implementation.

The main part of the PICS proforma is a fixed-format questionnaire that is divided into subclauses, each con-
taining a group of individual items. Answers to the questionnaire items are to be provided in the rightmost
column, either by simply marking an answer to indicate a restricted choice (usually Yes, No, or Not Applica-
ble), or by entering a value or a set or range of values. (Note that there are some items in which two or more
choices from a set of possible answers can apply: all relevant choices are to be marked.

Each item is identified by an item reference in the first column. The second column contains the reason to be
answered. The third column contains the reference or references to the material that specifies the item in the
main body of the standard. The remaining columns record the status of the item, i.e., whether support is
mandatory, optional, prohibited, or conditional, and provide the space for the answers (see also A.2.6
below).

A supplier may also provide, or be required to provide, further information, categorized as either Additional
Information or Exception Information. When present, each kind of further information is to be provided in a
further subclause of items labelled A<i> or X<i>, respectively, for cross-referencing purposes. Where <i> is
any unambiguous identification for the item (e.g., simply a numeral), there are no other restrictions on its
format and presentation.

A completed PICS proforma, including any Additional Information and Exception Information, is the Proto-
col Implementation Conformance Statement for the implementation in question.

 

NOTE—Where an implementation is capable of being configured in more than one way, according to the items listed
under Major capabilities (see A.4), a single PICS may be able to describe all such configurations. However, the supplier
has the choice of providing more than one PICS, each covering some subset of the implementation’s configuration capa-
bilities, if this makes for easier and clearer presentation of the information. An example might be for a node that can be
configured to support the Default Configuration Control (CC_D) function.

 

A.2.4 Additional Information

 

Items of Additional Information allow a supplier to provide further information intended to assist the inter-
pretation of the PICS. It is not intended or expected that a large quantity will be supplied, and a PICS can be
considered complete without any such information. Examples right be an outline of the ways in which a
(single) implementation can be set up to operate in a variety of environments and configurations; or a brief
rationale, based perhaps on specific application needs, for the exclusion of features that, although optional,
are nonetheless commonly present in implementations of the Distributed Queue Dual Bus (DQDB) protocol.

References to items of Additional Information may be entered next to any answer in the questionnaire, and
may be included in terms of Exception Information.
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A.2.5 Exception Information

 

It may happen occasionally that a supplier will wish to answer an item with mandatory or prohibited status
(after any conditions have been applied) in a way that conflicts with the indicated requirement. No pre-
printed answer will be found in the Support column for this. Instead, the supplier shall write the missing
answer into the Support column, together with an X<i> reference to an item of Exception Information, and
shall provide the appropriate rationale in the Exception item itself.

An implementation for which an Exception item is required in this way does not conform to ISO/IEC 8802-
6 : 1994 [ANSI/IEEE Std 802.6, 1994 Edition].

 

NOTE— A possible reason for the situation described above is that a defect in the standard has been reported, a correc-
tion for which is expected to change the requirement not met by the standard.

 

A.2.6 Conditional status

 

A.2.6.1 Conditional items

 

The PICS proforma contains a number of conditional items. These are items for which the status (manda-
tory, optional, or prohibited) that applies is dependent upon whether or not certain other items are supported,
or upon the values supported for other items.

In many cases, whether or not the item applies at all is conditional in this way, as well as the status when the
item does apply.

Individual conditional items are indicated by one or more conditional symbols (on separate lines) in the Sta-
tus column.

A conditional item is indicated with “C<s>” in the Status column where “<s>” is one of M, O, or O.<n>, as
described in A.2.1. The Predicate column will contain a predicate, “<pred>,” as described in A.2.6.2.

If the value of the predicate in any line of a conditional item is true (see A.2.6.2), the conditional item is
applicable, and its status is that indicated by the status symbol following the predicate: the answer column is
to be marked in the usual way. If the value of a predicate is false, no answer is required.

 

A.2.6.2 Predicates

 

A predicate is one of the following:

a) An item-reference for an item in the PICS proforma: the value of the predicate is true if the item is
marked as supported, and is false otherwise.

b) The logical negation symbol “NOT” prefixed to an item-reference. The value of the predicate is true
if the value of the predicate formed by omitting the “NOT” symbol is false, and vice versa.

c) A BOOLEAN expression constructed by combining simple predicates using the BOOLEAN opera-
tors, AND, OR, and NOT, and parentheses, in the usual way. The value of such a predicate is true if
the BOOLEAN expression evaluates to true when the simple predicates are interpreted as described
above.
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A.3 Identification

 

A.3.1 Implementation identification

 

NOTES

1—Only the first three items are required for all implementations. Other information may be completed as appropriate in
meeting the requirement for full identification.

2—The terms Name and Version should be interpreted appropriately to correspond with a supplier’s terminology (e.g.,
Type, Series, Model).

 

A.3.2 Protocol summary, ISO/IEC 8802-6 : 1994 
[ANSI/IEEE Std 802.6, 1994 Edition]

A.3.3 Claimed conformance to ISO/IEC 8802-6 : 1994 
[ANSI/IEEE Std 802.6, 1994 Edition]

 

(The answer “No” means that the implementation does not conform to ISO/IEC 8802-6 : 1994 [ANSI/IEEE
Std 802.6, 1994 Edition].)

 

Supplier 

Contact point for queries about the PICS

Implementation Name(s) and Version(s)

Other information necessary for full identification, e.g., 
name(s) and version(s) of machines and/or operating 
systems; System Name(s)

Identification of Protocol Specification

Identification of Amendments and Corrigenda to this 
PICS proforma that have been completed as part of this 
PICS

Protocol Version(s) Supported

Have any Exception items been required (see A.2.5)? No[ ] Yes[ ] 
(The answer “Yes” means that the implementation does not conform to ISO/IEC 8802-6 : 1994 [ANSI/IEEE Std 
802.6, 1994 Edition].)

Date of Statement: (dd/mm/yy)

 

Item Feature References  Status  Predicate  Value Support

 

3.1 Are all mandatory features 
implemented?

 M Y[ ] 
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A.4 Major capabilities and features commonly used as predicates

 

A.4.1 Major capabilities

 

This subclause contains conformance requirements for major capabilities of any implementation for which
compliance with ISO/IEC 8802-6 : 1994 [ANSI/IEEE Std 802.6, 1994 Edition] is claimed.

 

A.4.2 Features commonly used as predicates

 

This subclause contains major optional and conditional features that are commonly used as predicates in the
remainder of the document.

 

*

 

Specification is not completely contained in this edition of ISO/IEC 8802-6.

 

*

 

Implementation of this feature in a node is optional for a supplier. However, it is mandatory that the user ensure that at 
least one node on each subnetwork has this capability and that exactly one node has this capability enabled.

 

Item Feature References  Status  Predicate  Value Support

 

MS Service to LLC 3.1, 5.1 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

IS Isochronous service 3.2, 5.2 O

 

*

 

 Y[ ] N[ ]

CODS Connection-Oriented Data 
Service 

3.3, 5.3.1 O

 

*

 

Y[ ] N[ ]

 

Item Feature  References  Status  Predicate  Value Support

 

CC_D Default Configuration Control 10.2.1, 10.2.2.1, 
5.4.2.1, clause 
FR3 

O

 

*

 

Y[ ] N[ ]

HOB_CC Head of Bus function 10.2.2.1, 5.4.2.3, 
7.5.2, 11.6.2 

C: M  CC_D Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

HOB Head of Bus function without 
Default Configuration Control 

10.2.2.2, 
10.2.2.3, 5.4.2.3, 
5.4.2.5, 7.5.2, 
11.6.2

C: O NOT 
CC_D 

Y[ ] N[ ]

ETS External Timing Source 5.4.2.4.1, 7.4.5 O Y[ ] N[ ]

ACLVCI  Additional Connectionless VCIs 6.3.1.1.1.1, 
5.1.1.1.4 

O Y[ ] N[ ]

HEXT Use of the Header Extension 
field

6.5.1.3 O Y[ ] N[ ]

ADD_16 16-bit addressing 6.5.1.2.1 O Y[ ] N[ ]

ADD_60 60-bit addressing 6.5.1.2.1 O Y[ ] N[ ]

A_ADD Support of other than universally 
administered 48-bit addressing 

6.5.1.2.1 O Y[ ] N[ ]
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A.5 DQDB node functional description

 

An implementation is required to conform to the functional models defined in the standard in regard to all of
the externally observable effects.

 

A.5.1 Provision of MAC service to LLC

 

The provision of MAC Service to LLC is mandatory for all implementations conforming to this standard.

 

A.5.1.1 MAC Convergence Function (MCF) block

A.5.1.1.1 MCF Transmit functions

A.5.1.1.2 MCF Receive functions

A.5.1.2 Queued Arbitrated (QA) functions block

A.5.1.2.1 QA Transmit functions

 

Item Feature References Status Predicate Value Support

 

5.1 MCF Transmit function 5.1.1.1, 
figure 5-3

M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

5.2 Creation of IMPDU 5.1.1.1, 6.5.1 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

5.3 Segmentation of IMPDUs 5.1.1.1 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

5.4 Creation of DMPDUs 5.1.1.1, 6.5.2 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Feature  References Status  Predicate Value Support

 

5.5 MCF Receive functions 5.1.1.2, 
figure 5-6 

M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

5.6 Validation of the DMPDU 5.1.1.2 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

5.7 Reassembly of the IMPDU 5.1.1.2, 8.2.1 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

5.8 Validation of the IMPDU 5.1.1.2 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

5.9 Extraction of the MSDU 5.1.1.2.5 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Feature  References  Status Predicate  Value Support

 

5.10 QA Transmit functions 5.1.2.1, 
figure 5-8 

M Y [ ] N[ ]
X__

5.11 QA segment creation 5.1.2.1 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

5.12 Distributed queuing of QA 
segments 

5.1.2.1, 8.1 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__
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A.5.1.2.2 QA Receive functions

A.5.1.3 MAC Sublayer Service Management functions

 

All nodes conforming to this standard shall support the Message Identifier Management functions and man-
aged objects described in 9.4.1 through 9.4.5. All other DQDB Layer Management Interface functions are
optional for the support of the MAC Sublayer service to the LLC Sublayer.

 

A.5.2 Provision of isochronous service

 

The provision of isochronous service is optional. However, if it is provided, all functions with mandatory
status have to be implemented.

 

A.5.2.1 Isochronous Convergence Function (ICF) block

A.5.2.2 Pre-Arbitrated (PA) Functions block

A.5.2.3 Isochronous service provider management functions

 

A conforming node that supports the optional isochronous service must support the managed objects and
operations described in 9.2.3 and 9.2.5.

 

*

 

Note that the ICF could be performing a null function.

 

Item Feature References  Status  Predicate Value Support

 

5.13 QA Receive functions 5.1.2.2, 
figure 5-11

M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

5.14 Busy, QA slot processing 5.1.2.2 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

5.15 QA segment header validation 5.1.2.2 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

5.16 Convergence function selection 5.1.2.2 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Feature References Status Predicate Value Support

 

5.17 ICF Transmit functions 5.2.1.1 C: M

 

*

 

N/A

IS

NOT IS

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

5.18 ICF Receive functions 5.2.1.2 C: M

 

*

 

N/A

IS

NOT IS

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item  Feature  References Status Predicate Value Support

 

5.19 PA Transmit functions 5.2.2.1 C: M

N/A

IS

NOT IS

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

5.20 PA Receive functions 5.2.2.2 C: M

N/A 

IS

NOT IS

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__
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A.5.3 Provision of other services

 

A.5.3.1 Connection-Oriented Data Service

 

The provision of a Connection-Oriented Data Service is optional. However, if it is provided, all functions
with mandatory status have to be implemented.

 

A.5.4 Common functions

 

A.5.4.1 Relaying of slot octets and Management Information octets

 

This subclause does not define any externally observable features.

 

A.5.4.2 Subnetwork Configuration Control function

 

These functions are required for the correct operation of a DQDB subnetwork. Not all nodes attached to a
DQDB subnetwork need be capable of performing all of these functions.

 

Item  Feature References  Status Predicate Value Support

 

5.21 Interactions between COCF 
Block and QA Functions block 

5.3.1.2 C: M

N/A

CODS

NOT 
CODS

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item  Feature  References Status  Predicate Value Support

 

5.22 Support for the fundamental 
subnetwork requirements 

5.4.2.1 M

 

*

 

 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

5.23 Startup of nodes not supporting 
Default Slot Generation 
function

5.4.2.2 C: M

N/A

NOT CC_D
 
CC_D 

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

5.24 Summary of subnetwork head of 
bus requirements 

5.4.2.3 M

 

*

 

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

5.25 Subnetwork Timing Reference 
Configuration Control functions

5.4.2.4 M

 

*

 

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

5.26 Hierarchy for selection of 
primary subnetwork timing 
reference

5.4.2.4 M

 

*

 

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

5.27 Primary Timing Reference 
function for node not at 
Head_of_Bus

5.4.2.4 M

 

*

 

 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

5.28 Primary Subnetwork Timing 
Reference functions for node at 
Head_of_Bus

5.4.2.4.3 M

 

*

 

 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

5.29 Other Timing Reference 
function for HOB

5.4.2.4 M

 

*

 

 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

5.30 Nodes that cannot support Head 
of Bus functions 

5.4.2.5 C: M

N/A

(NOT HOB) 
and 
(NOT CC_D) 
HOB or CC_D

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

5.31 Default Slot Generator 
signalling 

5.4.2.6, 
10.1.2.1

C: M

 

*

 

 

C: M

 

*

 

CC_D

HOB

DSGS= 
PRESENT 
DSGS=
NOT 
PRESENT

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__
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A.5.4.3 Head of Bus functions

 

These functions are mandatory for a node that is to support Head of Bus functions. However, not all nodes
are required to support the Head of Bus functions.

 

A.5.4.4 MID Page Allocation functions

 

*

 

These requirements are mandatory for a DQDB subnetwork. The role of a particular node may change.

5.32 Head of bus signalling 5.4.2.6, 
10.1.2.2

C: M

 

*

 

C: M

 

*

 

 

HOB_CC 

HOB 

HOBS= 
STABLE 
HOBS=
WAITING,
NO 
ACTIVE 
HOB, or 
STABLE 

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

5.33 External Timing Source 
signalling 

5.4.2.6, 
10.1.2.3

C: M

 

*

 

 

C: M

 

*

 

HOB_CC OR 
HOB

ETS

ETSS= 
NOT_
PRESENT 
ETSS=
PRESENT 

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Feature References  Status Predicate Value Support

 

5.34 Slot Marking functions 5.4.3.1, 6.2.1, 
6.3, 6.4, 9.2.6, 
9.2.7

C: M HOB OR 
HOB_CC 

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

5.35 Bus Identification Functions 5.4.3.3, 10.1.1 C: M HOB OR 
CC_D 

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Feature References  Status  Predicate  Value  Support

 

5.36 Head of Bus functions 5.4.4.1 C: M HOB OR 
HOB_CC

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

5.37 Page Counter subfield 
generation 

5.4.4.1, 7.2.4, 
10.1.3.3, 10.3.1 

C: M HOB  OR 
HOB_CC

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

5.38 Page Reservation subfield 
generation

5.4.4.1, 
10.1.3.1, 10.3.2

C: M HOB  OR 
HOB_CC

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

5.39 Page Counter Modulus subfield 
generation 

5.4.4.1,
10.1.3.2, 10.3.3

C: M HOB OR 
HOB_CC

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

5.40 Node functions  5.4.4.2 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

5.41 MID Page List Maintenance 5.4.4.2, 7.3.5, 
9.4, 10.3.6 

M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

5.42 Page Counter Operations 5.4.4.2, 10.3.4 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

5.43 Keeping MID Page 5.4.4.2, 10.3.5 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

5.44 Getting MID Pages 5.4.4.2, 10.3.6 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item  Feature  References Status  Predicate Value Support
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A.6 DQDB Layer Protocol Data Unit (PDU) formats

 

This clause describes the formats of the data units as a sequence of fields.

 

A.6.1 Ordering principles

A.6.2 Slot 

A.6.3 Queued Arbitrated (QA) slot

 

This subclause describes the format of Queued Arbitrated slots.

 

Item Feature  References  Status  Predicate Value  Support

 

6.1 Octet fields transmitted left-most 
first

6.1  M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Feature References  Status Predicate  Value  Support

 

6.2 1-octet Access Control field 6.2 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.3 52-octet segment 6.2 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.4 ACF busy and SL_TYPE bits 6.2.1, table 6-1 M Table 6-1 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.5 PSR bit set to 1 if previous slot 
can be cleared, 0 if it cannot be 
cleared

6.2.1 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.6 The ACF has 3 REQ_I bits that 
are set to zero by the Slot Marking 
function at the head of bus

6.2.1 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Feature References  Status Predicate Value  Support

 

6.7 All bits of QA slot set to 0 at the 
head of bus 

6.3 M Y[ ] N [ ]
X__

6.8 Access unit sets the BUSY bit to 
1 to transfer to a QA segment

6.3 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.9 QA segment has 4-octet segment 
header, 48-octet segment payload

6.3.1 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.10 Segment header has a VCI field, 
Payload_type field, Segment_
Priority field, HCS field

6.3.1.1 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.11 All-zeros VCI 6.3.1.1.1 PR Y[ ] N[ ]

6.12 Default connectionless VCI 6.3.1.1.1.1 M  all 1’s Y[ ]N[ ]
X__

6.13 Payload_type field 6.3.1.1.2 C: M

C: M

NOT 
ACLVCI 
ACLVCI 

00

default= 00 

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.14 Segment-priority field 6.3.1.1.3 M 00 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.15 HCS generator polynomial 6.3.1.1.4 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__
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A.6.4 Pre-Arbitrated (PA) slots

 

This subclause describes the properties of PA slots. 

 

A.6.5 Transfer of MAC Service Data Unit (MSDU)

 

This subclause describes the format and transfer of MSDUs.

 

A.6.5.1 Initial MAC Protocol Data Unit (IMPDU) 

 

6.16 HCS error checking 6.3.1.1.4 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.17 HCS error correction 6.3.1.1.4 O Y[ ] N[ ]

6.18 QA segment payload 48 octets 6.3.1.2 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Feature References  Status  Predicate Value  Support

 

6.19 PA slot will be generated with 
BUSY set 1, the SL_TYPE 1 and 
other ACF bits 0 

6.4.1 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.20 PA slot has 4-octet segment 
header and 48-octet segment 
payload 

6.4.1 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.21 Segment header has a VCI field, 
Payload_type field, Segment _Pri-
ority field, HCS field

6.4.1.1 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.22 All-zeros VCI value 6.4.1.1.1 PR Y[ ] N[ ]

6.23 All-1’s VCI value 6.4.1.1.1 PR Y[ ] N[ ]

6.24 Payload_data field 6.4.1.1.2 M 00 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.25 Segment_priority field 6.4.1.1.3 M 00 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.26 HCS generation polynomial 6.4.1.1.4 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.27 HCS error checking 6.4.1.1.4 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.28 HCS error correction 6.4.1.1.4 O Y[ ] N[ ]

6.29 PA segment payload 48 octets 6.3.1.2 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Feature  References Status  Predicate Value  Support

 

6.30 IMPDU format 6.5.1, 
figure 6-8

M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.31 IMPDU header format 6.5.1 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.32 Common PDU header format 6.5.1, 6.5.1.1 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.33 BA size field 6.5.1.1.3 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Feature References  Status Predicate Value  Support
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6.34 48-bit MSAP addresses univer-
sally administered (destination 
and source) 

6.5.1.2.1 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.35 48-bit MSAP addresses 
locally administered (destination 
and source)

6.5.1.2.1 O Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.36 60-bit MSAP addresses public 
and private (destination and 
source)

6.5.1.2.1 C: M ADD_60  Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.37 16-bit MSAP addresses (destina-
tion and source)

6.5.1.2.1 C: M ADD_16 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.38 DA and SA field format 6.5.1.2.2, 
6.5.1.2.3 

M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.39 Protocol Identification field 6.5.1.2.4.1 M 1 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.40 PAD Length field 6.5.1.2.4.1 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.41 Quality of Service: Delay field 6.5.1.2.5.1 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.42 Quality of Service: Loss field 6.5.1.2.5.2 M 0 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.43 CRC32 Indicator Bit 6.5.1.2.5.3 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.44 Header Extension Length field 6.5.1.2.5.4 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.45 Bridging field 6.5.1.2.6 M 0 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.46 The Header Extension (HE) field 
is reserved

6.5.1.3 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.47 All nodes shall recognize the HE 
field

6.5.1.3 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.48 Nodes must be able to receive 
INFO fields up to 9188 octets for 
PI = 1

6.5.1.4 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.49 PAD field 6.5.1.5 M all 0’s Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.50 CRC32 field 6.5.1.6 O Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.51 The CRC32 field must be recog-
nized by all nodes when CIB is 
set

6.5.1.6 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.52 Common PDU trailer 6.5.1.7 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Feature  References Status  Predicate Value  Support
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A.6.5.2 Derived MAC Protocol Data Unit (DMPDU) 

 

Item Feature References  Status  Predicate Value  Support

 

6.53 The DMPDU format 6.52, 
figures 6-17–
6-18, table 6-5

M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.54 The DMPDU header consists of a 
2-octet Segment_Type field, a 
4-bit sequence number field, and a 
10-bit Message Identification 
(MID) field

6.5.2.1, 
figure 6-18

M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.55 The Segment_Type field is 00 for 
COMS, 01 for EOMS, 10 for 
BOMS, and 11 for SSMs

6.5.2.1.1, 
table 6-5

M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.56 Sequence Number subfield 6.5.2.1.2, 7.2.6 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.57 Message Identifier subfield the 
same for all BOMs, COMs, and 
EOMs derived from the same 
IMPDU

6.5.2.1.3 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.58 Message Identifier subfield for 
BOMS, COMS, and EOMs

6.5.2.1.3, 
5.4.4.2

M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.59 Message Identifier subfield for 
SSMs 

6.5.2.1.3 M 0 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.60 Payload Length subfield 6.5.2.2.1 M 4–44 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.61 The Payload_CRC subfield used 
for error detection at the receiving 
node 

6.5.2.2.2 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.62 Payload_CRC subfield used for 
error correction of the DMPDU 
header

6.5.2.2.2 O Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

6.63 Payload_CRC subfield used for 
error correction of the DMPDU 
segmentation unit or trailer 

6.5.2.2.2 PR Y[ ] N[ ]
X__
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A.7 DQDB Layer facilities

 

This clause contains the conformance requirements for the DQDB Layer facilities of any implementation for
which compliance with ISO/IEC 8802-6 : 1994 [ANSI/IEEE Std 802.6, 1994 Edition] is claimed. 

 

A.7.1 Timers 

 

A.7.1.1 Reassembly IMPDU Timer (RIT)

A.7.1.2 Head of Bus Arbitration Timer (Timer_H)

 

A.7.2 Counters

 

A.7.2.1 Request Counter (REQ_I_CNTR)

 

*

 

Two Head of Bus Arbitration Timers (one for each bus) shall be available for each CC function that can support a Head 
of Bus function.

 

*

 

Two independent request counters (one for each bus) shall be available at each priority level (0, 1, 2).

 

Item Feature References Status  Predicate Value  Support

 

7.1  Timer RIT 7.1.1 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

7.2  Setting RIT_PERIOD 7.3.1 O Y[ ] N[ ]

7.3  Start RIT 7.1.1 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

7.4 Clear RIT 7.1.1 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item  Feature References Status Predicate Value  Support

 

7.5 Timer_H 7.1.2 C: M

 

*

 

 HOB OR 
HOB_CC

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

7.6 Setting Timer_H_PERIOD 7.3.1 O Y[ ] N[ ]

7.7 Start/Stop Timer_H 10.2.3.4 C: M

 

*

 

HOB OR 
HOB_CC

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Feature  References Status Predicate Value Support

 

7.8 6x REQ_I_CNTR

 

*

 

7.2.1 M 0–65535 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

7.9 Initialize counters 7.2.1 M 0 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

7.10 Minimum saturation of counters 7.2.1 M 0 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

7.11 Maximum saturation of counters 7.2.1 M 65535 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__
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A.7.2.2 Countdown Counter (CD_I_CNTR)

A.7.2.3 Local Request Queue Counter (REQ_I_Q)

A.7.2.4 Page Counter (PAGE_CNTR)

 

*

 

Two independent countdown counters (one for each bus) shall be available at each priority level (0, 1, 2).

 

*

 

Two independent local request queue counters shall be available at each priority level (0, 1, 2).

 

*

 

Two counters PAGE_CNTR_x are required in each node, one for each bus. The two counters PAGE_CNTR_HOBA are 
required only if the Head of Bus function is supported.

 

Item Feature References  Status Predicate Value Support

 

7.12 6x CD_I_CNTR

 

*

 

7.2.2 M 0–65535 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

7.13 Initialize counters 7.2.2 M 0 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

7.14 Minimum saturation of counters 7.2.2 M 0 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

7.15 Maximum saturation of counters 7.2.2 M 65535 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item  Feature  References  Status Predicate  Value  Support

 

7.16 6x REQ_I_Q 7.2.3 M

 

*

 

0–255 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

7.17 Initialize counters 7.2.3 M 0 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

7.18 Minimum saturation of counters 7.2.3 M 0 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

7.19 Maximum saturation of counters 7.2.3 M 255 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Feature  References  Status Predicate Value  Support

 

7.20 PAGE_CNTR at head of Bus A 7.2.4 C: M

 N/A

HOB 

NOT HOB 

0–1023 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

7.21 Initialize PAGE_CNTR at 
head of Bus A

7.2.4 C: M 

N/A

HOB

NOT HOB

0 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

7.22 Reset PAGE_CNTR at 
head of Bus A 

7.2.4 C: M 

N/A

HOB 

NOT HOB 

0 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

7.23 2x PAGE_CNTR_x 7.2.4 M

 

*

 

 0–1023 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

7.24 Initialize PAGE_CNTR_x 7.2.4 M 0 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

7.25 Reset PAGE_CNTR_x 7.2.4 M 0 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__
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A.7.2.5 Bandwidth Balancing Counter (BWB_CNTR)

A.7.2.6 Transmit Sequence Number Counter (TX_SEQUENCE_NUM)

 

A.7.3 System parameters

 

The above system parameters may be operated upon by the network management. However, they shall be
initialized to the default values at or before installation.

 

*

 

Two independent bandwidth balancing counters (one for each bus) shall be available at each node.

 

Item Feature References Status Predicate Value Support

 

7.26 2x BWB_CNTR  7.2.5 M

 

*

 

0–63 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

7.27 Initialize counters 7.2.3 M  0 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item  Feature  References Status Predicate Value  Support

 

7.28 TX_SEQUENCE_NUM 7.2.6 M 0–15 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

7.29 Reset TX_SEQUENCE_NUM 7.2.6 M 0 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

7.30 Initialize 
TX_SEQUENCE_NUM 

7.2.6 M 0 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Feature References  Status  Predicate Value Support

 

7.31 RIT_PERIOD 7.3.1 M default 

 

≥

 

 
0.7 s

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

7.32 TIMER_H_PERIOD 7.3.2 M default = 
5 s

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

7.33 QOS_MAP 7.3.3 M 0 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

7.34 RMP 7.3.4 M 0–1023, 
default = 0

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

7.35 MAX_MID_PAGES 7.3.5 M default 1 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

7.36 BWB_MOD 7.3.6 M 0-64, 
default = 8

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__
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A.7.4 Flags

A.7.5 Resource status indicators

 

A.7.5.1 Configuration Control Status Indicator (CC_STATUS)

A.7.5.2 Head of Bus Operation Indicator (HOB_OPERATION)

 

Item Feature References  Status  Predicate Value Support

 

7.37 CC_12_CONTROL 7.4.1 C: M NOT HOB 
AND NOT 
CC_D HOT 
AND NOT 
CC_D 

default = 
disabled 

normal/
disabled 

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

Y[ ] N[ ]

7.38  CC_D2_CONTROL 7.4.2 C: M  CC_D default =
normal 

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

7.39 CRC32_GEN_CONTROL 7.4.3 M default = 
off

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

7.40 CRC32_GEN_CONTROL 7.4.3 O on/off Y[ ] N[ ]

7.41 CRC32_CHECK_CONTROL 7.4.4 M default = 
off 

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

7.42 CRC32_CHECK_CONTROL 7.4.4 O on/off Y[ ] N[ ]

 

Item Feature  References  Status Predicate Value  Support

 

7.43  CC_STATUS_1  7.5.1 M active/ 
inactive 
default = 
inactive 

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

7.44  CC_STATUS_2 7.5.1 C: M

C: M

NOT CC_D
CC_D

default = 
inactive 
default 
active

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

7.45  CC_STATUS_2 7.5.1 M active/ 
inactive

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

7.46  CC_STATUS_D 7.5.1 M default 
active 

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Feature References Status Predicate  Value Support

 

7.47  HOB_OPERATION 7.5.2 C: M 

C: M

NOT HOB

HOB

NULL 

as per 10.2 

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

7.48 HOB_OPERATION_D 7.5.2 M default = 
DEFAULT_SLOT_
GENERATOR AND 
HEAD_OF_BUS_A 

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

7.49 HOB_OPERATION_1 7.5.2 M default = NULL Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

7.50 HOB_OPERATION_2 7.5.2 C: M 

C: M 

CC_D

NOT CC_D

HEAD_OF_BUS_B 
(at power up) 
NULL 

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__
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A.7.5.3 Link Status indicator (LINK_STATUS)

A.7.5.4 External Timing Source indicator (ETS_STATUS)

 

Item  Feature  References  Status Predicate  Value  Support

 

7.51 LINK_STATUS 7.53 M

M

default = 
DOWN (at 
power up) 
UP/
DOWN 

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Feature References  Status  Predicate Value  Support

 

7.52  ETS_STATUS 7.5.4 M UP/
DOWN 

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__
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A.8 DQDB Layer operation

 

This clause contains the conformance requirements for the DQDB Layer operation of any implementation
for which compliance with ISO/IEC 8802-6 : 1994 [ANSI/IEEE Std 802.6, 1994 Edition] is claimed.

 

A.8.1 Distributed Queue operation

 

A.8.1.1 Distributed Queue State Machine (DQSM_X_I)

 

There shall be one DQSM for each bus (x = A or B) and for each priority level (I = 0, 1, or 2) that is operated
according to  8.1.1.

 

*

 

Detect/Set REQ_X_I means the capability to detect/set a request bit on Bus x (x = A or B) at priority level I (I = 0, 1, or 2).

 

†

 

Detect/set BUSY_X means the capability to detect/set the busy bit on Bus x (x = A or B).

 

Item Feature References  Status  Predicate Value Support

 

8.1 DQSM_A_0 8.1.1 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

8.2 DQSM_A_1 8.1.1 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

8.3 DQSM_A_2 8.1.1 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

8.4 DQSM_B_0 8.1.1 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

8.5 DQSM_B_1 8.1.1 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

8.6 DQSM_B_2 8.1.1 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

8.7 Detect REQ_X_I

 

*

 

8.1.1 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

8.8 Set REQ X_I 8.1.1 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

8.9 Detect BUSY_X

 

†

 

8.1.1 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

8.10 Set BUSY_X 8.1.1 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__
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A.8.1.2 REQ Queue Machine (RQM_X_I)

 

The Request Queue Machine RQM_X_I is the machine for Bus x (x = A or B) at priority level I (I = 0, 1, or
2). Operation of RQM_X_I shall be according to 8.1.2.

 

A.8.1.3 Bandwidth Balancing Machine (BWBM_X)

 

Operation of a BWBM_X shall be according to 8.1.3.

 

*

 

BWBM_X is the bandwidth balancing machine for Bus x (x = A or B).

 

Item Feature  References Status Predicate Value  Support

 

8.11  RQM_A_0 8.1.2 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

8.12  RQM_A_1 8.1.2 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

8.13  RQM_A_2 8.1.2 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

8.14  RQM_B_0 8.1.2 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

8.15  RQM_B_1 8.1.2 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

8.16  RQM_B_2 8.1.2 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Feature References  Status Predicate Value  Support

 

8.17 BWBM_A

 

*

 

8.1.3 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

8.18 BWBM_B 8.1.3 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__
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A.8.2 Reassembly operation

 

A.8.2.1 Reassembly State Machine (RSM)

 

The RSM shall be operated as specified in 8.2.1.

 

A.8.3 Segment Header Check Sequence (HCS) processing

 

*

 

HCS_DSM is the Header Check Sequence Decoder State Machine. If error correction is implemented, the HCS_DSM 
shall be in accordance with 8.3.

 

Item Feature References Status Predicate Value  Support

 

8.19 IG_FLAG 8.2.1 M Individual/
 Group 

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

8.20 RX_SEQUENCE_NUM 8.2.1 M 0–15 mod 
16 

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

8.21 RSM 8.2.1 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item  Feature  References Status  Predicate Value Support

 

8.22 Error Detection 8.3 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

8.23 Error Correction 8.3 O Y[ ] N[ ]

8.24 HCS_DSM

 

*

 

8.3 C: M 8.23 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__
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A.9 DQDB Layer Management Interface (LMI)

 

This clause contains the conformance requirements for the DQDB LMI of any implementation for which
conformance with this International Standard is claimed. The DQDB LMI is described by a set of generic
primitives that are used to convey Layer Management Information to and from node components subject to
management. 

 

A.9.1 DQDB LMI model

 

This subclause does not define any externally observable features.

 

A.9.2 DQDB Layer Management primitives in support of Virtual Channel Identifier 
(VCI) Management functions

 

The following are primitives and associated parameters used in support of VCI Management functions. 

 

LM-ACTION invoke (CL_VCI_ADD) 

 

Additional requirements:

 

Item Feature References Status  Predicate Value  Support

 

9.1 LM-ACTION invoke (CL_
VCI_ADD)

9.1.1, 9.2.1, 
6.3.1.1.1.1

 C: M ACLVCI Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Primitive parameters References  Status  Predicate  Value Support

 

9.2 convergence_function_type 9.2.1 C: M ACLVCI Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

9.3 vci 9.2.1 C: M ACLVCI 1– (2

 

20

 

– 1) Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

9.4 type 9.2.1 C: M ACLVCI TRANSMIT 
or RECEIVE 

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

9.5 mapping criteria 9.2.1 C: M ACLVCI Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Feature  References  Status Predicate  Value Support

 

9.6 Each transmit VCI must be 
uniquely associated with a single 
connectionless convergence 
function 

9.2.1 C: M ACLVCI Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

9.7 A unique mapping must exist 
between a connectionless con-
vergence function and each 
transmit VCI associated with it 

9.2.1 C: M ACLVCI Y[ ] N[ ]
X__
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LM-ACTION reply (CL_VCI_ADD)

LM-ACTION invoke (CL_VCI_DELETE)

LM-ACTION reply (CL_VCI_DELETE)

Item Feature References Status  Predicate  Value  Support

 

9.8 LM-ACTION reply (CL_
VCI_ADD)

9.1.1.1, 9.2.1, 
6.3.1.1.1.1

 C: M ACLVCI Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Primitive parameters References  Status Predicate  Value Support

 

9.9 status 9.1.1.1, 9.2.1 C: M ACLVCI SUCCESSFUL or 
UNSUCCESSFUL 

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

9.10 reason 9.1.1.1, 9.2.1 C: M ACLVCI Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Feature References  Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.11 LM-ACTION invoke (CL_
VCI_DELETE)

9.2.2, 
6.3.1.1.1.1

C: M ACLVCI Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Primitive parameters References  Status Predicate Value  Support

 

9.12 vci 9.2.2 C: M ACLVCI 1– (2

 

20

 

 – 1) Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

9.13 type 9.2.2 C: M ACLVCI TRANSMIT 
or RECEIVE

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Description References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.14 LM-ACTION reply (CL_
VCI_DELETE) 

9.1.1.1, 9.2.2 C: M ACLVCI Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Primitive parameters References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.15 status 9.1.1.1, 9.2.2 C: M ACLVCI SUCCESSFUL or 
UNSUCCESSFUL

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

9.16 reason 9.1.1.1, 9.2.2 C: M ACLVCI Y[ ] N[ ]
X__
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LM-ACTION invoke (OPEN_CE_ICF)

LM-ACTION reply (OPEN_CE_ICF)

Item Feature References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.17 LM-ACTION invoke 
(OPEN_CE_ICF)

5.2, 9.1.1.1, 
9.2.3

 C: M IS Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Primitive parameters References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.18 cep_id 5.2, 9.2.3 C: M IS Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

9.19 

9.20

9.21 

TRANSMIT 
tx_bus

tx_vci

offset

5.2, 9.2.3
C: M

C: M

C: M

IS

IS

IS

BUS_A or 
BUS_B
1 – (2

 

20

 

 – 1)

1–48

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

9.22

9.23

9.24

RECEIVE 
rx_bus

rx_vci

offset

5.2, 9.2.3
C: M

C: M 

C: M

IS

IS

IS

BUS_A or 
BUS_B
1 – (2

 

20

 

 – 1)
 
1–48

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Feature References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.25 LM-ACTION reply 
(OPEN_CE_ICF)

9.1.1.1, 9.2.3 C: M IS Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Primitive parameters References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.26 status 9.1.1.1, 9.2.3 C: M IS SUCCESSFUL or 
UNSUCCESSFUL

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

9.27 reason 9.1.1.1, 9.2.3 C: M IS Y[ ] N[ ]
X__
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LM-ACTION invoke (OPEN_CE_COCF)

LM-ACTION reply (OPEN_CE_COCF)

Item Feature References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.28 LM-ACTION invoke 
(OPEN_CE_COCF) 

5.3, 9.1.1.1, 
9.2.4

C: M CODS Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Primitive parameters References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.29 cep_id 5.3, 9.2.4 C: M CODS Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

9.30 tx_bus 5.3, 9.2.4 C: M CODS BUS_A or 
BUS_B 

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

9.31 tx_vci 5.3, 9.2.4 C: M CODS 1 – (2

 

20

 

– 1) Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

9.32 rx_bus 5.3, 9.2.4 C: M CODS BUS A or 
BUS_B

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

9.33 rx_vci 5.3, 9.2.4 C: M CODS 1 – (2

 

20

 

– 1) Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

9.34 tx_segment_priority 5.3, 9.2.4 C: M CODS Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

9.35 tx_access_queue_priority 5.3, 9.2.4 C: M CODS 0, 1, 2 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Primitive parameters References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.36 LM-ACTION reply 
(OPEN_CE_COCF) 

5.3, 9.1.1.1, 
9.2.4 

C: M CODS Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Primitive parameters References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.37  status 5.3, 9.1.1.1, 
9.2.4

C: M CODS SUCCESSFUL or 
UNSUCCESSFUL

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

9.38  reason 5.3, 9.1.1.1, 
9.2.4 

C: M CODS Y[ ] N[ ]
X__
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LM-ACTION invoke (CLOSE_CE)

LM-ACTION reply (CLOSE_CE)

LM-ACTION invoke (PA_VCI_ADD_HOB)

Item Feature References Status Predicate Value Support 

 

9.39 LM-ACTION invoke 
(CLOSE_CE)

5.2, 5.3, 
9.1.1.1, 9.2.5 

C: M CODS Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Primitive parameters References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.40 cep_id 9.2.5 C: M IS or 
CODS

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Feature References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.41 LM-ACTION reply 
(CLOSE_CE)

5.1, 5.3, 
9.1.1.1, 9.2.5

C: M IS or 
CODS

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Primitive parameters References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.42 status 5.2, 5.3, 
9.2.5 

C: M IS or 
CODS

SUCCESSFUL or 
UNSUCCESSFUL 

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

9.43 reason 5.2, 5.3, 
9.2.5

C: M IS or 
CODS

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item  Features  References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.44 LM-ACTION invoke 
(PA_VCI_ADD_HOB)

5.2, 5.4.3.1, 
9.1.1.1, 9.2.6

C: M HOB Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Primitive parameters References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.45 VCI 5.2, 5.4.3.1, 
9.2.6

C: M HOB 1– (2

 

20

 

 – 1) Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

9.46 bus 5.2, 5.4.3.1, 
9.2.6

C: M HOB BUS_A or 
BUS_B 

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

9.47 frequency 5.2, 5.4.3.1, 
9.2.6

C: M HOB Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

9.48 variability 5.2, 5.4.3.1, 
9.2.6 

C: M HOB Y[ ] N[ ]
X__
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LM-ACTION reply (PA_VCI_ADD_HOB)

LM-ACTION invoke (PA_VCI_DELETE_HOB

 

)

 

LM-ACTION reply (PA_VCI_DELETE_HOB)

Item  Features References  Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.49 LM-ACTION reply 
(PA_VCI_ADD_HOB) 

5.2, 5.4.3.1, 
9.1.1.1, 9.2.7 

C: M HOB Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Primitive parameters References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.50 status 5.2, 5.4.3.1, 
9.2.7 

C: M HOB SUCCESSFUL or 
UNSUCCESSFUL 

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

9.51 reason 5.2, 5.4.3.1, 
9.2.7

C: M HOB Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item  Features References Status  Predicate Value Support

 

9.52 LM-ACTION invoke 
(PA_VCI_DELETE_HOB

5.2, 5.4.3.1, 
9.1.1.1, 9.2.7

C: M HOB Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item  Features References  Status  Predicate  Value Support

 

9.53 VCI 5.2, 5.4.3.1, 
9.2.7

C: M HOB 1– (2

 

20

 

 – 1) Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

9.54 bus 5.2, 5.4.3.1, 
9.2.7 

C: M  HOB BUS_A or 
BUS_B 

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Features References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.55 LM-ACTION reply
(PA_VCI_DELETE_HOB) 

9.1.1.1, 
9.2.7

C: M HOB Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Primitive parameters References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.56 status 5.2, 5.4.3.1, 
9.2.7

C: M HOB SUCCESSFUL or 
UNSUCCESSFUL 

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

9.57 reason 5.2, 5.4.3.1, 
9.2.7

C: M HOB Y[ ] N[ ]
X__
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A.9.3 DQDB Layer Management primitives in support of Header Extension 
Management functions

 

The following are primitives and associated parameters used in support of Header Extension Management
functions.

 

LM-ACTION invoke (HEXT_INSTAL)

 

Additional requirements:

 

LM-ACTION reply (HEXT_INSTAL

 

)

 

Item Feature References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.58 LM-ACTION invoke 
(HEXT_INSTAL)

5.1.1.1.1, 
6.5.1.3, 9.3.1

C: M HEXT Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Primitive parameters References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.59 convergence_function_type 5.1.1.1.1, 
6.5.1.3, 9.3.1

C: M HEXT Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

9.60 HE_value 5.1.1.1.1, 
6.5.1.3, 9.3.1

C: M HEXT Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

9.61 HE_selection_info 5.1.1.1.1, 
6.5.1.3, 9.3.1 

C: M HEXT Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Feature References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.62 Unique header extension 
selection information for 
each header extension 
value

5.1.1.1.1, 
6.5.1.3, 9.3.1 

C: M  HEXT Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Primitive parameters  References Status  Predicate Value  Support

 

9.63 status 5.1.1.1.1, 
6.5.1.3, 9.1.1.1, 
9.3.1

C: M HEXT SUCCESSFUL or 
UNSUCCESSFUL

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

9.64 reason 5.1.1.1.1, 
6.5.1.3, 9.1.1.1, 
9.3.1 

C: M HEXT Y[ ] N[ ]
X__
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LM-ACTION invoke (HEXT_PURGE)

LM-ACTION reply (HEXT_PURGE)

 

A.9.4 DQDB Layer Management primitives in support of Message Identifier (MID) 
Management functions

 

The following are primitives and associated parameters used in support of MID Management functions.

 

LM-ACTION invoke (MID_PAGE_GET)

Item Primitive parameters References Status Predicate Value  Support

 

9.65 LM-ACTION invoke 
(HEXT_PURGE)

5.1.1.1.1, 6.5.1.3, 
9.3.2

 C: M HEXT Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Primitive parameters References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.66 convergence_function_type 5.1.1.1.1, 
6.5.1.3, 9.3.2

C: M HEXT Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

9.67 HE_value 5.1.1.1.1, 
6.5.1.3, 9.3.2

C: M HEXT Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Feature References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.68 LM-ACTION reply 
(HEXT_PURGE)

5.1.1.1.1, 6.5.1.3, 
9.1.1.1, 9.3.2

C: M HEXT Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Primitive parameters References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.69 status 5.1.1.1.1, 6.5.1.3, 
9.1.1.1, 9.3.2

C: M HEXT SUCCESSFUL or 
UNSUCCESSFUL 

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

9.70 reason 5.1.1.1.1, 6.5.1.3, 
9.1.1.1, 9.3.2 

C: M HEXT Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Feature References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.71 LM-ACTION invoke 
(MID_PAGE_GET)

5.4.4, 
9.4.1, 10.3

M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__
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LM-ACTION reply (MID_PAGE_GET)

LM-ACTION invoke (MID_PAGE_RELEASE)

LM-ACTION reply (MID_PAGE_RELEASE)

Item Feature References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.72 LM-ACTION reply 
(MID_PAGE_GET)

5.4.4, 
9.4.2, 10.3

M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Primitive parameters References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.73 status 5.4.4, 
9.4.4, 10.3

M SUCCESSFUL or 
UNSUCCESSFUL

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

9.74 mid_page_id 5.4.4, 
9.4.2,10.3

M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

9.75 reason 5.4.4, 
9.4.2, 10.3 

M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item  Feature  References Status Predicate Value  Support

 

9.76 LM-ACTION invoke 
(MID_PAGE_RELEASE)

5.4.4, 9.4.3, 
10.3 

M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Primitive parameters References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.77  mid_page_id 5.4.4, 
9.4.3, 10.3 

M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Features References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.78 LM-ACTION reply 
(MID_PAGE_RELEASE)

5.4.4, 
9.4.4, 10.3

M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Primitive parameters References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.79 status 5.4.4, 
9.4.4, 10.3 

M SUCCESSFUL or 
UNSUCCESSFUL

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

9.80 mid_page_id 5.4.4, 
9.4.4, 10.3

M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

9.81 reason 5.4.4, 
9.4.4, 10.3

M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__
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LM-EVENT notify (MID_PAGE_LOST)

 

A.9.5 DQDB Layer Management primitives in support of Address Management 
functions

 

The following are primitives and associated parameters used in support of Address Management functions:

 

LM-ACTION invoke (ADDRESS_ADD)

Item Feature References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.82 LM-EVENT invoke 
(MID_PAGE_LOST)

5.4.4, 
9.4.5, 10.3

M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Primitive parameters References Status  Predicate  Value  Support

 

9.83 mid_page_id 5.4.4, 
9.4.5, 10.3

M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

9.84 reason 5.4.4, 
9.4.5, 10.3 

M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Feature References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.85 LM-ACTION invoke 
(ADDRESS_ADD)

6.5.1.2.1, 
9.5.1

C: M A_ADD Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Primitive parameters References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.86 address-type 6.5.1.2.1, 
9.5.1

C: M  A_ADD 16-, 48-, or 60-bit 
individual public, 
60-bit individual 
private, 60-bit 
group public, or 60-
bit group private

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

9.87 address 6.5.1.2.1, 
9.5.1 

C: M  A_ADD Y[ ] N[ ]
X__
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LM-ACTION reply (ADDRESS_ADD)

LM-ACTION invoke (ADDRESS_DELETE)

LM-ACTION reply (ADDRESS_DELETE)

Item Feature References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.88 LM-ACTION reply 
(ADDRESS_ADD) 

6.5.1.2.1, 
9.1.1.1, 
9.5.1

C: M A_ADD Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Primitive parameters References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.89  status 9.5.1 M SUCCESSFUL or 
UNSUCCESSFUL

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

9.90  reason 9.5.1 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Features References Status Predicate Value  Support

 

9.91 LM-ACTION invoke 
(ADDRESS_DELETE) 

9.5.2  C: M A_ADD Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Primitive parameters References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.92 address_type 6.5.1.2.1, 
9.5.2

C: M A_ADD 16, 48, or 
60 bit 

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

9.93 address 6.5.1.2.1, 
9.5.2 

C: M A_ADD Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Features  References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.94 LM-ACTION reply 
(ADDRESS_DELETE)

6.5.1.2.1, 9.5.2 C: M  A_ADD Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Primitive parameters References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.95 status 9.1.1, 9.5.1 M SUCCESSFUL or 
UNSUCCESSFUL 

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

9.96 reason 9.1.1, 9.5.1 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__
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A.9.6 DQDB Layer Management primitives in support of System Parameter 
Management functions

 

The following are primitives and associated parameters used in support of System Parameter Management
Functions.

 

LM-SET invoke (SYSTEM_PARAMETER

 

)  

 

Item  Feature  References  Status  Predicate Value Support 

 

9.97 LM-SET invoke
(SYSTEM_PARAMETER)

9.6 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Primitive parameters References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.98 parameter_type 7.1.1, 7.3.1, 
9.6.1,
5.1.1.1.4, 
7.3.3, 9.6.1, 
5.1.1.1.4, 
7.3.3, 9.6.1,
7.3.4, 9.6.1, 
10.3.2, 
5.4.4, 7.3.5, 
9.6.1,
5.1.2.1, 8.3.1, 
9.6.1 

O

O

O

C: M

O

M

HOB

R_P

T_H_P 

Q_M

R_M_P

M_M_P

B_M 

Y[ ] N[ ]

Y[ ] N[ ]

Y[ ] N[ ]

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

Y[ ] N[ ]

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 9.99 parameter_value 7.1.1, 7.3.1,
9.6.1 
5.1.1.1.4,
7.3.3, 9.6.1,
5.1.1.1.4,
7.3.3, 9.6.1,
7.3.4, 9.6.1, 
10.3.2

5.4.4, 7.3.5,
9.6.1

5.1.2.1, 8.3.1, 
9.6.1

O

O

O

C: M

O

M

 

HOB
 

R_P: default 

 

≥

 

 
0.7 s
T_H_P: default 
= 5 s 
Q_M: default 
(q_m_j) = 0 
R_M_P default
= 0; Range = 
[0, 2

 

20

 

 – 1] 
M_M_P:
default = 1,
Max = (2

 

20

 

 – 1) 
BM: default = 
8, Range = 
[0,64] 

Y[ ] N[ ]

Y[ ] N[ ]

Y[ ] N[ ]

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

Y[ ] N[ ]

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

KEY:
R_P: RIT_PERIOD 
T_H_P: Timer_H_PERIOD 
Q_M: QOS_MAP 
R_M_P: RESERVED_MID_PACES 
M_M_P: MAX_MID_PAGES 
B_M: BWB_MOD
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A.9.7 DQDB Layer Management primitives in support of Configuration Control 
Management functions

 

The following is a primitive with associated parameters used in support of Configuration Control functions.

 

LM-SET invoke (CC_FLAG)

 

A.9.8 DQDB Layer Management primitives in support of CRC32 Control Flag 
Management functions

 

The following is a primitive with associated parameters used in support of CRC32 Control Flag Manage-
ment functions.

 

LM-SET invoke (CRC32_FLAG)

 

 

 

Item Feature References Status Predicate Value Support

 

 9.100 LM-SET invoke (CC_FLAG)  9.7, 10.2 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Primitive parameters References Status Predicate Value Support

 

 9.101 flag_type 9.7.1, 10.2

9.7.1, 10.2

C: M

C: M

NOT CC_D

CC_D

CC_12_CONTROL 

CC_D2_CONTROL 

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 9.102 flag_value 7.4.1, 
9.7.1, 10.2

7.4.1, 
9.7.1, 10.2

7.4.1, 
9.7.1, 10.2

C: M

C: O

C: M

NOT HOB 
AND 
NOT CC_D 
HOB 
AND 
NOT CC_D 
CC_D

CC_12_CONTROL: 
default = disabled

CC_12_CONTROL: 
normal/disabled

CC_D2_CONTROL:
 default = normal 

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

Y[ ] N[ ]

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Feature References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.103 LM-SET invoke 
(CRC32_FLAG)

7.4.3, 7.4.4, 
9.8

O Y[ ] N[ ]

 

Item Primitive parameters References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.104  flag_type 7.4.3, 9.8.1

7.4.4, 9.8.1

C: M

C: M

9.103
 
9.103 

CRC32 GEN
_CONTROL 
CRC32 CHECK
_CONTROL 

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

9.105 flag_value 
flag_type = CRC32_GEN
_CONTROL 
flag_type = CRC32_CHECK
_CONTROL

7.4.3, 9.8.1 

7.4.3, 9.8.1

C: M

C: M

9.103 

9.103

ON or OFF

ON or OFF

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__
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A.9.9 DQDB Layer Management primitives in support of other management 
functions

 

The following is a primitive used in support of other management functions:

 

LM-ACTION invoke (RESET)

 

A.10 DQDB Layer Management protocol

 

This clause contains the conformance requirements for the DQDB Management Protocol of any implemen-
tation for which compliance with ISO/IEC 8802-6 : 1994 [ANSI/IEEE Std 802.6, 1994 Edition] is claimed.

 

A.10.1 DQDB Layer Management Information octets

 

*

 

Set to alternative values on alternate management information octets.

 

Item Feature References Status Predicate Value Support

 

9.106 LM-Action invoke (RESET)  9.9  M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Feature References Status Predicate Value Support

 

10.1 TYPE bit 10.1 M 0 or 1

 

*

 

 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

10.2 Bus Identification 
Field

10.1.1 M  01 (BUS A) or 10 (BUS 
B) or 00 (Unknown)

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

10.3 Subnetwork 
Configuration field

10.1.2 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

10.4 MID Page 
Allocation field 

10.13 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__
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A.10.2 Configuration Control protocol

A.10.3 Mid Page Allocation protocol

 

*

 

With CC_D2_Control set to equal NORMAL

 

†

 

With CC_12_Control allowed to equal NORMAL.

 

‡

 

With CC_D2_Control fixed at DISABLED.

 

§

 

With CC_12_Control allowed to equal NORMAL.

 

**

 

With CC_12_ Control fixed at DISABLED.

 

Item Feature References Status Predicate Value Support

 

10.5 Generation of Subnetwork Con-
figuration field subfields 

10.2.3 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

10.6 Default Configuration Control 
State Machine

10.2.4 C: M CC_D Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

10.7 Configuration Control Type 2

 

*

 

10.2.5 C: M CC_D Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

10.8 Configuration Control Type 2

 

†

 

10.2.5 C: M HOB Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

10.9 Configuration Control Type 2

 

‡

 

10.2.5 C: M Not (CC_D 
or HOB) 

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

10.10 Configuration Control Type 1

 

§

 

10.2.6 C: M HOB Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

10.11 Configuration Control Type 1

 

**

 

10.2.6 C: M Not (CC_D 
or HOB) 

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Feature References Status Predicate Value Support

 

10.12 Page Counter State Machine 
for Head of Bus A 

10.3.1 C: M HOB OR 
HOB_CC 

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

10.13 Page Reservation State 
Machine for Head of Bus A 

10.3.2 C: M HOB OR 
HOB_CC

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

10.14 Page Counter Modulus Opera-
tion for Head of Bus A 

10.3.3 C: M HOB OR 
HOB_CC

Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

10.15 Page Counter State Machine 
for Bus A or Bus B 

10.3.4 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

10.16 Keep Page State Machine 10.3.5 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

10.17 Get Page State Machine 10.3.6 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__
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A.11 Physical Layer principles of operation

 

A.11.1 Physical Layer maintenance functions

A.11.2 Physical Layer facilities

 

Item Feature References Status Predicate Value Support

 

 11.1 Transmission links duplex 
with identical slot rates for 
transmission 

11.3 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 11.2 Physical Layer Connection 
State Machine 

11.3.1, table 11-1, 
figure 11-1

O Y[ ] N[ ]

 11.3  Link Status Signal (LSS) 11.3.2 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Feature References Status Predicate Value Support

 

 11.4 Fault detection  11.5.1, 4.3 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

11.5 Node isolation provided 11.5.2 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

11.6 Physical Layer monitors error 
performance

11.5.3 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

11.7 Nodes not supporting HOB can sig-
nal downstream in the event of a 
failure 

11.5.4 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Feature References Status Predicate Value Support

 

11.8 PLCSM Control Flags supported 11.6.1 C: M 11.2 Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

11.9 Head of Bus Capable Flag supported 11.6.2 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__
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A.12 Physical Layer Convergence Procedure (PLCP) for DS1-based systems

 

This clause in unavailable for this edition because it has not yet completed the International Standard
approval process.

 

2

 

A.13 PLCP for DS3-based systems

 

This clause contains the conformance requirements for the PLCP for DS3-based systems.

 

A.13.1 Overview

 

A.13.1.1 DS3 relationship to the PLCP

 

This clause defines the DS3 rate and the frame format for the PLCP.

 

A.13.2 The PLCP frame format

 

2

 

This information is available in IEEE Std 802.6c-1993.

 

Item Feature References Status Predicate Value Support

 

13.1 Ph-DATA “status” primitive 
implemented

 13.1, 4.2 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Feature References Status Predicate Value Support

 

 13.2 DS3 overhead ANSI T1.107; 
T1.107A

M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 13.3 Transmit rate of 
44.736 Mbit/s 

 

±

 

 20 ppm
ANSI T1.102; 13.1.1 M Y[ ] N[ ]

X__

 

Item Feature References Status Predicate Value Support

 

 13.4 PLCP frame format 13.2, 
figure 13-1 

M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__
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A.13.3 PCLP field definitions

 

Yellow Signal provision in 13.11 is optional; however, if it is provided, it shall meet the requirements in
13.12 and 13.13.

 

Item Feature References Status Predicate Value Support

 

13.5 Framing octets provided 13.3.1 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

13.6 Path Overhead Identifier octets 
provided

13.3.2, 
figure 13-2, 
table 13-2 

M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

13.7 F1 Path Octet set to 00000000 13.3.3.1 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

13.8 B1 octet provides BIP-8 parity 13.3.3.2 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 13.9 G1 octet provides FEBE 13.3.3.3 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

13.10 G1 Yellow Signal bit set to 0 
(Yellow Signal not implemented) 

13.3.3.3 O.1 Y[ ] N[ ]

13.11 G1 octet provides Yellow Signal 13.3.3.3 O.2 Y[ ] N[ ]

13.12 Yellow Signal generated in 2.5 

 

±

 

 5 s 
after loss of PLCP or DS3 frame 

13.3.3.3 O.2 Y[ ] N[ ]

13.13 Yellow Signal removed in 15 

 

±

 

 5 s 
after PLCP and DS3 in frame

13.3.3.3 O.2 Y[ ] N[ ]

13.14 G1 octet provides LSS Codes 13.3.3.3, 
table 13-3

M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

13.15 PLCP provides M1 and M2 octets to 
and obtains from DQDB Layer

13.3.3.4 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

13.16 C1 octet provided per table 13-4 13.3.3.5 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

13.17 Z1, Z2, Z3, Z4, Z5, and Z6 octets set 
to 00000000 

13.3.3.6 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

13.18 Trailer nibbles set to 1100 13.3.4 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__
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A.13.4 PLCP behavior during faults

 

This clause provides an overview of the behavior of the PLCP layer during transmission systems faults,
PLCP faults, and DQDB Layer faults. Details of the behavior of the PLCP are given in 13.6.

 

A.13.5 PLCP behavior during DQDB Layer out-of-service

A.13.6 PLCP framing

 

This clause defines the state machine for the PLCP framing and the behavior of the PLCP in each state of the
state machine. The state machine requirements are presented first.

The following describes the behavior of the PLCP in each state of the Framing State Machine. This informa-
tion is in addition to requirements in 11.3.1.

The following clause supplements the timing source information of tables 10-10b), 10-11, and 10-12 and
details the Physical Layer frame timing operations.

 

Item Feature References Status Predicate Value Support

 

13.19 Jam signal consists of repeating 1000 
nibbles 

13.4 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

13.20 Jam signal detected after 12 

 

µ

 

s

 

 

 

13.4 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

13.21 Timer_P_x reset and started when 
Jam signal detected

13.4 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

13.22  Timer_P_x expires at 1000 

 

±

 

 10 

 

µ

 

s 13.4 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Feature References Status Predicate Value Support

 

13.23 PLCP relays octets when DQDB 
Layer out-of-service 

13.5 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

13.24 M1, M2 octets relayed unmodified 
when DQDB Layer out-of-service 

13.5 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Feature References Status Predicate Value Support

 

13.25 Bus A and Bus B Framing State 
Machine provided

13.6, figure 13-4 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item Feature References Status Predicate Value Support

 

13.26 LSS operations 13.6.1, table 13-5 M Y[ ] N[ ]
X__

 

Item  Feature References Status Predicate  Value Support

 

13.27 Frame timing operation 13.6.2, table 13-6 M Y [ ] N[ ]
X__
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A.14 PLCP for CCITT Recommendation G.703 (2.048 Mbit/s)

 

This clause in unavailable for this edition because it has not yet completed the International Standard
approval process.

 

A.15 PLCP for CCITT Recommendations G.751 and G.703 (34.368 Mbit/s)

 

This clause in unavailable for this edition because it has not yet completed the International Standard
approval process.

 

A.16 PLCP for CCITT Recommendations G.751 and G.703 (139.264 Mbit/s)

 

This clause in unavailable for this edition because it has not yet completed the International Standard
approval process.

 

A.17 PLCP for CCITT Recommendations G.707, G.708, and G.709 
(155.520 Mbit/s)

 

This clause in unavailable for this edition because it has not yet completed the International Standard
approval process.
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Annex B
Requirements for supporting connection setup

 

(informative) 

 

B.1 Introduction

 

This part of ISO/IEC 8802 currently defines a framework that will allow future support for an isochronous
connection-oriented service. Specifically, this part of ISO/IEC 8802 defines the DQDB Layer Pre-Arbitrated
Access functions to allow access to the medium to read and write data to support the isochronous service.
The Pre-Arbitrated (PA) Access function is based on multiuser access to PA slots using the VCI in the PA
segment header to identify the particular slot, and then using pre-allocated positions within the slot to gain
access.

Guidelines for the specification of Isochronous Convergence functions to transform the capability offered by
the Pre-Arbitrated Access functions to the particular requirements of an Isochronous Service User (ISU) are
also provided in this part of ISO/IEC 8802.

The signalling protocols for establishing, maintaining, and clearing a connection are outside the scope of this
part of ISO/IEC 8802. However, a signalling protocol can be considered as a network management protocol
for communicating management commands and information between the managing system and the man-
aged system. Hence, what will need to be specified for each signalling protocol in terms of its operation with
this part of ISO/IEC 8802 are the following:

a) The behavior of the node components that will be subject to management by the signalling opera-
tions, in terms of the operations that may be performed on them and the way they affect operation of
the node components; and

b) The nature of any particular protocol encodings that are required to express how the signalling pro-
tocol is used to manage particular node components.

This part of ISO/IEC 8802 does define the DQDB Layer Management Interface operations that fall into the
class of information under a) above. Information of type b) is outside the scope of this part of ISO/IEC 8802.
However, this annex gives guidelines to developers of other standards as to how to make use of the DQDB
Layer Management Interface operations that are defined.

 

B.2 Call establishment model

 

To set up an isochronous connection from Terminal A to Terminal B as shown in figure B.1, isochronous
bandwidth must be allocated. In order to provide a complete description, the message flows for a complete
call from Terminal A to Terminal B are presented. However, the sites of the origination procedures and the
termination procedures are independent. It would be possible to have only origination procedures when the
called terminal is not on the subnetwork or only termination procedures when the calling terminal is not on
the subnetwork.

An underlying assumption of the following discussion is that the Bandwidth Manager and VCI server are
both within a single entity. Other than this assumption there is no restriction on the locations of the band-
width management, the VCI server or the CCITT Recommendation Q.931 Signalling Termination function.
[B1].

 

1

 

1

 

The numbers in brackets correspond to those of the bibliographic references listed in annex J.
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B.3 Call establishment procedures

 

Figure B.2 is abstracted from CCITT Recommendation Q.931, and shows the normal message flows for
establishing and clearing a simple circuit switched call using this signalling protocol. The following two
clauses show how the DQDB Layer Management Interface functions would be mapped into the call estab-
lishment procedures.

 

B.3.1 Originating side

 

Consider the flow of messages between originating Terminal A and the Q.931 signalling termination. If
tones are required (e.g., dial tone), then the isochronous bandwidth for these must be allocated before Time
T1. The SETUP ACK message identifies a channel and indicates to the calling terminal that a connection
should be made to allow the user to listen to the tones. Thus, prior to sending the SETUP ACK, an isochro-
nous channel must be identified and allocated and Node A must be notified as to which PA Virtual Channel
Identifier (VCI) and which octet offset positions within the identified PA segment payload to use. Figure B.3
shows the message flow details required to allocate the needed bandwidth and VCI.

 

B.3.1.1  Signalling termination communication with Bandwidth Manager and 
VCI Server function

 

After the Q.931 signalling termination receives a SETUP message, it transmits a message to the Bandwidth
Manager and VCI Server function requesting an isochronous channel. If the Bandwidth Manager and VCI
Server function can allocate the requested isochronous channel, it responds by sending a message to the
Q.931 signalling termination confirming the bandwidth allocation and indicating the VCI and octet offsets.
In this case, the Q.931 signalling termination sends a CALL Proceeding or SETUP ACKnowledge, as appro-
priate, to the calling terminal.

If the Bandwidth Manager and VCI Server function cannot allocate the requested isochronous channel, it
sends a message to the Q.931 signalling termination indicating that the requested channel could not be estab-
lished. Possible reasons for not establishing such a VCI are bandwidth limitations on the generation of Pre-

Figure B.1—Functional elements for call setup
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Arbitrated slots with respect to empty Queued Arbitrated (QA) slots, or the isochronous service has not been
provisioned on this subnetwork. In this case, the Q.931 signalling termination sends a RELease COMplete
to the calling terminal, indicating that the call cannot be established.

 

B.3.1.2 Bandwidth Manager and VCI Server function communication with Head of Bus 
function

 

When the Bandwidth Manager and VCI Server function receives a request from the signalling termination to
allocate an isochronous channel, it first determines whether the channel can use an existing PA VCI, which is

Figure B.2—Example procedure for originating a simple circuit switched call
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already being generated to support isochronous traffic. While it is assumed that this determination can be
made, there is no assumption about how it is made. 

If it is determined that a suitable PA VCI exists, then no communication is required between the Bandwidth
Manager and VCI Server function and the Head of Bus function, and the remaining steps in this clause can
be skipped.

If it is determined that no suitable VCI exists and that one may be established, the Bandwidth Manager and
VCI Server function sends a message to the node containing the Head of Bus function requesting that a new

Figure B.3—Layer Management message flows at the originating site
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VCI be generated with the required bandwidth characteristics. This leads to an LM-ACTION invoke
(PA_VCI_ADD_HOB) being generated locally at the DQDB Layer Management Interface of the node with
the Head of Bus function [(1) in figure B.3]. After the DQDB Layer subsystem at this node has processed the
invocation it generates an LM-ACTION reply (PA_VCI_ADD_HOB) indicating the status of the action [(2)
in figure B.3].

If the Head of Bus action is successful, the node containing the Head of Bus function sends a confirmation to
the Bandwidth Manager and VCI Server function.

If the Head of Bus action is not successful, then the Bandwidth Manager and VCI Server function sends a
message to the Q.931 signalling termination, indicating the requested channel could not be established. 

 

B.3.1.3 Bandwidth Manager and VCI Server function communication with originating node

 

Following the successful establishment of a PA VCI, if this was required, the Bandwidth Manager and VCI
Server function send a message to Node A informing it of the VCI and octet offsets to use. This leads to an
LM-ACTION invoke (OPEN_CE_ICF) being generated locally at the DQDB Layer Management Interface
of Node A [(3) in figure B.3]. After the DQDB Layer subsystem at Node A has processed the invocation it
generates an LM-ACTION reply (OPEN_CE_ICF), indicating the status of the action [(4) in figure B.3].

If the Node A action is successful, the Bandwidth Manager and VCI Server function sends a message to the
Q.931 signalling termination, indicating that the requested channel has been established.

If the Node A action is not successful, then the Bandwidth Manager and VCI Server function sends a mes-
sage to the Q.931 signalling termination, indicating that the requested channel could not be established. 

 

B.3.2 Terminating side

 

Consider now the flow of messages between terminating Terminal B and the Q.931 signalling termination.
In the simple scenario described, the called Terminal B may respond with CONNECT very rapidly. In fact
the called terminal has the option of responding to the SETUP message with CONNECT and entirely dis-
pensing with ALERTING. Thus, the subnetwork must ensure that the isochronous channel is available prior
to sending the SETUP message offering the call, i.e., prior to Time T2 in figure B.2. Figure B.4 shows the
message flows required to allocate the needed bandwidth and VCI prior to sending the SETUP message.

After the Q.931 signalling termination receives a call request from the network, indicating that there is an
incoming call available, it sends a message to the Bandwidth Manager and VCI Server function requesting
an isochronous channel. If the Bandwidth Manager and VCI Server function can allocate the requested iso-
chronous channel, it responds by sending a message to the Q.931 signalling termination confirming the
bandwidth allocation and indicating the VCI and octet offsets. In this case, the Q.931 signalling termination
sends a SETUP to the called terminal.

If the Bandwidth Manager and VCI Server function cannot allocate the requested isochronous channel, it
sends a message to the Q.931 signalling termination indicating that the requested channel could not be estab-
lished. In this case, the Q.931 signalling termination sends a network disconnect, indicating to the network
that the call cannot be established.

The procedures followed by the Bandwidth Manager and VCI Server function for communication with the
Head of Bus function and terminating node are the same as described in B.3.1.2 and B.3.1.3, respectively.
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B.4  Call clearing procedures

 

By way of example, consider the flow of messages between the terminating Terminal B and the Q.931 sig-
nalling termination to cause clearing of the connection. Call clearing is initiated by a DISCONNECT
message.

Figure B.4—Layer Management message flows at the terminating side
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B.4.1 Signalling termination communication with Bandwidth Manager 
and VCI Server function

 

After the Q.931 signalling termination receives a DISCONNECT message, it transmits a message to the
Bandwidth Manager and VCI Server function requesting that the isochronous channel be released. Once the
Bandwidth Manager and VCI Server function has completed the release procedure, it responds by sending a
message to the Q.931 signalling termination confirming that the channel has been released. This allows the
signalling termination to send a RELEASE message to the called terminal.

 

B4.2 Bandwidth Manager and VCI Server function communication with 
terminating node

 

The Bandwidth Manager and VCI Server function sends a message to Node B informing it of the VCI and
octet offsets that it should cease using. This leads to an LM-ACTION invoke (CLOSE_CE) being generated
locally at the DQDB Layer Management Interface of Node B [(1) in figure B.5]. After the DQDB Layer sub-
system at Node B has processed the invocation, it generates an LM-ACTION reply (CLOSE_CE), indicat-
ing the status of the action [(2) in figure B.5].

If the Node B action is successful, the Bandwidth Manager and VCI Server function sends a message to the
Q.931 signalling termination indicating that the requested channel has been cleared.

 

B4.3 Bandwidth Manager and VCI Server function communication with 
Head of Bus function

 

After clearing of the isochronous channel, the Bandwidth Manager and VCI Server function may determine
that the PA VCI that was being used for this channel is no longer required by any other isochronous traffic. 

If the PA VCI is still required, no further action is required.

If the PA VCI is no longer required, the Bandwidth Manager and VCI Server function sends a message to the
node containing the Head of Bus function requesting that the VCI no longer be generated. This leads to an
LM-ACTION invoke (PA_VCI_DELETE_HOB) being generated locally at the DQDB Layer Management
Interface of the node with the Head of Bus function [(3) in figure B.5]. After the DQDB Layer subsystem at
this node has processed the invocation, it generates an LM-ACTION reply (PA_VCI_DELETE_HOB), indi-
cating the status of the action [(4) in figure B.5].
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Figure B.5—Layer Management message flows at the terminating side
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Annex C
Bus selection for connectionless service

 

(informative) 

 

C.1 Introduction

 

The DQDB protocol is unique among the family of IEEE 802 standards in that it requires each node to be
attached to two unidirectional buses: Bus A and Bus B. (See figures C.1 and C.2.)

Whenever a source node is required to transmit a MAC Service Data Unit to a destination node the source
must know which of the two buses to use. If the destination node is 

 

downstream

 

 on Bus A, the source must
use Bus A; if the destination is 

 

upstream

 

 on Bus A, the source must use Bus B. But how does the source
determine which bus to use? This annex attempts to help the implimentor formulate a suitable bus selection
strategy.

 

C.2 Bothways transmission

 

If the implementation is one that does not require efficient use of the available bandwidth, then clearly the
simplest solution is to allow all nodes to transmit a MAC Service Data Unit on both buses. The MAC Con-
vergence Function (MCF) entity, which is part of the DQDB Layer, will permit this to be done in a manner
that is invisible to the MAC service user. The MAC service user simply specifies the MA-UNITDATA
request in the usual way. It is the function of the MCF to decide if one or both of the buses are to be used for
the set of derived MAC protocol data units used to transfer the MAC Service Data Unit, and to indicate this
at its boundary with the Queued Arbitrated (QA) Functions block.

Each receiving node will detect only one of the two sets of derived MAC protocol data units, and so the
integrity of the MAC service is maintained.

 

C.3 Bus selection tables

 

To avoid the unnecessary use of both buses, the source node must know which of the two buses to use for
each instance of communication. One way to do this is for each node to compose a bus selection table with
an entry for every other node on the MAN. Multicast and broadcast addresses would not need to be entered
since these would normally need to be transmitted in both directions as before.

The generation and proper maintenance of these tables are crucially important. If a node is moved to another
relative position on the MAN, then many, or all, of the bus selection tables will need to be altered. This
would be a common requirement in a bridged MAN topology if the DQDB subnetworks used more than one
bridge that were interdispersed by many user nodes.

The tables would also need to be maintained after a transmission fault if it caused a looped Dual Bus topol-
ogy (figure C.2) to reconfigure into an open bus topology (figure C.3). To support this possibility, the Con-
figuration Control protocol provides a mechanism to signal to all nodes that the location of the active Head
of Bus function may have changed. (See I.1 in annex I.)

Also, since the tables would need to contain at least one entry for every other node on the MAN, they could
become unacceptably large in some circumstances (e.g., Bridged MANs). Therefore, the use of this
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Figure C.1—Open Dual Bus topology

Figure C.2—Looped Dual Bus topology
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approach without some form of table maintenance strategy would be severely restricted to all but the sim-
plest configurations.

 

C.4  Self-learned tables

 

A way to compose the bus selection tables could be to employ self-learning procedures that are similar to
those used by MAC Bridges (ISO/IEC 10038 : 1993 [B4]).

 

1

 

 For example,

— If the DQDB layer has a suitable entry in its table, it would transmit the Derived MAC Protocol Data
Units (DMPDUs) in the direction indicated.

— If no suitable entry was found, it should transmit the DMPDUs in both directions.
— All Initial MAC Protocol Data Units (IMPDUs) 

 

received

 

 on one bus (Bus A or Bus B) could cause
an entry for the appropriate source address to be created, indicating that the 

 

opposite

 

 bus should be
used for returned traffic. It would need to be determined whether all IMPDUs would be examined, or
only those destined to the node. This has implications in terms of performance of the node and secu-
rity of the DQDB subnetwork.

This strategy would simplify the creation of the tables, and would allow the implementor to merely maintain
a short list, or cache, of the most commonly used MAC addresses rather than all possible entries. But it
would still need some maintenance after a loop reconfiguration, or following the re-siting of another node or
bridge.

 

1

 

 The numbers in brackets correspond to those of the bibliographic references listed in annex J.

Figure C.3—Looped topology reconfigured into open topology
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C.5 Table maintenance by aging out

 

Tables may be maintained in many ways. One of the simplest is to automatically purge all the unreliable
entries every few seconds. This could be accomplished by associating each entry with the time it was
entered. It could then be updated each time a new IMPDU is received; and if any entry failed to be updated
after a particular time (say a few seconds), it would be aged out until it was relearned.

If the aging-out time was kept short (i.e., less than the re-transmission timers in the higher layers), this strat-
egy would tolerate bus reconfiguration and the re-siting of any other node or bridge, but it would still cause
an undesirable amount of bandwidth to be wasted during the learning phases.

This approach to table maintenance, however, does have the very important advantage that its implementa-
tion does not require the assistance of any other node or management system.

 

C.6 A Distributed scheme for table maintenance

 

Tables might be maintained more efficiently if the nodes (i.e., end systems and bridges) kept each other
informed through the use of some form of DQDB Layer Management Protocol. But considerable care must
be given to ensure that they do not waste even more bandwidth than the simple aging-out technique.

Such protocols will no doubt be standardized one day, but in the meantime it should be possible to adopt a
technique based upon the following:

If it may be assumed that

— The bus selection cache is learned and maintained according to arriving traffic and the buses used;
and

— If the bus being used for any particular source address changes (as indicated in a received IMPDU),
the table is amended accordingly; and

— All entries are purged whenever a node detects that its loop has undergone a reconfiguration; forcing
the entire cache to be relearned.

Then one simple approach might be to

— Require any station that has been re-sited to broadcast (on both buses) a simple “HELLO” message
to all of the network management entities (i.e., use the ‘null’ LSAP-id) 

 

on its own Dual Bus

 

. This
could be merely an IMPDU with no data!

Individual table entries could also be purged by a DQDB layer management directive (i.e., at the LMI). Such
directives could be the consequence of a network management decision and the use of a network manage-
ment protocol (e.g., ISO/IEC DIS 15802-4 [B5].) This would allow tables to be selectively maintained after
a bridged subnetwork is reconfigured.
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Annex D
Requirement for equal slot rates on both buses

 

(informative) 

 

The fundamental subnetwork requirements for configuration control state that there shall be one 125 

 

µ

 

s tim-
ing reference for all nodes of a stable subnetwork. (See 5.4.2.1, clause FR2.) This is necessary because the
slot rate must be the same on both buses. One of the reasons for this requirement is stable operation of the
Distributed Queue, which requires that the slot rates be the same on both buses. This annex describes the
mechanism that would lead to instability if there were different slot rates on the two buses.

Consider the case where the slot rates of the two buses were not equal, and further, consider access to the bus
that is operating at the higher rate.

The control of access to a bus is a function only of the availability of empty slots on the forward bus and of
the value of the Countdown counter. In an overloaded condition, it is possible for nearly all slots on the for-
ward bus to be used by those nodes that are queued. Further, following the transmission of a segment, the
node is then free to queue a further segment for access to the forward bus. With each new segment queued, a
request is queued for transmission in a REQ bit on the reverse bus. 

If the slot rate on the reverse bus is less than the forward bus, but requests are being generated at a rate equal
to the rate on the forward bus, then a growing queue will form for the reverse bus. The practical result is that
the local request queue counter tracking the number of requests queued in a node will reach the maximum
value, with the corresponding loss of requests.

It could be suggested that a solution to this problem is to inhibit queueing of further segments in a node
while requests are still queued for sending on the reverse bus. Such a solution is not satisfactory as it results
in a potential locking out of nodes from any access, giving absolute priority to nodes downstream on the for-
ward bus.

 

Annex E
Relationship between DQSM and RQM

 

(informative) 

 

Figure E.1 depicts the relationship between the FIFO Queue in the Queued Arbitrated (QA) Functions block
(see 5.1.2.1.3), the Distributed Queue (i.e., the DQSM, see 8.1.1), and the Local Request Queue (i.e., the
RQM, see 8.1.2).

The DQSM for Bus x (x = A or B) at priority level I (I = 0,1,2) can contain, at most, one QA segment wait-
ing for transfer on Bus x at priority level I. If this DQSM is empty (i.e., the DQSM is in the Idle state), and
one or more QA segments are queued in the FIFO queue associated with the same bus and priority level,
then the segment at the head of that FIFO queue is transferred to the DQSM. A request is sent to the RQM
for Bus y (y = B or A) at priority level I by incrementing the REQ_I_Q_y counter by one. The DQSM then
enters the Countdown state.

If an empty QA slot appears on Bus x, and CD_I_CNTR_x is zero, then the DQSM commences transmis-
sion of the QA segment and the DQSM returns to the Idle state. If a zero REQ_I bit appears on Bus y, and
REQ_I_Q_y is greater than zero, then the REQ_I bit is set to one and REQ_I_Q_y is decremented by one.
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Figure E.1—Relationship between the FIFO Queue, Distributed Queue, 
and Local Request Queue
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Annex F
Common Functions block architecture

 

(informative) 

 

A suggested architecture of the Common Functions block that supports the node Configuration Control
function, and the associated class of Head of Bus resources controlled by the functional blocks, is described
below.

 

CA1.

 

The Common Functions block of each node contains a pair of functional blocks called Slot
Generator functions. If the node supports Head of Bus functions, then each Slot Generator
function is capable of supporting one of the sets of Head of Bus functions described below. 
• CA1 is required to allow a node to be capable of operating as Head of Bus A or Head of Bus

B, while still allowing the Queued Arbitrated (QA) and Pre-Arbitrated (PA) functions
blocks to gain access to the bus in either case, as shown in figure 5-20. Note that the Slot
Marking function (described in 5.4.3.1) is a subset of the Head of Bus functions.

 

CA2.

 

There is a Configuration Control function associated with each Slot Generator function to con-
trol the activation and deactivation of the Head of Bus function and the selection of the timing
reference for the node.

 

CA3.

 

The Default Slot Generator function, designated the SG_D function, is the Slot Generator
function that defines the identity of each bus at start-up of a subnetwork. The bus that leaves
the SG_D function and passes the QA Functions block and PA Functions block of the node is
defined to be Bus A. The bus that passes the QA Functions block and PA Functions block of
the node and terminates at the SG_D function is therefore Bus B. The Configuration Control
function associated with the SG_D function is designated the Default Configuration Control
(CC_D) function.
• Note that all subnetworks need to contain one SG_D function at startup to define bus iden-

tity. In an open Dual Bus subnetwork, the SG_D function may be activated at any one node
in the subnetwork.

• In a stable looped Dual Bus subnetwork, the SG_D function also provides the Head of
Bus A and Head of Bus B functions. If the looped Dual Bus configuration is reconfigured to
a stable open Dual Bus configuration, the Head of Bus B function being performed by the
SG_D function will be assigned to another Slot Generator function. Depending upon where
the fault is that has caused reconfiguration to occur, the Head of Bus A function being per-
formed by the SG_D function may be assigned to another Slot Generator function. (See
5.4.2.3.)

 

CA4.

 

The other Slot Generator function in the node that contains the Default Slot Generator function
is defined to be a Slot Generator Type 2 (SG_2) function. The Configuration Control function
associated with the SG_2 function is designated the Configuration Control Type 2 (CC_2)
function. 
• Therefore, the bus which leaves an SG_2 function and passes the QA and PA functions

blocks of a node is Bus B.

CA3 and CA4 are shown in figure F.1, which shows the designation of the Slot Generator functions for the
node that is supporting the Default Slot Generator function.

 

CA5.

 

In nodes that do not contain the Default Slot Generator function, the SG_2 function is still the
Slot Generator function from which Bus B leaves and passes the QA and PA Functions blocks
of the node. The other Slot Generator function in such a node is defined to be a Slot Generator
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Type 1 (SG_1) function. The Configuration Control function associated with the SG_1 func-
tion is designated the Configuration Control Type 1 (CC_1) function. 
• Therefore, the bus that leaves an SG_1 function and passes the QA and PA Functions blocks

of a node is Bus A.

CA5 is shown in figure F.2, which shows the designation of the Slot Generator functions for a node that is
not supporting the Default Slot Generator function.

Note that the SG_1 function of figure F.2 replaces the SG_D function of figure F.1 at all nodes that do not
support the Default Slot Generator function.

Figure F.1—Slot generator designations for the node supporting 
the Default Slot Generator function
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Figure F.2—Slot generator designations for a node not supporting 
the Default Slot Generator function
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Annex G
Rationale for the  subnetwork timing reference selection 
hierarchy

 

(informative) 

 

G.1  Introduction

 

One of the following two types of 125 

 

µ

 

s timing will be active in a subnetwork:

a) A timing reference provided externally to the DQDB subnetwork by a public network provider.
b) A timing reference provided by the node clock at one designated node in the subnetwork.

This annex gives the rationale for the hierarchy specified in 5.4.2.4.1, which is used to select the primary
subnetwork timing reference. 

 

G.2  Rationale for the hierarchy

 

In environments where a DQDB is operated within the domain of a public network provider, the timing ref-
erence for the subnetwork may be derived externally to the DQDB subnetwork from the timing reference
functions of the network provider. This synchronization information is distributed hierarchically by the pub-
lic network provider under rigorous control procedures. Where appropriate, multiple timing points will be
activated by the public network provider at different nodes in a subnetwork, provided that they are all trace-
able to a single timing source. Hence, in this environment the activation and deactivation of external timing
reference functions are under the control of the public network provider and, thus, are outside the scope of
this part of ISO/IEC 8802.

Similarly, where a DQDB subnetwork is connected to a public network, the subnetwork will probably derive
timing from the external timing reference of the public network provider at the node that provides the point
of attachment to the public network. In this case also, the activation and deactivation of the external timing
reference are outside the scope of this part of ISO/IEC 8802.

In a private network scenario, external timing functions will be controlled by network administration and
will not typically be included within the capabilities of all nodes. Once again, the activation and deactivation
of the external timing functions are outside the scope of this part of ISO/IEC 8802.

In all of the above cases, the selection of the timing reference is a forced function, which is outside the scope
of this part of ISO/IEC 8802. Further, an external timing reference would be expected to have a tighter toler-
ance than any node timing reference. Therefore, if the network operator chooses to activate external timing
reference functions, this selection should not be preempted by the Configuration Control protocol.

 

Hence, any external timing source in a subnetwork shall have priority in the hierarchy over all node clock
timing references. 

 

Multiple nodes can simultaneously provide the external timing reference function, pro-
vided the timing references are traceable to a single external timing source.

In the absence of any external timing source, either through installation choice or equipment failure, the
choice of node for insertion of node clock timing is somewhat arbitrary. However, as the node with the
Default Slot Generator function is likely to be chosen for particular operations or administrative reasons by
the network operator, it seems appropriate to nominate this node as the first choice to provide node clock
timing. The node is selected according to the following rules:
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a) In a looped or open subnetwork containing a node with the Default Slot Generator function, the
node clock at this node shall be used to provide the subnetwork timing reference.

b) Otherwise, in an island subnetwork, the node clock at the node containing the active Head of Bus A
function shall be used to provide the subnetwork timing reference.

 

Annex H
Example stable subnetwork configurations

 

(informative) 

 

This annex contains a series of diagrams depicting examples of stable subnetwork configurations (figures
H.2–H.22). Figure H.1 gives the key for interpreting each of the subnetwork diagrams. 

Each large box in the subnetwork diagrams represents the Common Functions block of a node. The Com-
mon Functions block is shown containing two small boxes, each of which represent a Slot Generator func-
tion, either of type SG_D, SG_1, or SG_2, as indicated in the bottom text line of the box. 

The text space above the dashed line in a Slot Generator box indicates which Head of Bus functions, if any,
are active under control of the associated Configuration Control functions (CC_D, CC_1, or CC_2, respec-
tively). For a Slot Generator with Head of Bus functions that are active, the text line below the dashed line
indicates the value of Default Slot Generator Subfield (DSGS) and Head of Bus Subfield (HOBS), which are
being generated by the DQDB Layer Management Protocol Entity at the node, on behalf of the Configura-
tion Control functions. As the data path starts or ends at a Slot Generator function with active Head of Bus
functions, then there is an appropriate symbol at the boundary between the data path and the Slot Generator
function box.

If the data path does not enter a Slot Generator function box, then it is not performing any Head of Bus func-
tion. 

If the node is providing the primary subnetwork timing reference, then the type of reference being provided
is shown on the top and bottom lines of the box representing the Common Functions block. These lines also
indicate the operation that is being performed on the External Timing Source Subfield (ETSS). As the timing
path starts or ends at the Common Functions block to Physical Layer subsystem boundary, then there is an
appropriate symbol at the boundary between the timing path and the Common Functions block box. 

If the timing path is relayed through the node, then the path through the node is shown. 

 

NOTES

1—These diagrams show that the ETSS operations are preformed on both buses, as required by the Configuration Con-
trol protocol (see 10.2.2.3). The diagrams also show that nodes that are not at the Head of Bus but are providing timing
are doing so for both buses; 5.4.2.4.2 allows timing to be provided on both buses, although it only requires that timing be
provided on one bus.

2—For the SG_D in figure G6, the timing information received at the end of Bus B is used to gezerate timing for both
Bus A and Bus B. In all other cases, there is a one-to-one relationship between the entry and exit path for the timing relay
functions at a node.
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Figure H.1—Key to subnetwork configuration diagrams
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Figure H.2—Looped configuration:
External timing at node with SG_D
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Figure H.3—Looped configuration:
External timing at node with SG_D and at one other node
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Figure H.4—Looped configuration:
External timing at node with SG_D and at several other nodes
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Figure H.5—Looped configuration:
Local timing at node with SG_D
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Figure H.6—Looped configuration:
External timing remote from node with SG_D
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Figure H.7—Open configuration:
Node with SG_D in middle of bus and externally timed
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Figure H.8—Open configuration:
Node with SG_D at head of Bus A and externally timed
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Figure H.9—Open configuration:
Node with SG_D at head of Bus B and externally timed
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Figure H.10—Open configuration:
Node with SG_D in middle of bus and locally timed
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Figure H.11—Open configuration: 
Node with SG_D at head of Bus A and locally timed
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Figure H.12—Open configuration:
Node with SG_D at head of Bus B and locally timed
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Figure H.13—Open configuration:
External timing remote (and upstream on Bus B) from node with SG_D
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Figure H.14—Open configuration:
External timing remote (and upstream on Bus A) from node with SG_D
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Figure H.15—Open configuration:
External timing remote from (node with SG_D at head of Bus A)
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Figure H.16—Open configuration:
External timing remote from (node with SG_D at head of Bus B)
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˙

Figure H.17—Open configuration:
(External timing at head of Bus B) remote from node with SG_D
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Figure H.18—Open configuration:
(external timing at head of Bus A) remote from node with SG_D
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Figure H.19—Island configuration:
No external timing

Figure H.20—Island configuration:
External timing in middle of bus
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Figure H.21—Island configuration:
External timing at head of Bus B

Figure H.22—Island configuration:
External timing at head of Bus A
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Annex I
Operation of the Configuration Control protocol for subnetworks 
undergoing configuration changes

 

(informative) 

 

I.1  Overview

 

The Subnetwork Configuration Control function is described in 5.4.2. It is controlled by the Configuration
Control protocol, which is described in 10.2. 

When the Configuration Control protocol signals that the subnetwork configuration should change, certain
facilities of the protocol operate to ensure that the subnetwork will stabilize as quickly as possible. This
annex describes these facilities and gives an example of the operation of the protocol during a configuration
change.

 

I.2 Configuration Control protocol facilities

 

The following (numbered) facilities apply to the operation of the Configuration Control protocol during sub-
network configuration changes:

a) The Configuration Control protocol allows the subnetwork to start up automatically.

In order to support Fundamental Subnetwork Requirement FR1 (see 5.4.2.1), which requires that there be
one Head of Bus A function and one Head of Bus B function operating in a stable subnetwork, it may be
required to deactivate the current Head of Bus function and activate it at a different node. Some of the bus
selection strategies for connectionless service, described in annex B, require that the node be notified of the
possible change in location of a Head of Bus function. This is required so that the node knows to update its
bus selection tables. Hence,

b) The Configuration Control protocol provides a facility to signal to all nodes that the location of the
active Head of Bus function may have changed.

If a node is to provide the Head of Bus function for Bus x (x = A or B) in a stable subnetwork, but will not
be providing the primary subnetwork timing reference, then it generates slots using the 125 

 

µ

 

s timing it
receives from the end of the other bus, Bus y (y = A or B). (See 5.4.2.4.4.) If the Subnetwork Configuration
Control function requires that the Head of Bus x function be activated at this node, then it may not be possi-
ble during the arbitration period for the node to extract stable 125 

 

µ

 

s timing from the end of Bus y. However,
it is important that the Head of Bus x function use a stable timing reference, so that erroneous timing loss not
be detected by nodes downstream on Bus x. Hence,

c) If a node is undergoing Configuration Control arbitration to activate or deactivate the Head of Bus x
function and is not providing the primary subnetwork timing reference, then during the arbitration
period, the Configuration Control protocol requires the node to use the node clock for generation of
slots for Bus x.

 

NOTE—If the node is providing the external timing reference function, then it is already the primary subnetwork timing
reference and continues to use this timing source during the arbitration period.

 

There are two consequences of c), as given below:
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1) During the process of arbitrating for a new Head of Bus there may be more than one 125 

 

µ

 

s
timing reference for the subnetwork. The Configuration Control protocol ensures that a single
timing reference will remain active once arbitration is complete.

2) All nodes that can provide the Head of Bus function must support a node clock capability.

 

I.3 Rationale for the Head of Bus Arbitration Timer

 

During the process of determining whether to activate or deactivate a Head of Bus A or Head of Bus B func-
tion, CC_1 or CC_2 functions (respectively) generate a Head of Bus Subfield (HOBS) value of WAITING
while the Head of Bus Arbitration Timer (Timer_H_w, w = 1 or 2) is running. The timer is used for the fol-
lowing reasons:

— To provide a delay before the subnetwork is reconfigured to verify that the fault is persistent.
— To provide rapid arbitration of which CC function should activate the Head of Bus function for a bus

when either
• The current Head of Bus function for that bus becomes unavailable, or 
• A previously unavailable Head of Bus function becomes available. 
If the Head of Bus Arbitration Timer Period is sufficiently long, then only one CC function will
remain generating the HOBS value of WAITING when the timer expires. This CC function will then
remain with active Head of Bus function.

— To ensure that all nodes on the subnetwork are made aware that the location of the Head of Bus func-
tion may have changed.

— To ensure that the Default Slot Generator function is in the correct operational state when the
Timer_H_w expires, so that no rings form on the subnetwork.

 

I.4  Example of Configuration Control protocol

 

As an example of the operation of the Configuration Control protocol, with particular emphasis on the oper-
ation of the Head of Bus Arbitration Timer, consider the four diagrams shown in the sequence, figures I.1 to
I.4. These diagrams use the key presented in figure H.1, with additional annotation as described herein.

Figure I.1 presents a looped configuration of four nodes, with the external timing function being provided at
node P, which contains the Default Slot Generator, SG_D. This is an example of the configuration presented
in figure H.2.

Now consider figure I.2, which shows that the duplex transmission link between nodes Q and S has failed
due to, for example, a cut in the fiber. This failure is detected on Bus A by node Q, which activates its Tim-
er_H_1 and starts generating a HOBS value of WAITING on Bus A. The failure is also detected by node S
on Bus B and, possibly, further downstream by node R.

 

1

 

Hence, both nodes S and R activate their Tim-
er_H_2 and commence generating a HOBS value of WAITING on Bus B.

Before the Timer_H_2 at node R expires, the transmission link between nodes R and S will be determined to
have a status of UP (after the transient fault is removed) and node R will detect WAITING on Bus B. Hence,
node R will stop its Timer_H_2, deactivate the Head of Bus B function and cease generating a HOBS value
of WAITING on Bus B. This leads to the configuration shown in figure I.3.

When the Timer_H_1 at node Q and the Timer_H_2 at node S expire the subnetwork adopts the stable con-
figuration shown in figure I.4. This is an open configuration of the same four nodes, with the external timing
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This may not occur with all transmission systems. The rest of this example assumes it does detect.
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function still being provided by node P, now in the middle of the bus. This configuration is an example of the
configuration presented in figure H.7.

Figure I.1—Looped configuration of four nodes
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Figure I.2—Failed link between nodes Q and S
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Figure I.3—Arbitration completed
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Figure I.4—Reconfigured to open configuration
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